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.ABSTRACT 

These at times somewhat mathema·!;ical studies a:ce not intended 

as a complete mxrvey of the st-.rle of Pha0d....-""'U.s • ~~~d.££!,. 1rJ.t re:pre~cnt, 

it is hoped, a usefhl contribution to ou-r bm'l'ledga of the work 

of an othe~dse rather obscure fi~~e. 

I. Phaed.rus seems often to have useit haterodyne ("ictus"

accent clash) af'fe::;-tiveJ.7 to con.vey e{;'i.·l;a.tion, suxpr.ise, speed, 

and tbe like, a:1d homod:;)me to convey the OJ!posite, thou.::.~ there 

is no good evidence of patterning like ths:l; Knight thought to have 

found in. the !£.:.~2:• (The predolllin.arJ.C~ of rwi;eroc'cyne in the m.ock

t:r.a.gic 4.,7.6-16 is, however, :proba.l}J.y d'lle to ft?.ctort~ of' genre.) 

II. (There is less va:riation in prota.gotists in tho :;::eco:n.d 

:pBxt of book 1 than in the first--this is a. field for i'urtb.eJ: investiea:'.;ion.,) 

Verse-endings are repeated lnsG and loss £u the later books 

in a. f'a.:b:l.y smooth :pro~essio:1 wr..ich m.1.;rporto the present order. 

III. lvords occurring only once in Phaed:rus' work axe rela:tiveJy 

:raxe :Ln. book 1 ~d in proloeo.es an.d epilogues. Poems high in such 

"once-11rords" tend not to be beast-fables and m.·e on avern,sc longEJ::::-, 

lihile poems low in these ,.rord.s, vlhen not prologues or e~ilogues, 

are beast~fables or jokes. 

IV. Phaedro.s' use of Greek v:ords i:ncrcaseo with tilr.e, but 

this IIley' le.::t'g-oly be due to a. change in the type of poems. Possible 

particular occasions for using Greek vro::r·ds ( a.:pa.rc from unavoidable 
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instances, such as the names of certain animals) seem to be insincerity/ 

deceit, riches, glorification, hyperbole, Greek settings, and ~ossib~ 

alliteration. Phaedrus introduced few new Greek words, if ~' and 

the overall proportion of Greek words in his vocabular,r is low in 

comparison with other poets. 

V. Phaed.rus uses "unpoetic" words to a fairly high degree, 

though less f.rcquently in narrative than in direct speech and personal 

material. He also has some words characteristic of poetry and sho-vrs 

sensitivity to certain 11 rtlles" of poetic speech, and his voca.bula;ry 

could not be confused ldth that of a prose-author. Not unexpectedly, 

he is closer in vocabulary to "low11 poetr.r (such as satire) than 

to "high" poetry ( FJUch as epic). 

VI. Phaed.rus seems to have been conscious of certa.in rhyming 

effects or homoeoteleuta, notably between the final 'qords of successive 

verses (a type he cultivated in book 4 especially, but seems to 

have avoided in book 5). 

VII. Alliteration is general~ used sparingly by Phaedrus, 

who seems to have avoided extreme concentration of alliterative 

verses. It occurs with slightly greater frequency in naxrative, and 

also ap:pE!a"t·s to have been employed somewhat less in Phaed.rus' middle 

'l'rork generally. There is some indication of preference for pa:rticulax 

alliterative patterns (e.g. avoidance of the concentric pattern). 

VIII. Only tentative observations are possible on the structure, 

if aey, of the books. The rrnmerica.l approach seems somewhat more 

promising than the thematic (book. 5 in its present form is numerically 
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balanced). 

IX. About one eighth of Phaed.ru.s• poems are exactly seven 

verses long, ®d this nJ.ai>7 have represented for him an ideal minimum 

length. :Ba.briu.s, on the other hand, does not favour this length, 

but shows instead a strong preference for even numbers of verses. 

Avienus• poems do not ve:r::r greatl.:y in length, but do not favour 

any exact figu~e. 
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D~TRODUCTIOU 

This work is not intended in any way to answer the lack, 

alluded to by Harten Npjgaa.r.d (La f~;.ble antiq11e c:Kpbenhaven: 1964-7=, 

vol. II, 'P• 138), of an "ar..alyse stylistique d'ensemble" for Phaedrus, 

even though I had originally thought that this might be possible. 

The fact is that too much vlOrk remains to be done before we can 

expect anyone to publish a complete survey of Phaedrus 1 style.1 

I hope, ho'11ever, that the various contributions that make up th:ts 

thesis \rl.ll prove useful tovm.rds that end. If some are put off by 

its at times rather mathematical approach, there is, I feel, no 

better defence than to quote from a previous contributor to our 

lmowledge of Phaedrus, Louis Havet: 

Id etiar.1, quod non1IU.mquam ad rationes a.rithmeticas descendinus, 
nGquo cxem:pla tc:mtu.r:.tmodo compu.tavimun, ve:nun etiam quas nunc 
voc<>.nt mathematici 11pro;,rbilitatos11 , vere0r ne aliq:tlos offendat • 
.Anne tu. in operibn.n rnc:ntis hu:ns..r..ae ar,-grederis metiri probabilitatis 
decimas pa....-tcs? Sane ita. est, ncq:u.e me paenitet, si vertu;l hie 
et illic probabilitas mea recuperavit, quod pessumdederat certitudo 
aliena 

(Phaedri 1\~sti liberti fabnlae 
,££popia~ c:::J?a.ris: 1895::s, p. 148). 

~or example, uord-order in Phaedrus seems scarcely to have 
been touched upon ( apo,rt from a fe1-1 incidental rema..rks, such as those 
of C. Causeret, 1~~'1e t~2.r~_maticae observatio~ c::Paris; 
1°8" 1'T\ 1 8 ·);. _.,..,,; pQ ,,._,,~ H '"'On c..,.,.,en -·)<> ·lo'1..,,..,-lr~ .....,_,_~ .... ,_l.• o=t~ .J:'J.Je - f J.. tt C.,;.I.',.L ,.1U' t-.'..i.J..v.. e v tJUn:J.;:; f ..l t .... J. ,•...;~....,.L_~..a.. ,::_,t.;....._, ~~ 

~1a.rburg: 19ll=a, :p. 9). The need for a more complete vocabular.r 
study' is noted in chapters II aud III belo'"• 
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i</H,h the exception of the chapter on vrords found only once 

in Phacd:l:l.ls (chapter III), t.J-1~ "text used has been that of :Ben Ediri.n 

Per.cy in the Loeb series (1965), though that of A. Guaglianone @la.ec3..ri 

Aum<:sti li,berti 1ibc>r fa:bula..":'Ltm. r:-..Paxavia, 196~) has been of considerable 

2value on specific points.

Regarding Phaedrus' life, I shall try to avoid the tivO exi:J:emes 

; have been cha....7 of ado:pting Guaglianone • s text as the 
basis for ey \o~ork bec~se of certain nc,trical irregularities. For 
example, at 4.prol.l, where the roanusc:ripts have the obviously incorre~~-~ 

- -/v-/-1/-/v v.,jv v-N 

cum destinassem termin(um) oper~:-b~, 
and where Scheffer' s ei!'endation "o:peri etaL:.1.ere11 , pr5.rd.;ed by Perry, 
restores the metre, Gun..1liw'lone, ap:pa-::ontly b:.~.tent on '!>reserving 
the \Wrding, gives Bone-ars' 

- - ; ... - I v v .., -1" - I" Nv 
cum destinassem operis habere tel."ll'lir>.:tJJ.Il, 

which, in order to be sca'IJile<i. as 8. sHnarlt:.s, ror;rt:tires &thE.! hiatu.s 
in caesu:ra 1>lus a fourth-foot :p:rocelo1,.s~atic an.d a split reGolution 
or no caesuxa at all and a foot consisting of a tribrauhic vrord. 
tphaedrus' metre i:J disc:ussed fu:::'thcr on pp. 18-20 'beJ.o,.;.) 

n¢jgaard Cs'::~9n 44 r-19"(2:;:,, 56?-75) hr;3 een0rally high praise 
for Gu8.,g"lianone, uhiJ.e admittiitg that h~:r:T'T 1'f. r-rodu.i t 1.Ul texte 
solide avec 1.m app<.!.rat c:ritilr.1.e td.. ;;8meni' r.a..'1i.<1tle11 , b'.:tt pointn out 
the rdher gla:ring error of not noticin;.;; i';hat the HRom:ulusn ( 8ee 
:pp. 13-4 belo;'l) is divided into books vith its fables normally m-:nbered 
accordingly. 

Goo(1yea:r <.2:1 NS 22 r=l972=, 50-2) i~-~, on the other hand, 
aJJ.oost entirely hostile, ::;oiilting to, ~cmg o·tf1er thing-s, Gua.glianone' s 
conf'l.tsi!'..g use oi' syobols Slld rejection of C"00d cc,njectures.. "r:i:his 
edition," he states, "may quite sai'ely be .ien,ored, for it contributes 
virtually nothing of im:por"Ca;nce. 11 
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of assuming intimate acquaintance on the pa.rt of the reader and 

of constructing an elabora.·te biographical ,Plasma on the model of 

Attilio de Lorenzi (Fodro =~~renze: cl955==). 

It is by now a commonplace of Phaedrian scholarship that 

virtual~ all that we know of Phaedrus is derived from personal 

references L"l his \ofOrk (so, for example, Perry, Loeb ed.. , p. lxxiii), 

ancl that is little enough. The chief manuscript tradition (PR) labels 

his uork "FE~1.I AUGUST! LIBERTI LIJ3ER FA:BULARUM". If the Augustus 

referred to is the emperor commonzy lmo\'m by that name, this ascription 

puts Phaedru.s in that ambiguous period, during ,.,lti.ch Ro:man letters 

were clouded over if not eclipsed, between the Golden and the Silver 

Ages of Latin literature, and rr1akes him the approximate contempara..cy 

of Valerius Ha.ximus, Velleius Paterculus, and Harcus Hanilius. The 

historical personages to whom he refers Eeeo to bea~ this out. ~1e 

latest of these are the emperor Tiberius aud Sejanus. The former 

Phaedru.s refero to as rrtanta maiestan ducis'' and relates an anecdote 

about how he put dO\m an over-eager slave (2.5). Phaedrus seems 

not to have been in the good e;races of the latter, hO\.,..ever; for 

Sejanus' having been accuser, \·Titness, and judge is given as the 

reason why Phaedrus nntst grieve over some unspecified ills that 

have befallen him (3.pro1.41-2, part of a much-vexed pa.ssage). 
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Yet Seneca, addressing a consolatio to the freedman Polybius 

sometime durins Seneca's exile in Corsica (41-49 A.D.), refers to 

the l·reavins together of Aeoopic fables--Phaed.:rus' precise line of 

endeavour--as 11 intemptatum Romanis i.ngeniis OIJilS" (Ad Polyb. 8.3). 

This seems to indicate that Seneca. 1-ras not aware even of Phaedrus 1 

first book of fables at this time, thouGh the exact import of the 

passage is nr.1ch disputed. 

But indeed Phaedrus is mentioned by scro::cely arry vr.riter 

before Perotti in the Fifteenth Century$ (The strange idea that 

Perotti himself v:rote Phaedru.s' fables3 has, however, long since 

been discredited.) The rather obsCQ~e Latin fabulist Avienus, who 

flourished per?laps around 400 A.D., mentions that Phaed.:r.us "paxtem 

aliquam s::of the fables of Aesop= quinque in libellos resolvit11 (E;pist. 

_§l.d 'llb9oclo'3ium); and Avienus a.p:pea.:rs to have avoided reproducing 

f!J.lY fable a.lrea.dy versified by Phaeo:ru.s4. 

3Perhaps the most important:, 8ll.d among the more recent (! )~ 
expositions of this theory are t:1osc of I.F. Clu·isJdus (ChJ:ict): 
.P~S£.~j,:s~2:lbi.~2:~:}:E}-.£ (Lei:pzie: 1746) and lill~,_ditos 
~osd~;;n. tL! reo~.:}.', -~-~s ~-:1. -·.J. (:c ~ : ·_:;·.l::o r:.i.1_,S!T1J.O fr-.huli8 uberio:.: e:~:nor:~i:.io • 
..;.;.,:: 1 a • • •~ - _ ........,.--....~.JII/1:----
Accc-.~<-•J.'·I- -r·+-.,.,.,1·"-~ -~··~··.-11 "''F., .., ~"--'~"'U~'''""' -... .,~n(h.. ; '''"•"' .J:-,:.,,.,.,<"..,..4 (-l·,_.~-1)".; •-•.._.,....)"'".. "' c.._,~r.·~···....... \.•............. ,_. .~ ..... .J.•.,\,.1 ....,..~ -..IJ ........_, ...... _.1...J, .......... .....,._ -~J-- ......... -~ '-~~--..- ,\.¥--·"- JV.J.. o..4•u• 


I147)-:-fts orit='~~ilst"ori <rre -c;raced bY'L.-"iferV'ieux, I,es f;,bi}.listes 
~11£ I (Paris: 1893), PP• 143-SOe 

4Avienus 37 is virtually the same as Phaed.r!1.s 3.7, but the 
wolf of the Ph::edrian and Babrian (100) -versions becomes a lion 
in Av5_en:u.s. 

http:Phaeo:ru.s4
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l'-1artia1 (3.20.5) mentions 11 blprobi iocos Phaedri", and it 

seems most li1wly (though not certain) that this refers to the fables 

of Phaed.ru.s the freedman of Augu.stu.s. In addition, Guaglianone, 

the most recent edi·tor of Phaedrus (see p. 2 above), has been able 

to uneaxth a single reference to our poet from the IY.dddle Ages, 

in a SUJDilla.ry of books belonging to an abbot Isghter about 850 A.D. 

{ed., p. 118). There are a number of inscriptions from the Roman 

period with the name 11 Phaeder" or "Phaedruo" {CIL 3.suppl.2.7358, 

6.9958, 6.2081, 8.8377, 9.466, 9.5227, 10.128, 14.124, 14,1232, 

14.3956), but it cannot be said with assurance that any relates 

to the fabulist. 

Othe~Tise, silence. Not only does Seneca fa~l to mention 

Phaed.rus, but none of the gTamma.rians \rho discuss the fable seem.:':! 

to be aVTm.>e of his existence5. Q;u.i.ntilian, it is trJ.e, has a reference 

to a ;12oeta, whose meaning pupils mst keep intact uhen rm.,rorking 

Aesopic fables (1.9.2). But: a. this may be a slip, especially if 

Qu,intilian had in mind similar exercises in other genres; b. the 

6
poet referred to may equally vTell not have been Phaedrus ; c. the 

5Among the Romans, see: Aulus Ge1lius, E2ctes Atticae, 2.29; 
Nacrobiu.s, .Q..~:ent.2;1..:i.i .~_E:;"linm .Sc:!:J?.;Loni.s, 1.2; Priscia..··ms, ?.:::~"..?~ 
~rcitez~,-;!'a., l(l-4) (vol. 3, :p.;>. 4)0-1, i.{ei1); Quintilian, ]rwti·1...-:J.t.i.o 
Oratorie., 5.11.17··21 and 1.9. For fUrther testimonia on the c>.ncient 
fable, concrult B.E. Perry, Aesonica I (Urbana: 1952), pp. 211-41. 

6
Ausonius (Dnist. 12.74-81) mentions a certain Titianus. ,..

in connection with 11Aesopic tr~eters", nnd Phaed.J::us himself hints 
at imitators v1ho steal his material (3.13). 

http:SUJDilla.ry
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word 1ToL"1'/( could also mean the writer of a prose 'vork (see LSJ, 

sev., II.2), and the Romans lacked an exact word for a writer of 

prose fiction (scrintor and auctor tending to be used of a recorder 

of actual events). 

The echo of one of Phaedrus' lines by Prudentius (Cathemerinon 

7.115, ttalvi capacis vivus ham:.·itur specu"; cr. Phaedrus 4.6.10, 

ttcapacis alvi J!l.ersi t ta.;·:tareo specu") is, I believe, more likely 

due to imitation of a common source, now lost, than to any knO\-rledge 

of the fabulist on the part of the Christian poet. Apparent quotations 

from Phaedrus have been reported on t'"o inscriptions, at least one 

of \'Thich is novT considered to be fraudulent.7 

7The last t~ro lines of the gTavestone of the brothers Ha.ximus 
and 	L'l.scius at J?eltuinu.m Vestim.1L1 (011 9.3473) read: 

HE!'JT1:'ll•ill\J3}.:C.QVOll IEG:::n.IS GrTA.r'lS.\'ITA 
HORTI PTIOPIOR.FIT•coT•Tr:or1\.E.VAI..E • 

Compare Phaed:rus 3.epil.lO, "nam vita morti p:r.opior est cotidie". 
In 1593, Zau:.osius reported the follm-1ing as appearing on 

a gravestone at 11Alba Iulia" (Apulu.m): 
nisi utile est ~ted faciamus 
stulta est eloria 

(CIL 3.58*). Cc.!"lpaxe Phaed.ru.s 3.17 .12, "nisi utile est q_uod facili!'J.s 
stulta est gloria". AccordiD.{j ~.-o IIavet (ed. 1895, on 3.17.12), the 
line was probably taken from Perotti's Cornu coniae (on which, see 
P• 13 belo1-r). 

http:3.epil.lO
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For deta.i.ls of Phaedrus' life vre must fall back on his oim 

'\.Yords. Rare He are faced vrith a frustrating series of half-revelations 

and allusions. Phacd.rus does state, apparently quite seriously, that 

he was born in the Pierian range {3.prol.l7), and implies that his 

ances·&ry is Thracian {3.prol.51-9); other\>tise, though, there is 

no solid evidence about his origin, apart from the :puzzling iuformation 

that he was almost born in school (3.prol.20)8• Re mnst have learned 

Latin early; for there is almost no trace of the foreiener in his 

usc of the language9, and he mentions a verse from Ennius' Telen1nts 

as having been read by him as a boy (3.epil.33-5). His last three 

booko at least seem to have been addressed to influential patrons, 

:perhaps in the Imperial service--:E,'utychus (a busy man ~3.:prol.l-16 

and 3.epil,2-3=, from ·..,hom Ph.Mdr\J.s seems to be requesting a favourablE! 

decision of some sort in order to clear his name ~3.epil.9-35~), 

?articulo (one of a number of litterati '-rho made copies for themselves 

of Phae<hus' poems =4.prolo7-20= and \oJho is addressed 

8rnterpreted by von Sassen {p. 14) as meaning that Phacdrus 
was nea.:r::ly born in Greece, to give merely one ex2.mple of hm>t th.i.s 
passage may be tru~en other th~ literally. 

9Ravet (:J?.hedre, aff'ra.~chi ~de 1 1 e~reur Auf~"lste: fables 
eso-piq,ues r.:second ed.e; Paris: 1917:::a, P• 245J detec-ted a Hellenism 
in Pl1acdrus 1 use of n1atens11 at 5.5.31; but this is an isola.ted 
instance, and commentators have remarked again and again on the 
relative purity of Phaedrus' Latin (e.g., Causeret, p. 91). 

http:3.prol.l7
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as "vir sanctissime" c4.epil.4~), and Philetus (who ma.y have encouraged 

Phaedrus to vrrite one more book in his old age =5.10~). 

Phaedrus' vTork is full of references of varying degrees of 

opaqueness to his enemies, literary or otherwise; he refuses to name 

any but Sejanus (presumably already passed from the scene), on the 

grounds that a humble man ought not to speak openly (3.epil.29-33). 

The critic of his efforts becomes "lector Cato" (4.7.21) or, still 

more abstractly, "Livor" (2.epil.l0, 3.prol.60, 4.22.1); or he spea,ks 

of one or another of his fables as directed against "those people" 

or "certain people" (1.1.14-5, l. 22.10-2, 2. 5.1-6, 2. 9.15-7 c:::if "illis" 

be read::., 3.10.60, 3.12.8). He may address the object of his attack 

directly (4.7.1-2, 4.22.1, 4.24.3-4), but the identification remains 

vague. A couple of times he even hcts recourse to the formulation 

"if anyone " (l.prol.5, 3.prol.45-6), and once to a code name 

drawn from the fable itself (3.13.16-7). Phaedrus alsc refers to 

a coetus of some sort, into 'vhich he hus been accepted only with 

difficulty (3.pro1.23). 

It is obvious from his \VOrds about the origin of the fable 

(3.prol.33-40) that Phaedrus pursued this type of obscurity intentionally; 

the Elebeius, like the ser\~s, had to tread carefully in the presence 

of the povmrful. Even when apparently referring to himself alone, 

http:3.pro1.23
http:3.prol.60
http:2.epil.l0
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the fabulist prefers the veiled allusion (3.1.7, 5.10.10). 

One thing Phaedrus does tell us clearly about himself: he 

has "scraped the desire for possession right off his heart" (3.prol.21) 

and has "ahmys avoided dangerous profits" (5.4.8). Unfortunately, 

ho'..rever, even this is the sort of information that may be taken more 

than one way. Poverty, after all, is relative; and even the richest 

may have praise for it (the case of Seneca being notorious). 

It is naturally possible to make all sorts of conjectures 

about Phaedl~s' life based on the content and treatment of the stories 


10
that he relates, but this requires a work in itselr. It is probably 

also better to try to approach the fables without prejudice. 

A brief note on the material may be in order. Beginning as 

a versifier of Aesop (l.prol.l-2), Phaedrus soon be5dll to insert 

some of his own material, at first on the grounds of variety (2.prol.5-12), 

but later with the claim of having vastly increased the scope of 

the fable (3.prol.38-9). He continued to call his poems Aesopic, 

however, with the justification that he was continuing to write 

in the same genre (4.prol.ll-3); and Aesop continued to be pointed 

10Those interested in how this method has been applied to 

date are referred especially to: de Lorenzi, Fedro (see p. 3); H. 

Vandaele, gu.'l r.tente :Ph::ceder fabellas scrinserit (Paris: 1897); H. 

A.H. Peters, Phaed.ru::;: ceC! st1.1die (Hijmccen: 1946), pp. 1-29; and 

Havet, ed. 1895, pp. 259-70. See also Perry, Loeb ed., pp. lxxiii

xcvi. 

http:Phaed.ru
http:itselr.It
http:3.prol.21
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to as the inventor 1vho:n Phaedrus was following (4.22.7-8). But, by 

by the end of his career, Phaedrus felt sufficient confidence to 

admit that he had long been using Aesop'::: name merely to lend authority 

to his poetry (5.prol.l-7). It is certainly true that none of the 

poems in book 5 corresponds to a1~ of the traditional Aesopic fables, 

but there are a fair number in book 4 that can be so classified. 

As early as book 2, hmvever, Phaedrus had begun to insert anecdotes 

--and other material--of a quite un-Aesopic nature in his work (e.g., 

2.5). Almost all his poems do contain a moral lesson, usually expressed 

11in an affabulatio , and so may be thought of as maintaining the 

spirit e.t least of Aesop's tales; yet, in hj_s later vTOrk, Phaedrus 

gives at least tHo aetiologies that seem to be totally without r:J.oral 

12content (4.16 and 4.19 ) • He also tells seve::cal stories about Aesop 

in which Aesop does not relate a fable, but merely sho-..vs his wisdom 

by some remark or action (3.5, 3.14, 3.19, 4.5, app.9, app.l3, app.l7, 

app.20) (this type of story is sometimes kno¥m as a chreia). 

Phaedrus 1o1as apparently the first ancient writer to collect 

Aesopic fables in verse: he himself mentions no predecessors save 

11Affabulatio is the term used for the statement of the moral 
Sc- ' 

by the fabulist himself. '1vnon this precedes the fable, it is l:nmm 
as the prom;vthiu:n.; \·Then it follows, as the epimythium. 

12 rn other cases, he goes to great lengths to point out morals 
that would oth8nvise be missed (e.g., in 4.11). 
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Aesop (2.,2piJ..l-6). :Before Phaedrus, fables were used in voetry only 

as incide!·1tal ornament 
13 (notably by Horace; e.g., Sermones 2.3.314-20 

and 2. 6. 79-117) anc1. collected only in rhetorical handbooks (such 

as that compiled by Demetrius of Phaleron c:])iog.Laert. 5.580-1:::~) 1 4. 

The poetic fabular collection did not become a flourishing literary 

form after him either. Among ancient Latin writers, only Avienus 

survives; among Greek, only Eabrius. The former excuses his writing 

of fables on the grounds that higher genres are beyond hi.s abiJ.ity 

(Eoist. ad Theodosiu.-:l), 'IThile the latter seems to have intended 

r;--8/ /his work for schoolboys ( note especially prol.2, ~r""/X/- ·ru,voY,(.<J 

The manuscripts of Phaedru.s may be divided into a main tr2.dition 

(P, R, and D) and an indirect tradition (N and V). 'l'he main tradition 

covers 1vhat is regularly printed as books l to 5 of the fables, 

with the exception of 5.1.18 and 5. 2.1-2. The manuscript P (the _E!_tnos.::mns, 

so called from its first editor, Pierre Pithou, and first publis~\(;d 

in 1596) still surYives in toto and is presently in the Pierpoint 

Morg-cm Library in Ne1v York City (M. 906). The manuscript R (the Remensis ~ 

once at Rheims and first brought to light in 1608 by the Jesuit 

----~------~-··-~--~·---~~~-~-

l3Socrates supposedly tried versifying certain fables of 
Aesop (Plato, Phacdo, 60d-6lb; Diog.Laert., 2.5.42), but no collection 
of these poems is known. 

14-nausrath believed that there were strong indica.tions of 
the existence of a Volkshuch interv1eaving fables with details fran 
the life of Aesop and drmm on by Phaedrus (l'bue Jar_:rbltc~ l c:l898=>, 
307-8), but this \Wnld still be far from being a collection of Aesopic 
fables in verse. 
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Sirmond) appears to have been destroyed by fire in 1774 and is }~own 

only throuch desultory collations by various editors; its readings 

were by all accolmts very close to those of P. Both P and R \·Tere 

written 'vithout distinction of verses. D (the Danielensis, once 

the property of Pierre Daniel, who obtainGd it from the abbey of 

Saint-Benoit-sur-Loire, perha~s at the time of its sack by the Huguenots 

in 1562) is a fragment covering only 1.11.2-1.13.12 and 1.17.1-1.21.12; 

it is presently lodged in the Vatican Library (Codex Reginensis 

Latinus 1616). Its readings differ considerably from those of PR; 

most notably, it gives us the commonly accepted reading 11-:.1tilia 

mihi qua.'Tl fuerint" at 1.12.14 (r?ther than PR's 11ut illa r:ihi profuerint 11 
) 

and the variant ending to 1.13 " • • • corvu.s cur dolosis/ fuisset 

deceptvs fraudibus ut ignavus" (unmetrical). P and R are generally 

dated to the Ninth Centu.ry; D, to the Ninth or 'fenth. 

The indirect tradition is that represented in NicoJ.o Perotti's 

.NPl,to:11e fabelJ.arum Ae.:wpi, Avj eni et J>haecld ad. Pyrrhum Perot tum 

fratris fiJ.ium adolescentem suavissimum, written in the Fifteenth 

Century. The manuscript N (the Ne.q,p_o1l._!_~, first discovered in 

1727 in the library of the Duke of Parma by Jacques-Philippe D'O:rvilJe, 

but subsequently lost and not rediscovered until abo-:.1t 1808) appears 

to be the autograph of Perotti, but is ilJegible in many places 

because of water-stains; most of it (including all the fables of 

Phaedrus that it contains) '.vas published by Cataldo Janelli in 1809; 

earlier, D'Orville had taken a nwnber of notes on readings of the 

main-tradition fables given by N when it had not so greatly degenerated, 

http:abo-:.1t
http:Centu.ry
http:1.17.1-1.21.12
http:1.11.2-1.13.12
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and these have been collated by G1.1aglianone for his edition; N is 

presently in the Eiblioteca Nazionale in Naples (IV F 58). V (the 

Vaticanus, discovered by A..'lcelo Mai about 1830 among the possessions 

of :F'ederico Veterani of Urbina) is a collection containing a copy 

of N and is in much superior condition; it is found in the Vatican 

Library (Urbinas 368). o-ne fable (3.17) is also knOim through Perotti's 

quoting of it in his Cornu CO..I:,iae, sive linr,uae latinae co:nrnentarii • Cc • ' 

published in Venice in 1489, nine years after his death; Perotti, 

by an apparent slip, here attributes the fable to Avienus (see Hervieux, 

I, pp. 144-5 and 153). 

The main-tradition fables given in the indir&ct, Perottine, 

tradition are as fol1m·rs: 2.6-9, 3.1-8, 3.10-19, 4.21-3, 4.25-6, 

5.1-5--though i·lith some omissions, chiefly of promythiaand epimythia 

(on '1-lhich see note ll). In addition, there are thirty other fab1es 

and t1·ro fragments that seem to have been written by Phaedrus also. 

These comprise the Auuendix Perottina and will be designated in 

this work as app.l-32, the numbering follo;.,ring the order of appearance 

in the E:uitor1e. 

'l'races, sometimes quite extensive, of Phaedrus' original 

wording are also preserved in a group of collections of Aesopic 

fables in Latin prose written some centuries later. Chief among 

these are the Ademar manuscript, the Codex Hissemburgensis, and 

the "Romulus" (preserved in a number of manuscripts), all of which 

are thought to go back largely to a Latin prose version of Aesop 
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of the Fourth or Fifth Century A.D. On these so-called prose paraphrases 

of Phaedrus, see Hervieux, I, pp. 241-818; and, for their actua] 

texts, II, pp. 131-762. For the "Romulus" in particular, see also G. 

Thiele, :Der lateinische A0sop des B.omulus (Heidelberg: 1910). No 

real reliance can be put on these prose versions as authorities 

for the text of Phaedru3, and in fact they are rarely so used by 

modern editors. Attempts to pick out fragments of lost fables of 

Phaedrus in this source are especially attacked by Npjgaard (II, 

pp. 412-8). 

Most recent editors of Phaedrus have made a slight change 

in the order of the material of the main tradition. In PR, the transition 

from book 3 to book 4 takes place abruptly, 3.19 ("Aesopus respondet 

garru1o") being fclloved directly by 4.1 ("Asinus et Calli"); this 

abruptness has been remedied by the insertion of the epjlogue and 

prologue found in the manuscripts between 4.25 (nForrnica et musca11 
) 

and 4.26 (Simonidcs saved ty the gods). In addition, it is supposed 

11that the passage beginning "Aesopi nomen • • • is the prologue 

to book 5 (the transition to this book is no1.rhere indicated in the 

manuscripts), and the passage beginning "Adhuc supersunt II 

is transferred from after the fable "Scurra et rusticus" in order 

to supply book 4 with an epilogue. Not everyone has been satisfied 

with this arrangement, notable dissenters being Hervieux (I, pp. 

65-8) and Havet (ed. 1895). I myself ~~not entirely convinced of 

its correctness, in spite of the symmetry that it gives to book 

5 (see chapter: VIII, sectior. 3); it seems on basic principles to 
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be foolish to attempt to tidy up in this way a text that definitely 

contains lacunas. (Nevertheless, the commonly accepted arrangement 

into books has generally been followed in this st·ody. )15 

On the question of Phaedrus' style, it is natural that many 

conunentators should have made at least some remarks. Hhat is most 

noted about Phaedrus' lancuage is its brevity16 and its love of abstracts17. 

There have been, however, a number of more detailed considerations 

of particular aspects of Phaedrus' style, which represent the material 

on which any later investigator IV'ill have to build. C. Causeret' s 

De Phaedri sermone grammaticae observationes (Paris: 1886) is, as 

its title indicates, mainly concerned with the gr~~ar and syntax 

of the fables, though it contains a number of observations on other 

points, such as Phaedrus' use of Greek wo~ds (pp. 33-5); it is some1vhat 

15up to this point, L1uch of the c;er.eral material for the 
Introduction has been dra1V'n from Perry's introduction to the Loeb 
edition, which the reader is advised to consu:;.-~ for further details. 
Other sources have been dra1V'n on at need, especially Hervieux. See 
the Bibliography for further references. 

16This brevity often consists of leaving something to be 
w1derstood 1vhich another vrri ter might have stated more explicitly. 
Although Phaedrus' meanine is nevertheless generally fairly clear, 
there are occasions where the omission seems almost too great not 
to have been caused by an error in the transmis;=lion. Take as an 
example 2. 7.8, Hhere Postgate emended "mulum" of the traditj_on to 
"ditem 11 

: in defence of the tradition, one mi.ght assume that Phaedrus 
intended it to be surmised by his readers that, because tl~ mule 
was WOlmded "inter caedem", it must be the one laden with money 
that is referred to, since it is around the val~ables t11at the fighting 
takes place; in that case, hmvever, I do not believ9 that Phaedrus 
could escape the charge of obscurity. 

17Host notably, of such expres:Jions as "corvi ••• stupor" 
(1.13.12) for "corvt<.s stupidus", in which characters are subordinated 
to their most relevru1t qualities. 
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vitiated by the author's propensity for judging everything by the 

canons of Golden Latin prose (using such affective terms as "pravitas" 

cp. l8o to describe any departures from this standard). Hans von 

Sassen's De Phaedri sermone (Harburg: 1911) is a series of observations 

on Phaedrus' use of metaphor, poeticisms, and rare words, and on 

peculiarities of meaning or expression; it was roundly attacked 

by Georg Thiele in a review in Wochenschrift fUr klassische Philolo~ie 

(29 cl912o, columns 57-62) on a number of grounds: the author is 

ignorant of the existence of Cinq_uini's Index phaedrianus, fails 

to explain the peculiarities of Phaedrus' language that he has collected, 

is unfamiliar with Phaedrus' sources, does not see the importance 

of Greek words, and is generally incompetent to deal with the problem. 

Jacob Bertschinger's VolkstUmliche Elemente in der Snrache des Phaedrus 

(Bern: 1921) limits itself to certain "popular" elements in Phaedrns' 

language not previously noted to a sufficient extent; Bertschinger 

fo1lows von Sassen in seeing prose as the basis of Phaedrus' language, 

but wishes to emphasize by his study that the prose involved is that 

of popular speech (pp 5-6). Reference here might also be made to 

Johannes Heiland's "Ile tropis et figuris Phaedrianisn (Vienna: 1914), 

first noted, as far as I can see, by Hofmann-Szantyr (Lateinische 

S~tax und Stilistik ~MUnchen: 1965~, p. LXXX), and apparently unknown 

to Npjeaard (1967); it deals almost entirely with tropes (metaphors, 

similes, etc.), which the author attempts to classify and discuss 
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18under the traditional categories, and it contains a few useful observations.

A work that should not be overlooked is W.A.I1. Peters' Phaedrus: 

een studie over persoon, \verk en taal van den romeinschen fabeldichter 

(Nijmegen: 1946), which devotes a long chapter (hoofstuk III, pp. 

73-116) to Phaedrus' style and language, following in large part 

the method outlined by Na.rouzeau in his Traite de stylistigue. 

Morten Npjgaard has a chapter touching on various aspects 

of Phaedrus' style in its relation to the structure of the fables 

(II, pp. 138-56, "L'expressivite morale du style"); this includes 

a discussion of the meaning of "brevity" in Phaedrus and the function 

of figures and sound-effects. 

11.1. Gasparov' s article nc-rvr:n~> Q?c.npa. ~ BaSpi1Q.11 (in SbttK vt 

CTvFr~. ;"t•HVi'-\HJ.I>,""fii1CClTC711?\j cLeningrad: 1966:::.) deals with three points 

of stylistic contrast between the two ancient fabulists: Phaedrus' 

language is condensed, dry, concise, and antithetic, while Babrius' 

is diffuse and pleonastic; Phaed~1s expresses himself abstractly 

and prefers metonymies, while Babrius expresses himself concretely 

and prefers metaphors; Phaedrus is subjective while Babrius is objective, 

19 as is clear from the ,.,ay in which they employ epithets. 

18
But it runs to 221 handwritten pages (never having been 

published) and is not always clearly legible, especially in those 
passages quoted in German. 

l9A minor aspect of Phaedrus' style, his use of fixed verb
noun.combinations in place of single verbs, is dealt with in a recent 
article by N.A. Vishnevskaye1; ( "r:n~oTI!.+-<.o-\1\Me \-\HC!e ynoi:1'1vtGI,rc co-r cra-H 1-19l 
V\ o.liho~<.opc+iH'·'e rr1a:ro:rw s tlactt!:t.X.,Q:c_np::L K B ICKC.Td.X. TTpo.3a.Yt'·H:.cKV.X :wpcpa.io-,oK.." 
in A+-~1>11 r~..£S_T~ 11 <.o\3o('Me.TiHOCTt,. c::-I1oscow: 1972==). 

http:BaSpi1Q.11
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Since one chapter of this work (chapter I) treats Phaedrus' 

use of metre as a stylistic parameter, a summary of the rules for 

the Phaedrian senarius may be of especial use. Virtually complete 

outlines have also been given by L. Mueller (Phaedri fabu1arum acsouia~uu 

1i.bri quinque cLeipzig: 1877=, pp. ix-xiii), Havet (ed. 1895, pp. 

147-224), a~d G.E. Pighi (Latinitas 2 c1954~, 107-14); Raven's equation 

of Phaedru.s' verse with "free iambic senarii of the comic type" 

(~n Met~ cLondon: 1965~, p.l78) is inadequate. 

DiaGTammatically, the options open to the writer of this style 

20
of verse may be represented as follows: 

1 2 6feet 4 I 53 
I l 

I 
I I I I I ,_iambs __, I AIu v v ~ v1 ~-, ' I' 1...-vv 

i 
' ~ ... ~ ~( ._, I,..,) J~~ Itrib:cachs 

I I IIII 
I _j _ I I_spondees - I 

: 
IIII I 
Ianapests v-' vv I ..__.., r ~vI-l~~: = 

,-

I I 
' 

- I - I 'I -
I 

l 
Idactyls vvv ... I- I vvvv -' ...... v 
I I I I(-.~: vv) (vu "")v '""proceleus;natics i v J ..... !II Ii I 

' 
II ! 

i 
'i I, 

l 11 2 I ' 

5 ,6 I7 18 9 I 10 11112half-feet 3t4
I I I II I 

20r-rueller (p. x) denies Phaedrus' use of the proceleusmatic 
except in the first foot, Hhile Havet and Pighi think that, vrhile 
rare, it Has permitted also in the third and fifth feet. Nueller 
(pp. ix-x) is also doubtful about the legitimacy of the first-foot 
tribrach. 
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There remain some restrictions O:!'l word-division, which cannot 

be incorporated into the diagxa~. There is almost always a caesura 

after the fifth half-foot (~miquinaria) or after the seventh half

21
foot (se::r.iseptenaria). Vlord-division does not occur ivithin or after 

a double-short half-foot (split resolution) unless it also occurs 

before. If the second, third, or fourth foot is spondaic or anapaestic, 

it is not followed by \vord-division unless it contains a word-division 

(3.epil.34 is a quote from Ermius). The third, fifth, and seventh 

half-feet are not both preceded and followed by word-division if 

double-short. The seventh half-foot is not a monosyllable unless 

preceded by elision. 

It is also a rule that if the ninth half-foot is short there 

22
is no word-division after it or after the tenth half-foot. No 

word-division is permitted after the eleventh half-foot under any 

circumstances. 

The non-occurrence of certain other word-divisions is considered 

accidental by Havet: word-division never occurs within the third, 

fifth, seventh, or ninth half-foot (section 23); the verse never 

21This may sometimes come between a preposition and its object, 
as in 3.prol.38; 

- j:.- / -//-/v -/- -/ VN 

eg(o) illius pro semita feci viam. 
Elision is not permitted across a caesura, but is used in lieu 
of caesura in 3.15.6, 4.5.22, and 5.7.19. 

22According to Nt:eller (p. x) and Havet (section 41), in 
such cases a preposition may count as part of a word; but Pighi 
prefers to emend away the thirteen instances involved. 

http:3.prol.38
http:3.epil.34
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begins with two iambs each followed by word-division (section 37). 

He also considers accidental the fact that two a~apaests are not 

found in a row (section 39). 

Phaedrus does not appear to have used synezesis, hiatus23, 

or iambic shortening; elision is not exceptionally common, but the 

only restrictions seem to be that it is not used in the eleventh 

half-foot24 or across caesuras. 

A Note on Statistical EXPectation and v 2 

No advanced statistical methods are employed in this \tork, 

but those with no lmowledge of this subject may find the following 

elucidation of some value. 

From time to t i.me I have occasion to use the term "expectation" 

or "chance-expectation" in a statistical or mathematic&.l sense. 

Such a~ expectation is an exact value calculated from the statistical 

probability that a particular event or group of events will occur 

given certain conditions. If these conditions are the only factors 

at \Wrk, the expectation should represent the average result over 

a large number of trials. The further a\vay a particular result is 

from the expectation, the less likely it is that other factors are 

not at \vork. 

23Though Havet emends to "cllin ~a/nus" at 4.2.10, and "quanjtura s 
In/genlllin" ia found in the suspect 1.13.13. 

24-:H:ence Phaedrus would never end a verse with "ll/l(e) ait", 
for example. 
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x2 
is used to determine the probability--given a particular 

expectation or set of expectations--that the observed value or values 

could differ by at least so much "by chance"--i.e. without some other 

factors of the ty:pe referred to being at v!Ork. It is obtained by 

multiplying by itself the difference bet1reen the observed and expected 

values and then dividing the result by the expected value--if there 

2are more than one such calculation, the results are added together. 5 

In the relatively simple cases precented by this study, the 

number of "degrees of freedom" (£f. or )-') is ahrays 1 (and thus it 

is probably best not to enter into further explanation of this term 

2here); and \vhen df=l a value of x_ of more than 2. 706 means a probability 

of ch~ce-occurrence of less than 10%; a valuG of more than 3.841, 

a probability of less than 5%; more than 5.412, a probability of 

of less than 2%; more :;han 6.635, less than l%; more than 10.827, 

less than 0.1%. More detailed correlations can be got from a good 

X2 distribution table. 

Generally, a probability of chance-occurrence of less than 

5% is taken as being at least probably sienificant in a statistical 

sense. 

25For further information, any introductolJ work on statistics 
raay be consulted; for example, N.J. Horoney, _Facts from Ficures 
(Penguin, t!:ird ed. revised 1965), especially pp. 249-70, or [With 
particular :-tp:p1ication to stylistics) Char1es flu11er, Jnitiation 
a J.a stn.tjc;tiJJUG Unr:uisti_nll':~ (Paris: 1968), especially pp. 95-103. 

'rhe forrrmla is: 2
2 <'(0-E}

y =-<v -'\. E 
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HOI10DYHE AND HEI'ERODYlTE 

The terms "homodyne11 and "heterodyne" refer to different 

relationships betvreen word-accent and metrical position and were 

coined for this purpose by \J.P. Jackson Knight (see especially his 

Ascentual SycJnetry in Vir{:;il c:::Oxford: 1939=>). In order to define 

these two tenns, we must assume that Latin verse is characterized 

by a pzr:i..oc1ically recurring 11 ictus", ref1ecting a tempora!"'J increase 

1
in the forGe of utterance. In dactylic verse, the ictus falls invariably 

upon the fL':::t s:rllable of each foot, whereas in iawbic verse it 

falls on the :last s;yllable of the foot if that syllable is lone 

or on the seco:1d.-las1. in the case of resolution. According to Knight 1 s 

1There is considerable evidence pointing tm.;a:rd the truth 
of this assu~1lption. Y,nicht lists so::1e discussions of :;he ques \..ion 
in his 11Notcs to Chapter II11 (Pll• 85-92), r1ota:)ly: J ."i'·t. :Bolanos, 
"Virgilio, rey del he::aTJetro 11 

, :r.<;studios virrUl'JI:Os (Qui to: 1931), 
pp. 70-121; F.H. \·leshray, .Q.'12nti~:v and A~c:cnt in J,atin (Ca;;J.oridge: 
197,0) • Tl'i~ik Vandvik R'"'"_,_~'-'llc u·yi ; [:,-'-·Y"'~l' /' '-~n·1t un.d Tl-tun QO./ ' J..:J .;... ' u..t,y l..t.~H -J ... _.... _., v...._,,..._ ...:.1.. --J~ ..J-~ ~ - - .. J ..:>' w 

suppl. fasc. 8 (Oslo: 1937}. Anoth8l' L::!p-ort~t uork is :t:O.nard Fraenkel 1 s 
Ikt-'lc und Ak~ent irn J.a ~elnischen Sp::r-ec:r.;crs (BerJ.in: 1928). SGe 
also Sturtevant's stat isi:ics ±'or dactylic ve:rse ('11APA 54 t::l923=>, 
51-73, and 55 c=l924=>, 73-89). -

The question of ictus is still far from settled, ho':rever, 
See recently, for e:x:aD~le: G.B. P i,::;hi, "Inter legere et scandere 
plurimu.'n interesae", IJa-t.initas 14 (1966), 87-93; Ham: Ilrexler, 11 Concctti 
fondamentali di rn.etrica11 (trans. L.E. Rossi), H.F'IC 93 (1965), 5-23; 
and J. \·1. Halporn 1 s introduction to his translation from lJietzsche, 
Ar~ 6 (1967), 233-if-3. Raven (Latin J.letre, pp. 12 a11d 153) refuses 
even to disc·ass the matter. See also L.P. 1:filkinson, Goloen IJatL1 
Artistry (Canbridf,'e: 1963), ::;:'P• e9-96, and \v. :Beare, Latin V~ 
and Europ8an Sone (London: =1957~), especially pp. 57-65. For further 
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definition (p. 13), a homodyne is a coincidence between ictus and 

accent, and a heterodyne is a lack of such coincidence. For practical 

purposes, hmvevor, he uses the term heterodyne only of the lack 

of accent on an ictic syllable and not of the lack of ictus on an 

accented syllable. This, in the opening hemistich of the Aeneid-·

£ ..., '"'/ t. ~ ~/ arma vi rumque ca no 

--we have homodyne in the first two feet, because the initial syllables 

of the feet are also stressed by natural word-accent. As we move 

along in the verse, however-

~~ - L/ - -;. . • ca no, Tro iae qui 

--we can see that the ictic syllables "-no" and 11-iae" of feet three 

and four do not take word-accent and that therefore we have heterodynes 

in these two feet. In the last tivO feet of the verse-
~ v '../ ~ A/

• / primus ab/ oris 

--there are of course two homodynes. (T~is is a fairly typical pattern 

of ictus and accent in the dactylic hexameter.) 

Now e~actly how the various syllables of Latin verse were 

stressed is a matter of uncertainty (though we can perhaps ass~~e 

vrith safety that any syllable in which ictus and a definite word-

accent coincide vras stressed, and that any syllable lacking 

biblJ.ography, one might begin with R.J. Getty, "Classical Latin 
Hetre and Prosody 1935-1962", Lustruin 8 (1963 r=l964=>), 103-60. The 
doctri.ne of a snoken ictus in Latin (in contrast to one marked by 
tapping the foot~the like) is said to go back to Bentley and 
is not attested by any ancient authority. 

http:doctri.ne
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both ictus and the possibility of \Wrd-accent was unstressed). Knight 

speaks of two waves of stress or emphasis superimposed upon, and 

interfering with or reinforcing, one another, the one generated 

by word-accent and the other by metrical ictus (pp. 10-3). If we 

adopt this idea, the first verse of the Ae~ will generate a word-

accent wave somewhat as fo1lows ..

"'-.__/·~----------~~~".----_/~ 
arma vi~~que cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris 

--(the accentuation of 11 qui 11 is rather uncertain, so that I have 

assigned it an intermediate value; "ab", on the other hand, is fairly 

definite1y proclitic, and thus unaccented), and the same verse will 

generate an ictus-\.,rave thus-

~ ~ ,....._______ /'-----.-__ /', /"
--/ ~~/ --..._____-/ ------._...,, ~ "" 


arrna viru.Inque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris 


--and these \vill combine \·rhen superimposed to form the follO\ving-

(the highest peaks representing coincidences of ictus and accent-

homodynes). A succesion of heterod~rnes, it can be seen, means a flattening 

out of th~ beat or an interference with the natural rhyth1n of the 

verse, \·Ther•:=!as h.omodyne means that the rhythm is stabilized and 

2reinforced. 

') 

'-For further interpretation, see Knight, e~pecially pp. 13-4· 
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But even if there were no such thing as ictus at all, and 

word-accent alone determined stress in Latin verse, one would expect 

that different patterns of stress within each verse and relative 

to long and short syllables would be noticeable to the listener. 

This is especially t~1e of the beginnings and endings of verses, 

and to a lesser extent at the caesuras. Thus, for example, quite 

apart from any concept of ictus, there is a palpable difference 

between beginning a verse with "Aesopus", i!here the accent is reserved 

/
for the second syllable, and beginning one with "fictis", where 

the accent falls on the first; and likewise, between ending a verse 

with "senariis", with the accent on the antepenultimate syllable, 

and ending one vli th "risum m~vet", with accents on the penult and 

on the fourth-last syllable. 

Again, suppose that the word-accent was co1npletely suppressed 

by the Romans in reading poetry, and that only the ictus was stressed. 

There would surely have been a g::-eat difference in the mind of the 

listener between "Aesopus11 , stressed according to its nature.l word

accent, &'1d "fictts", bearinc an unnatural stress on the final syllable. 

In this case too, the rhythm of a homodyned foot would have seemed 

balanced, stable, and natural; that of a heterodyned foot, unbalanced, 

unstable, and unnatural. 

If only the stress element of the VTOrd-accent was suppressed 

in readine poetry (leaving some change of pitch to identify the 

accented syllables), or if it is assumed that the Latin accent in 

general was entirely one of pitch, the listener would have been 
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aware of a difference in musical quality betvreen a homodyned and 

a heterodyned foot. 

The rema,ining possibility seems almost so implausible as 

not to be worth considering. This is to assume that verse was read 

without any sort of regular stress or pitch at all (these qualities 

being used only here and there, for added emphasis). Yet even here, 

assuming that the listener could remain a-tvare of the metre and the 

pattern of longs and shorts, homodyned feet w~~ld generally strike 

him differently fro~ heterodyned. Let us consider the ending of the 

iambic senarius. If it is to be heterodyned, the word in question 

must be a disyllable, '1-Tith the first syllable short; there \·rill 

thus be a pause (sometimes called a dieresis) before the sixth foot, 

and the final unit of the verse will be only about one foot long. 

If, on the other hand, the verse is to end in homodyne, in Phaedrian 

verse at least3, the last word must be a polysyllable, and the pause 

cannot come later than the middle of the fifth foot; the final unit 

of the verse will therefore be longer than one foot, and so more 

relaxed, less abrupt, better balanced. Similar considerations apply 

3Phaedrus does not end any verse ivith a monosyllable (except 
enclitic est); so there are no instances in his work of the verse
ending typ;-"11 deridesne me? 11 

• 
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to the becinning of the verse. 4 

In the iambic senarius of Phaec1rus, as in virtually any Latin 

metre, there are certain restrictions against both homodyne and 

heterodyne, determined largely by position ln the verse. It will 

be found that word-accent very rarely falls on the third, fifth, 

or eleventh half-foot, and never on the twelfth.5 Generally speaking, 

4In general, the same may be said of the words immediately 
before and after the caesura in dactylic verse. Trochaics are another 
matter, which I v1ilJ not e;o into here. 

It is interesting to note hmr certain prose authors, such 

as Quintilian, avoid ending a period in a word of less than three 

syllables. 


5m book 1, I have observed 22 instances of vrord-accent in 
the seventh half-foot (1.1.8, "meos1'; 1.2.30, "quoque"; 1.3.12, 11 p:rius 11 

; 

1.12.13, "nunc 11 ; 1.13.9, 11vult 11 
; l.l).2, 11 :i..'GS 11 

; 1.15.3, 11haec 11 
; 1.16.1, 

11vocat 11 
; 1.16. 2, 11malum11 

; 1.16.7, 11dies11 
; 1.19. 9, 11:::tihi11 

; l.20.1, 
11modo 11 

; 1.23.4, 11 cibo 11 
; 1.23.5, 11meam11 

; 1.23.7, 11 iubet"; 1.23.8, 
11mea11 

; 1.24.1, 11vult 11 
; 1.24.5, 11 bove 11 

; 1.27.8, 11 '3ta"'1s 11 
; J_.27.9, 

11 canis 11 
; 1.28.2, 11 patet'1

; 1.29.6, 11 sic 11 
), 5 of word-accent in the 

fifth half-foot (1.1.12, 11 ille 11 
; 1.2.23, 11quoni8.Jn11 ; 1.23.2, 11fcu· 11 

; 

1.23.6, 11re 11 
; 1.25.1, 11 dant"), .smd 4 of i..rord-accent in the third 

half-foot (1.1.10, 11 sex11 ; 1.5.9, 11plus"; 1.13.2, 11d:1t 11 ; 1.22.10, 
11 se"). Of these, three rest \·Thol1;; on con.jectvre (1.1.12, 1.15.2, 
and 1.16 .1) and t\W others partially ( l. 2. 30 anl 1.16. 2). Seven 
instances occur in seven successive verses (1.23.3-1.24.1). 
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then, we shall find the greatest variance in the rhythm of the word

accent at the begilli'1ing of the verse (esaentially the first foot) 

and just before the end (the fifth foot and the beginning of the 

sixth). It is of course always possible to ru1alyse the pattern of 

ictus and accent for the verse as a whole, but a more compendious 

picture can often be got by look~ng only at the most significant 

part. 

At the end of the verse, I shall take this most significant 

part to be the tenth and eleventh half-feet. I shall speak of the 

verse-ending (and, loosely, of the verse itself) as heterodyned if 

the tenth half-foot is "Lmaccented and the eleventh bears a word-accent, 

and as hosodyned if the tenth half-foot takes the v1ord accent (at 

the point of ictus) and the eleventh is without it. 'l'hus, for exar:1ple, 

the ending "repperit" of 1. prol.l is homodyned b3cause the word-accent 

falls on the tenth half-foot "rep-" and the eleventh half-foot ''-pe-" 

is 1maccented; on the other hand, the ending "risum movet" of l.prol. 3 

is heterodyned because the tenth half-foot "-sum" is \vi thout accent 

and the accent falls on the eleventh, "mo- 11 
• To avoid arbitrariness, 

in ca.ses vrhere the accent falls on both the tenth and the eleventh 

half-foot or where it is uncertain on vrhich of these half-feet the 

accent should go, I shall refer to a "mixed" type (in fact, there 

are surprisingly fevr such cases); an example \·lOuld be l.l.ll, \fhere 

it is not clear whether we should stress "non11 , "eram", or both. 

In iambics a problem arises not encountered with dactyls. 

'I'he second ha1f of any foot but the 1ast may be reso1ved from- to 
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"v. Ji}\rid.ence seems to point strongly tm·Jard the falling of the ictus 

in such cases upon the first of the two short syllables. Frequently 

enough, especially in the tenth half-foot of the senarius, the \'lOrd

accent falls, according to the three-syllable law, on the second 

of these hro sylJ.ables. Such a case, I think, should be distincuished; 

for, even if it may have been the practice in OJ.d Latin to accent 
I / 
""" 'f "V oJ ..,"dlutlus", "tetigerit", etc., it is far less certain that this -vras 

6sti11 the case in Phaedrus' day. Accordingly, I have invented the 

term "hemiheterodyne" to cover the case in llhich the Hord-accent 

faJ.ls on the second syllable of a resolved half-foot, the first syllable 

of 1vhich takes ictus. Even if the old accentuation was preserved 

in such cases, j t -vr.i.ll be useful to distincuish verse-endings involvine 

resolution from those that do not. 

It ·11ill be convenient to be able to refer to these various 

rhythrns symbolically. For homodyne I shall use 0; for heterodyne, 

E; for 11mixed11 type, N; and for "hemiheterodyne", H. So, for example, 

the rhythm of the verse-eadings of the prologue to book 1 could be 

abbreviated to: OOEEHEO. 

Now, y;hile there may be a priori grounds for thinking that 

variation beh1een homodyne and heterodyne may have been used expressively 

6 see, for example, Thierfelder's discussion of Hords of 
the metrical type facl.llus in Fraenkel's Iktus 1..md Akzent, pp. 357-95, 
especially pp. 361 and 392. 
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by Phaedrus, 7 I do not feel that these would be sufficient unless 

they stood up to the test of experimentation involving the whole 

of Phaed~~s' work. I have accordingly examined the closing rhythms 

of every verse in the five books plus the appendix, in order to see 

whether there is any pattern or trend in Phaedrus' use of homodyne 

and heterodyne. 

7Fhaedrus' expressive use of metrical variation has alre?dy ~ 
been asserted by Guaglianone ("Fedro e i1 sew senario", RSIC 16 t=l968=>, 
91-104) and by ])ietoG.r EorzenieHski ("Zur Verstechnik des Pha:;drus. 
Aufcel~ate Hebungen und Senl;:un58n in seinen Senaren", Hermes 98 t=l970=>, 
pp. 430-58). Guaglianone concentrates almost entirely on the choice 
among sing}e short, lone, and double short, and says nothing about 
ictus-accent cJ.2_sh a..'1d almost as little about word-division in General. 
Korzeniev1sld, Hho appears to be um.nmre of Guaglianone' s article, 
,.,rites fully and persllc;,sively on Phaedrus' use of resolution, sho,..Jint;, 
inter alia, that it is frequently associated >·ri th emphasis, in addition 
to producing a feelinG of cmrest 1:1hen used repeatedly. 

Fraenkel ( IJ<tus und Al~zent, pp. 336-8) does discuss Phaedrus' 
use of ictus-accent clashes, but only briefly, and only from the 
point of vie1v of s:mtax and, to a certain extent, of eQphaRis. 

The general degree to which Phaedrus favours homodyne in 
the first part of the verse has been studied by B. Axelson ( 11 Die 
zweite Senkung im j~ubischen s~nar des Phaedrus. Beobacht~'1gen Uber 
Versrhythmus und WortGtellung", Vetenskaps-Societeten i Lund Ar:::;bok 
1949, 43-68). 

I should mention that I reBain unconvinced by K..'1icht Hith 
regard to "patterninG" of homodyne and heterodyne in Virgil. Knight 
has richt.ly teen attacked for not taking into account the fact that 
such patterns >·Tould tend to occur quite frequently by chance (see, 
for example, Skutsch' s revie\v--CR 54 =1940=>, 93-5). V.P. Naughtin's 
article taking the same approach to Lucretius ("Netrical Patterns 
in Lucretius' Hexameters", i]. NS 2 c::l952=l, 152-67) is liable to the 
same criticism. 

http:richt.ly
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A base should be esta.blished before proceeding further. 

How frequently do the various end-rhythms occur in each of the parts 

of Phaedrus' 1wrk as we now have it? The anS\ver to this question 

may best be expressed by the following table (which is correct to 

the nearest percentage-point): 

0 E H }1 

book 1 500/o 43% 6% 2% 

book 2 51% 400/o 8% 1% 

book 3 52% 400/o 6% 1% 

book 4 53% 41% 5% 1% 

book 5 56% 39% 5% 1% 

appendix 55% 39% 5% 1% 

all 53~~ 4196 6% I% 

It can be seen that throuchout his work Phacdru.s ffiaintained a fairly 

constant overall proportion bet1veen homodyne and heterodyne at the 

ends of verses, though he seems to have favourGd homodyne sliGhtly 

more as time went by (a reversal of the general historical trend 

in iambics). The proportions given in the last line of the table 

will be true for any stage of Phaedrus' work if an error of three 

percentage-points is allo\ved each \·JaY. 

In order right at the beginning to dispel any doubts about 

the significance of the distinction of verse-rhythms for Phaedrus, 

let us look at two particular portions of his work. First, the promythia 
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and epimythia. In book 1, ten of the promythia or e})imythia (those 

to fables l, 6, 7, ll, 12, 13, 14, 16, 26, and 31) take the form 

00 (that is, they consist of two verses both of Hhich end in homodyne); 

only hro (those to fables 19 and 27) take the form EE; and only four 

take the form OE or EO (those to fables 9, 20, 21, and 23). 8 The 

rema1ning- two-verse :pror:wthia or epimythia take the form HE (that 

to fa-ble 5) or HO (those to fables 25 and 28). It is true, as we 

have seen, that 0 is generally somewhat more common than E, so that 

one would. CXJlect the combination 00 to turn UJ:l vrith ereater frequency 

than EE; not, hm-rever, to the extent observed here. 9 In all the later 

books, 00 J:lromythia or epimythia turn up vrith a frequency equal to 

or less than that for those in EE, though both forms are rare. In 

book 3 there is a somei·rhat similar favouring of a single verse ending 

in homodyne for the promytbia and epimythia (seven instances: fables 

1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 12, and 17). 

Second, direct speech. In book 1, of those passages of direct 

8The strance "e:pimythium" to the fable of the fox and the 
cro\<T (1.13.13-4) ~wuld be a fifth instance, if it is Phaedri<m and 
if it is not corru.pt. ~'he hiatus is unique in Perry's text (cf. above, 
:P· 20) and not mitigated by ally p1mctuation; the indicative indirect 
question is also un-Phaedrian; and the re})etition of i:J2?~ is 
sus})icious. I ':rould be inclined to believe that "valet11 in verse 
13 is derived fro:n the follovring verse's "praevalet" and that a dactylo
cretic (or })roceleusmato-paeonic) word originally stood in its place. 

9The chance-ex})ectations are as follows: 00, 4.8; OE or 
EO, 8.2; EE, 3.5; other, 2.5. 

http:corru.pt
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speech that involve only one verse-ending, eight are E (1.5, 1.10 

1.12, 2.29, 2.31, Jl.l3, 17.9, and 26.12) \vhile only one or two are 

0 (25.6 and, if not orisinally follovred by another verse, 31.13); 

the rest are 1<1 (1.11 and 7. 2). Likev1ise, of those that involve only 

two verse-endings, five are EE (1.7-8, 11.14-5, 15.7-8, 19.9-10, and 

22.2-3) vJhile none is 00; five are OE or EO (8.11-2, 9.4-5, 15.9-10, 

25.7-8, and 29.10-ll) and the rest are ME (10.9-10 and 29.7-8) or 

EH (18.6-7). LD the other books, no such preferences are to be observed. 

The .implications seem clear enough. In his earliest work 

Phaedrus had a marked preference for homodyne endings in promythia 

and epimythia, the "philosophical" part of his fables, and for heterodyne 

endines in short passaees of direct speech? which vmre meant to be 

more immediate and dramatic; in his later work, hm·rever, he abandoned 

this preference. It seems not unreasonable to suppose that he put 

rhythmical variation to use in other vrays also. 

If one studies the proportion of homodyne endings in what 

may be called personal material in Phaedrus (that is, prologues, 

epilogues, promythia, epimythia, and the like), it will be found 

that there is a steady and striking decline in this proportion as 

one moves from book 1 to book 5 ( 65%, 52%, 49%, 46%, 41%); on the 

other hand, there is a corresponding fall in the proportion of heterodyned 

verse-endings in direct speech (51%, 38%, 459~, 44%, 33%). (For fuller 

details, see appendix B.) Statistics like these are probably not 

very interesting in·themselves (unless some reasonable interpretation 
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can be placed on them), but they do confirm the hYrothesis that 

the relative position of ictus and acc8nt is not a InatteT. of indifference 

to the author and that the use of one rhythm as against another 

will at least sometimes be determined by artistic considerations. 

Herescu (IJa poesie latine -=Paris: 1960=, pp. 206-9) gives 

it as his opinion that the statistical method is of virtually no 

use in evaluating an author's use of expressive devices of style; 

instead, each individual case must be considered on its ow~ merits. 

am not entirely in agreement 1-rith this view, but I must confess 

that I have not yet discovered a satisfactory set of objective criteria 

for determining Hhether in a particular case Phaedrus is more or less 
s 

likely to urjc heterodyne or homodyne to complete the verse. I believe, 

hO\·rever, that there are in his work certain tendencies in the use 

of one rhythm rather than another which can best be brought cut 

by consideration of the number of separate cases that can be attributed 

to each catego~J. 

The first of these categories is that of speed; roughly 

speaking, Phaedrus tends to use homodyne to suggest slow motion 

or stopping ru1d heterodyne to suggest fast motion. Two very gooi 

examples of this tendency are to be found in 3.19 and at the begin..."ling 

of app.23. In the former of these, notice how the three verses \'lhich 

concentrate most on movenent and on Aesop's haste to com:plete the 

task of getting fire for his master (vv. 3, 6, and 9) are all heterodyned 

in ending; these are interrupted by h.ro pairs of verses with homodyned 
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endings, the first (vv. 4 and 5) telling how Aesop's search at last 

reached an end and adding his reflection on the distance it would 

be to go back around the forum, and the second (vv. 7 and 8) revealing 

how some idler slowed Aesop up on his way home with a silly question. 

In app.23, \-Te have the situation of a traveller h~rrrying on his 

way ("carpens iter", v. 1, heterodyne), hesitating on hearing a 

voice (nmoratus paululum", v. 2, homodyne), then, seeing no one 

there, starting to hurry off ae;rain ("corripuit gradum", v. 3, heterodyne), 

but stopping again \·rhen the voice is hea:rd a second time ("restitit", 

v. 5, homodyne). 

Another instance occurs in 1.11, v1here a brief period of 

frantic sta'Ilpeding on the part of various Hild animals (v. 9, heterodyne) 

is sand1·d ched betveen the braying of the donkey ( vv. 6-8, homodyne) 

and their encounter i-Ti th the lion (v. lO, homodyne). 1.12 also manifests 

an associ3.tion of heterodyne vlith speed and ho:nodyne .,,,ith its opposite. 

A predominantly homodyncd section describing the stag at rest (vv. 

2-7) is followed by h-10 heterodyned verses (vv. 8-9) covering his 

initial escape "cursu levi"; his antlers then catch on the branches 

of the trees, and he i::; a§;ain brought to rest ("retentis impeditus 

cornibus", v. 10, homodyne). The same tendency may be present in 

1. 25.5-6, in 1vhich a dog hastens along the shore v-Thile drinking 

(v. 5, heterodyne), in spite of the crocodile's urging to take his 

time ("otio", v. 6, homodyne). In book 1 there certainly seem to 

be no co1mter-exam:ples, thoue;h other svrift actions besides those of 

locomotion do not necessarily require heterodyne (e.g., 1.13.10-1), 



and ::.>wift notion. in the past does not have the same expressive requirerJJonts 

(e.g., l. 31. 3) • 

In 2.4, the movements of the cat are invariably accompanied 

by heterodyned verse-endings (vv. 6, 12, 17, and 18), but this fable 

is othervJi3e vel7 high in heterodynes, so that not much can be made 

of this fact; at any rate, no great em~hasis is meant to be placed 

on the eat's s~eed. A better example from book 2 rnay be found in 

fable 8; here again, as in 1.12, we have a stag running to escape 

from hunters (vv. 2-3, heterodyne); in this case, the flight ends 

in the relative safety of an ox-stall (v. 4, homodyne). It should 

be pointed out that there are two counter-ex~~ples in this book. 

At 2.5.17-8, the officious slave is described as running ahead to 

sprinl(~e more ivatcr on the dust: the rhythiTJ of the verse-endint;s 

is bc!i!od~rne. Ac<12.n, in 2. 7.6-7, the mule carrying the barley is 

moving aJont; at a quiet pace v;hen suddenly a band of robbe:::-s rush3s 

to the attack: yet the order is heterodyne-homodyne ("placida gradu" 

--"a<.lvolant")I rather than the reverse. 

There is a good instance of the association of motion Hlih 

heterodyne and of rer1aining in the same place Hith homodyne in 3.2.2-ll: 

the t1·10 heterodyne verse-endincs here coincide ·Hith the d.eparture 

of the count~rfolk (v. 7) and of the panther (v. 11); the rest (except 

v. 4, hemiheterodyne) are homodyne. The return of the panther in 

verse 12, ho-vmver, involves a homodyne verse-ending ("provolat"). 

Another exception turns up in 3.3.6, where a farmer is described as 

rw1ning to consult the soothsayers; the verse-ending is hemiheterodyne 
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("hariolos") rather than heterodyne. The emphasis is not of course 

on the motion itself, and it is in precisely this sort of case that 

interpretation becomes important; a similar explanation may be given 

for the homodyne ending of 3.8.ll ("invicem"). (The case of 3.19 

has already been mentioned.) 

4.2.10-8 provide us ''ith a fairly extended if rather general 

example of the association of motion and the heterodyned xhythm. 

First, the aged weasel, who is no longer able to run in pursuit 

of the mice (vv. 10-1, homodyne); next, the act of rolling in flour 

ru1d throwing herself into a corner (v. 12, heterodyne), followed 

by the swift attraction and death of the first mouse (vv. 13-4, 

heterodyne); last, the slo\v and cautious approach of the old mouse, 

who stops weD short of destruction (vv. 16-8, homodyne). 

This is the only clear example that I have been able to 

find in book 4. It is true that J.n 4.9.10-2 there is a contrast 

between the swift escape of the fox and the immobility of the goat, 

but here it cannot be said that one verse refers n1ore or less entirely 

to the condition of either character. 

In 5.1 \ve may contrast the rhythm of those verses describing 

the leisurely approach of I1enander and the other 11 resides et sequentes 

otium" (vv. 7-9, 13, homodyne) and that indicating the headlong 

arrival of the corr~on herd (v. 3, heterodyne). There is Jikewise 

a contrast in 5.2 between the degree of mobility of the one soldier, 

who stands his grom1d (vv. 2-3, homod~~e), and that of the other, 

who rushes back when the robber is defeated (v. 4, heterodyne). 
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There are apparently no count.er-examrles in either book 

4 or book 5. 

In the appendix--apart from app.23, already mentioned--there 

is the example of the juxtaposition in fable 16 of the movement 

of the wedding procession (vv. 9-10, heterodyne) and the patient 

waiting of the poor man's donkey at the gate (vv. ll-2J homodyne). 

App.28.10 might conceivably be cited as a counter-example, but it 

is a very weak one. 

The first category--the association of heterodyne \·lith speed 

and of homodyne with its opposite--seems thus to have been fairly 

well established. A second category, related to the first, is that 

of stability. It has been seen that heterodyne involves a conflict 

or instability in the rhythm of the verse. Knie;ht has attempted 

to extend this association into the field of meaning (especially 

p. 26). Q.uite a good example of Phaedrus' apparent use of this association 

is to be found in 3.16. Here the conflict begins in verses 6-7 (hemi

heterodyne and heterodyne endings) with the cicada's refusal-by

contrariety of the mvl' s request. The conflict is resolved on 1tlhat 

might be called the planning level in verse 10 (homodyne after th-ree 

heterodynes), but continues on the physical level until the final 

silence of the cicada in verse 19 (homodyne following four heterod~~es 

in narrative). 

A similar movement from stability to instability and then 

back to a nevr stability may be observed in 1.13, which begins with 

the stable situation of the crow in secure possession of the cheese 

http:App.28.10
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(vv. 3-4, homodyne); this is disturbed by the ai-rival of the fox 

with her flattering words (vv. 5-8, heterodyne). Finally, the craw's 

decision to open his mouth restabilizes the situation in favour 

of the fox (vv. 9-11, two homodynes and a hemiheterodyne). If asked 

to justify the heterodyne endinc of verse 12, one might point to 

the mocking echo found therein of the fox's 1vords in verse 6 ( 11 tuarum, 

carve, penna:rum ••• nitor"--"corvi deceptus stupor"). 

In app.l6 it \vill be noted hmv, after the arrival of "the , 
donkey and its rider at the villa of the poor suitfr (v. 21), there 

is a straight run of homodynes for tvmlve verses, interrupted only 

by a brief mention of the intended bridegroom's grief (v. 31, heterod)~e), 

while heterodyne has predominated slichtly in the earlier part of 

the poem. This change of rhythm may be interpreted as reflecting 

the end of con£'}_ict and the beginning of the happy ending. 

Other instances 1n lvhich the turning-point of a tale is 

associated wjth a general movement from hetero1yne to homodyne verse-

endings are 1.14, 1.31, 4.4, and app.5-6. 

Th1JS there is a possibility that Phaedrus may have made use 

of the association of heterodyne with conflict and instability for 

expressive p1rrposes, at least in certain instances. I do not believe 1 

however, that this can be said to have been established with any 

degree of certainty. 

An expressive association of heterodyne i>rith the unexpected 

or sudden, and of homodyne lvith the expected or gradual, seems likevlise 

to be not clearly provable in Phaedl'US' case. 'I'here are, of course, 



n. number of instances in 1·1hich such an association may be present. 

One of these is to be found in 4.18, \vhere heterodyne verse-endings 

mark the sudden and unhoped-:for end of the storm (vv. 4-5) and the 

admonition of the pilot (vv. 8-9) disturbing the sailor's joy. The 

one homodyne verse-ending in 4.24 (v. 2) coincides with the breathless 

exp0ctation as the mountain.' s labour reaches its conclusion. In 

5.5, an alternation of homodyne and heterodyne endings gives way 

to a row of three homodynes (vv. 13-5; there are no heterodyned 

feet in these verses) at the point where, Hi th the crowd v1aiting 

expectantly, the performance is about to begin; the surprising nature 

of the perfor:nance itself evokes the heterodyne rhythrn (vv. 16-7, 

heterodyned endin::;s, plus the inithl "ille in sinum"). The surp:rise 

the next day is not the farmer's "imitation", which involves almost 

no heterody:'le (vv. 29-33), but his revelation of the real piglet 

c-~. 36-7, heterodyne). 

Similarly, in app.8 the sudden and terrifying onset of the 

trance is marked by a chance from the predominant homodyne rhythm 

of the piece (vv. 3-5, two heterodynes and a hemiheterodyne). In 

app. 15, note hm·T the heterodyned verse 26, telling hoH one of the 

crosses was found missing its corpse, breaks rudely into the idyl 

that precedes it (homodyne endincs since verse 20). 

Another category is the distinction beh1een present time 

and the past or future. In Phaedrus, heterodyne seems often to be 

associated with the former and homodyne vlith the latter. It should 

be borne in mind, however, that the convenience of the pluperfect 
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indicative for metrical purposes \·rill account for this phenomenon 

to at least some degree. One notable example of the association 

of heterodyne verse-endine;s ,.,ith the immediate present and of homodyne 

1vith the past is 4.6, ,.,here the elaborate preparations of the mouse 

leaders (vv. 5-7), the defeat of the army (v. 1), and the capture 

of those lvho got stuck in the entrance-v~ays (vv. 8-9 )--nm-r all in 

the past--are described in verses ending in homodyne, while the 

present plight of the two groups of mice is described in heterodyned 

verses (vv. 4 and 10). App.22 is another good example of homodyne 

backgro~~d (v. 1) versus heterodyne i~~ediacy (vv. 2-6). Background 

tends to be given in homodyne throughout Phaedrus' wo:rk, and this 

statement may be supported by a fairly rigorous demonstration. The 

initial verse of the fable proper usually involves background material 

to some extent; in Phaedrus' five books 56 such verses end in homodyne 

and only 29 in heterodyne--a ratio of 1.93, as against an overall 

ratio of 1.28 and one of 1.11 in narrative generally--and this ratic 

remains fairly constant in all the books vrith the exception of the 

10relatively short book 2.

10The precise figures are as follows: book 1, 0--20, E--ll; 
book 2, 0--3, E--3, othc~--2; book 3, 0--12, E--6, other--1; book 
4, 0--14, E--6, other--2; book 5, 0--7, E--3· In the appendix, where 
we are less certain of knowing for sure that first verse of the 
fable proper, the values are: 0--16, E--12--sho-vring in fact no tendency 
for the initial verse to be homodyne more than any other verse. 
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An important point of action, or a turning-point of a story 

often involves a heterodyne verse-ending in Phaedrus' work. NotevJOrthy 

examples are 1.5.6-8, 1.28.7-8, 2.5.16, 2.5.23-4, 3.3.3-4, 3.3.7, 

3.3.14-5, 4.1.8-11, 4.2.12-4, 4.8.4, 5.6.2-4, app.10.4, app.lO.ll, 

and app.25.4-5. Conversely, verses that are philosophical, reflective, 

or intellectual in tone seem more fre~uently to end in homodyne. 

Some instances of this are 1.1.9, 1.6, 2.3.3-6, 3.prol.l-3, 3.10.46-9, 

3.15.4ff., 3.17, 3.epil.l0-14, 4.prol.4-7, 4.2.1-3, 4.2.5-9, 4.22.2, 

5.7.8-9, app.8.l7, app.l0.12, app.l0.14, app.ll.l4, app.l8.4-5, 

app.21.5. The preference for 00 promythia and epimythia in book 

was noted previously (above, p. 32); it may find its explanation 


here. 


In Phaedrus' later work at least, a verse or verses ending 

in heterod~1e appear sometimes to be used as a device for getting 

the reader o:r listener's attention OT breaking into a train of thought: 

Eutychus' objection to Phaedrus' advice, 3.prol.4-5; Phaedrus' interruption 

of his Ol'm book after one fable in order to justify himself to the 

reader, 4.2.1; his later interruption in order to attack Livor, 

4.22.1; Demetrius' indignant exclamation on first catching sight 

of Nenander, 5.1.15 (contrast the smooth homodyne of v. 18); the 

first words of the oracle, calling on everyone to hear, app.8.7; 

the fox's initial warnine; to the cock, app.l8.3; the runavray's first 

vrords to Aesop, app.20.3. 

Such associations can without difficulty be connected ,.;i th 

http:app.ll.l4
http:app.l0.14
http:app.l0.12
http:app.8.l7
http:app.lO.ll
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the ideas of speed, movement, and instability associated with heterodyne 

and_ of sloimess, immobility, and stability associated ivith homodyne. 

Likewise, heterodyne and homodyne may sometimes he associated with 

feelings of anxiety and calm respectively. A good instance of this 

is to be seen in l. 2, v1here the initial terror of the frogs at the 

arrival of King Log (vv. 13-7, three heterodynes and a hemiheterodyne) 

gives i·TaY to carefree insult Hhen his true nature is discovered 

(vv. 18-21, homodynes), and >vhich ends on a note of sustained tension 

as no relief is focmd from King Hatersnake (vv. 25-9, heterodynes). 

In app.26, the feelings of the sheep are contrasted -vrith those of 

the croH in a similar fashion (v. 3, the sheep's speech, heterodyne; 

vv. 5-7, the cro>,r's anSiver, homodynes). In app.28 the hare's anxious 

plea Hhen pursued by the htmter (vv. 3-4, heterodynes) is contrasted 

with the sa..111e hare's -...ri tty appraisal of the herdsman's action \vhen 

the danger is passed (vv. 12-4, mixed rhythm followed by two homoc1ynes). 

Other examples of heterodyne associated with an..""{iety occur at l. 28.6, 

1.28.11, 2.8.9, 3.epil.8-9, and 3.epi1.22-7; of homodyne associated 

Hith calm, at 4.22.9. 

On the topic of what might be called the affective use of 

of rhytr..rnic variation, consider the case of app.9. Here, apart from 

the two introductory verses (vv. 1-2), vre are confronted vii th a 

neat division into tivO equal and parallel sections, one assigned 

to the >vriter and his question (vv. 3-5), the other to Aesop and 

his ansv1er (vv. 6-8). The first verse of each section refers to 
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the eJ!lotional state of the person concerned: the writer is anxious 

to l:..n0\'1 what Aesop thinks of his work, and the verse expressing this 

ends in heterodyne (v. 3); Aesop, on the other hand, is v10rn out 

\dth having to listen to it, and the verse expressinr; this ends in 

homodyne (v. 6). Although the Hriter is eager to hear Aesop's opinion, 

hov;ever, he is supremely confident that. it wHl be a favourable one; 

hence the homodynes of verses 4 and 5. Aesop's reply, in contrast, 

provides a rude ai·mkening; hence the heterodynes of verses 7 and 8. 

In 3.13, the assigning, as it were, of rhyth~ical parts 

is carried to a higher degree. Here the conflict behreen the bees 

and the drones is described in straight heterodyned verses (vv. 1-2 

and 12), i·rhilo references to the vrasp are in homodyned verses (-vv. 

3-5 and 13); the tvo speeches of the ivasp, J.ike the author's epimythium, 

involve a perfect alternation of the two rhythrr1s (vv. 6-11 and 14-5; 

vv. 16-7). 1-m accident perhaps, but it fits in very \·Jell vrith the 

associations noted above: conflict ar.d instability--heterodyne; calmness, 

rationality, decision--homodyne. 

All these are tendencies only; there are no rules. Knight 

states (p. 15): "Homodyne and heterod;yne are in Vergil regularly 

expressional. This cannot be asserted at all confidently of any other 

Latin poet Hith the doubtful exception of Valerius Fla.ccus." It certainly 

cannot be asserted of Phaedrus, though I hope that I have shmm that 

he was not entirely insensitive to differences in verse-rhythm and 

did from time to time make use of its expressive associations. This 
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granted, I believe that the associations felt by Phaedn1s in the 

heterodyne rhytlun may be summed up in one v!Ord--agitation. This covers 

in a vague vray all the various catecories that I have suggested: 

speed, motion, instu.bility, conflict, surprise, innnediacy, action, 

climax, attention-getting, anxiety. The fact that all the categories 

may be so submuned undeT one general term gives \vt::ight to vrhat other,·Iisc 

might be considered insufficient evidence in certain cases. 

There is something else. In 4.7.6-16, Phaedrus mimics the 

tragic style. Of these ll verses, only 2 end in homodyne (vv. 7 and 

11); the rest are heterodyned. It is vrell lmovm that in Seneca's 

iambics there is a very heavy predoninance of heterodyne (disyl1abic) 

verse-endings (see, for exampJe, Fraenkel, IktuA 1.md Akzent, pp. 

22-3). In the iambics of Ennius and Cicero, hmvever, there is no 

11
such predominance. Can ive infer that a heavy use of heterod.yned 

verse-endings i·ras characteristic of later Latin t:r-agedy generaLLy? 

Petronius' iambic fraement at Satyrica 89 ends about 9CP;b heterodyns 

and is w:dtten in a g-..candiloquent style suitable to tragedy or epic: 

this seems to be good supportive evidence. If it is accordingly concluded 

11For example, the first nine verses of Ennius 1 t'1et}eR. (nema i.ns. 
of Old Latin I 312), ivhich Phaedrus is supposedly parodying in 4· 7 
(see Vahlen on Erillius sc~enica 246, and compare von Sassen, p. 23), have 
only four heterodyned endin{.;'s. 



that Phaednc.::: also associated the heterodyne rhythm vli th a grandiose 

style, a i1h01"' ne'\'1 e1ement enters and complicates the picture. Talm, 

for example, 4.10. Here the heterodyne \·rould seem to have little 

of the e:A'J}ressive use found e1se\1here in Phaed:L"US (agitation, movement, 

and the like), if any (in fact the poem is probably too short for 

this). On the other hand, -perhaps an intention to strike a loftier 

note here has lead Phaedrus towards imitation of tragic rhyth~s; 

one is reminded of the liomeric story of Zeus' two urns. One test 

of such a h:y'J}othesis lies in another aspect of the r1etre--the "purity" 

of the irunbs. Such a purity is indeed a characteristic of the tragic 

imitation at 4.7.6-16, as has already been indicated by Hausrath 

(RE 19.1481); it does not appear, hovrever, in 4.10, vJhose irunbics 

are of the more ordinary type (allo\1ing long third and seventh half

feet as a n:atter of course). Horeover, there are other passages in 

which Phaedrus becomes quite as serious as in 4.10 that are not particula~ly 

characterized by he-terodyne verse-endings (e.c., app.7). Hence, a1though 

it seems faiJ::·ly safe to state that in 4. 7.6-16 the reason for the 

predominance of heterodyne verse-endings is inita.tion by Phaedrus 

of contemporarJ tragic rhythms in this particular passage, to postulate 

by e::tension a general association in Phaedrus' mind between heterodyne 

and a loftier tone is unlikely to be profitable. 

Y~ight (pp. 44-83) goes into some detail over the patterns 

of homodyne and heterodyne fourth feet vrhich he believes he has found 

in the Aeneid. Even in Phaedrus one occasionally finds traces of 
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of what appears to be deliberate pattern-making in the arrangement 

of homodyne and heterodyne verse-endincs, though in no case is this 

so strong that coincidence can actually be ruled out. 

For example, the first verses of the prologue to book 5 

end \•lith the rhythms HOOOE, the mirror-image of those of the last 

five verses of the epilogue to book 4, EOOOH. If 4.25 (The Ant and 

the Fly) is kept in its original order, both speeches end ESO~O. 

1.11 is symmetrical if vle exclude the promythim11: EEEOOOEOOOr:f·:c·;. 


In 1.18, if the promyt.hium is excluded, vle are left Hith a double-


OEH sequence (and H is rare--see above, p. 31). The fable that follm·TS, 


1.19, comes very c1ose to a douule-OOE sequEnce, again omitting the 


promythiu.I:l: it is disturbed only by the resolution of 11validius" 


in verse 8. J)ouble seq-:1ence in the .fable minus the promythium t-Ltrns 


up again in 1.25 (OOEOOZ). 


A remarkable instance of alternation is to be observed in 

2.6: 

5 10 15 
EHE 0 EOEOEO EOE OE OE • 

In 3.3 the last five velses mirror the first (OOEEO--OEEOO); and 

in 3.8 the end-rhythms of the first ten verses are syrr~etrical (OOOEOOEOOO). 

In 4.20s there is an interesting alternation of 0 and R in the fable 

itself, vlith an isolated. E-endinb in the one--verse promythj_um: 

5 

E OHO HO • 


Examples might also be cited from 1.8, 1.22, 3.prol., and 
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3.15 (•·lithout Havet's trae1sposition of vv. 13-4). 

It is all too easy for such pe1ttarns to occur ifithout intention. 

w'hatever nay be true of Virgil, I do not think that sufficient examples 

can be adduced from Phaedrus to overcome this objection in his case. 

The reader 1vill t;et an idea of the variety of rhythmical patterns 

Hi thin sense-units in Phaedrus' \vork by [;lancing at appendix A: there 

is no evident favouring of such forms as "r:eleased movenents" or 

alternation. 

To conclude: if sicnificance is to be attached to rhyth~ic 

variation in Phaedl"US, it must be by 1.;ay of differences of style 

and tone, not by attempting to detect lart;e-scale patterns; moreover, 

no consistent rules can be applied--He can only speak of tendencies. 



Appendix A: _!nal:ysis of All Verse-Endin~ in Phaedrus 

The symbols o, E, R, ~d M, as explained on page 29 above, 

stand for homodyne, heterodyne, "heroi.~eterodyne", and "mixed" verse

endings respectively. Underlining ( _ ) indicates personal material 

(:proloeues, epinzythia., etc.); "underquot~' { ), direct speech.111111 

Every fifth verse-ending is numbered, and rough sense-units are 

divided by blank spaces. 

5 
l.prol. 00 EE HEO • 

5 10 15 
1.1 	 0 E 00~ ~ Oft ~f rt E .QQ • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
1.2 000 00 OEID 0:00 EEE BEO 00 OEE 0 EE E.E'f; Ei§ • 

5 10 15 
1.3 	 !!QQ. 00 EE E OEill OQ:wQl1 • 

5 
1.4 	 Q EEEBEO • 

5 10 
1.5 .!!..,! 00 O~n'fQlf 0 • 

5 
1.6 .QQ oo 	o o~"Q • 

1.7 o ~LQ.Q. • 

5 10 
1.8 	 .QQl! EOE IDE Or;Q • 

5 10 
1.9 _m EQ~ 	EO Qu~ • 
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5 10 

1.10 ~ 00 0 EOWW • 

5 10 15 

1.11 .QQ. EEE 000 EO 0 Ot!f w.& • 

5 10 15 

1. J2 .QQ. OE OHOE EOE OQQfJ • 

5 10 

1.13 .QQ 00:£Wn~nff OHO E c::m.::. • 

5 10 15 

1.14 OIDE mroo 000 OQQW .QQ • 

5 10 

1.15 QQ...Q. E OE ~ WQ • 

5 

1.16 .QQ. 0 EfiQ"Q • 

5 

1.17 ! EOEE 0 E'~ • 

5 

1.18 ! OE IIO W • 

5 10 

1.19 ]]§ 00 EEX:l H :m;: • 

5 

1.20 !Q E BEO • 

5 10 

1.21 .Q! 0:000 0 EO 1m~ • 

5 10 

1.22 • WJnlfQ~ E Qm. • 

5 

1.23 .Q! EEQuQnQH • 

5 10 

1.24 ! EOID EEl E HO • 

5 

1.25 1!Q. oo ~ QW • 

5 10 

1.26 .QQ oo:m roE oo~ • 
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5 10 
1.27 ]m EEHO E E ~ • 

5 10 
1.28 !Q 00 OE E IDO EO • 

5 10 
1.29 !QQ 0 HE ~ Of;Q • 

5 10 
1.30 Q OE O~QHft11 Q • 

5 10 
1.31 ~ OEOEQQQ 000 QJQ> • 

5 10 15 
2.pro1. EDOO :E!EO EOEEO OOH • 

5 10 
2.1 E 0 Q OEE EQ OE ~ • 

5 10 
2.2 ~ MOO EO HOO • 

5 
2.3 EHO OOQ 0 • 

5 10 15 20 25 
2.4 OHH OH :E!W11QQQ OEW11~ EE EEE OE EE ~ • 

5 10 15 20 25 
2.5 OOHO EO OEEEOOOHOE 00 ~ 00 E00 • 

5 10 15 
2.6 ~ 0 IDEQ~ EOE OE OE • 

5 10 
2.1 IDO OOE 000 EQQ IIO • 

5 10 15 20 25 
2.8 BEEX) ii!QQ Q(; E E 00 EOO r;Q(; ~11Q OOH .Q! • 

5 10 15 
2.9 OEm EO 0 EO HO 000 EOOEE • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
3.prol. 000 EE EO OE OOEOE EO EEEl>10EH E.BE EEEE :EX> E OOOE EOE EOEH 
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45 50 55 60 

IDOE ID E :E30EEOEE ID EE • 


5 
3.1 000 O~Q. 

5 10 15 
3.2 Q 0 OHOO ID OOE 0:00 OE lfQQ • 

5 10 15 
3.3 Q.Q§ E OH EO 000 00 EEQQ • 

5 
3.4 00 :mr;: 000 • 

5 10 
3 • 5 .Q 0 EQWuOO EOE • 

5 10 
3.6 o~m ~~~Qi ~ • 

5 10 21. 24 11 15 20 ~ 
3.7 Q 00~"~ ifrf QWu~QuW ~T;: OE ~ RQP Q ~i • 

5 10 15 
3.a Q oo ro oro omi oom • 

5 
3.9 ! 00~ Q • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
3.10 0 E 00 EO OE OOID EHOOE OOOIDO HOE 00 O<E>OHO HO 0 00 OEO 

45 50 55 60 

OO~uQQQij: EEO EO OE 0 00 • 


5 
3.11 000 m;;11 Q11 l'f • 
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5 
3.12 00 ~Q"~ Q • 

5 10 15 
3.13 E E OOOli!Qut;QPQ E OOE .QI2. • 

5 10 
3.14 00 EEEQ EO :qj:Q !§ • 

5 9 ~ J4 D 12 :5 20 
3.15 • QQQQ~ ~~~n~nQnRRuWfl:QuQ ~ • 

5 10 15 
3.16 QQ. 000 HE EEO~~ EE EE 0 • 

5 10 
3.17 E IDO 0 OQ 00 ~uQ Q • 

5 10 15 
3.18 EHOO EQ~ ~ ~QRuli1/ • 

5 10 
3.19 HO EOOE OQ E .Q!Q. • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
3.epi1. IDHEIIOE EE 000 00 HOEOO 00 E8 EE EE 0000 0 09]! • 

5 10 15 20 
4.pro1. HE<E 0>000 53 00~ OJ~ E.'EH 0 • 

5 10 
4.1 lilill 00 00 ~ • 

5 10 15 
4.2 EO OH 000 00 OOE EEO OOOW • 

5 
4.3 00 EQ .9]. • 

5 10 
4.4 EE EE EOftQ E ~ .QQ • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
4.5 !m OEOO EEIE:gQQ OOEOO IDE HEOOEO ooom OQQQ00nQW11~Qftn~Q 
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4.8 

4.10 

4.11 

4.12 

4.13 

4 .. 14 

4.18 

oo. 

5 10 
OOEEOOOOOE .mg]! • 

5 10 15 20 25 
EEOEE EDEBEO ~ EO:CE EO 00 OH • 

5 
QQ. OE OQQ • 

5 10 
Q!j! OOE EO~ OE • 

EEE OE 
5 

• ;;_19 

5 10 15 1/r~~

EE OHQQWW11Qt;:Q EE 00 IIOEOBE • 

5 
EO oro E Qrt • 

EOO<O> • 0 

<!> IDOEE 0 • 

• • • <E> H 0 • 

5 
IDE i;:QQ 1lQ.. 

5 10 
,E!2 OEEOO EWQ • 

5 10 13 l2 15 20 25 30 35 
EEX)EE EOOO EO OE OEE OOE EO 00 EE 0 OQQ11Q~nQQ 00 • 
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5 
! OHO HQ • 

5 10 15 20 25 
0000 Q~Q w~ ft Q~ BO EE2DOOOOE • 

5 
E 0 ROO EEE 0 • 

5 10 15 20 25 
1d EHOE ORO OE 0 0~ OH 0 EO OOOOH E OWW • 

5 10 15 20 25 28 'Z{ 30 
.Qmg OOE 0000 0 0/ilnQ~ 00 H O:FXlOOOE 0 000 EOE • 

5 
4.epi1. ETIO OEOOOR • 

5 10 
5.:pro1. HOOOEEO EO E • 

5 10 15 
5.1 00 E OEE OOOOEEX) Of; 0 ~ • 

5 10 15 
5.2 ooo EQQ o~.,Q11 QQ~ .Q! • 

5 10 
5.3 Em Qi!fQ QWuQQQ ~ • 

5 10 
5.4 OEO orm: OE E HH E • 



5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
5 • 5 ~ 000 OEOE 0 E 000 EEO IDO QOO EEl EO OOEOO HE ~ • 

5 
5.6 0 E ~ EQQ Q • 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
5.7 .QQQ. EE EroO E 00 EOE 0 OOE 00!1 HO 000 OE OE 0 100 OCOEE • 

5 
5.8 OOEOE _m • 

5 
5.9 000 Q! . 

5 10 
5.10 EEO EO E ~~~~~ ,! • 
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Appendix ]: Relative Freg,uency of Homod;med, lletel?odyned, 

"E:emiheterod:yped", and tr}iixed" C losir~ IDroh.ms 

in Personal Ha.terial, Direct STJeech, a.nd Narrative 

in the Various Parts of Phaedru.s' liork 

book 1: 

pers. dir. SJ>• na.rr. tot. 

0 51 (65%) 31 (36%) 99 (51%) 181 (5<Y;6) 
E 23 (29%) 44 (51%) 87 (44%) 154 (43%) 
H 4 (5%) 6 (7%) 10 (51~) 20 (6%) 
M 1 (1%) 5 (6";6) 0 (03t) 6 (2%) 
tot. 79 (100}6) 86 (100}6) 196 (100}6) 361 (100]6) 

book 2: 

pers. dir. sp. narr. tot. 

0 28 (52?6) 18 (62?6) 42 (41';6) 88 (51%) 
E 20 (375~) 11 (38%) 38 (43%) 69 (40%) 
H 5 (936) 0 (o;'a) 8 (9/6) 13 (876) 
M 1 (Z'/o) 0 (<Y/o) 1 (1%) 2 (1%) 
tot. 54 (100}6) 29 (100]6) 89 (lOQJ/o) 172 (1~~) 

book 3: 

pers. d.ir. sp. na:rr. tot. 

0 70 (49%) 50 {46%) 90 {6<r/o) 210 (5216) 
E 64 (45%) 49 (45%) 49 (33%) 162 (40";6) 
H 8 (6%) 8 (T'/o) 10 (7%) 26 (6%) 
M 1 (1?6) 2 (1%) 0 (016) 3 (1%) 
tot. 143 (100%) 109 (100}6) 149 (lW/o) 401 (100%) 
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book 4: 

pers. dir. sp. na.rr. tot. 
0 58 (46%) 42 (53%) 125 (57'/o) 225 (53%) 
E 57 (45%) 34 (44%) 83 (38%) 174 (41~-6) 

H 12 (9%) 0 (01/o) 10 (5%) 22 (5%) 
N 0 (a;6) 4 (5~6) 0 (076) 4 (1%) 
tot. 127 (100%) 80 (10~6) 218 (100/6) 425 (100]b) 

book 5: 

pers. dir. sp. narr. tot. 
0 13 (41%) 17 (6:;o/o) 67 (58"/o) 97 (56%) 
E 16 (50;6) 9 (33%) 44 (38'/o) 69 (4076) 
H 3 (9%) 0 (a:'/o) 2 (296) 5 (3%) 
M 0 (0:/o) 1 (4%) 2 (2%) 3 (256) 
tot. 32 (100%) 27 (loa;6) 115 (10076) 174 (100]6) 

Perotti's Appendix: 

:pers. dir. sp. na.rr. tot. 
0 20 (65%) 59 (52%) 142 (54%) 221 (55%) 
E 8 (26%) 48 (4236) 103 (39J6) 159 (39Jj) 
H 2 (6%) 4 (4%) 13 (5%) 19 (596) 
I1 1 (3%) 2 (256) 2 (1%) 5 (156) 
tot. 31 (10076) 113 (100)~) 260 (10016) 404 (100%) 
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ELUIENTAL ANALYSIS 

1. Introduction 

(The purpose of this introductory section is to give the 

reader some idea of the ele~entary concepts behind the approach 

taken in this chapter to the question of repetition of verse-endings 

in Phaedrv_s' >Wrk. In essence, it merely explains the derivation 

o.f the two measures of repetition employed--k and c.) 

Almost anythinG' can at least partiaUy be analysed by being 

thought of as a set of elenents. For exa1nple, 1-re may 1-ri thin certain 

limits deternine the nature of a building by discovering of \vhat 

materials it is constructed and in 1vhat quantities. Nor should this 

example be taken as lir:ii ting the ldnds of things studied -to physical 

objects, or their elements to physical parts. '1;hus the eler:1ents of 

the buildinc; could as readily be the proportions observed hetueen 

its various parts. Similarly the thing 1·1hose elements OEe examines 

may be a theory or a literary 1-10rk. 

Since any relationship bet-vreen elements of one order can 

rightly be considered as being itself an element of some other order 

(for example, as stated above, the proportions behreen the parts 

of a building are as much elements of that building as are the parts 

themselves), we are obviously faced with the possibility of an infinite 

progression, unless vre can somehm'l consider the elements as elements 
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alone. The same problem is clear from the fact that any similarity 

between two elements may be thought of as resulting from an identity 

of one or more sub-elements of those elements. 

If then \'le are to consider elements merely as elements, 

there remains only one approach. This is to divide them into a limited 

number of mutually exclusive categories and to consider each element 

within a certain category as identical with aJl others in that category. 

The number of elements in category A, in category B, and so on, can 

then be enumerated, and some order brought out of chaos. Acain, \vhen 

two separate things are considered and each analysed as a set of elements 

of the same order, we may determine how many elements in the first 

thing belong to the same category as any of the elements in the secondt 

and so arrive ~t ~ measure of simllarity or dissimilarity. 

As applied, say, to literature, this method has admittedly 

its disadvantages. Apart from anything else, it is not ah.rays the 

shortest route. Its great advantage is that, \'li thin whatever boundaries 

are set, it is thorough and hence systematic and objective, rather 

than intuitive and subjective. 'l'he setting of the boundaries--that 

is, the definition of the elements, their categories, and even of the 

thing itself--must re~kin personal and, in a sense, arbitrary. The 

result is a. combination of subjective and objective approaches, but 

with each given its particular role, rather than being allO\·Jed to 

interfere with the other. (This should not be taken to imply that 

other approaches do not combine similar or equal advantages, but 



merely to point out the virtues of this particular approach.) 

In the simplest case, v.re find a single thing consisting 

of but one element, 1vhich \ve may categorize as A: 

( A ) 

Here there can be no question of 1-1hether hw elements belong or do 

not belong to the same catego~J, since there are no pairs of elements 

to be compared. If analysis is to take place, different parameters 

must be selected in order to discriminate more than one element or 

thing. 

Now, if a thing is found to be a set of two elements, there 

are essentially two possibiUties. First, the elements may fall into 

different catecories-

( A, :S ) 

or, secondly, they may fall into the same category-

( A, A ) 

In the second case, one could 2ay that there is an internal repetition 

or echoingr while in the other case there is not. 

Similarly, if two thincs consist each of a single element, 

there are again t1v0 possibilities: 

( A ) 
( B ) 

or ( A ) 
( A ) 

In the first case, there is no repetition or echoing of elements 

between the two things, while in the second case there is one. 



It is little trouble to move to more complicated cases. 

In the following instance-

( A, A, A ) 

--in which all three elements are categorized identically, there 

are thl·ee internal echoinc-s (and not, as might conceivably be supposed, 

merely t~oro); for the third element echoes (o:i:' repeats) not only the 

second element, but also the first. In fact, to speak of the elements 

as if they had an intrinsic order could be misleading; the real situation 

is closer to 

--where the lines of ec;1oing can be clearly seen. Like1vise in the 

following case-

( A, A, A, A ) 

--there are six echoes (or repetitions) bet1reen ele~ents of one category, 

as is made clear by the alternate schemata 

and txt
A-A 

Unfortunately, beyond this point the capacities of our t\-10

dimensional sheet of pc:tper begin to exhaust themselves. The case 

of five elements of the same category, for instance, cannot be presented 

without allovrinr; some lines of echoing to cross over, 
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being one possible fonn. It is neverthelessclearthat there are ten 

echoes in this case. 

A certain amount of mathematics would be useful. It can 

quite easil:r be sh01m that, if the number of elements of a particular 

category is symbolised by x, the nunber of echoes (repetitions) 

amone these elements 'tTilJ be equal to 

x(:x:-12 
2 

Thus, if x=l, the number of repetitions wi1l be l(l-1)+2=0; if x=2, 

it will be 2(2-1)+2=1; if x=3, it 1vill be 3(3-1)+2=3; if x=4, it uill 

be 4(4-1)+2=6; and if '{=5, it vll1l be 5(5-1)+2=10--all of v1hich h3..s 

already been illustrated. Likev1.::.se, if there are 101 dements in 

a category, the number of echoes will be JOl(lOl-1)+2=5,050. 

NoH consider the set whose elements are as follo·{1s: 

( A, A, B, B ) 

There is 0:1.e echo bet':Teen the A's and one bet-vmen the B's; the total 

number of repetitions is therefore J+l=2. 'I'he case 

( A, A, A, B ) 

shows a greater tota~ of repetitions--three for A and none for B, 

or three altogether--and the already mentioned type 

( A, A, A, A ) 

is of course repetitious to an even greater decree (six echoes). 

http:Likev1.::.se
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To take a more elaborate instance, in 

( A, A, A, :S, :S, :S, :S, C, C, C, C, C ) 

the~e are three elements categorized as A, four as :S, and five as 

C; the total numcer of repetitions (echoes) l'lill thus be 

2C.U + !ill + 2W - 192 2 2 

Now let us look at the extension of catecories of elements across 

more than one thing. In the case 

there is no s11ch extension, and the two things are entirely dissimilar 

apart from the fact that each consists of hro elements. On the other 

hand, in the case 

there are tv10 echoes between the sets, \·lhich are identical vri th respect 

to this particular element-analysis. In the sirople case where all 

the eler,1ents in both the things are in the same category, the number 

of echoes behreen the things is easily determined, as, for example, 

( A, A ) 

A~ 

( A, A, A, A ) 

where it is eight. Again, a mathematical formula will be useful; 

if x is the number of elements of category A in one thing and x' 

is the number in the other, then the number of echoes in category 

A behreen the hro things is 

xx' 
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(the product of x and x'). 

If the two things considered contain elements of more than 

one category, ive obtain the number of echoes behveen the two thinzs 

by adding the various values of xx' for each different element-category. 

(~nbolically the number of echoes between the two ttings is represented 

by ..(xx'.) Thus in the following example-

( A, A, ]3_, 13, 13, C, ]) ) 
D<~ ~//1

( A, A, -A, 13, C, C, E ) 

--it will be seen that there are eleven echoes in all between the 

two things considered, six (=2 times 3) being of the category A, 

three (=3 times l) of category 13, and two (=1 times 2) of catee;ory 

C; there are no echoec ia category D or E. 

Now the nliillber of echoes obviously depends on t.he one hand 

on the number of elements involved. It is more useful to have an 

idea of the rate of echoing or repetition of categories than of its 

~uantity. As has been seen, each pair of ide~tically categorized 

elements constitutes one echo: if there are two elements in the same 

category, there is one pair of identically categorized elements and 

hence one ec~o; if there are three elements in the same category, 

there are three pairs of identically categoriz.ed elements and hence 

ttree echoes; and so on. »~t one can also paiT- clements that belong 

to different categories, as, in the follOiving flet-

( A, :B, C ) 

--A may be paired with :B, :B with C, and C vrith A, for a total of 

http:categoriz.ed
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three pairs of differently categorized elements (there are no pairs 

of identica.lly cateGorized elements). In the follmdng case-

( A, A, B ) 

--there are a5din three pairs in all, but one (AA) has identically 

categorized elements, and only h·TO (both AB) have disparate elements. 

The formula for the number of pairs of elements (whether identically 

or differently categorized) in a thing containing n elements is 

n(n-l} 
2 

Novt we smv earlier that to determine the number of internal 

echoes in a thing one has siraply to find the sum of all terms of 

the type x(x-1)+2 (in r:aathematical synbolism..z_x(x-:Jl ), Hhere the various 
2 

values of x represent the number of elements belonging to categOTJ' 

A, B, C, ancl so on. Using this information we can obtain the :r:atio 

of pairs of identically categorized elements to all element-pairs 

in the set; this 'fill be: 

::£. x(x-1) + n(n-1) =~C(x-))
2 2 n n-1 

Consider the exrunple given previously-

( A, A, A, B, B, B, B, C, C, C, C, C ) 

--a set consisting of three elements of category A, four of category 

B, and five of category C. The value of ~x(x-1) will be 3(2)+4(3)+5(4}=)8; 

the value of n(n-·1) is 12(11)==132; and the rate of echoing is thus 

38+132 or about 0. 29. 'l'o avoid the necessity of repeating the formula 

.<!((x-)) or t.he -ph:::-a.se "rate of internal echoine; (repetition)" acain 
n n-1 

http:ph:::-a.se
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and again, I shall henceforth refer to this value as k. 

Hov1 k also represents the :probability tha-t any tvm elements 

chosen at random from the set in question belone to the sa.rne catecor'J. 

A consequence of this (the :proof of 1vhich I will not go into here) 

is that any thing made u:p of elements selected at random or indiscriminately 

from another thine Hi11 tend to have the sa.'Tle value for k. 

As n (the number of e1ements in the set constituted by the 

thing in question) increases in size, the value of k a:p:proaches 

1~x(x-l) ("'"" 'f 100 th ·• .r or exara:p_,_e, l n is , ere lS a difference of only
2 

n 

196. 1 
) G.U. Yule, in his book 'l'h~:~ Statjst:i.cal Study of Liter<n'Y Vocabul2.ry 

(Carnbridee: 1944), used this second value in developing his "characteristic 11 

K, 1·1hich he calls a measure of the "concentration" of vocabulary. 

8
Yule's forr.mla for K is 10,000 2-Sl , '"here s is the sum of all

2 
s 2 

l 

2
terms x and s that of all terr:lG x. In the notation that I have been1 

using, Yule's characteristic can be given by 

10 000 {x(x-l) 
' 2n 

Thus for higher values of n, my k \vill be equ2.l to a:p:pro'Cimately 

one ten-thousandth of Yule Is K. rrhe value of k, hm·rever, gives the 

more accura.te :picture of rate of re:petition or echoing for lovr values 

~x(}:-1) .$,x(::-Jl . If n=lOO, this difference 
- 2 = 2 

n n -cn-1) 

\vill be ~x(x-lL or 1)6 of ~C(x-f . 
lOOn(n-1) n n-1 

http:Vocabul2.ry
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of n than does Yule's K. Yule's multiplication by a factor of 10,000, 

moreover, \<Thile mal::in8' the values somewhat easier to read, is purely 

arbitrary an.d in fact causes more trouble than it is 1.-.;orth. I will 

therefore by preference use the value k. 

Now let us consider the number of pairs that can be formed 

each \dth one of its ele:nents from one set and the other from a second 

set. A little reflection will show this to be equal to nn', the product 

of the number of elements in the first set and the number in the 

second. It has already been shmm that the number of such pairs consisting 

of elements both belonging to the same category is equal to~xx', 

the sum of all the values of the form xx', vThere xx' represents the 

product of the nur:J.bcr of elenents of a p::1rticular categOX"'J in one 

set and the nUJnber of.' elements of the same category in the second 

set. A ratio may thus be derived··

~xx' 
liD I 

--v:hich represents the probability that an element chosen at random 

from the first set belongs to the same category as an element chosen 

at random from the second. This value \dll for the sake of brevity 

be designated as c. Note that the values of c and k are always directly 

comparable. 

Let us return to the s~ecific example given above (p. 67): 

( A, A, B, B, B, c, n ) 

( A, A, A, B, c, c, E ) 

The ntunbe~ of echoes be tHeen the two sets ((xx') \.fas found to be 
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11; a..'1d, since each set consist of seven elements, nn' (the number 

of possible pairings betvreen then) is equal to 7(7)=-49. 'l'hus the 

value of c here is 11+49 or about 0.22. The value of k for either 

set is 4+21 or approximately 0.22; thus the rata of repetition between 

the sets is only slightly greater than that vlithin them. 

In this study the method outli~ed above is applied chiefly 

to the verse-endings in Phaedrus' \Tork. These are treated as elements 

of sets, these sets corresponding to the various books; and the result 

is a quantitative indication of the degree of repetition of verse

endings vlithin and beh:een books. 

As is pointed out later, in section 3, 1Mo general principles 

are assumed: first, that the degree of rc;petit.ion of elements tends 

to remain constant for a particular author and f':)r a par-cicular perioc_ 

in an author's life (this is supported by Yule's studies); and second, 

that the degree of repetition behmen tvo •.vorks is related to their 

closeness in time and space and to Hhethor they 'tTere w_ritten by the 

same author or not. 

\fuether the repetition is deliberate or not is in general 

not relevant to this sort of study. Of course, it would be conve11ient 

if one could separate repetitions neatly into "deliberate" and "unconsci01JS 11 

classifications and compare the two; h•-1t I doubt if even the author 

could do that. YuJ.e had the rather strange idea. that "great" wo_rks 

tend to show BTeater concentration of vocabulary (i.e., more repetition); 
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this may oe true in certain instances, but it would obviously be 

entirely vrrong to use repetition as a measure of greatness (or, 

2
for tha.t natte::c, of the reverse ) • 

2. A Prelimil'ary :Sxample 

When stud;ying a literary \.,rork, the method of ele!lle:ntal analysis 

is by no means restricted to the study of individual \·lOrds or parts 

of words. It may be extended to embrace themes, structures, characters, 

and so on. For example, we might consider the various parts of PhaedrL:.s' 

work as determining sets of protaeonists cateeorized by species. 

In the first thirteen fables of book l the follovrinc- types of creatnres 

appear in principal roles: 

l wolf, sheep 


2 htlil1'3.11 being, frog, god, watersnake 


3 jackdm·r, pea~ock 


4 dog 


2
Yu.le' s u.l timate position seems to be summed up in the follo~.-ring 

(section 6.13): " . . . the concentration that leads to a hich d:aracterist.ic 
may be a quality that marks the gre2.t work~ but it is only~; 
if the work in other \·Ta"j·s is faulty, it still falls short of perfsctim:-1. 11 

Compare his :re!2a:;:ks on the lo·..r values of K caused by overloading 
with orncu7tent (::;actions 6. 4 and 6. 6) and by lack of tmity of subject 
or scene (section 6.6). 

http:d:aracterist.ic
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5 bovine, r;oat, sheep, lion 

6 frog, heavenly body, god 

7 fox 

v!olf, crane 

9 eagle, hare, sparrO\f, hawk 

10 \·rOlf, fox, ape 

ll donkey, lion 

12 deer, dog 

13 fox, crovr 

(The list is somm·rhat arbitrary, since it is difficult to determine 

1vhat is and ':!hat is not a principc.l role. For instance, the doc;s 

in fable 12 play a small part, but an importc:nt one; the coH, e;oat, 

and sheep of fable 10 arc merely mentioned, yet they share the title 

\vith the lion. 3) Sever2.l types of creatlu~es are repeated vrithin 

this group: the fox and the 1volf each occur in three fables, and there 

are hro instances of sheep, frog, god, dog, and lion. From this 

we can calculate the value of k, which is 22 or about 0.022. In 
992 

fables J,1 to 31 of book l the types of creatures appearing in principal 

roles are: 

14 human being 

8 

3rn addition, there micht in one case at least be sor:1e arcrLLrnent 
about the species; for the Stm in fable 6, it might be contended, 
is merely a second instance (vrith Jupiter) of the species "god11 

• 

(It may perhaps be noted that second instances Hithin a fable h:we 
not been cou.Y).tcd; this avoids a.ny difficulties with unspecified 
plurals.) 
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15 donkey, hu""7lan being 

16 sheep, deer, 1.V01f 

17 sheep, dog, \'/01f 

18 human beint; 

19 dog 

20 dog 

21 lion, pig, bovine, donkey 

22 "'easel, human being 

23 human being, dog 

24 frog, bovine 

25 dog, crocodile 

26 fox, stork 

27 dog-, vulture 

28 fo:c, eac1e 

29 donkey, pig 

30 frog, bovine 

31 dove, lrJ. te 

The types repeated Hithin this group are: doe; (6 times), human being 

(5 times), donkey (3 times), bovine (3 times), sheep (2 tim.;s), uolf 

(2 times), pig (2 ti:n.es), frog (2 times), fox (2 times). The value 

of k is ]1__ or about 0.057? more than b.vice that for the first 
1260 

part of the book. 'rhat is, in the second part of book 1 Phaedrus 

is repeating protaconists more than twice as :nuch as in the first 

thirteen fables (note especially the frequency of the dog and the 

hw:aan beinG); the most obvious e:::p1ar..ation is that he is runnine 
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out of material for variation (under the assumption that he began 

composing the book at the bccinning and worked through to the end).4 

Principal characters found in both parts of the book are: 

wolf (3 and 2 times respectively), sheep (2 and 2 times), human 

being (l and 5), frog (2, 2), doc (2, 6), bovine (1, 3), lion (2, 

1), fo:c (3, 2), eagle (1, 1), donkey (l, 3), d.eer (l, 1). Thus the 

value of c is AI__ or about 0.041. This is almost exactly the same 
1152 

as the value for k for the 1-.rhole book, which is 182 or about 0.040; 
4556 

in other words, there is virtually the same degree of repetition 

of principal actors bct1-.reen the tHo parts of the book as th~re is 

in the book as a '\·Thole. IJ.'he implication most readily dra1m fron 

this is that vre have to do in book l with a fairly uniform body 

of fables, but one so arranged that there is [;".reate:c -variation at 

the becinning of the book than at the end; this could mean either 

that Phaednw first composed the fables and then put them into the 

form of a book, attempting to vary then at first but having less 

success vri th this as he ran out of fables, or that he selected fabJ es 

~avet' s contention that the hro parts of book 1 do not 
belong tocether (ed. 1895, esp<2cially sections 139-52) Hould also 
fit in with this difference of repetition, but is not particularly 
supported by it (especially in vievr of the values given in the next 
paragraph) • 
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from a short Acsopic source-book and versified them in the order 

of selection, at.tenpting to vary this selection at first but having 

less success as he ran out of source-material. 'What this analysis 

does not support is the idea that Phaedrus expanded his material 

between writing the two parts of book 1. 

3. Verse-Endings in Phaedrus 

It is at the end of the verse that the writer of iarr.bic 

senarii is most restricted in his choice of words5; by a paradox, 

however, the end of the verse is one of the most if not the most 

6emphatic position . The poet is thus faced with a difficult situation; 

5Non-enclitic monosyllables are forbidden; the penultim~tG 
sylJ.able must be short; the antepenultimate syllable cannot be short 
unless preceded by another short syllable in the same word; and 
so on. Compare above, pp. 18-·20. 

6rt is rivalled only by the initial position, \oJhi.ch, hoHever, 
is often occupiP.d by a neutral, unstressed woTd, such as "et", "quod", 
or "ad". 

But this point must not be passed over without q,_lotin[; the 
follm-1i.ng demurral from J. 11arouzeau, 1 1 ordre des mots en latin: 
vohme comple;-oer~:trdre (Faris: 1953), p. 87: 

Un des principos les plus coPU1l.1.U1Ement invoques pour expliquer 
la construction de la phrase latine est celu.i q_ui attribue une 
valeur exceptionelle soit a laplace initiale, soit a la place 
finale. 

On trouvera sans peine des exemples pour etablir ce principe; 
on n'en trouvera !'lOins pour le contredire. 

Of course, \·Thile f.Iarouzeau d.oes not in this \vork limit himself to 
prose, and while the general practice in Latin verse is that the 
end of the sentence should coincide \1i th the end of a line, Haror:.zeau 
does not specifically state that the last word of a verse is not 
particularly emphatic. Indeed, f!I. Platnauer (_b'ltin Eler,ia,c Ve:r::se 
c::Cambridge: 1951:::::>, pp. 40-8) has established that the final vrord 
in the line in elegiac verse tends to be a "necessary" 1vord (substantive 

http:follm-1i.ng
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and it is scarcely surprising if he often falls into repetition 

and for.nulis:n in rounding off his lines7, or even abandons the element 

of emphasis alto~~ether and ends in some almost empty word, such 

8 
as a possessive adjective • An experienced versifier may feel himself 

capable of greater efforts to avoid this sort of defeat; on the 

other hand, a mature \{Titer may have developed a style that is to 

some extent formulaic, or he may have ceased to worry so much about 

the neeo_ for variation and for making every word count. 'tlhat sort 

of provession He find, if any, \..rill depend on the individual. :But, 

or verb more than 80).j of the time: p. 40). 
The conventional 'tlisdo:n that the initial or final position 

in a sentence is r:1ore emphatic 2er se is rep::-esented in Hofmann
Szantyr, Lateinicch·~ Svntc:_x und Stilistik (Hlinchen: 1965), pp. 402-3. 

7similar consirierations of course apply to other forms of 
verse besides thFtt iambic, most notably to the elegiac couplet. 

8
As can be seen fro'l1 appendix 13, Phaedrus completes a verse 

with a form of r:1.ens, t~ws, or Sl.F1S nore than one hun\lred ti:r:1es in 
the less than t:::ro"tho~d ver~of his extant. 'I'!Ork. He has plenty 
of precec.ent, houever, in -;;he comedians; see, for exa,"lple, Plautns, 
Arrmhi Lruo, 193 ff. (cited by I1arouzeau., Traite de stylistig;_w apnliquce 
au latin cParis: 193)=, pp. 263-4). 
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further, even should a poet continue to repeat successful verse-endings 

to very much the same extent throughout his literary lifetime, it 

is to be ex-pected that he \·!ill grovr tired of some formulas and 2.do:pt 

others and, in the course of time, :perhaps rediscover some lone-

abandoned. 

Because of the :problems and the o:p:po::-tunities offered to 

the author by this very :position at the end of the verse, the i·rorcls 

that he chooses for this :position must be of especial interest to 

those who study his style. A number of q_11estions may be a3ked. To 

what extent does the :poet rely on formulas to extricate himself 

from each verse? Does he change the verse-endings that he uses as 

time goes by, or do they remain fairly ~uch the sru~e? Do certain 

-..-rords tend to c;et US\O"d finally i·rhile be inc; avoj_ded in other positions? 

And so on. 

One way of ap:proachinc; this field is by Vfay of statistics 

(using the method of elemental analysis described in section l) and 

by way of compilation of lists for the :purposes of comparison. If 

we are to employ this sort of approach, it is necessary to have 

a fairly :precise method of categorizing the verse-endings. If o~e 

is examining th8 author's use of words, the most important consideration 

for each verse-ending is the word (or, at most, vrord-grou:p) involved 

(rather than, say, the final syllable9). The exigencies of the ~etre 

9In chapter VI, I consid3r what I call, for the sake of 
distinction, the 11verse-desinence", that is the final vowel or vowel
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provide a useful point of departure in the case of the poet that 

we happen to be considering. Phaed~1s never ends a verse with a 

monosyllable -vri th the sole except:i.on of the enclitic ~est. Thus, 

ever1 if I categorize the verse-endings by a single word (or a single 

word plus~ or est), I have succeeded in covering the contents of 

10virtually the entire last foot • 

Noiv one could be restrictive in one's categorization, 

decreeing that "contumelia" shall be classed as belonging to a different 

catec;ory from 11 contu..rnelia est" or "contu.11eliae", or even that "contumelia" 

(nominative) shall belong to a different category from "contumelia" 

(ablative) or "contmneliis" (dative) from "contu..rneliis" (ablative). 

This, how~rer, would not Give a vex~ true picture of the degree 

to i·thich our autho::c favours one or another formula. On the other 

side, it \vould be strange enough if "fero" vmx-e to be placed in 

the same category as "tuli", merely because of their co:nm.on listint; 

in a dictionarJ. 

A line must obviously be dravrn somewhere; and so I have 

plus-consonant group of the verse. 

10How are ive to syllabify in the case of a word beginninG 
with a vm·rel? To Hhich foot can the s, say, of "cives" in l. 2. 30 
be said to belen[;'? If to the fifth, then the last v10rd (in this 
instance "ait") realJ.y does cover the entire last foot; but I am 
strongly inclined to think that this is incorrect. 

http:co:nm.on
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arrived at the following somewhat arbitrarJ, but, I think, serviceable 

ru.le for categorizing verse-endings: all the forms in a category 

must be homocli te (hence "eeo" can.'1ot belong to the same categorJ 

as 11mihi11
); their metrical position must be the same (hence not 

"perierimus" and "perierunt" in the same category); in the case 

of verbs, irrecular principal parts are to be separated (hence not 

"dicere" and "dixerunt" together); adverbs regularly derived from 

adjectives are categorized 1vith the adjectives (e.g., "maxime" with 

11maximus"); other derivations are not categorized together (hence 

not "patrios" vlith "patribus"). 

This h3.ving teen established, ".N8 might commence by seeing 

vlhat decree of repetition (measured by k, for a further explanation 

of vlhich see section 1) there is among the verse-endings of the 

various parts of Phaedrus' 1-10rk. 

For the verse-endings that occur more than once in book 

l, see appendix A; there are fom1d to be 33 categories containing 

two elements, 17 three elements, 4 four elements, none five elements, 

5 six elements, none seven elements, one ("mihi") eight elements, 

and none more than eight elements.
11 

The total number ofverses (and 

11Basically the text used is that of PerrJ (Loeb ed.: cf. 
above, p. 2), but in one or tHo places I have thought it better 
to retain the traditional reading. In book 1, I have seen fit to 
retain the manuscript readinc at 1.2.28 in opposition to Postgate's 
quite unnecessary "Tomms", h:tported from the r)araphrases, which 
is printed by Perry. 

http:elements.11
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hence of verse-endings) is 363 (including 13.13-4 but excluding 

the "restoration" 31.14). From this infomation one may calculate 

12
k, the value of which co~es to approximately 0.00321.

Hm.; slmilar is one part of book 1 to another in this respect? 

In oriler to get some idea of Hhat the answer to this question should 

be, I shall separate off the part of this book from pro1.l to 13.12, 

\vhich consists of 17 4 verses t and vhich -vms thought by Havet to 

be the only true part of book 1 reiTJ.aining to us, the rest having 

ori~ally belonged to bo;k 2 (cf. above, p. 75, note 4). The recurring 

verse-endin~;;s for this section can easily be deduced from the list 

for book 1 in appendix A. It T.vill be fo1.md that there are 16 verse

endincs occurrinc only h'lice in this sec-l;io11, five three times, 


t:b..ree four tines, and none more than four tir.1cs. J.i'ro:n this information, 


k may be calculated to be about 0.00326. This is exceedin~;;ly c1ose 

to the figure for the 'Qook as a \vhole and points to a hie;h decree 

of unifo:coity. If the value of k for book 2 differs very r:mch from 

this, Havet.'s hypothesis must be rendered hie;hly unlikely, quite 

1apart from any other considerations. 3 

12'l'he nu.:nber of echoes or repetitions comes to 422, and 
422+363t3G2 e:::_l.Tals a.ppro:dmate1y 0.00321. Since the verse-endings 
of 1.13.13-4 a:::-e re})e::J.ted nmrhere else in Phaed:rus, it is easy enouch 
to eliminate the:n; the value of k is then 422+361+360, or about 
0.00325--a minimal difference. 

l3UnfOJ..'t1mate1y, even on the ass1.u:1ption of relative uniformity 
in an author's vrorl: at a p0.rticular point i;:1 his career, there is 
no simpla l'lathem8..tical test to determine the likelihood of a se~" 

difference or &Teat€r betHeen values of k for <Efferent parts 
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For the repetitions of verse-endlnes in book 2, the reader 

is again referred to appendix A. A total of ll catecorizations have 

two elements only; 2 have three; none has four, five, six, or seven; 

one W,un) hc;,s eight; and nor1e has more than eight. Book 2 has 173 

verses (including the suspected verse 20 of fable 5). Usinc this 

information, one finds k to be around 0.00276. This represents a 

palpable drop from the fi&Jre for book 1, though probably not great 

eno1~h in itself to destroy Havet's opinion about the composition 

of book 2, considering the relatively smaJl number of verses involved. 

In book 3, 35 verse-ending categories are represented twice 

onlyi 11, three ti:nes; 4, four times; l, five times; l, six times; 

2, seven tines; none eiGht or nine times; 2, ten times; and none 

more than ten times. The number of verse :.n thiG book is 403 (including 

the two verses bracketed at the end of fable 15). Fro:n this, the 

value of k is approximately 0.00307. The amount of repGtition of 

verse-endincs in book 3 is thus very much in line 1<1ith that for 

books 1 and 2. (For further par-Giculars, refer aga.in to appendix 

A.) 

To get some idea of the degree of uniformity of book 3, 

we might consider o~ly the part of it from the prologue to fable 

9 inclusive, a total of 184 verses. By using the list given in appendix 

of his i·rork wx·itten at the sa."lle time. E".,ren Yt.:le, an eminent statisticiJ.n, 
is only able to make an educated guess at this sort of thing (section 
10.22). 
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A, if can be found that there are 13 verse-ending categories represented 

hdce in this section, 4 three times, l four times, and 1 five times. 

Tbe value of k is thus e1.round 0.00244. It can be seen that the degree 

of repetition does not vary extremely from one part of the book 

to another, but the acreement is certainly not as striking as it 

was for book 1. 

In book 4, 50 verse-ending categories are represented only 

twice; 8, three times; 5, four times; 2, five times; 1, six times; 

1, seven tiraes; none, eight to ten times; l (~2.,), eleven times; 

1and none more than eleven times. 4 The number of verses in book 

4 (including 25.1, but excluding the various "supplied" verses) 

is 428; but, since proL 3 and p::..~o1.4 lack th8ir endings in the manuscripts s 

the number of actual ...-erse-end.i.ngs is only 426. Using this latter 

fit,'1.lre, one finds the Yalue of k to be about 0.00238. The degree 

of repetition seems to bave dropped soi'1e"\·lhat in this book, though 

in fact the differenGe behieen boolcn l and 2 is slightly greater 

1
than that between books 2 and. 4. 5 

Again tha uniformity of the book may be tested. If He take 

l4The verse-ending "1oqui11 of 14.1, 1.-Thich 1,-Jas "sup:plied" 
by Zander, is of course not counted; nor is "meum" of verse 3 of 
the prologc:e, s:_nce it is a conjecture by Ri ttershausen, the verse 
being defective. 

l50n an arith'11etic basis. But, since k is a propo:rtion, 
the proportional drop is more relevant. This is 14.C>% between book 
1 and. book 2 and 13. 8;6 beh-Jeen bool: 2 and book 4--almost exactly 
the sa1ne. 
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the 176 verses from the begiP~ing of the ~rologue to the end of 

fable 9 (subtractinG prol.3 and prol.4, this will become 174 verse

endincs), it will be found that 16 verse-endinc categories occur 

twice only, 5 three times, and one four times. The value of k turns 

out to be arou_Yld 0.00246. It seems likely that the reason for the 

slight excess of this value over that for the book as a 1vhole is 

the extraordinary degree of repetition within fable 5 (vv. 5, 24, 

and 35, "rustic/am"; vv. 15 and 45, "datum"; v-v. 17 and 46, "pecuniar:J."; 

vv. 26 and 34, "hortul/os 11 
; vv. 41 and 42, 11 paret 11 

; vv. 27 and 47, 

16
"sint:;ul/is 11 

; vv. 31 and 40, 11 su/am11
). 

In book 5, 14 verse-endi::1g categories are represented brice 

only; none th_ree or four times; one CE::J£) five times; and none 

more than five times. There are 174 verses in this book. FTom this, 

k is calculated to be about 0.00159. This representa a really considerable 

drop, even from the value for book 4. It ':Tould seem that Phaedrus' 

style had time to 1mderc:o quite a drastic change durinG the period 

beh..;een the conpletion of book 4 and the com;nencement of book 5. r ( 

16Yet the decree of repetition in this poem cannot re8.lly 
be called extreme, fo~ the value of k for its verse-endinss is still 
only 0.00378. 

17There is a still more striking difference, hO\·Iever, behreen 
the hro halves of the bool:. For the vs,lue of k for the verse-endincs 
of what is printed in Perry's text as 5.prol. to 5.5 is 22+106+J05 
or about 0.00198, 'dhile the value of k for the verse-enclint:;s of the 
part beginning 11 Invenit calVLlS • • • 11 ( 5. 6 to 5. epil. in Perry) 
is 4+68+67 or a mere 0. 00088. rrhe nu111ber of ve]~se-endincs is, hm·rever, 
much too small to allovr us to lean g,t all h:?avily on this fact. 
Indeed, a small 8..Iaou.'1t of calcnla.tion shmJS me that this dif!erence 
behreen t!1e tvlO parts of book 5 rests entirely on the fo.ct that 
"su/o" occurs as a verse-endinG" four times in the first payt 2..nd only 
once in the seco~d. 
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In Perotti's App2:1clix, 34 verse-ending catesories are representec1 

tuice only; 16 three times; 4 four times; none five to seven times; 

2 eight times; and none more than eight times. If one includes J2.15, 

the appendix consists of 405 verses. Using this figure, one finds 

the value of k to be about 0.00198. This relatively low fieure •·rould 

tend to s~pport either a hypothesis that the style of the appendix 

is rather variable or a hypothesis that the bulk of the appendix 

1 1 t } 18comes f ro:n Phaed:t"llS ..~-a er wor :. 

To cet some idea of the unifornity of the appendix in this 

18
of the main tradition, Perotti copied over (albeit rather 

piecemeal) \Tirtuall;r alJ of the fables fro:n 2.6 to 3.19 inch,_si.vo 
and fro-:1 4.2]_ to 5.5 inc1nsive (cf. above, p. 13). '-rhe clP2":>:' j_:-r1plic2.tion 
is that his source '.-ras missins al:~wst all the other f2.ble:J of the 
main tr2_dition. lJoH, it is easier to asslli"le relative continuity in 
the rest of Perotti 1 s cxeiCrplar of Phaedrus than the contre":::-y, in 
vie''' of its obvious continuity in t}:}e uain-tradition fables (that 
is, it HJ.S not a selection). Renee it is Jegitimate to as::mr:v~ that 
many of the fables of the appendix c~ue together in the inteeral 
text. 

This gr2.nted, if the bulk of the appendix indeed co:r1es fror.1 
Phaedrus 1 later Horl:, the :nos t obvious place from 11hich r.1any of the 
fables of the appendix might have cone is the lacuna behreen 5.1 
and 5.2. Ho-ce hmr very close the figure fo::::- k for verse-endings in 
the appendix is to thai: for the first part of book 5 (note 17 above). 

(An objection of '-'-Y o',m acctinst the theory just put fonrard 
will be fo1.md in chapter VIII, section 3. This is the.t to 2.ssune 
the loss of any verses other than 5.1.18 and 5.2.1-2 betHeen 5.1 
and 5.2 in the main tradition destroys a very nice s;ymmetry that 
book 5 vrould other~·ri sc have. ) 

http:inch,_si.vo
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regard, \ve can take only the first fifteen poems
19, Hhich have a1.together 

216 verses (that is, including app.l2.15). It Hill be f01md that, 

in this group of poems, 20 verse-endinc categories are represented 

tvrice only, 6 three times, and l (~.§;.) six times. rrhe value of k 

is thus about 0.00228. This is not very far out of line vrith the 

value for the appendix as a vThole; but of course, even had it been 

still closer, the idea that the poems of the appendix could have 

come from several parts of Phaedrus 1 work vTould not thereby be ruled 

out. 

The results so far may be sum.rnarized as follmvs: 

book 1 0.00321 (l.prol.-1.13.12 0.00326) 


book 2 0.00276 


book 3 0.00307 (3.prol.- 3. 9 0.00244) 


l9There is so.c1e justification ~or such a division. This 
is in the ..,-ray in vrhich Perotti arranged the fables of Avienus in 
his E[)i tome. Up to the middle of this Horl:, Perotti seems to have 
selected poems fro:-n Avienus in r.1ore or less random orde:;:-; be1t fro~:1 

nu.rnber 79 (==.-'~.vienns 42) on they appear in exactJy the reve:rse order 
to that of their source (and there are 21 of them in the second half 
of the Epit~, so that coincidence can be ruled out). Phaedrus app.lG 
comes just before the coramencement of this phenonenon (it being mL'nber 
78 in Perotti). 

One mic;ht conjecture tha.t Perotti 1 s ar:rival at this point 
in his uork savr a chc:mce in his nanner of selecting fro:r.1 PhaedrJ.s 
also. }i'or one thing, after this :point there seems to be g:eeater separation 
of main-tradition material from the rest, and Lhe main-tradition 
material sho·..:s s iens of its original order. 

http:l.prol.-1.13.12
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book 4 0.00238 (4. prol.-4. 9 0.00246) 


book 5 0.00159 


appendix 0.00198 (app.l-app.l5 0.00228) 


One thing we can be clear on beyond any doubt, and that 

is the decline of repetitiveness in verse-endings as Phaedrus grew 

older. 

After considering the degTee of repetition of verse-endings 

i·li thin the various parts of Phaedrus 1 Hork, the next step is obviously 

to discover the degree of repetition beh1een these parts, making 

use of the ratio desicnated c (a measure of repetition directly co~parable 

to k: see section 1). 

The reader is referred to appendix B for a list of those 

verse-ending catecories represented in nore tha.n one pa.rt of Phaedrus 1 

20Horl:. \-li thout goinc into the calculations involved , the values 

of c derived from this list may be SUI!lffiarized as follows: 

book 2 book 3 book 4 book 5 appendix 

bool-: 1 0.00288 0.00272 0.00260 0.00217 0.00219 

book 2 0.00304 0.00293 0.00276 0.00244 

book 3 0.00276 0.00242 0.00229 

book 4 0.00250 0.00228 

book 5 0.00189 

2°F·o:r. those interested in slie;htly more details, the follovrinc; 
table gives the number of echoes of verse-endings beh1een the various 

http:app.l-app.l5
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Not to examine each individual ve,lue, a general pattern 

may be noted. Apart from the tmiformly hiGh values for book 2, th2 

degree of echoing of verse-endings precisely matches the position 

of each book in relation to the other bool:s. For example, book 2 

sho·Hs its highest c-value with book 3, somc..,.rhat lower values with 

books 1 and 4, and l0\ve;3t of all with book 5 (and ivith the appendix). 

The appendix has its loHest c-value vrith book 5; but, if vre remember 

that book 5 had a lmr internal rate of repetition of verse-endings 

(k), i·re find ourselves not necessarily justified in concluding that 

much of the appendix Has viTitten at a different period in Phaedrus 1 

life. 

If one examines a})pendix B, o:-~e 1rill see that the only verse

endinc catecories there that occur more than hvice in book 2 are 

"tibi", Hitl'. three instances, and "su/os" vrith eight; the latter 

21
especie,lly contributes enor:nously to the values of c for bool: 2 • 

parts: 

book 2 book 3 book 4 book 5 appendix 
book 1 181 398 403 137 322 
book 2 212 216 8"_, 171 
book 3 474 170 373 
book 4 185 393 
book 5 133 

21
The n1rr~ber of echoes that it accOQ~ts for in the case 

of book 2 I"a:nges from 40 1vith book 5 to 88 i·ri th book 4. 
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It is thus virtually a case of a single vord disturbine what vrould 

otherwise be a consistent :p8.ttern (for, if "su/os" occurrGd uith 

its normal Phaedrian frequency as a verse-ending in book 2, it should 

be found only some 4 times). Suppose that \·le ignore all the verses 

ending in sor::te form of ~; the values of c behree:a the remains 

of the various books Hill then be as follows: 

book 2 book 3 book 4 book 5 appendix 

book 1 0.00226 0.00242 0.00226 0.001'{8 0.00194 

book 2 0.00204 0.00187 0.00154 0.00164 

book 3 0.00222 0.00181 0.00188 

book 4 0.00185 0.00185 

book 5 0.00139 

L~ this case, the ~attern is the same, except that the values involvinG 

book 2 are 1-miformly lmv instead of unifor:nly high, and those involvinG 

the appendix generally exceed the correspoHd.ing vah:es involvinG' 

book 5 rather than the reverse. 

The values of c involvine the appendix, like its value fo:::

k, are g_uite cor1p::1.tible viith its being genuine and vrith its beloncinc 

to the same general period in Phaedrus' life as the fables of the 

main tradition; but this analysis of verse-endings has not been able 

to shmv exactly >vhere the poems of the appendix belone in Phaedrus' 

l</Ork. 

In suinmary, what this study of verse-endings hR-s shmm is 

that the present order of the books is quite plausible (though book 
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2 is apparently too short to be very sure of), and that, if it is 

correct, Phaedr~s avoided repetition of verse-endings more and more 

as he 1:rent on. fj_'he appendix may he, for the most part, as late as 

book 5; but no certainty is possible. 

5. Verse--;ijnding-s of Zander's Reconstructions 

Among those who have attempted to reconstruct hypothetical 

Phaedrian originals from the supposed paraphrases of "Romulus" and 

the Ademar and ',.Jissemburg manuscripts, Burman is unsatisfactory because 

he lacks the necessary mastery of tho metre and HuelJ.er because he 

is impatient and overoriginal (J.P. Postgc:tte, ~ 12 r:::l9l8=>, 153); 

the s~me objections may be made, multiDlied by a considerable factor, 

22against the nore recent work of Leon Herrmmm • In 1918, Postcate 

published his versions of sl:c "nevln fables (_Qg 12 ::::=1918=, 154-61), 

and brouGht ont four more the follmving year (i& 13 ::::1919:::1, 81-7 ~ 

Phaed:!:'i fabulae aesoniae c:m Nico}ai Porotti prolot;o et decem novis 

fabulis r::.O:cford: l9l9:::o). In 1921, hovrever, C.H. Zander published 

his Phaedrus solntus vel Phaedri fabulae novae XX.,"'\ (Act. Soc. Hum. 

Litt. Lundensis II), \-rhich is to date the most recent and (vTi th the 

exception of Burman) the fullest attempt to resuscitate the lost 

22
Eight 11reconstru.ctions 11 based on pseudo-Dositheus and 

numbered rr, 28; I, 19; II, 40; I, 39; I, 18; III, 36; III, 33; and 
IV, 9 in Herrmann's edition of Phaedrus (Leiden: 1950). A sample 
will suffice (H, 1: "De fe1e"): 

Ga.llinas ae:cre finr;~ns natale:n aves 
catta ad cenam vocat. Tunc cludens ostium 
cunctas interfecit. Hoc scriptum est in eum 
profectus qui hilaris dolorem repperit. 

http:HuelJ.er
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fables 23. vJhile I am J>ersonBlly doubtful about the J>Ossibility of 

reconstructing a lost fable of Phaedrus in anything like its correct 

form merely by examining the -putative revrorkincs in prose (cne mie;ht 

of course e;et one or two verses right, but there viOuld be no vray 

of kno\.Jing), I believe nevertheless that it would be interesting 

to see hoiT good a job Zander has done in creating a set of plausibly 

Phaedrian fables, say by examining the verse-endings in Zander 1 s 

creations in comparison v!ith those in the knovm work of Phaedrus. 

24\1ithout goint; into the details of the repetitions , le·t 

it be sufficient to state that k is about 0.00336. This is higher 

than the value of k for the verse-endings in any part of P:haed.r.'r.: 1 

2
3And, accordinc to C. Harchesi (Fed.ro e la f2~v~J.::1~ lat.i.T"~ 

c=Firenze: 192)=>, I>· 88), 11 18~ J>iu acci..U'B,ta,11 
• But even Zander sesms 

to be liable to occasional metrical slip;::; for e:xa:nple, tha last 
verse of nu1:1ber 2 ("Galli et acci:piter 11 

)-

-/- v ~/ ~~-/- -'1-- I J N 

ignorant vice de ipsis quid ag-atur J>ari 
--where a hiat::t.s is required in the middle of -the third foot, althouch 
the knmm viOrks of Phaedrus contain no certain lnstance of hiatus 
(cf. above, p. 20). "Aud.ivit" at the end of verse 14 of m.®bor 6 
is J>resumab1y a mistake for "audiit"; like'.-rise, "deiecit" in verse 
10 of nu.sber 13 should 2.p:parently be read as 11deiicit 11 

• I 8.J"TI, ho'.·rever, 
relying on the accuracy of Herrmann's re:portine;, as I have not had 
occasion to examine the oricinal edition. 

2
4The most frequent Hays of ending a verse are "su/o" (13 

times), "tu/i" (11 times), 11ma1/um 11 (9 times), "leon (7 times), and 
"lup/o", "peel/em", and "simi/us" (6 tic:J.es each), all CO'lli110n in Phaedrus. 

http:tic:J.es
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known vrork, but only slichtly above that for book 1. There are several 

possible, and not mutually exclusive, interpretations. One: the lost 

fables may come larcely or entirely from Phaedrus' earliest wo:r:k: 

\ve do not really knm·r hm·r long book l was, for instance, 
25 or ac;ain 

there may have been a body of uncollected works; the Zander fables 

are mostly beast-fables of the type that so dominates Phaedrus' first 

book; fror1 Phaedrus' knmm vrork, the paraphrasts are knm-m to have 

drmm very heavily on book l, borrovrinG fables only he:r-e and there 

from other books. Two: there may be a number of repetitions added 

26
by the paraphrasts and not reco[,'llized as such by Zander. 'l'hree: 

Zander himself, lacking the facility of 1vritine iambic senarii that 

Phaedrus obviously poss2ssed, tended to rely L:ore heavily on readily 

acceptable forElulas, thouch I shoulcl add that it does not see;n to 

me that this '.·ras very often the case. Four: if a selection \·ras m.<:tde 

from the 1·1orks of Phaedrus at one time and this is substantially 

\vhat I·Te have in the main tradition, then it is plausible the.t the 

25And of course there is the r:1ysterious mention of tall:inc 
trees in l.prol.6, '\·Thich could be applied to Zander's sixteenth rccor.stnlCtion, 
The Axe and the r:L'rees (derived from H.omulus 3.14). 

26
For e::a.--:1ple, note how in Rom. 1.1 the sing-le "iaces" of 

Phaedrus 3.12.3 has been nul"ciplied to "iacontem~•, "-i.aces", and a£,c:dn 
11 iace::1tem" and hmr "potior cui r:1ulto est cibus" (Phaedrtls 3.12.6) 
has ber:m chan_:;ed to n,_cbi potius mihi escam quaero", echoing- the p:r'<3vious 
"d'Ll.'TI quaeri t esc8.J-a". 
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fables eliminated hy this se1ectio~ would have been a~ong the less 

highly polished, and hence (in Phaedr-1s' case) less ornamented by 

variation.• Five (this point being a development of points one and 

four): I have a suspjcion that Phaedrus nay have deliberately placed 

27his better fables in book l at the beginnine ; if, at a later date, 

'trhether by accident or ·oy design, the latter half of a hypotheticdJy 

longer first boo}: IJecame cut off, the lost fa.bles ,.,ould naturally 

be in g-eneraj inferior to those remaining. 

Hm.,r let ns co~1sider the sir:-tilari ty bet,,reen the verse-endin,r;s 

in Zander's reconst:ructions and those in Phaedrus' kno'-m \.,rork. The 

vah1.es of c are: 

book l 0.00291 book 4 0.00265 

boot 2 0.00)46 book 5 0.00236 

book 3 0.00283 appendix 0.00233 

all 0.00272 

It is clear hou, ,.,ith the exception of book 2, the value of c declines 

steadily as one p::-ogresses fro::n the first booJ:. to the last, and hoH 

27 Co:npare section 2, ,,.;here it is shmm that there is veater 
variet~r in the cast oi characters in tho first part of book l th;:m 
in the second. 

The first fable in the book seems to have been the object 
of especial care: note the nu;Tiber of souncl.-effects and the avoidance 
of metrical for:J.ulis::t. 
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the value for the appendix is very close to that for book 5. 'l'his 

\vould be consistent '"ith a situation in -v;hich Zander's fables ca:ne 

from Phaedrus' earliest work ivhile the new fables found in Perotti's 

Epitome ca:we generally from Phaodrus' latest -v;ork. But, i.Jhile there 

is some reason to believe that the additional fables copied by Perotti 

may have come fTo:w a very restricted part of the original corpus 

(see above, p. 85, note 18), the same cannot be assumed in the case 

of the Zander reconstructions. Furthermore, there is the difficulty 

of the large degree of conjecture and distortion necessarily i~herent 

in such reconstituted poetry. Nothing, therefore, can really be proved 

by this sort of investieation, though credence can be lent to some 

28hJTOtheses rather than others. 

(I have also attempted to compare with Phaednls 1 practice 

the repetition of verse-endint;:J in other write:r:s of senarii, but 

for several reasons ara uncertain of the results. One difficulty lies 

28The misleadinG effects of the high occurrence of "su/us" 
as a verse-ending in book 2 have been noted :previously. It is Horth 
remarking that this verse-endinc is represented only 13 tines in 
456 verses in the Zander reconst~~ctions, or at a rate of about 0.028 
times per verse; this is fairly close to the overall rate for Phaedrus' 
lmmm wor:ts, 1vhich is about 0.025; the r2.te for book 2, hmvever, 
is approximately 0.046. 'l'here is thus at least one point of dissimilarity 
between the Zander fables and those of boo}:: 2 that makes it less 
likely that they originally belonged together. 
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in the need for selectinc sufficiently long passaces from their vlOrks. 

'rhere are also differences in metrical preferences to contend lvith. 

At first glance, ho'trever, it appears that Phaedrus generally succeeded 

in repeating verse-endings somewhat less than his co-metrists. This 

may, of course, be due in part to his fairly even balance bet~een 

final disyllables and polysyllables; but the progressive drop in 
r 

repetition demonstated above csection 3= sugc;ests a conscious effort 
II 

at special refinement in this direction.) 



Appendix A: yerse-Endings Rec'IJ.rri¢!g within Parts 

of Phaedru.s' Hork 

{Numbers in parentheses indicate the poems in tvhich the 

verse-endings appear. vJhere more than one form is involved, the 

first form occurring is given, with the variable portion separated 

by a virgule. ) 

:Sook 1: 

Twice only: abstulit (5, 7), ait (2, 30), bon/um (2, 3), 

eapi (15, 23), caput (2, 8), ciconi/am (26 twice), corpor/is (5, 

24), da/re {9, 17), de/us {2, 27), dedit (2, 22), dentibus (13, 21), 

deponeret (18j 19), despe:x:/erat (3, 12), dic/itur (12, 30), evocat 

(2, 11), glori~m (7, 11), greg/i (3, 30)f incipit (6, 28), lev/i 

(12, 29), met/us (2, 11), milu/um (31 t·H.ice), mon/et (pro1., 19), 

neg/as {10, 29), pati (3, 26), pet/is (10, 11), potest (8, 27), 

praemi/um (a, 14), put/ans (4, 15), sanguin/is (28, 29), sibi (22, 

28), singulos (8, 31), sustulit (;, 28), validius (19, 24). Total: 

33. 

Three times: bov/em (24 twice, 30), eib/um (4, 26, 27), 

contumeli/a (2, 3, 29), corn/ua (12 twice, 21), dol/um (6, 23, 31), 

due/ere (6, 19, 31), fabul/is (prol., 1, 10), genus (2, 3, 30), 

impetu {11, 16, 29), improb/a. {1, 16, 31), iniuri/ae (5, 21, 31), 
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Iov/e (2 three times), leo (5 twice, 11), modo (17, 24, 26), ped/es 

(9, 14, 30), tu/a (9, 11, 29), viribus (1, 11, 20). Total: 17. 

Four times: fer/ae (prol., 11, 12, 21), grav/e (2, 9, 14, 

20), mal/um (2, a, 9, 19), nec/e (1, 2, 22, 31). Total; 4. 

Five times: NONE. 

Six timeu: can/um (12, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27), loc/o (14, 1a 

twice, 19 twice, 28), lup/us (1 twice, 8 twice, 16, 17), me/um (5, 

11, 15, 19, 22, 25), su/os (3, 4, 10, 12, 24, 2a). Total: 5 

Seven times: NONE. 

Eight times: mihi (1 three times, 5, 15, 22 twice, 29). 

Total: 1. 

1-'Iore than eight times: NONE. 

Book 2: 

Twice only; ait (1, 4), dapem (4P 6), fabu.l/a (a, 9), fer/us 

{a, 9), grati/am (prol., 8), horde/o (7 twice), malefic/o (3, 6), 

nec/e (6, 8), ped/em (1, 4), tu/i (4, 8), vulner/is (3, 7). Total: 

11. 
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Three times: loc/us (prol., 1, 4), tibi (4, 6, 8). Total: 

2.. 

FO'Ilr to seven times: NONE. 

Eight times: sn/um {prol., 4 three times, 5, 7, B, 9). Total: 

1. 

More than eight times: NONE. 

:Book 3: 

Twice only: adulter/am (3, 10), bonum {1, B), caput {3, 10), 

cib/o (7, 12), dat/ae (18 twice), deus (prol., 18), dicere (prol., 

3), existimo (10, epil.), fav/os {13 twice), fec/erit {13, 14), 

femin/ae (10, 15), genus (prol. twice), gloria (prol., 17), insolenti/am 

(6, epil.), intelleg/unt (12, 14), interdiu (7, 16), invicem (7, 

8), ioc/is (prol., 8), Iov/i (prol., 17), indices (10, 13), lone~/us 

(19, epil.), minus (prol. twice), miserit/i (2, 15), mulier/is (10 

twice), omn/ium (prol., 17), prius (10, epil.), reliqaiae (1, epil.), 

repperit (10, 12), sci/o (6, epil.), spirit/um (2, epil.), validius 

(10, 16), venerit (7, 13), vl/am (prol., 14), vic/em (prol., epil.), 

utilis (14, epil.). Total: 35. 
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Three times: can/i (7 tvdce, 15), corpor/i (prol., 7, 11), 

crimin/e (10 three times), d/are (3, 14, epil.), ded/it (5, 15, 16), 

familia (7, 10, 19), foret (prol. tvdce, 10), fuit (5, a, 15), mal/is 

(prol., 8, 10), pet/o (prol., 10, epil.), sen/ex (3, 14, 19), Total: 

11. 

Four times: fili/um (8 twice, 10 twice), pot/est (6, 7, 

10, 12), sententi/is (3, 10, 13, epil.), tibi (5, 6, 7, 14). Total: 

4. 

Five times: fid/em (9, 10, 13, epil. tvdce); Total: 1. 

Six times: mihi (prol. twice, 7, 11, 15, 16). Total: 1. 

Seven times: dom/um (2, 7, 9, 10 twice, 19 twice), me/is 

(prol. twice, 3, 6, 7, 10, 13). Total: 2. 

Eight or nine times: HONE. 

Ten times: su/a (prol. tvdce, 7, 10 twice, 13 tvdce, 16 

twice, 17), tu/um (prol. three times, 6, 12, 15, 16, 18, epil. twice). 

Total: 2. 

More than ten times: NONE. 
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:Book 4: 

Twice only: ait (3, 7), callid/i (2, 9), ceter/a (5, 26), 

collig/i (5, 23), contumeli/is {19 twice), corn/us. (6, 9), dat/um 

(5 twice), ded/it (prol., 10), dedit/a (5, 23, du/as (10, 26), ram/em 

(19 t'dce), fili/as (5, 12), fru/i (17, 25), gaudi/o (16, 18), hab/et 

(23, 25), hortul/os (5 twice), iac/es (2, 7), iniuri/am (19, 26), 

inprudenti/am (5, 21), intelleg/it (2, 22), Iuppiter (19 tvdce), 

laudibus (25 twice), loqui (13, epil.), lucr/o (12, 21), manus (7, 

22), maxirnus (19, 23), mor/a (5, 26), mortu/us (1 ~ice), muner/a 

(11, 17), nec/i (2, 6), nihil (5, 24), nov/is (prol., 7), oscula 

(25 t~dce), paret (5 t~dce), pat/ri (5, 12), pecuniam (5 twice), 

pede (6, 19), praeroium (19, 21), pudor (16, 25), repperit (4, 11), 

senex (5, 16), senti/at (8, 26), Simonidem (26 tidce), singul/is 

(5 t'f.ice), stercore (19, 25), terti/us (2, 26), trad/ere (prol., 

4), vad/um (4, 9), vir/os (5, 12), util/is (4, 11). Total: 50. 

Three times: cib/i (8, 14, 21), di/eo (11, 1 , 18), fabul/is 

(prol., 49 7), litter/is (7, 26, epil.), loc/o (2, 9, 26), memori/a 

(prol., 22, 26), omn/ium (5, 19, 25), rei (4, 11, 26). Total: 8. 
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Four times: dom/us (5, 7, 25, 26), Iov/is (11, 17, 19 twice), 

mihi (prol., 21, 25, 26), rustic/am (5 three times, 25), tibi (17, 

21 twice, 24). Total: 5. 

Five times: mod/o (1 twice, 5, 7, 22), tu/i (prol., 4, 7, 

21, 23). Total: 2. 

Six times: de/os (11 three times, 12, 25 twice). Total: 

1. 

Seven times: me/a (prol., 7, 9, 21, 22, 23, epil.). Total: 

1. 

Eight to ten times: NONE. 

Eleven times: su/o (1, 5 twice, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19 three 

times, 23). Total: 	1. 

!-lore than eleven times: NONE. 

Book 5: 

Twice onlY: caput (3, 5), foras (5, 7), roret (4, 5), grati/a 

(prol., 3), grav/em (3, 7), improb/o (1, 3), luer/um (4, 6), me/o 

(1, 10), mora (7, 8), nobilis {5, 7), princip/es (1, 7), put/at 

(7, 9), sci/o (3, 5), simul (5, 6). Total: 14. 
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Three or four times: NON.&. 


Five times: su/o (prol., 4, 5 twice, 10). Total: 1. 


More than five times: NONE. 


Perotti's Appendix: 

Twice only: a:udaci/a (3, 10), can/i (26, 30), certamin/is 

(13, 21), cib/o (11, 32), cruc/e (15 twice), dei (a, 30), dilig/ens 

(15, 32), diu (23, 26), dix/eris (13, 17), domus (12, 16), d\\/ae 

(4, 16), fec/erat (5-6, 20), hominibus (3, 5-6), lepus (28 twice), 

licet (1, 29), milit/i (10 twice), modo (15, 17), neg/o (28, 30), 

rmmin/e (8, 15), obsecr/o (a, 32), pa:uper/is (16 t1dce), perfid/is 

(28, 29), pessim/e (23, 26), recep/erant (4, 5-6), redd/ere (5-6, 

8), remedium (12, 30), rustic/us (12, 32), scalpere (11 t\dce), 

sen/ex (9, 12), tang/ere (7, 17), veritas (5-6 twice), viribus (10, 

13), virum (10, 15), virgin/is (15, 16). Total: 34. 

Three times: ait (4, 15, 21), copi/ae (22, 30, 32), corpor/is 

(10, 30, 31), dic/itur (11, 13, 27), dissipat (10 twice, 16), do1/o 

(5-6 t\iice, 18), IDle/is (10 three times), femin/as (11, 15, 17), 

fili/um (4, 12, 16), Iovis (3, 5-6, 15), 1oc/o (5-6, 7, 15), mal/a 
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{9, 11, 28), par/em (4, 5-6, 11), tamen {11, 24, 29), tibi (9, 28, 

32), tu/a (17 twice, 28). Total: 16. 

Fbur times: di/es {e, 16, 17, 21), man/u {4, 5-6, 10, 21), 

mnlier/es (4, 15, 17, 29), ped/es {5-6, 16, 20, 23). Total: 4. 

Five to seven times: NONE. 

Eight times: me/a {2, 3, 10 three times, 13, 21, 32), mt/um 

(41 11, 15, 16, 19, 21, 27, 30). Total: 2. 

:tiore than eight times: NONE. 



Appendix :B: Verse-End.ir!gs Occurrffis' in More than one Part 

or Phaedru.s 1 1dork 

1 2 3 4 5 app. 

abstulit 2 1 

accep/imus 1 1 1 

a.dmonet 1 1 

adpetit 1 1 

aiisequfar 1 1 

a.estim/o 1 1 

ag/ens 1 l 1 

ait 2 2 2 3 

alter/am 1 1 

aCJ)l/a 1 - l 1 

argo/is 1 1 

agper/o 1 1 

Attic/i 1 1 1 1 

audaoi/am. 1 2 

ba:rbar/um 1 

bon/l11!.1 2 1 2 1 -
bov/f!m 3 1 1 

b-:rev/e 1 1 1 

can/rm 6 1 3 2 

cap/i 2 1 1 

104 
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ca.pu.t 2 2 2 1 

ca:rp/erent 1 1 
ca.v/o 1 1 1 

certamina 1 2 

ci/ens 1 - 1 1 

cib/um 3 1 2 3 1 2 

coep/ero 1 1 

comes 1 1 

condidit 1 1 

conger /1mt 1 1 

coniug/em 1 1 

conscius 1 1 

conscientiam 1 1 

consider/a. l l 

constitit - - 1 1 

consuetudine 1 1 

contend/eret 1 - - 1 

contumeli/a. 3 1 2 1 
convenit l 1 

copi/a 1 3 

com/TJA 3 1 2 1 

corpor/is 2 3 1 1 3 

cotidie 1 1 
cred/ere 1 1 - 1 
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cri:m.in/e 1 3 

ero.c/e 1 2 

eupidita.s 1 1 

d/a:re 2 1 3 1 1 

dat/us 1 1 2 2 

de/us 2 2 6 2 

deb/eas 1 1 1 

debi1/em 1 1 1 

decus 1 1 1 

dedit 2 3 2 1 

deg/ere 1 1 

dentibus 2 1 1 

depon/eret 2 1 

desider/at 1 1 1 1 

deterritus 1 1 

devocat 1 1 

devorfea 1 1 
dexter/a - 1 1 

di/es 1 1 - 3 1 4 

dic/itur 2 2 3 

diu 1 2 

d.U/erim 1 - - 1 - 2 

do1/et - 1 1 1 

do1/um 3 3 

dom/um 1 1 7 4 1 2 
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du/o 1 2 2 

due/ere 3 1 1 

due/is 1 3 

e1ev/es 1 1 

eq:ues 1 1 

er/am 1 1 

exereitu 1 1 

existirn/o 2 1 1 

expeetatio 1 1 

expri.m/unt 1 1 

extu.lit 1 1 

fabul/is 3 2 3 

fac/em 1 1 

facillus 1 1 

facinoris 1 1 

fal1/eris 1 1 

f.al1aci/am 1 1 

fam/e 1 1 2 1 

familia 1 3 1 
fee/erat 1 2 2-
f.emin/ae - 2 1 .. 3 

f.er/ae 4 2 1 1 1 

fer/ens 1 1 

fid/em 1 - 5 1 
fiduei/am - - 1 1 
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fi1i/um - 4 2 3 

flatibus - - 1 1 

foras .. l l 2 

for/et l l 3 l 2 1 

fragor .. 1 - 1 

~it .. 3 1 1 

rug/am - 1 - l 

i"uneris .. 1 1 

futtil/es l 1 

ga;rru1/us - 1 - 1 

gaM.ifo 1 2 l 

gem/as - l l 

genus 3 1 2 1 l 

glori/am 2 1 2 1 1 

graii/u 1 l l 

Gra.eciae - 1 1 

grati/a 1 2 1 1 2 1 

grav/e 4 - l l 2 

greg/i 1'1 
' l 

ha.b/et l 2 l 

habu/erint l l 

Jlercul/i 1 1 1 

hominibus l 2 

hord.e/o 2 l 

hortul/os - 2 l 
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iao/es 1 2 1 

ianuam 1 1 

imperi 1 1-
impet/u ; 1 1 1 

ilrrprob/a ; 1 1 2 1 

i:n.commod/o 1 1 

i:n.dica.t 1 1 1 

iniuri/ae ; 2 1 

innotuit 1 1 

i:n.te1lig/o 1 1 2 2 1 1 

intulit 1 1 

invenit 1 1 1 

i:n.vicem 1 2 

ioc/is 2 1 

Iov/e ; 2 4 ; 

ira.scitur 1 1 

iub/ent 1 1 1 

iud..i.c/es 2 1 

iU8/o 1 1 1 

Iu.ppiter 1 1 2 1 

labor 1 1 1 

la.ed/eret 1 1 

1aes/erit 1 1 

languid/as 1 1 1 

1at/et 1 1 
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1atibu1/a 1 1 -
lau.dibus 2 1 

leo 3 1 1 

1ev/i 2 1 

liber/os 1 1 1 -
licentia 1 1 1 

licet 1 2 

1imin/is - 1 1 

liqu.or 1 1 

1oc/o 6 3 1 3 1 3 

1ongitudinem 1 J. 

longi/us 2 1 

1oqui 1 2 

lucr/um 1 1 2 2 

1up/us 6 1 1 

magni.tudin/is 1 1 

mal/um 4 1 3 1 1 3 

male£ic/o 2 1 1 

man/u 1 2 1 4 

ma:r/e 1 1 1 

mascul/as 1 1 

ma:zim/e 1 2 1 

me/um 6 1 7 7 2 8 

mehercule 1 1 1 

melos l 1 -
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meusibu.s 1 1 

met/us 2 1 

mihi 8 1 6 4 1 

milit/es 1 1 2 

miseri/a 1 1 

misericordi/ae - 1 1 

mod/o 3 5 1 2 

mor/a 1 2 2 1 

morta1ium 1 1 

mortu/a 1 2 1 

mo.l.ier/um 1 2 1 

JfFIIDer/e 1 1 2 

narratio /est 1 1 

nec/e 4 2 2 

neg/as 2 2 

nenias 1 1 

nobi1/em 1 1 1 2 1 

nomine 1 1 1 

not/am 1 1 

nov/erit 1 1 

nov/is 2 1 1 

rmpti/as 1 1 

obnoti/ae 1 1 
olwi/us 1 1 - 1 

omn/ium 2 3 1 1 
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op/es 1 - 1 1 

opprim/unt 1 1 

oscula 1 2 

ostend/ere 1 - 1 1 

oti/o 1 1 1 

paenitentia 1 1 

parcite 1 1 

par/et 2 1 

par/es adj. 1 - 3 

partilms 1 1 1-
pastorilms 1 1 

pati 2 1 1 

pat/ri 2 1-
pauper/es 1 2 

pecuni/a 1 2 

ped/es 3 2 2 4 

perit 1 1 1 

periculum 1 1-
peri/e:rant l 1 

perpeti l 1 

pessiJIJ/os 1 .. 2 

pet/is 2 1 3 l 1 

peti/erint 1 1 
ploo/et l l 1 

pluribus l 1 -
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pondere 1 1 

poster/i 1 1 

postridic 1 1 

postu1/es 1 1 

pot/est 2 1 4 

praemi/wn 2 1 1 2 1 

pri/us 1 2 1 1 

princip/'\llll - 1 2 1 

pristin/am 1 1 

prob/ans - 1 1 

prodidit 1 1 

proeli/o - 1 1 

protinus 1 1 

proxi:m/am 1 1 1 

pudor 1 2 

pu.lver/em 1 1-
put/ans 2 1 1 2 1 

CJ).laer/i ttll.' 1 1 

qu.eri 1 1-
rei 1 3 

recip/eret 1 1 1 

religio 1 1-
reliquiis 1 2 

remedi/is 1 2 

reperies .. - 1 1 

repper/i·t 1 2 2 
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restitit 1 1 1 1 

rettul/it 1 1 1 

rogfant .. 1 1 

ruit 1 1 

ru.di.s 1 - 1 

ra.stic/i 1 1 4 1 2 

sarJgQ.in/is 2 1 

sa.roin/am 1 1 1 

satis 1 1 1 

sci/o 2 2 

scilicet - 1 1 

sen/ex 1 1 3 2 2 

senti/at 2 1 

sententi/am 1 4 1 1 

sib5. 2 1 1 1 

sidera 1 1 

silni/us 1 1 1 

simt11 1 1 1 2 1 

sin/us 1 1 1 

singu.lfos 2 1 1 2 

sit/i .. 1 1 

societas 1 - 1 

sol/et 1 1 1 

sollerti/ae 1 1 1 

son/o 1 1 1 

http:sarJgQ.in
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sophus 1 1 1 

spirit/U!Il 2 1 1 

statim 1 1 1 

stercora 1 2 
rm/os 6 8 10 11 5 8 

f!DI!l/ere 1 1 1 1 

sumu.s 1 1 
super 1 1 1 

superbi/a 1 1 1 -
sustulit 2 1 1 

tamen 1 3 

te:ng/ere 1 2 

tempor/e 1 1 1 1 1 

ten/et 1 1 

territus 1 1 

terti/a 1 2 

tetigerit 1 1 -. 1 

tibi , 4 4 1 , 
trah/ens 1 1 1 1 

tritici 1 1 

tufa ; 2 10 5 1 3 

tUl!:pissimam 1 1 

vaii/i 1 2 1 

validius 2 2 1 1 

vro:ietas 1 1 1 
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vel/it 1 1 l 

ven/i 1 1 

ven/erant 1 1 2 

versibus 1 1 

vi/am 1 2 1 

vic/es 1 2 1 

vid/et 1 1 1 1 

viderat 1 1 

viribu.s 3 1 l 2 

vir/os 1 1 2 1 2 

vituper/at 1 1 

viv/ere l 1 

ultim/am 1 l 

ungaibu.s 1 l 

vo1o l 1 l 

vo1uerit 1 1 1 

uti1/is 2 2 

vul:pecul/a 1 1 



III 

WORDS OCCURRING ONLY ONC:;I; rn THE \VORKS OF PHAEDHUS 

As a supplement to, and check on, the resc1lts of the previous 

chapter's study of ~epetition of verse-endings (chapter II, section 3), 

an idea might be obtained of the distribution of vocabulary throughout 

Phaedrc1s 1 work by studying the distribution of those words that occur 

only once. To save time, the readings of Guaglianone (see p. 2) ivill 

be adopted in all cases. l 

The follov1ing table summarizes the occurrences of such "once

2words 11 in the larger units of Phaedrus' work: 

1There is no index to Perry 1 s Loeb text (employed e l se't.rhsre 
in this work), '\·rh~reas Guaglianone supplies an index as part of his 
edition. Gu2.glianonc's text is relatively conservative, and so suited 
to a study of this kind. The other index to Phaedrus presently av2.il2.r)l"-:, 
that of Cinquini (Hilano: 1905; reprinted HildeshtJim: 1964), basei 
on Hueller's text, has the disadvantage of net dealing adequately 
with orthoe;raphical v2.riants. 

2The number of "once-'>vords" occurring in each of the individual 
poems is as follO'tlS: 

l.prol. 3 1.13 8 1.26 9 
l 10 14 17 27 8 
2 23 15 4 28 5 
3 4 16 4 29 4 
4 3 17 6 30 8 
5 4 18 5 31 6 
6 8 19 6 2.prol. 5 
7 3 20 2 l ll 
8 3 21 8 2 5 
9 10 22 4 3 5 
10 3 23 4 4 26 
11 8 24 6 5 34 
12 3 25 4 6 16 
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number of 	 rrmnber of number "once-\·lOrds" 
11 once-words 11 	 "once-i·Tords" of per verse 

cOlmted as verses 
proper no"Lms 
or adjectives 

l.prol.-13 93 2 	 176 .528 

1.14-31 110 2 	 187 .588 

2.7 8 	 4.13-4(13) 7 app.14 6 
8 12 l5(l4l 4 	 15 32 
9(epil. ). 10 16~15 16 	 16 26 

3.prol. 44 17 16 4 17 10 
1 6 8 18 5 
2 11 19 18 15 19 51r'l
3 9 20 19 5 20 ll 

4 2 20 21 8 
5 3 2TO 5 22 822 2ll
6 12 23 22 18 23 11 

7 19 24 23 2 24 2 
8 8 25 25 625~24~ 
9 5 26 25 20 26 2 
10 50 epil. 3 27 3 
11 3 s.prol. 9 28 6 
12 4 1 13 29 3 
13 5 2 10 30 7 
14 8 3 3 31 9 
15 14 4 5 32 9 
16 11 5 23 
17 8 6 5 
18 11 7 36 
19 6 8 6 
epil. 17 9 2 

4.prol. 6 10 5 
1 6 app.1 4 
2 11 2 2 
3 5 3 8 

104 9 4 

5 27 5-6 19 

6 ll 7 25 

7 34 8 24 

8 4 9 4 

9 9 10 23 

10 3 11 5 

l1 12 12 10 


5 	 13 3 12 
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2 132 8 173 .763 

3.prol.-9 119 14 184 .647 

3.10-epil. 137 6 219 .626 

4.prol.-14 149 15 219 .680 

5 117 6 174 .672 

app. 306 14 405 .756 

As can be seen at once, the rate of occurrence of once-,vords 

is noticeably at its lov1est in book 1 (in fact, there is no individual 

fable in this book with more than one once-word per verse), but 

is at its highest in the follo·,ving book, book 2. It is also high 

in the appendix, bc.1t not as hif,'h as in book 2; books 4, 5, and 3 

occupy the middle cro1md in declining order of frequency. Th2 si~ilarity 

in values between the parts of the divided bovks (books l, 3, and 

!J-) should be noted. Of the observed differences, that beh1een bool:s 

l and 2 is statistically sicnificant (x2
==7 .8 \vith df==l); £;enerally 

sp~akinc, the rest are not, thouch the proba-oility that the difference 

behreen book 1 and books 3, 4, and 5 taken tot;ether is due to chance 

is less than one in twenty (-x_2=4.6 with df=l). The general conclusion 

that it appears we shou1d drau from this info:r:mation is that PhaedrJ.s 

is most repetitious in his vocabulary in book l (and this agrees 

with what was observed in the previous chapter about the repetition 

of verse-endines) but th2t in the fo110\ving bool:s he quite possibly 

makes no further changes in the rate of introduction of ne'·' Hords 

beyond the initial one of abandoning the generally very simple style 

of book 1 (the slightly higher value for book 2 being an accident). 
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Obviously it \Wv_ld be profitable to consider so:ne individual 

poems in th~s regard, laying emphasis on those containing r.umbers 

of once-words that are either une}q>ectedly high or unexpectedly 

lo·,v. 

In only a feu of Phaedrus' poems does the number of once

\vords exceed the number of verses. There are none in book l, where 

the highest rel<dive nurnber of such \JOrds cones in fable 9 ("Passer 

ad leporem con.siliator": ten in ten verses), follmmd closely by 

the anecdotic fable 14 ("Ex sutore medicus": 17 in 18 verses). lunong 

the relatively fe\v poew.s of book 2, on the other hand, fable 5 has 

far more than one once-\·lord per verse: 34 such Hords in a mere 25 

verses, or about 1.4 per verse (even \·Jithout proper nouns and adj2ctivcs 

the total is 27, still more ·chan one per verse). It \vill be noted 

that 2.5 is an anecdote rather than a traditional Aesopic fable; 

yet the preceding fable, 2.4, has also a high content of once-Hords 

(26 in 26 verses, none being a proper noun or adjective), and it 

is certainly \·lithin the Aesopic genre ( thouch apparently not part 

of the traditional corpus); and the following fable, 2.6, is nearly 

as uncharacteristically Phaedrian in vocabulary (16 once-words in 

17 verses, \vith again no proper nouns or adjectives among them), 

and the fi~st fable in the book shows a similar ratio (ll once-words 

in 12 verses). The material of all of these poems appears to be 

original with Phaedrus himself, but the same may be said of fables 

7 and 8 of the sa':le book (8 once-vrords in 14 verses and 12 in 28, 
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Tespectively). 

I1o7ing on to boo1: 3, -vre find that only one poem her~ has 

as many as one once-vrord per veTse, and that is fable 6, with 12 

such words in 11 verses. Again it is not part of -the Aesopic corpus. 

Two other points might be noted: first, it is a debate, and so more 

likely to be influ.eilced by rhetoric; second, it contains a couple 

of superfluous descriptive adjectives of the type usu~lly pruned 

by Phaedrus ("lento", v. 6; "spumantibus", v. 7), suggesting a general 

stylistic difference from the more common Phaedrian fable-type. 

In book 4, after eliminating the fragmentar,{ fable 15 ("Prometheus": 

4 once-\·:ords in the remaining 2 verses), one comes to fable 7, which 

is not a fable at all in spite of the prestmce of an 11epimythi1un" 

(vv. 25-6). The soctivn parodying the tr~gic style (\~. 6-16) obviously 

contributes heavily to the hig-h total of once-vrords (34 in 26 verses), 

especially through the frequency of ne~es; but even outside this 

portion of the poem \vords not found elsev1here in Phaedrus are far 

from absent (be(;'inning with nasutus in verse 1), and even without 

proper nouns and adjectives the total is still high (27 in 26 verses). 

In 4.16, there are 16 once-words in 14 verses; of these, 

only one ("tribadas", v. 1) is of Greek origin, and only one ("Libero", 

v. 8) is 9. proper name. Al thouch the story is apparently attributed 

to Aesop ("senex", v. 2), it is not part of the traditional corpus 

and is in fact an aition and not an Aesopic fable. The rather strange 

introduction of a one-line explanation (proof?) for the legend that 

marl \1as moulded out of clay (v. 4) suggests again an attempt to 
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embellish in this poem, perhaps with philosophical intent. The only 

other poem in book 4 wi.th as many as one once-\-lOrd per verse is 

fable 25 (25 in 25 verses). Here, as >vith 3.6, we have a debate, 

and the conciseness characteristic of Phaedrus has become someHhat 

dil11ted. The rates of occurrence of once-words in other poems in 

book 4 are all noticeably lovTer. 

Book 5 has no poem with as many as one once-word per verse; 

the nearest is achieved by fable 7 ("Procax tibicen": 36 in 39 verses), 

which is an anecdote containing a number of technical terms (notably 

11 pegma11 in verse 7). 

In the appendix, fables 7 and 8 ("Sensum aestimand1rrn esse, 

non verba" and "De oraculo Apollinis") st,g,nd out as especially rich 

in \.,rords not fmmd. elser.·There ln Phaedrus ( 25 in 18 verses, and 24 

in 17 verses, respectively). Both of these are of course quite differ-ent 

in both subject and treatment from Phaedrus' usual sort of Hork; 

in fable 7 \·le may note the large nl..Lsber of proper names that occur 

only here (five in all: Ixion, Si8yphus, Tantalus, Danaides, and 

Tityos), and in fable 8 both the once-occurring proper nouns and 

adjectives (fulphi, Parncvsus, Python, delius) and the words of Greek 

oric;in ("comae", "-tripodes", "adytis", "thalanos"). Both these poe:ns 

approach closely to satire, Hhich is notable for its wide-rangin0 

vocabulary; on the other hand, they are more serious 2..nd elevated 

than satire, so that the less usual vrords tend to be derived fro:n 

higher poetry (such as lyric) rather than the ~~Jgar tonrrue. 

Tv1o oth•:r poe!1ls in the appendix exceed one once-word per 
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verse. These are fable 15 ("Quanta sit inconstantia et libido mulierum": 

32 in 31 verses) and fable 22 ( 11 Far:1em acuere animantibus incenhoo": 
5 

8 in 7 verses). The first i~ of course an anecdote, developed at 

some length and possibly meanT to be a true story (the pro:nythium, 

if there was cne, is now essentially lost; but Petronius, vrriting 

at a slightly later date, presents the same storJ as having actually 

taken place i'lithin livine; memory c:Satyrica 111=-). The other is a 

piece of arcane "natural history", in vrhich the fabular form ("Once, 

\·rhen tbe Bear's food Sll:pply in the ':!OOd.s cave 0 1.lt, ••• ") is deliber?.tely 

avoided in favour of the scholarly generalization ( 111:lhenever a bear's 

food supply in the ivoous gives out, ••• "); it nevertheless retains 

the moral characterietic of the fable ("ergo eti3J-:1 stultis acuit 

in&enium fa'Tles", v. 7). Lpp.25 ("Serpens et lacerta11 
) might also 

be noted ( 6 oncc-'\-rords in 6 verses); re:narkablc here is the fact 

that the only 1-JOrd. repeated within the poem is serpens. 1,-Tnile taking 

the fo~ of a fable in the Aesopic malli~er, this poem is nevertheless 

v-ery like ar..oth0r piece of "natural history" (note that there is 

no indication that either of the anima.ls can talk3). 

3Such a situation is unparalleled in all the rest of Phaedrus' 
Aesopic fables. f\. feH come close i'i'i thout quite hitting the f:'ark: 
in 4.6 the Heasels do not necessaril:r speak the scunc lancuat;e as 
the mice, but if the mice have can presu.leaders they .tnably cor:u-nunicate 
aDonc thenselves; likeHise in 1.20 the dog-s rrJUst hav-e consulted 
one another before decidinG to join in drirJ:inc the stream dry; 
it is true that the dog in 1.4 says nothing to his reflection, but 
there is really only one animal involved; the stac in 1.12 does 
not actually converse Hith the hunters or their dogs, but is certainly 
said "edidisse vocem hanc 11 

• 
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If \ve novr proceed to consider all the poems of Phaedrus 

in vrhich the nu:nber of \·rords not used else~Vhere in his Hork exceeds 

or at least equals the number of verses, we shall find that, disrecarding 

the fragment 4.15, their average length is 216+12 or exactly 18 

verses--this in contrast to the average Jength of all Phaed~1s' 

poems, \vhich is (ae;ain disregarding 4.15, plus the fra(;Tiants 4.13, 

4.14, and app.2) 1932+129 or about 15.0. In fact, one would have 

expected that the average length of the poems high in once-words 

would have been less than the overall average, on account of the 

nature of random distribution (under which the shorter passages 

1vould shmv r:1ore extreme proportions i:.1 either direction, while the 

longer passages vrould be senerally close to the overaJ.l average). 

It can therefore probably be assumed that length has something to 

do ~Vith broadness of vocabulary in Phaedrus, though only in a very 

general \Vay. 

Of more importance is the fact that only five of these ti-Jelve 

poems can be classed as beast-fables, and of these five two are 

actionless debates (3.6 and 4.25). The studied variation of fables 

like 2.4 and app.25 seems to be the exception rather than the rule 

vrhen Phaedrus applies himself to Aesopic material. 

After examining those poems in which the number of once

vrords is exceptionally high, the next step is clearly to turn to 

those in ~<rhich very little of the vocabulary is unique within Phaed:rus' 

work. It might first of all be remarked that no poem of Ph~edrus 
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is completely free of once-occ1rrring words; every poem or fragment 

has at least hro such vrords. 

Six poems in book l have one once-word or less for every 

three verses; they are nQmbers 3 (4 in 16 verses), 8 (3 in 12 verses), 

10 (3 in 10 verses), 12 (3 in 15 verses), 20 (2 in 6 verses), and 

22 (4 in 12 verses). All but poem 10 have parallels in the Aesopic 

corpus and all are beast-fables. 

In book 2 only the prologue has so loi.,r a ratio, and that 

only just (5 •..,rords in 15 verses). The ideas of this prologu.e tend 

to be repeated elsewhere, often along vlith the ;.rords themselves, so that 

it is not surprising that so feiv ivords in it should be unique is 

Phaedrus ' \oTOrk. 4 

In book 3, poems 4, 5, and 13 all have fevrer than one once

vJord for every three verses (no poem has exactly this ratio). 3.4 

(\·lith 2 once-':TOrds, ~ and ::ridicule, ln 7 verses) is not an Aesopic 

fable, but a jest (similar to 1.7), foll01·red by a cor:::-ective note 

by the author vrhich occupies almost half the poem. LikeHise 3. 5 

( i·li th three once-uords in 10 verses) is not a fable of Aesop but 

an anecdote about Aesop; it is a someHhat stupid and inc::redible 

4,I'ake fo~ e~:ample -:;he first verse: 
Exemplis continetur J\esopi ccnus. 

Phaedrus freq1.1cn.tly refers to e::cm:e,ls, in. relation to his fables (1.3.3, 
2.1.11, 2.2.2, 4.,5.6, 5.:p:-ol.lO). Contin.,;o i;:; not used elsei·rhe:::-e 
in p:ceciscly the sa:na sense, but the applic2.tion at 4.11.14 is :Z.'ai:-ly 
similar. Aesop is of c011::::3e ~ceferred to -ti:ne and ac:d.n, and cenerally 
as the oriGinato1~ of the fable. For £:~ of the fabub.::r ce:1::re, 
compare 3.prol.33 ("fabularum ••• genu::: 11 

) 2.nd 4.prol.l3. 
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story, and its sinplemindedness is perhaps reflected in the unern.bellishcd 

manner in uhich it is told. 3.13 (Hith 5 oncG-vrords in 17 verses) 

is in the Aesopic man.YJ.er (thouch not part of the corpus), and is 

interestingly similar to 1.10, the only other 11beast-judcment" fable. 

Apart from the prolocue and the epiloeue (6 once-words in 

20 verses and 3 in 9, respectively), no poe~ in book 4 has as fe-vr 

as one once-i-rord for every three verses. I:r.. book 5, this condition 

is satisfied only by poem 3 (3 once-Hords in 13 vGrses), vrhich does 

not find an exact parallel e.:nong the fables attributed to Aesop, 

but is nevertheless very much in the form of an original Aesopic 

fa-ole (compare, in tha Aur;nsbna recension, the stories of the fisherm8.n 

and the little fish r::-:18 Perry=>, of the fox and the iVOOdcutter =22 

Perry::., of the farraer ancl the snake c:::5l Perry::., etc. ) • 

In the appendix, there are poems 13 and 26 (-v;ith 3 once-~ro:::-d~~ 

in 9 verses and 2 in 7, respectively). App.l3, like 3.5, is an anecuot? 

about Aesop and auain a rather simpleminded story simply told, thouch 

not involving an unbelievable incident; it may also be compared ivith 

the jesting 3.4 and the paradoxical j~d&nent of 1.10. App.26 may 

be compared '.vith l. 22 and 5. 3 as an ex2.:.1ple of the "short debate 11 
; 

it is not in tho Aesopic corpus, but it is certainly in the Aesopic 

manner. 

The average lencth of these fables poor in once->vords is 

165+14 or about 11.8 verses, some three verses less than that for 

all of Phaedrus' poems; it is to be expected, hov1ever, that the shorter 

poems will sho1:1 a larger number of lmv proportions (just as of hieh 
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proportions: cf. above, p. 124) than vri11 the longer poems, by the 

nature of random distribution alone, so that this difference may not 

be significant. This same factor may operate to exclude certain types 

of poem, such as the detailed anecdote, 1·1hich are generally of so::1e 

length; general conclusions are thus not as easy in the case of 

poems lm·r in once--vrords as they were 'tli th poems high in such vrords. 

It is notable that the proloc;ues and epilo~1es tend to have 

far fewer words not found else\vhere in Phaedrus than do his poems 

in general. The highest rate is in the :prolot:,ue to booJ: 5, but note 

that here thl·ee of the once-words are proper names. Altogether, the 

proloc;ues and e:pilogues contain 97 O:':lce-\vords in 178 verses, or about 

•545 per verse; the only section of Phaedrus 1 1vork in which a lo~wr 

ratio is observed is the first part of book l ( .528 once-\vords per 

verse: compare above, pp. 118-9), and in almost all it is far higher. 

The prolOf}.les a.nd epilogues not only appear to be more prosaic than 

other parts of Phaedrus' >·rork (see chapter 5, belovJ); they also nanifest 

on the whole less breadth of vocabulary than any but his earliest 

and most Aesopic fables. 

I shall no'Jl summarize the points made in this study of the 

words that occur only once in Phaedrus' HOrk: 

--the number of such words occurring in book 1 is significantly lm·rer 

than the nTh~ber occurring in the other books or in the appendix. 

--book 2 and the appendix are especially high in once-words, but 

the difference cannot be said to be significant and can be attributed 
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to particular individual poer:J.s, at least in the case of book 2 (2.4 

and 2.5). 

--poems of high concentrations of once-words tend fairly strongly 

not to be beast-fables and are on average loncer than those with 

lovrer concentrations. 

--poer1s with low concentrations of once-·.·rords are, if they are not 

prologues or epilogues, invariably beast-fables, jokes, or both. 

--prologues and epilogues generally shmv a. low concentration of once-

words. 

(It might be pointed out, if it has not already occ1..crred 

to the reader, that the occurrence of "once-vrords" is not at all 

a purely stylistic pheno:nenon, thouch it will ahrays be influenced 

by the author's style; it is also a matter of content. In r1any cases, 

however, there is no sharp division bet'oveen style 2.Tld content, since 

each tends to influence and circumscribe the other.) 
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GREEK \'lORnS 

Causeret lists in alphabetical order t~venty-five exarnples 

of Greek \'lOrds used by Phaedrus and mentions another five as especially 

notevrorthy (pp. 33-5), and later adds tuo more fro::n the appendix 

(p. 100). :Bertschincer adds eleven examples of his mm (vrhile omittine 

eight of Causeret's), but dismisses most of the Greel: words in PhaedrQs' 

work as already es-cablished in common ~1se not· only in everyday speech 

but also in the literary language (PhaGdrus' Hellenisms seem generally· 

not to be litere,ry in origin), Hhile the remainder he attenpts to 

demonstrate belong to the popular elemer:t in Phaedrus' style (pp. 

24-9). Peters, thouzh aHare of the ,,rork of Ilertschinger and Causeret, 

gives an apparently independent list of thirty-:::.'our t-,Taecis'Tl::n (p. 

92). (For precise d.ete.Es, see appendix A.) Of course, none of these 

co:n.rnentators clai:-r:s that he is giving us a coi!lplete list, though 

Peters does not make clear that his list is r:1erely exemplificC'.tive. 

All seem j-ust to ha7e :::1oted do·.m those Greek Hords in Phc:tedrus \lhich 

happened to come to mind. 

Recognizing the fact that the e-reat majorlty of Greek words 

in the fables i·re::>:>e no doubt reasonably at home in the Ijatin lanc;nace 

by Pho..edrus' ti:r.1e, I vms nevertheless led to \vOnder, a..rnonc other 

thine:;s, ivhether some of these ·.vords micht have retained a cerh.in 

flavour ivhich ivould cause them to be used more in one sort of poem 

129 
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than in another. I'Iost Greek vwrds in Latin retain various marks ',fhich 

set them apart from the native vocabulary: they may have a cultural 

tie uith the Gree}: vror ld, as in the case of trar;ic~s,, :r.msicus, 2nd 

the like; un-Latinity of pronunciation or spelling may betr9,y their 

origin (the Greek upsilon in tyra~~us~ hycrus, etc.; the Th~accented 

short ..§; in camars_, barbarus, and cal2nus; there are numerous e:campl8s); 

and of course even a smattering of Greek on the part of a Latinophone 

m5_ght lead him to make the necessary connection, hm.,rever IJatin the 

word might appe::1r. 'i'his last point is all the Tiore applicable to 

Phaedrus, uhose Hellenic (if not Attic) name and whose Pierian birth 

(3.proLl7) make his ignore,nce of the Empire 1 s second lant..,ll.at;e all 

but inconceivable.]_ rrhat be HaS obviously at pains to make his \·TO:rl: 

acceptable to those in ~·1hose lancuage it Has \·rri tten-

quodsi labori faverit Latium meo, 

plures habebit quoa opponat Graeciae 


(3. epil. 8-9) 

--implies that he must therefore have felt the need to 1n·ite a style 

at least as Latin as that of a born Roman. It is thus only right 

1
Havet (ed. 1917, pp. i-ii) thinks that Phaedrus' first 

tongue \vas Latin (it is obvious from 3.epil.33-4 that he l:nei·T Ledin 
as a boy). Yet, even if this Here true, it is ccmerally believed 
that the Roman fabulist must have used Greek sou.rces, end thus presumably 
had a c;ood knO';Tledc;e of Greek, especially since there is no evidence 
of major nisunders-ta... (pp."1ding of the material. According to Peters 
92-3), Phaedrus deliberately avoids the use of Greek 1-1ords \·Then using 
Greek material. 
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to assume that Phaedrus was at least moderately senaitive to the 

Greek element in I1atin 1vhen he 1:las composing his fables, and that 

accordingly He might expect some si£Us of a conscious attitude tm.,ard 

2that element in his finished vrork. 

I have therefore decided to do a complete study of all the 

words found in Phaedrus 1 extant work that can reasonably be said 

to be of Greek origin (including any that may have merely passed 

throuc;h Greece on their way to Rome, as it were). Proper nouns and 

their related adjectives vTill be considered separately (and only 

briefly), for the use or neglect of names is quite a different stylistic 

characteristic fron the use or neglect of foreit.,'Tl words (though not 

entirely LL~related to it). 

I shall base my lists on the text of Perry 1 s Loeb edition~ 

and F.O. Heise's index (Die rriechischen UBrter im Latein c:Leipzic: 

1882:::~, pp. 326-544) Hill generally be used as 2. standard of Hellenic 

origin.3 

2That this attitude I!l.ay be at least partially one of scor:1 
is suggested by app.)0.2-4. I shall return to this passage at a later 
point. 

3This list of Greek 'dOrds in Latin appe2"rs to be the easiest 
to use, as v1ell as being aJ l but complete. I'luch more detail on the 
occurrences of the individu8.l \'lOrds can be fOlmd in Saalfield 1 s Tl-:c!1S!'turus 
Italor-:rc=l,ecus (Uie:1: l884). In dubious cases, 1:!2.lde' s Lateinisch?s
etymolor,icch~s \·!Bl·terb1,1Ch (4th ed.; Heide} berc: 1965) is of cr:::a-'.; 
value. I have also referred to Brnout ancl r.Ieillet's Diction.J.aiYe 
etynolo,c::iaue de la :!..:.nr:-"~o Jatir:e (4th ed.; Paris: 1959) and to Tucker 1 3 

Concise Et;;noiot;;i_cal JJiction2.rv o~ Latin (Halle: 1931). 

http:JJiction2.rv
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The most common -v10rd of at least probably Greek oriGin in 

Phaedrus turns out to be poena, vrhich is something of a favourite 

word with the Roman fabulist~ occurring fifteen times in his i·lOrk 

according to Cinquini's and Guaglianone 1 s indexes.4 Apparently on 

accou....YJ.t of an oversight, Heise does not list the derivative verb 

P1'nire, Hhich is fo1md three tines in the fables (4.11.19, 5.4.11, 

and app.8.14), or the derivative adverb inpune, found four tL~es. 

It r.:~ay be doubted -vrhether Phaedrus considered poena or p1.mir~ any 

more Greek than, say, 0£0 or pro.5 

A larce croup of Greek words in Phaedrus consists of na."Tles 

of ani!nals unknmm to the Ro:uans in early times. Host of these no 

dm11Jt i·lOLJ.ld turn out to have r:1erely cor1e thront;h Creel: had ue sufficient 

info:::Tiation. '::'he anirl3.l-na:nes involved are: l.prol., "hydruJn" (.5'Ffos-); 
1r /

1.5, 11 leone 11 , "leo" (1\Ewy); 1.11, 11 leo11 , 11 leonis 11 (ltE~"v); 1.21, 1'1eo 11 

(f\.£, ..rv); 1.25, 11 corcocUllis 11 , 
11 corcodil1us:' (KfoKSSHA.oc;); 2.1, 111eo11 

(AE(<Jv); 3.2, "panther::." (~~::v\}Yjf); 4.21, "draconis 11 (~f:Kwv); app.3, 

> 1 / I 
11 elephanti 11 (EAt'To(5"), 11 leonis 11 (:At-wv'); aJ?p. 30, 11 ce,storem" (Ko(oTwf); 

~orace, to t2.ke a single cJ::?c:r.p:e, has poena only 13 tif:'.es 
in all his wo:::-k--the equivalent of onJ.y 3 or 4 occurre-nces in Phaedrus. 

~ 

JA1thoue;h T)Oena is usually co!lsidered a straight lo~m-uorc. 
by etymolocisl.::;, '.I'1~cl:or sta-::.es: "I-t i.s not iopossible that i~ has 
been CJ~oc::;ed ':lith a native 1-;ord11 (s.v.). "-'L.YJ.d Ciulei, Pisani, and 
Devoto hav8 all rejected a Greel;: oricin (Halde, s.v.). 

http:sta-::.es
http:tif:'.es
http:KfoKSSHA.oc
http:i�lOLJ.ld
http:app.8.14
http:accou....YJ
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noted that the lion alone accounts for nee,rly half these occ1J..rrences 

and that castor is sp2cifically quoted as the Creek name for the 

animal '.vhich Phaedn1s emphatically decides to call by its Latin na.'J.e: 

• • • fiber 

(Graeci loqu<1ces q1'-em dixenmt castor9m 

et indidenmt bestiarn no::1en dei, 

illi qui iact2.nt se verboru."'l copia) 


(app.30.1-4). 

The remaining Hords of Greek extraction occur as follmrs: 

/
1.1 latro (Ao<1j'->) 

1.2 tyrannus (nf'o<vvos) 
I

l.7 tracica;;J. (7<><'Jt..K.os) 

1.14 antidotun (~v~dorov, ~.,T{doTo)) 

strophis (61fofJ) 


sc~rphtn (o~<,jcpo 5) 


an_tidoto (~~S<11ov, d_-v,~'£"'"5) 

tox_icun (-ro~<-K~v) 

1.26 :::1ar:nore <r~?cros) 
lagona,'J. ('A:;yu v os) 


laconae II 


6
Pavo (1.3 and 3.18), Hhile ~'elated to the Greek TP..c~s, c<:umot 

be said to hc:we been derived fro::1 it, 2.nd does not appear in ':leise' s 
l"n-'1ev (J.T,-,lc.'e C'-'e<>lr,_ 0"" 2"' llltc-'-ll"c11CY1 .,..,~ch+ -ro!:Jher b,ro~-;,_,,-,'o..,·Aen ()uc.llr>l!)l':.. _.~,.. jf(....:.. V.}' - >-..:J ...L .,..:.l. Uo v . ~- .I.!- v .1..1'--"' \::~V .....J..J..:a u....... ... ~ '--'-'--....... • 


Simi•J'2_ (1.~_0, 3.if, 2,nd a:pp. 1_) has its ultinctte o:cicin in the Greek 
o1~65; strictly sp2akinc;, '.'Jei3e docs not list si:ni1_1s, out he does 
have the fe;ninine sinia 2.s one of the derivatives of siml;_s. 

http:iact2.nt
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/ 
1.27 thensau:::u.:n (&Joc<fo5) 

2.5 xystnn (~vo--r~) 

2.6 scopu1U.'ll (o-K~7Tt-Ao5) 
)I

astris (o<o-Tfov) 
/

2.7 saccos (oO<KKos) 
/ 

1atrones ('Ao<Tf L-S) 

'"' /num.'llOS (-youl"'ro5 , v~os) 

/ 

2.9 basi (po<<>t-.s) 

3.prol. horae (c~fc<.) 
/

nenias c-..-~r~..~) 

/
chor-c1..m <xoros) 

I 

schola (6)(o17) 

3.1 a.rnphoram (~forE:;) 
) / 

opsonia (oywv<-<:'03·4 


).6 do1one7 (~~Jcwv) 


3.8 cathedra cK.:.Bcr~ 

3.11 eunuchus (e0 vo';:;xos) 

3.12 margari t2.1-n Cr-yy~'?{TJ ~) 
/ 

3.13 ceris (KjfoS) 
/

3.14 so:phus (oofos) 

3.16 citharam (K<-8~o() 
I 

nectar (v'~KTdf) 

7An emendat:i_on of Pithou. P has "uolose"; NV, "dolosa"; 
and, according to Vincent, R had "dolos". 
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/

3.n 	 myrtus (f-i"/'05) 
'). Ioliva 	 ( E: o((.o() 

3.18 	 s:naragdi (o-~t(l:/;;os) 

melos <rlos) 
....... 


3. epil. 	 gyro (-yufos) 
/

4.prol. 	 chartas <x~7J5) 
/

4.1 	 tympana (TtF7J<Xvov) 

4.2 	 calamo (K~Ao<ros-) 
/ 

nenias 	 (v7Yto<.) 
/ 	 /

4·5 	 moechae (r-o lxos' ro(x-<s) 
' r-.eunuchos 	 (tv•'ou;tos-) 

) /
apotheca'il (~7Jo4JKJ) 

cadis (1<~'; 0 5) 
/ 	 I 

moechae (r-cH.,Xo5, p-oc'f.o<!J) 

moecha II 

( / 

4.6 	 historia (<-6TofLCX:.) 
/

4.7 	 coturnis (KofJofvo5) 

barbaru1n <~c'iP~pos) 
/

4.10 	 peras &r!fot_) 
/ 

4.16 	 tribadas (TffoZ_5) 
/ 

neetare 	 ("'~KT7) 
I

4.18 	 nautas (vo<v'j5) 
/ 

sophus 	 (o-nfo5) 

4.21 	 spehmcam (6fr7Auy~) 
/

thesauro::: 	 (&fo..<fo~J 
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,/ 

tu.re 	 (&vo 5) 
/ 

musicrun (f"-ovO"LKOJ) 

citharae ()(' B?-1 
obsonioru:rn 'i /(o (<-->-v,o-v) 

4-23 	 melos (~Aos) 
/

pelagic (IT f:Ac~.yws) 

zonas (~:Vy;> 
/

nu.'1Iffii s 	 (v':f"'o5, Vc>~j"5) 
I

4.26 	 :pyctae (-rruKTf 5) 
I 

:poetae (7Tot.J"Ij5) 
' /hilare 	 ('-A"'fo5) 

/ 

triclinio 	 (i{ti<J<.vov) 

/ 
camarae 	 (K~r--) 

/
4.c:pil. 	 ch2~rtis8 (~cyr;s) 

5 .:prol. 	 marmori (~fJ-AjO[J) 

5.1 	 comoediis (KoJr;:~(0 
/ 

tyrar..nus (TLjlt:>(vvos) 

cinaedus (K(vo<S o 5) 
I 

5.2 	 latronen (A<XTf'-5) 

latrone II 

) 

:paenula 	 Ccr<c/oA;s) 
/

5.5 	 theatre (fJEo<-'/o-0 

8Another ecnendation of Pithou. :!?R has "artis", apparently 
by ha:plography (see Guacli~~one's note ad loc.). 

In 4.epil.9, PR has ":poetae"; but Perry prints Postcate's 
conjecture "cantores''. 
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/ 

scaena (<n</v/) 
/

5.6 thensauro (fhlc<ufas) 

5.7 aura (ct.7r~..) 

scaena (oK'Yti
/ 

-pegma <TfjyjM'() 
/

theatre c~~<X{fov) 

~A. ,..aulaeo (oiu ol!..o<.) 

chorus <x6(o_c) 
chore II 

a-pp.3 :::ceptruo (o-t<"jwfoYJ 
/ / 

app.4 moecha (r--o~.-xos, JA-o<-Xc-:'_>) 
/ 

ap-p.8 comae (Xo_t<-J) 
/

tripocles (TfL-7TO u-.5) 

))~
adytis (o< VToY) 

I 
thalCJ.IY~03 (eo<A <></~- ":5) 

a-p-p.lO cinaecli (K(vo(jo.S) 
/

barbarus ((3c-:fpyo_s) 


cinaedus ( K./v(l( t.-~ 5) 


app.l3 gymnici (yvr. y'( Ko 
/ 

)) 


0 I'
so-phns.; (c-afos) 

I 
app.l4 lyrarn (/\uf~ 

9.An emendati_o:1 ~;y J:>.nelli. In NV, the verse ends with the 
unmetrical 11 Aesopus". 

http:a-p-p.lO
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chordas f:Aop~7) 
,I 

app.l5 sarco:phago (6'P<fKofJr><:yos) 
I 

app.l6 pompa (tro(l-lf'J) 
/

app.22 petram (1TETfc<) 

To these may be added the derived forms "nausiant" (4.7: 

L r1ausea LYO<uo:o-), "hilaritate" (4.18: L hilarus L [')o<f:~), "gubernator" 

/ 

(4.18: L guberno L K upf:fvo(w), "fucatae" (5.prol.: L fucus L <PS'Kos), 


"stomachans" (app.lO: L stomachus L (]'l~l"-~'<;\o5"), and "scopulosus" ( a:pp. 22: 


L sco;pulus L<>K,;~-E:Aos), and the doubtful c<:.se of "fenestra" (1.13: 


L ? -x·ro~.~v/o'fo<). Cuniculus is given as a Greek \vord by Causeret (cf. 


appendix A); but it is not fow1d in Heise, and Ualde derives Greek 


k::v~k.J..osjKo.fvLr<.),o~jK./vt.Mos from the Latin; according to Aelian 13.15 


and Pliny 8.217 the HOrd is Hispa.11o-Iberian; Tucker, on the other 


~ "u 
hand, relates it to an Indo-SUropean root aeu-n- or keu-. LikeHise 

plar,a ( "bJ.oiv11
), 1vhich occurs three times, is not considered of Greek 

origin by Heise, and. HaJ.de too considers its derivation fron :/A/Y7/ 

unlikely. Havet states that aevu~ (1.31.7) is derived from Greek 

) / 

chtvv (ed. 1917, p. 82), but this opinion ls not shared by ·Halde, 

I T • 10Tucker, or :1e1se. 

ConsiderinG the Greek words given in the list above, He 

find that book l accounts for only 12 occurrences or 0.033 per verse. 

10other words omitted from the list for similar reasons 
include: ersona (1.7.1); melJ.ercnle(s) (1.25.7, 3.5.4$ 3.17.8, 5.5.22, 
and app .14. 3 ; _dol·ns and its derivatiye::;; and ] inteu_rn ( 2. 5.12). It 
might be noted in addition that Si;urtevant (T1\PA 56 ~=:1925=~, 7) believes 
that &.fos and h1.s are derived from a third sw.;;;e. 
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Similarly book 2 accounts for a mere 7 occurrences, 0.041 per verse. 

In book 3 they are oomewhat more frequent, with 19 occurrences, or 

0.047 per verse. Book 4 shows a considerable rise, having 34 occurrences 

of Greek words, a full 0.080 per verse. Book 5 is slightly more Hellenic 

still; with 17 occurrences of Greek words, or 0.098 per verse. The 

whole of Perotti's Appendix, however, has only 16, or 0.040 per verse-

nevertheless a figure not too far out of line with what might be 

expected: the number of occurrences of Greek words in the thirty-

two main-tradition fables given by Perotti (see the edition of Guaglianone 

or Bassi for a precise list of these) is 39, 0.076 per verse. A definite 

trend seems to be indicated toward the greater use of Greek words 

on the part of Phaedrus as he gained confidence or a.s he branched 

out into the less traditional forms of fable. 11 The latter explanation 

seemo to me to have more weight in fact; note, for example, how in 

book 1 all the Greek words except the technically essential ~-mor 

and lagona (whose forms, moreover, show them to have been well established 

in Latin) in number 26, occur in poems which cannot be really considered 

fables in the stricter sense of the word.12 

11The position of book 1 in this trend is somewhat disturbed 
if the occurrences of poena and of Greek animal names are included: 
book 1, 23 occurrences or 0.063 per verse; book 2, 8 occurrences 
or 0.047 per verse; book 3, 24 occurrences or 0.060 per verse; book 
4, 38 occurrences or 0.089 per verse; book 5, 18 occurrences or 0.103 
per verse; appendix, 25 occurrences or 0.062 per verse. 

12
In 1.2, "tyrannus" occurs in the frame of the fable; 1.7, 

where we find "tragicam", is a sort of jest or bon mot based on allegory; 
1.14 is an anecdote; and 1.27 is very much on the borderline. For 
a truly extensive discussion of what does and does not constitute 
a fable in the strict sense of the word, see Npjgaard, especially 

http:fable.11
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It seems that Phaedrus often uses Greek words with a particular 

purpose or purposes in mind. From a consideration of such conscious 

employment we may for the most part eliminate those Greek words that 

have undergone one or another process of Latinization {change of 

gender, pronunciation, or the like). Under this heading one could 

include marmor, lagona, scopulus, amphora, margarita, ~' oliva, 

charta, moecha, coturnus, spelunca, ~' hilaris, triclinium, paenula, 

aulaeum, corcodillus, and panthera, and possibly also grillus, poer~, 

thensaurus, nummus, obsonium, poeta, comoedia, and scaena. Yet any 

one of these might have retained sufficient Greek flavour for Phaedrus 

to have used it in same special way. 

Greek words are apparently sometimes utilized by Phaedrus 

to imply deceit or insincerity. A good instance of this is 1.14: 

here strophae are tricks, neither the antidotum nor the toxieum is 

genuine, and the scyphus is the instrument that the king uses to 

practice his deception on the quack; note how the Greek words are 

dropped and the author returns to plain speech {"stupore vulgi", 

etc.) as soon as the charlatan is exposed. Similarly the marmor and 

l~gona of 1.26 are both instruments of deception, with strong overtone~ 

of ~~ocrisy.
17-

) In ;.6 the fly uses the pretentious word ££12 ("pike") 

the first section of volume I; Pbaedrus 1 poems are all neatly classified 
by N~jgaard on pp. 120-1 of volume II. 

The almost complete absence of Greek words from the Aesopic 
fables in Phaedrus 1 work has already been observed by :Peters (:p. 
92), who, however, was working from only a paxtial list (cr. above, p. 
129, plus note 1 on p. 130 and appendix A below). 

l3The use of ma_~or seems to be a case of vivid particularization 
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to describe her sting in the hopes of intimidating the mule. The 

Greek words cithara and nectar come at the heart of the owl's deception-

speech in 3.16, a speech which is made to appear all the more flowery 

and exaggerated by the addition of the names of two Greek deities, 

Apollo and Athena; there is a strange contrast to the otherwise quite 

colloquial tone of the invitation {"potare est animus", etc.). I 

would speculate that there is a note of insincerity too in the speeches 

of Jrmo in 3.18 ("nitor smara.gdi collo praefulget tuo"; "tibi forma, 

vires aquilae, luscinio melos"); but there are other explanations 

available {such as rhetorical in£luence), nor is melos used insincerely 

of the admired Simonides' work in 4.23.2. In 4.1 a Greek word is again, 

if only after a fashion, associated with deception: the donkey, beaten 

mercilessly by the knavish priests of Cybele, hopes for surcease 

after death, but instead continues to be beaten in the form of t:ympana. 

In 5.prol. of course the marmor is fake. Likewise the grand gesture 

of the cowardly soldier in throwing back his paenula in 5.2. In the 

case of app.8, however, I do not believe that the employment of Greek 

(rather uncommon in the fable): it will be noted that the earliest 
Greek version of this story known to us (Plutarch, £uaest.Conv., 
1.5 =614e= Bernardakis: see Perry, Aesopica I =Urbana: 1952=, pp. 
489-90) speaks merely of a i\~Go-s--;r~-rc·~.-o<...; the word la.gona, however, 
is obviously taken from the original Greek (c;::':JTYo-v f_v ),,,."·v-,...:~-c :Tpa~:e"'/k.(
'Af.:'TITc;-v). It l'Tould seem that L11 this fable Phaedrus was so concerned ' 
to make clear exactly how the fox and the stork did each other out 
of a meal that he felt obliged to add the technical terms that would 
achieve this (note also the rare sorbitio, not found in classical 
authors). 
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words is meant to suggest the falseness of oracles.14 

It must be admitted that there is a great deal of deception 

in Phaedrus' little stories; thus Greek wo~ds may often be associated 

with this element merely by accident. A case such as 1.14 nevertheless 

looks rather convincing. 

Phaedrus also frequently employs Greek words when referring 

to riches, sometimes with a satirical intent. Natural reasons can 

no doubt be adduced for this: articles of luxury were often known 

only by their Greek names at Rome; Phaedrus ,.,as a poor man and fond 

of satirizin& wealth. Four of the Greek w~rds in 4.21 (tus, musicus, 

cithara, and _2psorli.um) belong to the address to the miser, which 

is very Horatian,15 and closer to satire than to fable; the purpose 

of these words may be to ridicule the luxury and extravagance of 

some rich men while attacking the miser at the same time (a simultaneous 

14weiland ("De tropis et figuris phaedrianis" cWien: 1914=, 
pp. 47-8) was under the i!!1pression that it was. Now Phaedrus does 
make fun of the gods and their ministers in other places (3.3, 4.1, 
4.16, perhaps 4.19, app.5-6, and app.ll), but this is not always 
the case (note especially the respectful_ treatment in the two other 
instances in which reli4io is personified: 1.27.6 and 4.11.4). Observe 
that nothing that the Pythia, insplred by the god, declares to mortals 
in app.B could be interpreted as untrue: the question is "What is 
it best for us to do?", and the ans;.rer is essentially "Follow the 
good old ways11 • The intention is certainly satirical, but not in 
the sense of mocking the traditional religion. The satire is directed 
against mortals, who, in spite of the fact that they have advice 
on how to live from the god himself, will persist in behaving badly. 

l5Parallel passages from Horace have been collected by D. 
Eieber, Studien zur Geschichte der Fab~ (MUnchen= 1905), pp. 51-2: 
inter alia, from~ 2.3. 

http:2psorli.um
http:oracles.14
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inveighing against luxuria and avaritia was a commonplace going back 

at least to Cato the Elder). Luxury and extravagance were naturally 

associated with the East and perg;aecatio.16 

Perry translates draco as "dragon", and this lead me to 

suspect that a draco was introduced by Phaedrus in 4.21 precisely 

because a fantastic beast can best symbolize the "fantastic" and 

unnatural behaviour of a miser. Yet Havet (ed. 1917, p. 168) is emphatic 

that a draco is merely a kind of snake and not a dragon. The editors 

of the ~ distinguish a common and a mythological draco, putting 

that of Phaedrus in the latter category. But the dividing-line is 

not clear: the common snake known as the draco was credited with 

various properties that we would consider oagical (see Pliny, !!!' 

esp. 29.4, quotl3d by D.M. Belli, 1-la.gie e pregiudizl in Fedro =Venezia:: 

1895=, p. 23); there is no indication, on the other hand, that the 

mythical dragon of the ancients possessed the power of flight or 

of breathing fire. Thus, even if by draco Phaedrus intended some 

ordinary type of sarpent, it cannot have been too far removed in 

his thoughts from the creature of myth. 

The use of ~ in 4.23 may also be ridicule of the rich, 

as may camara in 4.26, and perhaps pompa in app.l6. 

160n the use of Greek words with a satirical intent, specifically 
with reference to 1~·, see ~Iarouzeau, Traite, p. 173 (citing Lucretius 
4.1100ff., 4.1135ff., and Juvenal 3.66ff.j. 

http:perg;aecatio.16
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Yet it cannot be supposed that the connotation of the Greek 

element in Phaedrus 1 vocabulary is generally a bad one. Even in the 

first two books several Greek words are used neutrally, and at 2.epil.2 

the word basis is employed in the glorification of Aesop. Phaedrus 

Hellenizes to quite a strong degree in the prologue to book 3 (note 

the large number of Greek names and the possible imitation of Greek 

scansion in verse 2017); here chorus and schola are used by Phaedrus 

to raise himself into the ranks of true poets; even neniae (v. 10), 

while used depreciatively, is reminiscent of the nugee of Catullus 

1, and so suggests also the attempt by the fabulist to break out of 

the limits of his humble genre and into the style of the poets of 

the previous age. P:b.a.edru.s wishes to show Eutychus by his manipulation 

of Hellenistic material that he is truly "litteratae • • • propior 

Graeciae" (and, one might add, "litteratae propior Romae") than the 

mere storyteller Aesop or the wise man Ana.cba.rsis (on whom see ~' 

s.v. ). 

The margarita in ;.12 is obviously meant to represent Phaedrus 

himself and to be an image of true worth. In 3.14 (as in app.l3) 

l7In spite of the fact that all editors of Phaedrus to date 
(including Guaglianone) have seen fit to tamper with this verse, 
I see no reason for rejecting a Hellenizing lengthening by position 
before s plus a consonant and for doubting the transmitted: 

-- - 1.. - 1-11-1- I I - I - - I ., ,..
quamvis in ipsa na.tus aim paene schola. 
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soEhus is used as a term of praise. In both the prologue and the 

epilogue to book 4 Phaedrua (like Catullus a.nd Martial) employs chartae 

to refer to paper on which his own poems are written, and in 4.2 

he introduces calamus for the instrument that he uses to write them. 

In 4.23 melos refers to the work of the admired Simonides (though 

it may be that a technical sense is intended, as Perry's translation 

"lyrics" suggests). 

Same words of Greek origin may have well-established pejorative 

connotations which Phaedrus can do nothing about one way or the other. 

Such are the terms referring to sexual irregularities: cinaedus, 

moecha, eunuchus (observe that the synonym J3Padq is also of Greek 

origin), and tribas. It is a common belief, and one especially strong 

among the Ro!I'.ans, that sexual perversion is the work of degenera-t~ 

foreigners. 

Some Greek words, on the other hand, have such lofty connotations 

that Phaedrus can use them for the sake of amusing contrast or hyperbole. 

Whether this is true of astra in 2.6 I am in some doubt. It is certainly 

the case with~ in the fly's harangue to the mule (3.6), and with 

Apollo's cithara used as a standard of comparison for the cicada's 

chirping (3.16). I detect such an association also in historia applied 

to the battle of mice and weasels depicted in the taverns (4.6: compare 

, ~/ r- )/ )) ethe :Ba.trachom.yomachia, especially v. a, , ...~ c]/05 EY Y7TO(.a' y (!?V • 
Coturni are certainly meant to look ridiculous on Aesop in 4.7, and 

the archaic g~nitive only adds to the affected grandeur of barbarus 

(v. 11). Prometheus drunk on nectar in 4.16 recalls the disreputable 
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gods of the Middle Comedy and the Phlyakes. A similar desire for 

contrast between the lofty and the humble can be seen in the employment 

of comae, tripodes, adyta, and thalami in app.8 (of. above, note 

14 on p. 142) and of~ and chorda in app.14. 

A Greek setting also invites the use of Greek words, though 

Phaedrus will sometimes substitute a rough Latin synorcym (e.g., forum 

at 3.19.6). The Greek setting accounts for the occurrence of tyrannus 

18in 1.2 and 5.1, of melos and pelagius in 4.23, of pycta in 4.26, 

of tripodes in app.8, and of syrnnicus in app.13. 

In two cases at least Phaedrus may have introduced a Greek 

word for the sake of alliteration, at app.8.14 (",iurpi ,ihalamos") 

and at app.22.2 (",P_rendens .-e,etram"). 

~~ of the Greek words used by Phaedru~ are technical terms 

with no strictLatinequivalents, nor are such terms always avoided 

in beast-fables. They seem, however, to be more characteristic of 

the longer and more ornate anecdotes. A story such as 4.5 consciously 

seeks after specifics and lists of objects (note, in addition to 

the Greek words, the rather unliterary lavatio and operarius). The 

rare ;ystus (2.5.18) provides a good example from Phaedrus' earlier 

work. 

It would appear, therefore, that Phaedrus uses Greek words 

for a. great variety of reasons. Such words tend naturally to stand 

18Eertschinger, however, (pp. 25-6) considers pelagius to 
be a. mere vulgarism. 

http:app.8.14
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toward the edge of the vocabulary, but this may be in the direction 

of the poetic or in the direction of the technical, on the low side 

or the lofty, towards the good or towards the bad. 

Let us move on to the question of neology. Causeret (pp. 

33-5) notes only five of the Greek words in Phaedrus as having seemingly 

appeared in Latin only in the fabulist 1 s ow ti.11e; these are a.ntidotum, 

~' sophus,19 strop!me, and tribas; Causeret parallels them all 

in Martial. Thus none of the Greek words in Phaedrus is peculiar 

to him in Latin literature; this may point toward a hesitancy on 

Phaedrus' part to introduce new words into his adoyted language from 

outside. The five words mentioned above are all low or technical 

and so probably all carne from the common apeech. 

Few of the Greek words in Phaedrus are non-Classical. If 

we do nothing but ellininate those found in the works of Cicero20 

the list is reduced to: 

book 1: an ~ o um s rop e, o~cum, a.gonat .d t (2x), t ha t · 1 (2x) 


book 2: NONE 


book 3: ~' cathedra, sophus, citl".L8.ra, smara.gdus, melos 


l9Yet Sophus occurs as a cognomen of the Sempronii as early 
as the fourth century 13.C. (see RE, s.v. "Sem:pronius Sophus"), and 
Cicero De finibus 2.24 has 6"Qcpo5--r"sophos" AJ3) in an apparent quotation 
from Lucilius' Satires (Lucilius, of course, used a great deal of 
Greek). See also :Bertschinger, pp. 27-8. 

20Excluding, of course, any quotations from others. The 
authority U3ed is H. Hergt.let, Ha.TJ.dlexikon zu Ci('!e.¢0 (Hildesheim: 
Olms, 1964 c =Leipzig: 1905-6 =). 

http:citl".L8.ra
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book 4: t;vnpru1a, moecha (3:x), cadus, para, tribas, !!.Q:Ohus, cithara, 

melos, ~lagius, ~' pycta 

book 5: cinaedus 

appendix: moecha, adi<rta, thala.mus, cina.edus (2x), sophu..s,1 £§£t'coplmfUs, 

21 
~m • 

It should be noted that pegma is used by Cicero in the sense of "bookshelf" 

and nenia in the sense of "funeral dirge" (Att. 4.8.2, Leg. 2.62). 22 

Even allowing these words to be counted as non-Ciceronian in Phaedrus, 

however, the ratio of non-Ciceronian Greek words to all Greek words 

(by occurrences) is 36 to 99, scarcely more than one third, and this 

is to ignore the many occurrences of ;eoena. 

In Virgil one finds £.212 (Aen. 7.664), citb:ua (Aen. 1.740s 

6.120, 9.776, 12.394), tympanum (Ae~. 9.619, Georg. 2.444), cadus 

(Aen. 1.195, 6.228), m {Geo:r£i• 1.233), adytum (Ael!•, 9 times), 

and thalamus (twenty-five times), leaving only: 

antidotum {2x), cathedra, cinaedus (3x), lagona (2x), melos (2x), 

ha (4x), 1 · t t ,..~ · moec pe ag~us, pera, pe ra, pyc a, sarco:Puet}Us, smraga.us, 

,... (3x), t haso~~us s rop , toxicum, tribas 

Of these in turn Homce has cathedra, toxicum, moecha, melos, 

and ~.rena, Tibullus has .zmaragd.us, Propertius has cathedra, and 

21or the Greek an~~l naoes, Cicexo has leo, crocodilus, 
panthe:s_a, draco, and el,e:phantl~, but not bydrus, ~tor, grillus, 
or scarabaeus; Virgil has hydru.~, but not ce>~stor as a coi!llllon noun 
or scarabaeus, and eryllus only in the Dira.e. 

220n the various meanings of nenia, see H. de la Ville de 
Mi:rmont, "La nenia.", in his ~es sur l'ancienne po~sie la.tine (Paris: 

http:smraga.us
http:2.62).22
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Ovid has toxicwn and smaragd.us .• Apart from the five neologisms mentioned 

by Causeret, this leaves us "lith only five other Greek words not 

found in authors of the Classical canon: ~elarrius, pYcta, cinaedus, 

sarcopha.gqs, and petra. Cinaedus is well known from Catullus. Petra 

seems to have been used by Plautus (see Lodge's ~xic~ s.v.). PeJagius 

is Varronian (R.Rust. ).).10) and was apparently also used by Publilius 

Syrus (Petr. 55). It seems that pycta and sarcophagus should be 

added to the list of those Greek words not found in Latin before 

Phaedrus' time. Three Greek words used by Phaedrus--cinaedus, petra, 

and pelagius--we can reasonably assum~ to have been submerged during 

the Classical period and hence to have been archaic or vulgar. 

The total number of different words of Greek origin in Phaedrus 

(excluding proper names but including poena and the names of animals) 

is at most around 98. Estimating that there is a total of some ;,ooo 

different words in the fables, I find that the Greek words make 

up a mere 3·3%· Compared to that of other Roman poets, the vocabulary 

of Phaedrlls is quite un-Greek: Greek borrowings make up 10}6 of the 

lrords used by Catullus; slightly more in Tibullus and Ovid; 11% 

in Horace's Sa.tires and Epistles; 12% for Propertius; 14% in Virgil's 

Eclogu.es; 159~ in Juvenal; and nearly 2<:1% in Persius; while the thirty-

eight-verse Copa has been credited with twenty-three words of Greek 

1903), pp. )61-406 (where the word is derived from onomatopoeia 
and a Greek origin rejected). 

http:Eclogu.es
http:smaragd.us
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origin. 23 We may thus conclude that by and large Phaedrus took his 

claim to be a poeticchampionof Latium against Greece (2.9.8-9) fairly 

seriously and avoided hypocritically plundering those whom he derided 

as "illi qui iactant se verborum copia11 (app.30.4). 

A word on names of Greek origin or form and their related 

adjectives. There is no need for a complete list, as one may readily 

refer to Guaglianone's index nominum (ed., pp. 121-3). Aesopus is 

of course most frequent, occurring 25 times. II the Greek names 

are rearranged in order of appearance in the text, it is immediately 

manifest to what extent they are concentrated in certain poems, 

roost notably: in the prologue to book 3, where there are 17 of them, 

or 0.27 per verse; in 4.7, where there are 12, or 0.46 per verse; 

in 4.23, where there are 6, or 0.33 per verse; in app.7, where there 

are 5, 0.028 per verse; and in app.8, where there are also 5, 0.29 

per verse. It is also obvious how rare Greek names (or indeed names 

of any kind are in the first two books as against their use elsewhere. 

23These figures are taken from Marouzeau, Traite, p. 176. 
The same information is to be found in the same author's gpelgue~ 
as~cts de la formation du latin litteraire (Paris: 1949), p. 137. 

Even if all proper names of possible Greek origin are included, 
no more than about 5.5% of the words used by Phaedrus can be called 
Greek. 

Yet it should be recalled that Phaedrus'works are extremely 
heterogeneous in their use of Greek words. The less Aesopic poems 
taken separately might well show a Hellenic element equal to that 
found in any of the poets for whom Marouzeau gives figures. 



Appendix A: A TalJ;r of the Greek \.fords in Phaedrus 


Referred to by Causeret, :Bertschinger, and Peters 


Cau.seret 

antidotum -K· 

apotheca 

aulaeum * 
basis * 
cadus * 
calamus 

camara * 
cathedxa * 
chorus 

cinaedus * 
cithara * 
coma. 

cothumus * 
cuniculU3 * 
dolon * 
draco * 
gymoicus * 
gyrll.S * 
melos * 
moecha * 
nectax 

:Sertschinger Peters 

* 
* * 
* * 

** 
* * 
* * 

ott·* 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* 
* * 

* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
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neni.a * 
obsonia. * 
pegma. * * * 
pela.gius * * * 
pera * 
petra * * 
pyote. * 
sa.rcophagu.s * 
scaena. * * * 
sey:plms * * * 
sma:ragdus * * * 
sophus ** * 

strophae ** * 
theatrwn * * 
thesaurus * 
toxicmn ** * 

tribas * * * 
triclinium * 
tripus * * 
tympanum * * 
tyramm.s ** 
xystus ** * 
zona. * * * 
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DICHTERSPRACHE 

Pha.ed.rus 1 language seems in general to be rather more prosaic 

than poetic; and, according to von Sassen (p. 8), "is qui Pha.edri 

fabulis vel leniter imbutus est statim ac sine ullo labore fundamentum 

huius sexr~onis orationem prosam esse cognoscit." Yet it is obvious 

that Phaedrus was to some extent influenced by the preferences in 

expression evolved by the poets of the Augustar~ age--preferences whic~ 

some go so far as to describe as constituting a DichtersnrachG, a. 
, 

poetic "language" differing from both formal prose and Ol.'d.iriary speech.~ 

It would be worthwhile to have some idea of the degree to >-il'l..ich ".;his 

influence affected Phaedrus' vocabula.....-y. Axelson's well-krlo\vn Un-r;S;-:!}..s_cj~e, 

W8rter. Ein Beitra.g zur Kenntnis der lateinis<1.lli'1! Tli cl:!:terspra(;he 

(Lund: 1945) (henceforth refer.ced to by "Un;p'¥111 
) providea a basis 

for pursuing this question in the absence of an exhaustive stuoy 

2of poetic vocabulary. 

1See also Bertschinger (p. 5), who specifically mantions 
Phaedrus' borrowing from the "Dichtersprache" of the Augusta.'1s. 

2
Axelson covers what he claims is the "lion's share" of 

Latin poetry from Caesar's time to that of Hadrian, na.nely the vrorks 
of Lucretius, Catullus, Virgil, Horace, Tibullus, l"'rope:rtiu~(, 0'-.rid, 
Lucan, Valerius Fla.ccus, Silius Ita:.icua, liartial, and Juvena.l, plus 
Seneca's tragedies; hereinafter I si1~ll from tiwe to tL~e refer to 
this material as the 11 thirteen poets" for the sake of bre~rity. Thf.) 
field is dhd.ded by .Axelson roughly into two styles, the "higher11 

(epic, tra.g9dy, didactic, elegy, pastoral, lloratian cde, and, for 
practical reasons c"aus praktischen GrUnden=, ilora:d.:m epode) and 
the "lower" (Ca.tul1us 1 shorter poems, Horace 1 s Sa-tg~ a11d lt;j..§~ > 
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I have decided to limit this investigation to words actually 

studied (or at least mentioned) by Axelson in the work referred to: 

the main puxpose of this limitation is to attempt to avoid too high 

a degree of subjectivity in selecting words for consideration, since 

it is clear that to undertake to compare Phaedrus 1 entire vocabulary 

with the vocabularies of other writers would be too great a task. 

There is bound to have been a certain amount of subjectivity in Axelson's 

own selection; but I can only hope that such subjectivity is not 

of the sort that would distort the overall picture for Phaedrus, 

whom Axelson mentions only occasionally in UnpW. I have, however, 

found it necessary to check all of Axelsen's results in the individual 

lexicons and indexes, both because his information is often incomplete 

Martial, and Juvenal). See UnpW, p:p. 17-8. 
Objections can naturally be raised against Axelson's method 

and assumptions. Gordon \Ulliams criticizes Unp1:1 on a number of grounds 
in his Tradition and Oricinality in Roman Poetry (Oxford: 1968), 
pp. 743-50. I think that the nost io:port~~t thing to remember is that 
the fact of a poet's not using a word identified as "unpoetic" by 
Axelson does not necessarily make that poet a better poet than one 
who does use the word; it may, however, pa·int to a greater compliance 
with a tradition of poetic diction established by previous models. 
Lucretius is naturally unpoetic in vocabulary by Axelson's scheme 
because Lucretius could not very well model himself on, say, Valerius 
Flaccus. Nor should the possible influence of a content not typical 
of poetry be forgotten. 

UE,P\V has been reviewed, not unfavourably, by 1-!a.rouzeau (REL
24 ~1946~, 320-1: ~fuxouzeau praises Axelson's cautious aims, but 
notes that he forgets this same caution here and there), Leroy (Latomus 
6 =1947=, 394: Leroy considers the work an important contribution), 
Ernout (RPh 21 =1947~, 55-70: Ernout thinks that more attention should 
be paid to specific cases and to other factors), and B8mer (Gno~on
23 =1951=, 165-8: B6mer summaxizes and takes up individual points, 
otherwise referring us to previous reviews). I have not seen the 
review by Mohrmann (Erasmus 2 ~1948=, 137-40). 
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and because here and there he appears to have made mistakes {or to 

have repeated the mistakes of others, as in the case of etiamsi). 

It also seemed desirable to have at least some sort of control for 

prose: that is, we should have an idea how much words that were avoided 

by the poets were avoided o= favoured by a typical prose author 

of the same period. The letters of Cicero appeared to afford a wider 

range of vocabulary than any other prose work of the Golden Age; 

and so they, together with the other matel~al covered by the relevant 

index {for which, see appendix A), will be employed as a standard 

example of prose usage {henceforth referred to simply as "Cic.Epist.").3 

In what follows, I have divided the words discussed by Axelson4 

into various categories, based partially on the categories used by 

Axelson himself and partially on my own findings. The page rsference 

to UnpW is given in parentheses; the number of occurrences of the 

word in the works of Phaedrus (a) in direct speech, {b) in "personal 

3For the lexicons and indexes used in this study, see appendix 
A. 

Unfortunately, contrary to the statement of Herescu (Bibliographi~ 
delalitte~t"ttre latine cParis: 1943=, :p. 287), Friedlacnder•s index 
to l'fartial is not complete; and, as far as I know, no one has yet 
undertaken to correct this deficiency. It is possible, therefore, 
that certain words actually used by Martial will be falsely indicated 
as not having been so used. A general warning that no index is perfect 
should be taken for granted. 

~e consultor of the index to Un~ will no doubt observe 
a number of omissions: so~e of these are discussed without being 
entered in the lists; others are irrelevant; still others, such as 
the use of~ for~' were considered too difficult to trace out. 
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material", and {c) in "narrative" (for these classifications~ compare 

chapter I, especially appendix A) are indicated directly beside it 

in the list; its use by the thirteen poets is given in abbreviated 

form; and the number of occurrences in Cic.Epist.is indicated if 

50 or less (otherwise "freq."). 

1. "Completely" Unpoetic Words 

The following list consists of ~ords investigated in UnpW 

that are not found anywhere in the works of the thirteen poets. 

UnpW word Ph. Cic. 
page Epist. 

(a) (b) (c) 
dir. pers. na.rr. 
sp. 

(64) 	 existimar~ 2 2 (1?)5 freq. 

(101) 	 vestitus 0 0 1 

(27) 	 belligern.re 0 0 0 0 

It ~idium 0 0 0 0 

n ductare 0 0 0 	 0 

(65) 	 sciscitari 0 0 0 4 

oboedire 0 0 0 0" 
(95) 	 postea 0 0 0 freq. 

postmodum 0 0 0" 	 0 

5At 5.7.34, "erlstimat" is a conjecture of Pithou; the 
manuscript has "aestimat". 

http:belligern.re
http:Cic.Epist.is
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(96) utigue 0 0 0 21(+1?) 

(101) tee;iment'3!!!, 0 0 0 0 

(138) absu.xdus 0 0 0 0 

It is clear that a number of these words must have been 

"unpoetic" at least partly because they were extremely rare in the 

language as a whole or limited to specialized use: this is attested 

by the complete non-occurrence in Cic.?pist. of more than half. 

Even so, the small number of occurrences of these words in Phaedr~s 

would probably surprise us if he were a prose author: to take an 

example, the first two books or Cicero's letters ad familiares, 

which are roughly the same length as the whole of Phaedrus' extant 

work, manifest at least 27 occurrences of words in the list (19 

of existimare and 18 of postea); contrast the 5 or 6 occurrences 

in Phaedrus of words from this list. 

It will be noted that only one of these "completely unpoetic" 

occurrences is found in narrative {viz. "vestitu" at 5.1.12), while 

four (all the certa~ instances of existima.re) are found in direct 

speech or personal material, though narrative makes up more than 

half of Phaedrus' verses. Perhaps a stylistic difference exists 

such as to allow a less poetic vocabulary to be employed when quoting 

the conversations of others or when drawing conclusions and discussing 

one's own career than when describing the scenes and actions of 

a tale. 

For Phaedr1ts' use of e~tstimare, a justification (if that 

http:existima.re
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is the word) may perhaps be conjectured from the fact that it occurs 

6always at the end of a verse. 

Phaedrus uses a word meaning "obey" only once in his extant 

works, the fairly common parere at 2.6.14. The only one of the thirteen 

poets who completely avoids the words for "obey" is Propertius. 

{Compare below on obtemperare, obsequi, and parere, sections 2 and 

4-) 

2. Words Extremely Rare in Poetry 

{This list consists of words investigated in UnpW that are 

found no more th..-'Ul six times throughout the thirteen poets and no 

more than three times in any one of them, though these limits may 

be exceeded slightly if certain doubtful cases are accepted.) 

word Ph. 	 13 Cic. 
poets7 E;?ist. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(44-5) asinus 0 0 6 	 cs 1, (o 1?), 1 
(!! 1) 

6A point touched on elsewhere is the fact that Seneca strongly 
avoids ending his iambics in \trords of more than two syllables (cf. 
chapter I, pp. 45-6); he would therefore be quite unlikely to have 
used existioare for the sake of the metre as Phaedrus does. ]ut 
the fact that the word turns up nowhere in the thirteen poets is 
still highly significant. 

7The following special abbreviations will be used: "V", 
Virgil; "!Y.", Appendix Vere;ilia.na; "Hl", Horace 1 s "low" poetry; 
"Hh", Horace's "high" poetry, i.e. the ~and gpodes and the Carmen 
Se..eculare; "L", Lucretius; 11T", Tibullus; ".£:!", Corpus Tibulla.nun; 
"P", Propertius; "0", Ovid; ".Qa", Ovidiana., i.e. the Halieutica, 

http:Vere;ilia.na
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(94) herc1e, 
mehercle, 

6 0 0 Cs 1, Hl 2 freq. 

etc. 

(64) iudicare 1 4 0 Bh 1, H1 2, (P 1?), 
St 1, Ln 1, 11 1, 

freq. 

(Mi 1) , (J 1?) 

(65) interrorue 0 0 5 VF 1, J 1 5 

(74) a1iguot 0 0 5 L 1, V 1, 0 1 10(+2?) 

(69) demonstra.re 0 2 1 Cs 1, P 1, (CT 1), 19(+1?) 
SI 1 

(52) bestia 0 0 2 Cs 1 5 

(59) consuetudo 0 0 2 L 1, ID L, J 1 freq. 

(65-8) interficere 0 0 2 L 1, Cs 1, v 1, 
Ln1 

14(+1?) 

(63) auda.c(i}ter 1 0 0 L 1, Cs 1, 0 2, 
St 1 

3 

(64) +' .e vJ.ams~ 0 1 0 p 2 freq. 

If arbitrari 1 0 0 Cs 1, SI 1 freq. 

(66-7) trucidare 0 0 1 L 1, H1 2, V 2 2 

(68) multare 0 1 0 c1 1, (v 1?), St 1 2 

(69) praedicare 1 0 0 Cs 1, M 1 17(+3?) 

n Ut31ll''Qa.l.'e 1 0 0 L 3 5 

(100-1) vestimentum 0 0 1 Rh 1, Hl1 1 

(101) stra.mentum 1 0 0 Hll 0 

Epistula Sapphus, ~' and .fragments; "Cl", Catul1us' long :poems; 
"Cs 11 Catullus' short 'Poems• "St" Seneca's t....,.rN:>dies· "Oc" Octavia· 

, - ' ' ~'-"I:>- ' - , '"Ln", Lucan; "VF", Valerius Flaccus; "SI", Silius Italicus; "I·l", 
Martial's :poetry; '~ti", Ma.rtial 's prose introductions; "J", Juvenal. 
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(106) industria 0 1 0 v 1 24(+1?) 

(22) .12,rout 0 0 0 Hl1 1 

(27) occi~re 0 0 0 L 1 0 

" patrare 0 0 0 L 1, {st 2?) 1 

(27)
149 

apisci 0 0 0 L 2, C1 1 (2?) 

11 satias 0 0 0 L 3, (St 1?) 0 

(27) prodi~re 0 0 0 {Qg 1), SI 1 0 

(28) ro~itare 0 0 0 V 2, P 1, VF 2, 
SI 1 

0 

(35) savium 0 0 0 Cs 2, Hh 1, 
p 1 

~ 1), 0 

(36-7) va1de 0 0 0 Cs 1, C1 1, M 1 freq. 

(44-5) cap~ 0 0 0 L 1, B1 1, V 1(+1?), 
(AV 1), 0 1, St 1, 

0 

SI 1, (J 1?) 

(58-9, adulescens 0 0 0 C1 1, <!! 1) freq. 
139) 

(59) adversarius 
= "enemy" 

0 0 0 Hl1 

n detrimentum 0 0 0 B11 14 

{60) austerus 0 0 0 Hl 2, p 3 0 

n imbecillus 0 0 0 L 1, H1 2 14(+1?) 

{63) traeficere 
e:xc1. 

0 0 0 v 2, 0 2, Ln 1, 
VFl 

16 

pra.efectus n.) 

(65) obtem32erare 0 0 0 0 1 14 

{69) abhorrere 0 0 0 L 2, Cs 1 16 

" dimicare 0 0 0 0 3, St 1, SI 1 8 
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(69) disserere 
("discuss", 
etc.) 

0 0 0 L 2 8 

n indi~re 0 0 0 V 1, St 1 11(+1?) 

n obtipgere 0 0 0 Cs 1, Hh 1, St 1 5 

n profligare 0 0 0 SI 2 5 

n sacrificare 0 0 0 0 3 0 

n suppetere 0 0 0 L 1, Hh 1, Hl 1, 
(P 1?) 

3 

(74) nonnu11us 0 0 0 L 2, M 2 freq. 

(74-5) cOmJ2lures 0 0 0 Hl 1, (!y 2) 20 

(77) ~ 0 0 0 J 1 freq. 

(81) ergo prep. 0 0 0 L 2, V 1, SI 1 0 

(82) secundum 0 0 0 L 1, V 1, Bh 1, 
Ln1 

20(+1?) 

(95) deinceps 0 0 0 L 1, H1 1 10 

(96) alioqui 0 0 0 JJ 1 0 

n dumta.xa.t 0 0 0 L 3, m 2, 0 1 17(+1?) 

n nedum 0 0 0 L 1(+1?), H1 1, 
p 2, Ln 1, (Mi 1) 

3(+2?) 

n praeterquam 0 0 0 L 3, Cs 1, 0 2 9 

n quidni 0 0 0 Cs 2, H1 1, 0 2, 
J 1 

1 

(101) respub1ica 0 0 0 Hh 1 {p1u.), 0 1 freq. 

(102) norma 0 0 0 L 1, Bh 1, Hl 1(+1?) 0 

n regu1"! 0 0 0 L 1, H1 1, M 1, 
J 1 

0 

(103) dissentire 0 0 0 L 1, Hh 1, Hl 2, 
0 1 

12 
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10(103) ;eerniciosus 0 0 0 Hl 1, 0 2, M1, 
J 1 

(106) industrius 0 0 0 J 1 6 

(107) munde 0 0 0 L 1 0 

(111) callere 0 0 0 L 1, IDl 1, H1 1, 2 
SI 2, J 1 

(127) metuisse 0 0 0 ~ 1?), v 3, 
2), (st 2?~,

Ln 1, VF 1(+1? , 

5 

SI 1 

(136) ;eerinde 0 0 0 L 2 4 

It is obvious once again that some or the words involved 

are rare not merely in poetry. It will be seen that all those used 

by Phaedrus occur at least once in Cicero's letters. On the other 

hand, several used particularly frequently in the letters do not 

occur in Phaedrus. Thus it would seem that any "unpoetic" element 

in Phaedrus' vocabulary is sanctioned by Classical prose usage and 

is not extremely archaic or vulgar; on the other hand, Phaedrus 

by no means adopts all current prose-worda. 

As can be seen, there is a total of 46 occurrences in Phae~ts 

or these words extremely rare in poetry. This works out to about 

24 occurrences per thousand verses. This is quite a bit higher than 

the rate even for Catullus' short poems {about 13 occurrences per 

thousand verses). Of course, one should remember that Catullus' 

verses tend to be somewhat shorter than Phaedrus' and that any words 

occurring more than three times in Catullus have been excluded from 
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8the li.st ; nevertheless, one is left with the impression that Phaedrus' 

verse is high in unpoetic words in comparison with that of the better

known poets. (The rate in Lucretius is around 5.8 occurrences per 

thousand verses; in Horace's "low" poetry, around 7.1.) 

The suggestion made in the previous section that Phaedrus 

might have avoided unpoetic words more in narrative than in direct 

speech or personal material is not borne out here. In this list, 

it is personal material if anything that avoids unpoetic words, 

while narrative uses them about as frequently as does direct speech. 

I shall now move on to a discussion of individual words 

in the list. 

Asinus represents one of two cases in which poetry as against 

prose prefers the diminutive, the other being its employment of~ 

instead of capra (also in this list). The only occ~-rences of asin11s 

rather than asellus in Roman poetry othe~ than those in Phaedrus, 

Catullus, and (questionably) in Ovid, referred to above, are in 

the Copa and in Persius (UnpW, pp. 44-5; Housman, Qg 24 =1930=, 

11-3). Phaedrus splits asinus/asellus right down the middle, using 

each word six times; the simplest explanation for his frequent use 

8This latter difficulty will be largely eliminated if we 
strike from the list those words that occur more than three times 
in Fhaedrus or more than six times in Phaedrus plus the thirteen 
poets. Ignoring, therefore, any occurrences of asinus, hercle and 
its variants, iudicare, interr0t~r~, or aliquot, we are left with 
only 19 occurrences of wo1~s extremely rare in poetry in Phaedrus, 
or about 9.8 per thousand verses. At the same time, hovrever, the 
number in Catullus' short poei:J.s drops by only ttofo, putting Phaedrus 
slightly below. 
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of the (unpoetic) non·-diminuti ve form is thus a desire for variety (his 

metre being sufficiently flexible not to have made the employment 

of only one word difficult). {cr. Bertschinger, p. 20.) 

Of the poetic synonyms for hercle and its variants, Phaedrus 

has certe four times (if we include the reading of P at 1.21.12, 

but exclude the unmetrical ending of app.l7.15) and profecto three 

times. 

The normal poetic expressions rogare and quaerere (and compounds 

of .9.:uaerere) are more common ln Phaedrus' work than the rather unpoetic 

interrogare (rogare, 17 times; guaerere, 16; reguirere, 3). 

Accordlng to Axelson (UnpW, p. 69), demonstrare, praedicare, 

and ~surpare (like confirmare and other words referred to in late! 

sections) are all important in prose; as we have seen, none is particularly 

frequent in Cic.mPist., but each occurs several times there. 

While bestia occurs only twice in Phaedrus--once, at 1.11.8, 

with reference to the game flushed out by the braying donkey, and 

once, at app.30.3, in contrast to~' in Pbaedrus' aside attacking 

the "Graeci loquaces"--feru.s/-,!! is used eleven times and pecus five 

(animal and iumentum occur twice each; belua is not found). Here, 

as elsewhere, Phaedrus seems to be aware of the poetic bias, but 

is not so dominated by it as to feel obligated never to use the 

prosaic word. 

Even considering the metrical difficulty, consuetudo is 

extremely rare in Latin poetry in comparison to~ (UnpW, p. 59). 

Doth the Phaedrian instances or consuetudo are verse-endings and 

http:app.l7.15
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in the ablative singular (4.14.3 and app.l5.22); in contrast, ~ 

is found eleven times, with no particular indication of formulism. 

According to the ~ (followed here by Axelson), etiamsi 

is .found in@. o.f Roman poetry (excluding comedy) only at Phaecl.rus 

1.10.2; this is certainly wrong, since it occurs also at Propertius 

2.15.19 and 2.25.14, though the mistake is understandable, inas~u.ch 

as it is often printed as two words {as indeed it commonly is at 

Phaedrus 1.10.2). Phaedrus once uses si ••• etiam in the same 

sense (4.pro1.4); we may compare Tibullus 2.4.54, "quin eti.a,m seC.vs 

iubeat ~ vendere avitas". 

Npjgaard (II, p. 36) remarks that: 

La raison de la predilection de Ph~dre pour la forme absolue 
=i.e. for the type of fable which ends in the death of the Wdaker= 
se trouve precisement dans l'evocation de la cruaute: :plus celle
ci est gratuite, plus le lecteur se persuade de la valeur ironique 
de la forme, comne dans I 1, ou simplement de l'bnportance de 
la condamnation morale. 

It is not surprising that Phaedrus, having such a predilection for 

gratuitous cruelty in his fables, should have let slip occasionally 

a more straightforward word for killing (interficere, trucidare; 

of. necare, section 4). 

Regarding Phaedrus' use of arbitrari (and of existimare, 

mentioned in section 1), it should be noted that he also has credere 

thirteen times and ;putare fourteen, and that these (together with 

~' which Phaedr~s does not have) are the usual words for "think" 

in poetry (Unp\-1, p. 64). 

or the poetic words for "punish", Phaedrus employs ulcisci 

only once (5.3.4) and bas no instance of vindlcare precisely of 

http:inas~u.ch
http:app.l5.22
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punishing a person (with .!!! or .!£). He seems in this instance to 

prefer the less poetic expressions (multare9 above, and plecti and 

punire in sections 3 and 4). (There is also one instance or repraesentare 

poenam =3.10.32~.) 

Elegy (with the exception or Propertius 2.29.39) uses only 

osculum for "kiss" (Unpvl, p. 35); Pha.edrus has~~ three times 

(3.8.12, 4.25.8, and 4.25.14), basium once 5 in the specialized sense 

or a "blown kiss" (like savium in Propertius), and savium, as indicated 

above, not at all. Savium was apparently lost early in the common 

speech (UnpW, p. 35) and in fact is mostly ante-Classical (Lewis 

and Short, s.v. "suavium"; as indicated in the table, it is found 

only once in Cic.Epist.); the fact that it is especially frequent 

in Plautus (and occurs once in Terence's work) points away from 

imitation of comedy by Phaedrus. This is true to an even greater 

extent or adulescens, which, according to Axelson (UnpW, pp. 58-9), 

was avoided by ill poetic styles except comedy. In comedy it is 

quite common (Plautus, more than 100 occurrences; Terence, 37). 

(As noted above, it is a particularly frequent word in Cicero's 

letters.) Of the poetic substitutes, Phaedrus has iuvenis six times 

9c.E. Finch, working from a :photocopy, asserts that Robert 
was wrong to take "mulcatus" as the reading of P at 1.3.9 and 
that "multatus" is correct (AJPh 92 =1971=, 301-7); Guaglianone 
likewise, in his edition of Phaedrus, employed a photocopy of P 
and asserts that "multatus" is the reading of that manuscript "ut 
videtur". But I have learned that John Vaio, who has had access 
to the original, is prepared to support Robert and reassert the 
claim of "mulcatus" (the short horizontal stroke over the.£ is in 
a different ink from that of either the first or the second hand: 
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and puer four (though at 2.2.5 the former is feminine and at app.l6.23 

the latter means "slave"); it cannot thus be merely a question here 

of Phaedrus' never having occasion to use the word. 

Although valde is a favourite word of Cicero {and not just 

in the letters), it is generally colloquial and is otherwise foreign 

to artistic prose (UnpW, pp. 36-7; cf. 'V6lfflin, Lateinische und 

roma.nische Komparation c:Erlangen: 1879=, pp. 9-10). 

"Enemy" and "loss" are always hostis/inimicus and damn~ 

iactura in poetry, with the two exceptions indicated in the list 

(UnpW, p. 59). Phaedrus' one introduction of adversarius is significantly 

in a place where hostis or inimicus would be nonsense, since the 

word has to mean "opponent" (app.13.3). Hostis occurs eie;ht times 

{no instances of ini...-nicus), while damnum occurs three times and 

iactura once. Adversarius is found 30 or 31 times in Cic.EPist., 

generally in the sense of "enemy". 

Though imbecillus is not used by Phaedrus, neither are the 

synonyms that other poets employ--infirmus and inva.lidus. This is 

one of a number of cases in which we cannot really know Phaedrus' 

preferences. 

letter, January 14, 1973). This leaves only one occurrence of multare, 
at 1.26.2. pfulcare, however, appears also to be rare in poetry; 
among the thirteen poets, the ~ cites only Virg. ~· 11.839. 

(0. Zwierlein c:11Der Codex Pithoeanus de.s Phaedrus in der 
Pierpoint Horgan Library", .Eb!1113 (1970), 91-3= does not mention 
the reading of 1.3.9 one way or the other.) 

http:app.l6.23
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{For obtemperare, compare above on oboedire, section 1.) 

Abhorrere, dimicare, disserere, indigere, obtingere, profligar~, 

sacrificare, and suppetere {like demonstrare and praedicare above 

and confirmare, conservare, obtinere, and suEEeditare in later sections) 

are, according to Axelson {UnpW, p. 69), all words important in 

prose; nevertheless, as noted above, sacrificare does not appear 

in Cic.Epist., and none of the words is particularly common there. 

Outside of comedy, ~occurs only at Juvenal 6.389 in 

Latin poetry (Unpvl, p. 77)--another instance in which Phaedrus follows 

the preferences of other styles of poetry rather than comedy (the 

word occurs 23 tices in Plautus and 6 in Terence) (cr. on adulescons 

above). 

The .:e.resent stem of metuere occurs four times in Pha.ed...""1l.S; 

but the perfect seems not to be very common even in prose (5 times 

in Cic.Epist.), and we cannot really conclude that Phaedrus specifically 

avoided it in pursuit of poetic language ("timueris" at app.28.5 

is an emendation, and Phaedrus has no instance of the perfect of 

vereri either). 

3· Words Extret1ely Rare in Poetry except in One or Two Poets 

(The following list consists of words considered by Axelson 

in UnpW that occur more than three times in one or two of the thirteen 

poets but are not fo~~d more than six times in the whole of the 

remainder.) 
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Unp\v 
page 

word Ph. 

a b c 

poets 
more 
CO!Il!D.On 
in 

rest 
of' 13 
poets 

Cic. 
~ist. 

(103) pernicies 2 4 0 Hh 2, 
ID.2 

L 2, Cs 2, 
St 1(+1?), 
SI 1 

11 

(21-2, 
149) 

"rei" 
(L~) 

1 3 1 L 8 Hh 2, St 1, 
J 1 

freq. 

(96) foras 0 0 4 L 33, 
0 4 

Cs 1, ID. 2, 
V 1, M 2 

2(+1?) 

(101) pertinere 1 2 1 Hl 4, 
M6 

L 3, 0 2, 

~ 1~,2 

freq. 

(95) plane 3 0 0 L 5 Hl 1, M 2 freq. 

n prorsus 2 1 0 St 5 
(+1?), 
SI 6 

Hl 1, J 1 47(+2?) 

(108) 32ecunia 1 0 2 Hh 5, 
Hl 5, 
J 7 

p 1, 0 1, 
Ml 

freq. 

(22-3) omittere 0 1 1 Hh 1, 
Hl 7. 
St 4 

0 1, SI 3 23(+4?) 

{59) iumentum 0 0 2 J 5 
(+2?) 

L 1, ID1 

(80) gua;erol2ter 2 0 0 L 27 NIL 19 

(92) minima 1 1 0 L 4, 
0 7 

(Cs 1?),
Hl 2, v 1, 
St 1, (J 1?) 

freq. 

(92-3) itaque 0 0 2 L 10 Cl 2, H1 1, 

~ 1~,2 

freq. 

(100) stultitia 0 2 0 Bh 2, 
Hl 9 

1 1, 0 2 13(+1?) 
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(106, 
138) 

J21erumgue 0 2 0 L 21, 
Hh 3, 
H16 

v 1, 0 3, 
J 1 

(35) ba.sium 1 0 0 Cs 5, 
M 28 

J 2 0 

" bellus 1 0 0 Cs 14, 
M 18 

L 1, Hl 1, 
T 2, (CT 1), 
0 1, J 1(+1?) 

23(+2?) 

(51-2) Graeci 0 0 1 H14 0 2, M1, 
J 1 

35 

(56) muliebria 0 0 1 L 8 Bh 1, v 1, 
0 1, St 1, 
SI 1 

3 

{60) ve(helmenter 1 0 0 L 4 NIL freq. 

" onustus 0 0 1 IIh 1, 
Hl 3 

L 1, V 1, 
p 1 

.. 

.I. 

{61) 1e;Eidu.§. 0 0 1 Cs 4, 
M4 

L 1, H1 1 2(+2?) 

" venustus 1 0 0 Cs 6 
(+1?) 

M1 6 

(62) subtilis 0 0 1 L 4 
(+1?), 
H14 

C1 1, Cs 1, 
0 1, M 1 

2 

{63) fa1so 1 0 0 0 7 Cs 1, 

~ 1~,1 

2 

" recta 0 1 0 Bh 3, 
Hl 30 

0 2, 
(St 2?), M1, 
J 1 

freq. 

{68) p1ecti 1 0 0 0 8 Bh 1, H1 2, 
SI 1 

1 

" interd.icere 0 1 0 0 6 Hl 2, p 1' 
(Qa 1) 

5 
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(69) confirmare 0 0 1 L 7 (Oc 1), 
Ln 1, M1, 
J 1 

freq. 

(80) ]2ro12terea 0 1 0 L 48 M1 33(+4?) 

(95) omnino 0 1 0 L 26, 
M6 

Cs 2, H1 2, 
v 2 

freq. 

h J22:nlo ante 0 0 1 L 1 C1 1, SI 1, 
J 2 

14(+1?) 

h 12aulo r:.ost/ 
r:.ost J2aulo 

0 0 1 Hh 1, 
H13 

L 1 9 

(99
100) 

interesse 0 0 1 Hh 3, 
H16 

v 1, St 2, 
J 1 

freq. 

(101) recreare 0 0 1 L 9, 
Bh 5, 
H1 3 

St 1, SI 2 17 

(102) Qrave 0 1 0 H14 M1 0 

(104) neguam 0 0 1 Hh 1, 
H1 3, 
M 10 

J 1 19(+2?) 

(107) nes:otium 0 1 0 llh 3, 
H18 

(Mi 1), J 2 freq. 

(64) OJ2ina.ri 0 0 1? L 20, 
H14 

SI 1 .f'req. 

(101) comis 0 0 1? Hh 1, 
H1 6, 
0 6 

M1, (P 1?) 1 

(22) quoad 0 0 0 L 4 H11 freq. 

(23-4) .9,iuturnus 0 0 0 0 8 NIL 15(+1?) 

{26-7) due11um 0 0 0 Hh 3, 
H1 3 

(L 1?), 0 1, 
J 1 

0 

(28) coe:etare 0 0 0 L 4, 
SI 5 

NIL 0 
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(28) im~ritare 0 0 0 Hh 1, 
H1 3, 
SI 5 

L 1, V 1 0 

(59) -
~ 0 0 0 L 11, 

J 7 
Hl 3, 
~ 1~, M1,

3 

3(+1?) 

{61) 1epos 0 0 0 L 11, 
04 

M2 6 

{62) ;Eraeditus 0 0 0 L 25 (St 1?), 
SI 1 

6{+1?) 

{65) scitari 0 0 0 0 9 H1 1, v 2, 
SI 1 

0 

n .12.ercontari 0 0 0 H17 p 1 4(+2?) 

{66-7) obtrun.care 0 0 0 v 7, 
SI 9 

NIL 0 

{68) accusare 0 0 0 0 5 P 1, M1, 
J 3(+1?) 

freq. 

.. sus;eicari 0 0 0 0 19, 
M9 

Cs 1, Eh 1, 
p 1 

freq. 

(68-9) succensere/ 
suscensere 

0 0 0 0 4 M 1 (7.60.6), 18 
SI 1 (7.555) 

{69) conservare 0 0 0 14 Cs 1, P 1, . 
SI 2, (J 1?) 

freq. 

n obtinere 0 0 0 St 6 L 1, (On 1), 
Ln 2, VF 1 

freq. 

n 

(81) 

suppeditaJ".>e 

-causa+ gen. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

L 22 
(+1?) 

L 8 

SI 2 

SI 1, 11 1 

15(+4?) 

freq. 

(92) neguag,ua.m 0 0 0 L 5 H12 7(+1?) 

(93-4) item- 0 0 0 L 62 
(+2?) 

Cl 1, 
Hl 2(+2?)' 
V 2, (AV 1), 
0 1 

freq. 
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(94) itidem 0 0 0 L 5 NIL 0 

(94-5) im}2rimis/ 
in ;erimis 

0 0 0 L 14, 
V4 

(!! 1), p 3, 
SI 1, M1, 
J 1 

rreq. 

:J20Stmodo 0 0 0 0 21 Cs 1, Hb. 1, 
H1 1, T 1, 
p 2 

1 

(96) forIs 0 0 0 L 10, 
M4 

Cs 1, Hl 2, 
0 1, J 2 

8(+1?) 

It praesto adv. 0 0 0 L 7 C1 1(+1?), 
Hl 1, T 1 

23(+1?) 

" ut;pote 0 0 0 Hl4 C1 2 3 

(101) attinere 0 0 0 Hh 3, 
Hl1 

L 2, 0 1 31(+1?) 

" ordinare 0 0 0 Bh4 St 1, M 1 0 

(102
3) 

amabi1is 0 0 0 Hh 5, 
Hl2 

L 1, Cs 1, 
(CT 1), 0 2, 
SI 2 

12 

(103
4) 

atqui 0 0 0 Hh. 4~ 
Hl 10 
(+1?) 

(L 1?), 
C1 1~+1?~,
Cs 2 +1? , 
V 1, M 1 

10(+13?) 

{104) iunior 0 0 0 Hh 2, 
Hl2 

NIL 0 

(105
6) 

idoneus 0 0 0 1Ih 3, 
Hl 5, 
0 6 

L 2, P 1, 
J 1 

17(+2?) 

{106) strenuus 0 0 0 Bh 1, 
H1 4, 
0 7 

NIL 3 

(107) munditia/ 
-ies-

0 0 0 0 4 Cs 1, Hh 1, 
Hl 1, M 1 

1 

(136
7) 

rerme 0 0 0 L 5 J 2 1 
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Again, though more weakly here than in list 2, there is 

a suggestion that Phaedrus' "unpoetic" words tend to be words accepted 

by good prose, but that Phaedrus by no means adopted all the words 

that were common in prose: of the words in this list used by Phaedrua, 

only basium and prave fail to appear at least once in Cic.Epist., 

while on the o~er hand quoad, accusare, suspicari, conservare, obtinere, 

causa with the genitive, ~t and imprimis, all especially COJI1lllOn 

in Cic.Epist., are not employed by Phaedrus at all. 

The intimation regarding differences between kinds of discourse 

that was mentioned in section 1 but seemed not to be supported by 

list 2, does gain some support from this list. In Phaedrian narrative 

there are only 24 or 25 occurrences of list-3 words, or around 2.4 

per hundred verses, compared to 18 occurrences in direct speech (about 

4.1 per hundred verses) and 22 in personal material (about 4.6 per 

hundred verses). 

If list 3 were to be used as a rough guide to the affinities 

of Phaedrus' vocabulary with the vocabularies of other poets, it 

would appear that Horace, Catullus, Juvenal, and Martial have vocabularies 

similar to that of Phaedrus (since the majority of the words in the 

list that are used rather often by these poets are found also in 

Phaedrus); Lucretius shows less affinity, and Seneca, Silius, and 

especially Virgil, still less. What is implied is scarcely surprisi~

that Phaedrus' vocabula.7 is one more suited to the "lower" genres 

of poetry {on which see UnpW, specifically p. 18). 

Moving on now to individual cases. The avoidance of "rei", 
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like that of prout (section 2) and that of s~oad, is a~parentl7 a 

metrical phenomenon, due to uncertainty whether to scan the form 

as a spondee, as a single long syllable, or as an iamb (Unp\i, pp. 

21-2}; Phaedrus seems not to have been troubled by this difficulty, 

at least in books 3 and 4 (where all the instances of "rei" occur), 

10since four out of five occurrences of "rei" are verse-endings.

Omittere, another victim of prosodic uncertainty, is employed twice 

by Phaedrus, but both times in positions in which either a long or 

a short~ is admissible (4.prol.5 and app.30.9). 

(For plane a.nd prorsus, see on here!.@. and its variants in 

section 2.) 

Phaedrus bas, of the poetic substitutes for ~ecunia (or 

nummus, for which see section 4), five instances of opes and four 

of aurum (but in two of the instances of a~~ this word is joined 

closely with argenttun capp.10.5 and app.l7.3=). 

Itague (which Phaedrus uses at 1.27.7 and 4.11.12) occurs 

elsewhere in Latin poetry after Catullus and Lucretius only at Horace, 

Epist., 1.1.10, according to Axelson (UnpW, p. 93); igitur, on the 

other hand, {which occurs five times in Phaedrus) is not particularly 

10ane might argue on the other side from the same fact. 
"Rei" might be admissible as a verse-ending in Phaedrus precisely 
because in that position there can be no doubt about the correct 
scansion. Still, the same thing should then have applied to the i~bic 
scansion in dactyls, but obviously did not. 
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prosaic (though Latin poetry is generally unfavourable to words meaning 

"therefore": UnpW, pp. 80-1). 

(For basium, compare on savitun in section 2.) 

The one introduction by Phaedrus into his work of bellus 

seems to be with intent: in the fable entitled by Perotti "Quomodo 

ingenia saepe calamitate intercidant" (app.l4), an uneducated donkey 

laments his incapacity to make proper use of the lyre that he has 

found: 

"Bella res mehercules 
male cessit" inquit "artie quia sum nescius" 

(verses 3-4). 

Pulcher is found four times, on the other hand, and Iffilchre six. 

Graii is regularly used for Graeci in "hieher" poetry (Un;M, 

pp. 51-2). Phaedrus has the former once, in his imitation of tragedy, 

underlining its grandeur with an archaic inflection ( "Graium", 4· 7.11); 

Graeci is also to be found once, in a disparaging personal aside 

("Graeci loquaces", app.30.2). Phaedrus seems to have been quite 

aware or the tonal difference between the two; when the tone is to 

be more neutral, he uses Graecia (2.epil.9 and 3.pro1.54). 

Femi.neus, which Phaedrus does not have, is preferred to 

muliebria by all of the thirteen poets except Horace and Lucretius 

(Catullus uaes neither). This preference is paralleled in the nouns 

from which the adjectives are derived (again with the exception of 

Horace, Lucretius, and Catullus) (cr. Un:E_W, pp. 55-7). Pbaedrus' 

preference for muller (14 occurrences versus 9 for femina) would 

seem to reflect his conservatism, and perhaps his debt to Horace; 

http:3.pro1.54
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but the possibility remains that mulier was the common word. Axelson 

points out that it occurs ~· 500 times in the Vulgate as against 

~· 35 for femina. Cicero in his letters favours mulier by about 

three to one. 

Of the s.ynonyms of vehementer, Phaedrus has acriter once 

(4.24.2), perhaps significantly in narrative rather than direct 

speech or personal material. (For vehemens, see section 4.) He does 

not have oneratus, the usual poetic synonym for onustus, but does 

use ~vis in the same sense (e.g., 4.10.3). 

The occurrence of opinor in Phaedrus rests on the emendation 

of PR's meaningless "nee opia sed" or "ne copia sed" at 5.7.8 to 

"nee opinans" (rather than to "necopinus" as in Perry's text). 

In contrast to vas, Phaedrus has five instances of sarcina. 

It seems fairly clear here (as in the case of praeclar~s in section 

4) that he is avoiding the use of a particular "low-poetic" word. 

In spite of Phaedrus' need for a variety of words for "kill" 

(ct. on interficore and trucidare in section 2, p. 165), he does 

not employ obtruncare; this may, I believe, be put down to a certain 

tendency to avoid words with too much epic (or generally "high-poetic") 

flavour. 

Although Phaedrus does not have the related verb, he does 

have accusator twice (3.prol.41 and 3.10.34)--a word all but unheard 

of in poetry (see~' s.v.). 

Cinquini lists two instances of causa in the ablative; but 

in one case it is modified by a possessive adjective (1.22.4), and 

http:3.prol.41
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in the other it seems more naturally taken as a nomir~tive in apposition 

11(3.10.44, "luat ••• poenas causa libertus mali") • (Guaglianone 

lists only the first case as ablative.) Both passages are in direct 

speech. 

"Especially" is generally ,E~ecipue in poetry; Neumann {"De 

cotidiani sermonis apud Propertium proprietatibus" !:}{f:!nigsberg: 

1925=, p. 45: see Unpw. pp. 94-5) pointed to imprimis as prosaic, 

and indeed, as seen above, it is particularly frequent in Cicero's 

letters. Now Phaedrus uses neither praecipue nor imprimis, nor praesertim 

(also rare in poetry: see section 4); but he does have the prosaic 

12(or dramatic) ffiaxime two or three times.

Phaedrus uses neither idoneus nor the usual poetic synonym 

a12tus, though he does have the near-synonym dignua {generally a 

more common word) seven times. 

4· Other \fords not Found in the Majorit:y of the Thirteen Poets 

(Note: this list contains some words that do occur in the 

majority of the thirteen poets if certain variants are accepted.) 

11There is some further doubt about this passage, for NV 
read "pessimus libertus" in place of "causa libertus mali". 

120n this adverb, the ~ states: "dactylis propter prosodiam 
deest praeter 1!1-l'N. ~· 318 (in vs. manco) ACC. carm. frg. 3, 1 
M. crn~1. in vv. non dactylicis occurrit apud scaenicos priscos saepe; 
apud Lvcn. ter, CAW.uL. semel, PVBLIL. PHAEDR. SEN. trag. locis 
binis, AVIEN. quater." 
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JJnprl 
page 

word Ph. 

a b c 

13 poets Cic. 
£mist. 

(107) £.2 1 0 4 Cs 3, Bh 2, B1 19, 
St 1, M 56, J 20(+2?) 

22 

(58) servus 0 1 3 
+1? 

Cs 4, Hh 1, H1 22, 
P 5, o 16, (st 1?), 
M 24, J 28(+3?) 

43(+3?) 

(94) sane- 3 1 0 cs 2, B1 8, (v 1?), 
(AV 1+1?), 0 2, 
M 9, J 8(+1?) 

freq. 

(63, 
149) 

1lbenter 2 1 0 Cs 2, Hh 1, E1 5, 0 4, 
M 10 

.freq. 

(68) punire 1 2 0 P 1, 0 1, St 5,
(Q£ 1), SI 4, J 4 

0 

(88-9) quasi 1 0 2 L 88, Cs 1, 0 11, 
(St 1?), Ln 1, (SI 1?), 
M 9, ,J 1(+1?) 

.freq. 

(102) peritus 0 2 1 Hh 1, Hl 2, v 1, p 2, 
0 1, Ln 2, J 2(+1?) 

10 

" :2_ra.VUS 0 2 1 L 4, Hh 2, B1 11, 
V 1, SI 15, J 1(+1?) 

2(+1?) 

(103) condicio 1 0 2 L 1, Hh 2, E1 3, V 1, 
(AV 3), P 2, 0 10, 
M4 

.freq. 

(104) 

(108) 

neguitia 

1ocup1es 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

2 

Bh 2, H1 3, p 7, 0 11, 
St 3, M8, J 1 

Hh 1, Hl 9, (A( 1), 
0 1, M 11, J 4 +1?) 

3 

23(+1?) 

(134) noctu 1 0 2 L 1, E1 1, T 1, P 1, 
SI 1, J 3 

14(+1?) 

(35-7) sua.vis 1 1 0 L 14, C1 2, Cs 1, E1 7, 
v s, (!! 5) 

.freq. 
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(52) ~ 1 0 1 L 2, Hl 3, 0 6, 
(st 1?), M6, J 6 

0 

{68, 
142) 

excusare 0 1 1 Hl 2, 0 14, SI 3, 
M 3, (Mi 1), J 2 

15(+1?) 

(77) advers]!l/ 
-]!!prep. 

0 1 1 L 2, Hh 1, B1 1, 0 1, 
St 1, SI 1 

14 

(98) pra.esidium 0 1 1 L 4, Hh 4, B1 2, V 1, 
0 3, (Qa 1), St 9, 
(2£ 1), J 3 

freq. 

(106) de1ectare 1 1 0 Cs 1, Hh 1, H1 13, 
P 1, o 7, (st 1?), 
M 12, (Ml 1), J 4 

freq. 

(106, 
149) 

ob1ectare 1 1 0 L 1, C1 1, Hl 1, 0 3, 
J 1 

6{+1?) 

(107
8) 

studere 0 2 0 L 2, Cs 1, Hh 1, H1 4, 

~~ ~~' 0 3, M1, 

16(+1?) 

(108) nurnmus 0 0 2 Ca 1, H1 23, 0 1, 
M 34, J 17 

42(+2?) 

{60) vehemens 0 0 1 L 4, Cs 1~ E1 3, J 3 15(+2?) 

(111) f1a.gitium 0 0 1 C1 1, Hh 2, R1 1, P 1, 
St 1(+1?), M 1, J 1 

9 

(134
5) 

ni(hi)1o 
+ compa.r. 

0 1 0 L 12(+1?), C1 1, Cs 3, 
Hl 6, SI 2 

12 

(33-4) infimus 0 0 0 L 1, Cs 1, Hh 2, 
St 1(+1?), Ln 1, SI 1, 
(Mi 1) 

13(+3?) 

(50) sexus 0 0 0 St 2, Ln 2, 
J 5(+1?) 

SI 3, M 2, 0 

(60) praec1a......,.,_1f! 0 0 0 L 10, B1 5, V 5, 
~ 1), St 1(+1?), 
VF 1, J 3(+2?) 

42(+1?) 

{61) furiosus 0 0 0 L 2, Hh 1, E1 5, 0 12, 
St 3(+1?), M 1, J 1 

7 
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0 0 0 L 2, Eh 1, H1 4,(63) 	 ~ 
149 	 ~ 1), p 1, 0 2, 

St 1, M 2 

(65) 	 obsegui 0 0 0 0 2, St 3, ~~ 3), 10 
Ln 1, VF 1, J 1 

(75) 	 ;eJ.erigue 0 0 0 L 3, H1 3, SI 3 13(+1?) 

unusq,uisaue 0 0 0 L 3, Hl 3, p 2 6(+1?)" 
(90-1) utrnm(ne) 0 0 0 L 5, Cs 4, Eh 1, 43(+2?) 

• • • an. H1 4(+1?), St 6(+2?), 
VF 1, M 3 

(92) 	 ne • • • 0 0 0 v 3, ~ 1), 0 2, freq. 
quidem St 2, Ln 1, SI 1 

(95) 	 ;eraesertim 0 0 0 L 14, Cs 1, m 3, v 2, freq. 
p 1, J 1 

(106- mundus adj. 0 0 0 Cs 3, Hh 1, Hl 6, 1 
7) (AV 1), P 3, 0 2, M1, 

J 1 

(138) frumentu.m 0 0 0 	 L 2, H1 9, V 8, 13 
~ 1~, 0 1, M1, 

1 ' J 3 

The picture is once again of Phaedrus' less poetic vocabulary 

tending toward that of literate prose of the Classical period: of 

the words in the list that are used by Phaed:rus, ~' libenter, 

quasi, condicio, S'U.c'tvis, ;eraesidium, and delectare are all especially" 

frequent in Cic.Epist., and only 'R'!:'lllire and~ are not fOUlld there. 

Once again in this list, as in lists 1 and 3, there is 

some indication that unpoetic words tend to be less frequent in narrative 

than in personal material or direct speech (about 2.5 words from 

list 4 turn up in every hundred verses of narrative, as against about 

4·5 and 3.4 for personal material and direct speech respectively). 
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If list 4, like list 3, is used as a rough guide to the affinities 

of Phaedrus' vocabulary with those of other poets, the result is not 

dissimilar. Catullus, and Horace 1 s "high" poetry, show the gTeatest 

vocabulary affinity with Phaedrus; this affinity is also high for Horace's 

"low" poetry, Propertius, Ovid, Martial, and Juvenal. Affinities with 

Lucretius, Virgil, Seneca's tragedies, and Silius are lower; Lucan 

and Valerius Flaccus differ most noticeably with Pbaedrus here. Phaedrus' 

membership in the "low-poetic" genres is therefore fairly clear in 

this case also. 

Now a few notes on individual words. According to Axelson (UnpW, 

p. 58), the strictest poetic style ("die strengste Dichtersprache") 


prefers, to servus and ancilla, famulus/-~ and minister/-~. Here 


Phaedrus uses the common terms exclusively, avoiding the "high-poetic" 


famulus)-~ and minister/-~ altogether. (Strictly speaking, he does 


not have ancilla either, but the diminutive occurs at app.15.12.) Likewise, 


of the "high-poetic" substitutes for~' Pbaedrus has da..P!! only of 


the food of predators (2.4.24 and 2.6.15) and epulae not at all. 


(For necare, compare on trucidare in section 1; for puni~, 

compare on multare in section 2.) 

As well as peritus, Phaedrus employs the more usual poetic 

term doctus four times. 

Phaedrus has noctu twice to avoid homoeoteleuton of -i, at 

2.4.18 and 3.10.20, and once, at 3.7.10, for the sake of the metre; 

the two instances of the more usual poetic noote are both in the appendix, 

http:app.15.12
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but are supported by euphonic co::1sidera.tions (at app.10.4, noctu would 

involve a long~ in two successive s.yllables13; at app.15.12, it would 

invol~ the almost unheard of elision of final -~). 

Suavis apparently has an archaic-vulgar character, in spite 

of its frequent occurrence in Cicero (UnpW, pp. 35-7). Phaedrus uses 

the word once in direct speech (3.1.5) and once in speaking to his 

friend Particulo (4.epil.2). Dulcie is much more frequent, being found 

seven times. 

Viscus is preferred to~ in poetry (Unpif, p. 52), but Phaedr11s 

chooses the exact term ove:r the ambiguous, employing viscus not at 

all in any sense, though it is not unknown in prose even in the sense 

of "flesh" (Cic. ~· 2.8.20, ~ 2.63/159). 

(For nummus, compare on Qecunia in section 3 and see cl1ayter 

IV.) 

Of the synonyms for vehemens, Phaedrus haR ~ once (3. 7.18: 

also of a dog, but in a slightly different sense}, no instances of 

violens, one of impotens (app.l5.19), and one of fervidus (app.12.4). 

According to Axelson (UnpW, pp. 33-4), infimus is rare not 

only in the dactylic poets, who found it metrically intractable, but 

also elsewhere, ~being preferred. In fact, ~is not used by 

Phaecb:u.s either. He uses fundi tus only once, and that not in a place 

13rt is merely the rareness of long u that c~1ses its accumulation 
without reason to be avoided; occurrence of Tong i in successive syllables, 
for instance, is ppt disturbing, since this sound is fairly common. 

http:app.l5.19
http:app.15.12
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where ab infimo or ab imo would do well as a synonym (2.2.9-10: "nam 

tunditus/ canoe esc. "capillos"~ puella, nigros anus evellerat"). The 

comparative inferior turns up once (1.1.3). Thus it would be rash to 

identify infimus at least as an absolutely un-Phaedrian word. 

Note how sexus is not found in poetry until after Ovid--genus 

or m was used in its stead {Un~, p. 50)--but itl Silver Latin it 

appears even in epic. We have little to go on regarding Phaedrus' preferences 

in this matter--only "generi ma.sculo" at 4.16.12. It is quite possible, 

however, that sexus was still unacceptable in poetry at least in the 

earlier part of Phaedrus' day. 

Axelson conjectures (UnpW, p. 61) that furiosus may, like formosus, 

have had an "etwas triviales Geprl!ge", which kept it out of higher 

poetry. The usual "high-poetic" synonym, furens, is found three times 

in Phaedrus' work. 

(For obse~, compare on oboedire in section 1.) 

Poetry almost always substitutes non ipse or ~ for ne ••• 

quidem (UnpW, p. 92). Phaedrus has one instance of non ipse, at 5.8.4, 

but no clear case of~ in this sense. 

(For praesertim, compare on imprimis in section ;.) 

Phaedrus does not use the poetic £~ instead of frumentum, 

but rather shuns both, preferring the more specific triticum (1.16.3 

and app.ll.8) and hordeum (2.7.3, 2.7.9, and 5.4.3). In the view of 

Cornificius Gallus at least neither triticum nor hordeum was a word 
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II 

that a poet should use (Servius on Georg. 1.21014). Thus Phaedrus' 

eschewal of frumentum is unlikely to have had its origin in a desire 

to use a more poetic vocabulary (though it may have been motivated 

by some knowledge of the principle of vivid particularization). 

5. Other Words Indicated as Unpoetic by Axelson 

UnpW word Ph. poets of the 13 Cic. 
page not used by Epist. 

(75) quidam 0 	 5 31 Hh freq. 

(59) opera 2 	 2 1 Cl, Hh, P, VF, SI freq. 

(64) 	 conficere 0 0 3 ~Cs?), Hh, P, M, freq. 
J?) 

adficere 1 1 1 Cs, llh, Hl, T, (St?) freq. 

(66) necare 1? 0 2 	 ci T~ P, Ln, sr, 2 
(VF? 

(75) 	 quivis 1 1 0 T, St, Ln, VF, SI 35(+3?) 
+1? 

(13-4) oportet 1 1 0 (L?), Cl, V, Hh, T, freqo 
Ln, VF, SI 

(31-2) fortasse 0 	 1 0 L, Cl, T, P freq. 

(49- cada-ver 0 	 0 1 Cl, Cs, Hh, T, p 1 
50) 

(63-4) proficere 1 	 0 0 Cl, T, P, VF freq. 

(64) 	 censere 1 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hh, v, T, freq. 
P, St, VF 

14c~ted by Williams, Tradition and Originalitl, p. 749. 
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(77-8) apud 1 0 0 Hl, T, St, M freq. 

(81-2) praeter 0 1 0 Cl, P, VF, SI freq. 

(104- obire = 0 1 0 Cl, Cs, V, T, 0, 0 
5) 	 "die" (VF?), (J?) 

(105) 	 obitus = 0 1 0 Cl, Cs, Hh, Hl, T, 3 
"death" Ln, M, J 

(137) 	 fere 0 1? 0 C1, cs, T, P, Hh, freq. 
Lns VF 

(75) 	 g,uilibet 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hh, Hl, V, 9(+1?) 
T, SI 

(81) 	 prae 0 0 0 Hh, T, Ln, VF, M, J 17(+2?) 

(88-9) tamq_ua.m 0 0 0 	 Cl, Hh, T, P, st, VF, freq. 
SI 

(89- nonne 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, T, M 14(+3?) 
90) 

(90-1) 	 uter 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hl, V, T; P, 16(+5?) 
VF, J 

(100) 	 stolidus 0 0 0 Cl, Hh, v, T, st, SI, 0 
Ln, J 

(102) 	 situs 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hl, V, T, P, 2(+1?) 
participle VF, J 

0 0 0 Hh, Hl, T, Ln, VF, freq.(88) 	 ~ 
123 	 SI, M 

(123) 	 etenim 0 0 0 c, T, st, Ln, M freq. 

(123- ,9.._uamquam 0 0 0 Cs, T, P, M freq. 
4) 

Apart from quidam, which is something of a special case, 

words in this list occur about 1.9 times per hundred verses in personal 

material, about 1.8 times per hundred verses in direct speech, and 
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on~r about 0.6 times per hundred verses in narrative. This gives 

fUrther support to the idea that there is a definite stylistic difference 

that sets narrative off from the rest of Phaedrus' work. 

It might also be noted that words in this list that are 

found in Phaedrus (in contrast to those not used by Phaedrus) tend 

to appear in Catullus' longer poems and Horace's carmina and epodes 

to a sli@1tly lesser degree than in Catullus' shorter poems and 

Horace 1 s "lower" works. Again, an indication that Phaedrus' vocabulary

preferences tend toward the "low-poetic". 

For Phaedrus' extensive use of £uidam and similar words 

equal to Tt5, compare N~jgaard, II, p. 126. Even Lucretius, in whom 

tlus word is especially common, uses it less than half as frequently 

as does Phacc~ts. 

~ occurs most frequently in poetry in the Aeneid (6 times) 

(UnpW, pp. 77-8); its one occurrence in Phaedrus is in the direct 

speech of a slave (app.20.5). The one use of obire = "die" (which 

is mostly late-prosaic) is in a rhetorical promythium (3.10.3). 

Quilibet seems to have been colloquial and is rare outside 

Lucretius and Horace's Satires and !2_istles--so says Neumann ("Cotidiani 

sermonis apud Propertium", p. 41: see UnpW, p. 75). Yet it occurs 

only 4 times in Lucretius (about 0.5 times per thousand verses) 

as against 6 occurrences in Propertius (about 1.5 times per thousand 

verses) and some 46 in Ovid (about 1.4 times per thousand verses). 

{The word is not found in :Bo 1 s Lexicon Hora.tii3J1Um, but thls is obviously 
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an error.) 

In view of the avoidance of~ by many of the poets (especially 

by those writing in the 'lhigher" genres), Causeret (p. 43) seems 

somewhat misled in criticizing Phaedrus' use of quis instead at 

1.24.7 and 4.25.2 as "locus ••• ubi a puro sermone videbatur deflexisse", 

though Causeret recognizes that this usage is found in Virgil. 

6. 	Other \-lords Indicated by Axelson as Avoided 

by "Higl1er" Poetic Genres 

UnpW word Ph. poets of the 13 Cic. 
page !!Qt used by Epist. 

(100) 	 stultas 5 8 2 Hh, Ln, VF 25(+1?) 
+1? 

(120- ita 3 	 1 6 T, lin freq. 
2) 

(57-8) uxor 1 	 1 5 VF, SI 17(+1?)-
(78- .12.ropter 3 	 1 3 Cs, Hh, SI freq. 
80) 

(76-7) 	 nemo 1 2 3 Hh, T, Ln,VF freq.- +1? 

(60) 	 molestus 1 5 0 Hh, v, T, St, VF, freq. 
SI 

(60-1) formosus 1 	 1 4 L, Cl, VF, SI 1 

(135) 	 noli{te) 4 1 0 Hh, v, T, st, Ln, 43 
prohibitions VF, SI 

(80-1) quare 1 	 2 1 T, Hh freq. 

(35) iucundus 1 	 0 1 Ln, SI freq. 
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(50) navis 0 0 2 T, Ln, VF, SI freq. 

(58) puella 0 0 2 Ln 3 

(66) occ!dere 0 0 0 
+1? 

Cl, Cs, T, P, Ln, VF 34(+1?) 

(28-9) ;elo:ra.re 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, v, 
VF, SI 

st, Ln, 2 

(78
80) 

ob 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, VF freq. 

Once again in the case of this list, Phaed.ru.s uses "unpoetic" 

words less frequently in narrative than in direct speech or personal 

material: about 2.9 times per hundred verses aa against about 4.2 

times and 4.7 times respectively. 

The words in this list alone are not a very good test of clcvati?Il 

of vocabulary, but here, for vrhat it is worth, is the ascendinG 

order of frequency of use of these words in the thirteen poets and 

Phaedrus: Lucan, Silius Italious, Valerius Flaccus, Seneca's tragedies, 

Virgil, Horatian ca.rmina and epodes, Ovid, Lucretius and the long 

poems of Catullus, Phaedrian narrative, 11a.rtial and the 11 low" poetry 

of Horace, Juvenal and Phaedrian direct speech, Catullus' short 

poems and Phaedrian personal material, Tim1llus. Even allowing for 

certain obvious deviations, it is clear that Phaedrus' voca~~la.ry, 

even in straight narration, was not as "lofty" as that of poets 

of the "higher" genres. On the other hand, he does not appear to 

be outside the range of other writers of "lower" poetry in this 

respect. 

Phaed.ru.s' complete eschewal of' ob in favour of propter (6 

http:voca~~la.ry
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times in the sense of "because of", at 1.1.14, 3.17.9, 4.12.3, app.20.14, 

app.30.6, and app.32.9) puts him in the company of Lucretius, Tibullus, 

Valerius Flaccus, Martial~ and Juvenal, all of whom clear]~ use 

the latter word more often than the former. Q~ is clearly preferred, 

on the other hand, by Horace in his low poetry, by Virgil, and by 

Silius. It is somewhat odd that Phaedru.s should have avoided ob 

so completely in view of the fact that it occttrs 12 times in Horace¥s 

"low" poetry and 18 times in Virgil. Phacdru.s is surpassed in the 

frequency of his use of propter only by Juvenal (18 occurrences 

in just over 3,800 verses, about 4.7 per thousand verses) and by 

Lucretius (30 occurrences in just over 7,400 verses, about 4.1 per 

thousand ve-rses). In the use of .nrouter .2,; ob, Phaed.."t"'l.s is surpassed 

also by Horace 1 s "low" poetry ( 3. 9 pe:r thousand. "'terses). l5 

In addition to the seven instances of~' Phaedrus presents 

us with four of cor~unx. It seems possible in this case (as, for 

example, in the case of Graii versus Graeci =above, p. 17~) that 

the fabulist recognized some difference in connotation which might now 

and then be exploited: Aesop advises the farmer to get 11uxores" 

for his slaves (3.3.17); on the other hand, the solemn injunction 

of the Pythia is for men to defend their ttcastas coniuges11 (app.8o9). 

Pu.ella in Phaedrus appears only for the sake of variation-

once on iuver~s, '.-rhere virgo WO"'.lld not do (2.2.10), and once on 

l5According to E. L8fstedt (P~.lologische Kommentar zur 

Pere inatio Aetheriae cUppsala: 1911=, Po 219: cited by Bek~schinger, 


p. 13 in post-Classical times propter is popular and ~ literary. 

http:app.20.14
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virgo already twice repeated (app.l6.13). 

Of the co~pounds of plorare, imnloraxe is never used by 

Phaedrus, and the one occurrence of deplorare is in direct speech 

(1.9.10); Phaedrus has flere twice (1.2.6 and 2.7.10), and once the 

periphrasis fletus edere (1. 9. 3), plus two ins·tances of deflere 

(app.l9.8 ~missed by Cinquini= and app.21.9). It is perhaps worth 

noting that plorare is avoided also in higher prose (and, as noted 

above, is found only twice in Cicero's letters). 

Three of the words in list 6--formosus, navis, and iucundus-

are not avoided by higher poetry in general but only by viTiters 

of epic. It appears that Phaedrus did not avoid these words. He 

has only 4 occurrences of "the usual epic surrogate for forrnosus-

pulcher. Of the synoyms for navis, he has only one instance of ratis 

(4.7.9) and none of carina, puppis, or pinus. 

1. Words Indicated by Axelson as Especially Characteristic 

of Poetry in Contrast to Good Prose 

(note: Axelson touches only incidentally on the question 

of "poetic" words. To avoid making this study longer than it is, 

I have limited myself here to the few examples given by Axelson. 

For a more complete sttrvey of such words, see A. Cordier, Etudes 

sur le vocabulaire epique dans l'Eneide cParis: 1939=.) 

http:app.l6.13
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![plfr! word Ph. poets of the 13 Cic. 
page .!!£1 used by Epist • 

a b 0 

(30-1) 	 ]2_0rtare 3 0 2 Cs 

(14) 	 ~nitor 0 0 2 T, J 0 

(14, letum 0 0 2 Cs 1 
67) 

(14) 	 J20ntus 0 1 0 Hl, (J?) 0 
conunon noun 

(31) 	 fors adv. 0 1 0 L, Cl, Cs, Hl, T, 0 
O, (St?), Ln, VF, 
M, J 

(31-2) 	 forsan 1 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hl, T, p 0 

(14, ceu 0 0 0 Cs, Hl, T, M 0 
89) 

(14, ensis 0 0 0 Cl, Cs (1?) 
51) 

(14) 	 femineus 0 0 0 L, Cl, Cs, Hh, Hl 0 

flabrum 	 0 0 0 Cl, Cs, Hh, Hl, T, 0 
0, St, Ln, SI, M, J 

(29) 	 lassus 0 0 0 (Cl?), Cs, T 0 

Phaed.ru.s ranks far above Catullus' short poems in his 'IJ.Se 

of these "poetic" words (about 6.2 per thousand verses versus about 

1.7) and soraewhat above Horace's "low" poetry (about 5.4 per thousand 

verses); all the rest of the thirteen poets, however, used these 

words noticeably more frequentlY than did Phaedrus.16 

16causeret (pp. 16-7) noted the rarity of poetic lvords in 
Phae<LT'Il.s, though he did. not go as far as E. nu. Meril (Poesies ineo.its 

http:Phaedrus.16
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The list is really too short to give an overall picture 

of Phaedrus' employment of poetic words, but it may not be by accident 

that none of the words jnvolved occurs in a prologue, epilogue, 

promythium, or epimythium--parts of Phaedrus' work in which he most 

closely approaches formal prose. 

Portare was apparently considered vulgar in prose, though 

common enough even in }:l..igher poetry (gnp\v, pp. 30-1); Phaedrus' 

use of the word in direct speech is thus not necessarily poetic 

(as its presence in this list might suggest). He also has one instance 

of importare, in indirect speech (1.28.6). 

Genitor is used of Jupiter in 3.17.10, where the tone is 

somewhat more lofty than usual, and the phrasing formulaic, and again 

at 4.19.22, vrhe:r~ the tone is scarcely lofty and the high-flown 

phrase seems to be used for contrast. Else\Jhere Phaedrus has pater 

( 8 times), and alv1ays mater instead of geneti·b:. Indeed m:ni tor 

and genetrix are rare in the poets compared to pater and mater (Unp\•I, 

p. 51), just as lymnha and latex are rare in comparison to aquao 

(Phaedrus has lym~ha once ~1.4.3~ and lqtex not at all, in contrast 

to six occurrence:s of ag_ua.) Generally speaking, genitor is used 

much less in proportion to yater in the "loVler" poets than in the 

higher; in fact, as far as the thirteen are concerned, a sharp dividing 

du moyen age ~Paris: 1854=, p. 80) who claimed to find none. 
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line could be drawn at around the 1-to-6 point were it not for Lucretius 

(only one occurrence of genitor versus 12 or pater). Phaedrus stands 

somewhat on the 11high-poetic11 side of this hypothetical line, and 

indeed Lucan and Ovid make proportionately less use of zenitor than 

he does (Lucan having it only five times as against 28 instances 

of .:e._ater, and Ovid having it 60 times as against about 260 instances 

of pater.) 

Phaedrus' desire for variation should be remembered in this 

regard. Observe that he also has five instances of narens (and, 

as synonyms for aqua, liqu.o~: three times and vadum four times). 

Lctum appears to be formulaic in Phaedrus; here are its two 

occurrences: 

atque ita locutus improbum leto dedit 

(1.22.9); 

trepidantem consectata est et leto dedit 

(3.16.18). 

It should be remarked that these are the only two really justified 

killings in the "rhole of Phaedrus' extant work. It might be supposei 

that it was for this reason that he chose to use a more poetic (lofty) 

term to describe them. (Contrast above, p. 165.) 

The sole occurrence of pontus is at 4.7.10, where Phaedrus 

is deliberately affecting a tragic diction, alien to his own. (The 

word is printed here '\·rith a capital by Perry, but the interlocutor 

at any rate seems to understand it as a common noun csee vv. 18-9=.) 
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It is to be noted that this word is infrequent in all "lew" poetry 

(not occurring in Horace's 11 low" poetry, only doubtfully in Juvenal, 

once in Catullus' short poems, and three times in Martial). 

Does the eat's use of the poetic "forsan" at 2.4.7 point 

to insincerity? (Compare my remarks on the use of Greek words, pp. 

140-2 above.) 

Instead of~' ensis, femineus, and flabrum, Phaedrus 

has similis, gladius, muliebria, and ventus. Most poets, says Axelson 

(UnpW, p. 51), prefer ensis to gladius. The one exception is Juvenal, 

who has t\velve instances of gladius to only one of ensis. Martial, 

and Horace in his "low" poetry, do show a preference for ensis, 

but both words are rare (Hartial, ensis 5 times, gladius 2; Horace 

"low", ensis 2 times, j{ladius 1). Lucan uses gladius almost as much 

as he does ensis. This is probably a case, however, in which Phaedrus 

prefers the less poetic word. 

(Phaedrus' use of muliebria rather than feminet~s has been 

discussed in section 3 cp. 176 abov~.) 

Lassus is extremely characteristic of poetry, being found 

in Golden-Age prose only at Bellum Alexandrinum 30.2 (UnpW, p. 29). 

Al·though Phaedrus does not use it, he has its synonym fessus only 

once {1.11.1), and one instance also of lassare (2.6.10). Neither 

fessus nor lassus is unpoetic; thus it cannot be said in this case 

that Phaedrus is deserting the poetic camp. 



Before concluding this chapter, there are a few miscellaneous 

points upon which I would like to touch. 

a. Adjectives ending in -ficus are, according to Axelson 

(UnpW, P• 61), largely "high-poeticu. Phaedrus has maleficus (2.3.2, 

2.6.2, 4.11.20, and app.l9.5), an almost entirely prosaic word (in 

the thirteen poets it is found only once, in Seneca's tragedies), 

not common even in prose (not found in Cicero's letters). It is 

of course metrically intractable. Phaedrus appears to have introduced 

this word as a variation on his favourite improbns. 17 

b. Numbers are avoided in Roman poetry, especially in the 

Silver Period (Uno\•/, PP• 96-7) e Apa;:;:t from~ and §...!:2 (20 and 

11 cases respectively), Phaedrus is fairly sparing with his numbers, 

l7That improbus really was worked rather heavily by Phaedrus 
is clear from the following table: 

author occurrences approximate occurrences 
of i,!llprobus number of of imorobus 

verses per thousand 
verses 

Phaed.rus 14 1,939 7.2 

Martial 34 9,500 (est.) 3.6 

Silius It. 26 12,202 2.1 
Propertius 8 4,010 2.0 
Juvenal 
Valerius :rn. 
Horace 

7(+1?) 
9 
12 

3,876 
5,592 
7,816 

1.8 
1.6 
1.5 

Virgil 18 12,912 1.4 
Ca.tullus 3 2,294 1.3 
Seneca trag. 10 10,674 0.9 

ceontinued~ 

http:improbns.17
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but he does not avoid them as much as he might have: tres is necessary 

to the story in 4.5, but its repetition is not; ~ is merely an 

arbitracy numeral at 1.1.10; nine acres is traditional for Tityos 

(app.7.13), but the number need not have been stated18 (the same 

may be said of "fecunda novies" at 3.prol.l9); decem at 1.17.5 is 

an arbitr~J amount; and at 2.8.18 centum is merely a symbolically 

large number. In his use of numerals, Phaedrus is isolated bet\Y"een 

two groups: on the one hand are the poets who avoid employing numbers 

in their work (Seneca in his tragedies, Horace in his~ and Epodes, 

Tibullus, Lucretius, Silius, Valerius Flaccus, Cat>J.llus in his long 

poems, and most especially Lucan--all "high" poetry); on the other 

are those v;ho apparently made no such effort (Horace in :P..is "low" 

Cic.Epist. 44(+1?) (=ca. 50,000) 0.9 
Lucan 7(+1?) 8,0'bo 0.9 
Ovid 29 34,273 o.8 
Lucretius 2 7,415 0.3 
Tibu.llus 0 1,239 0 

1~avet (ed. 1917, ad loc.) remarks that Phaedrus has kept 
the Greek number while intrOducing the Roman acre (iugerum), which 
is more than twice the Greek f:r~/....c{Jfo¥). 

http:3.prol.l9
http:app.7.13
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poetry, Propertius, Virgil, Ovid, Catullus in his short poems, 

and Juvenal). Martial too is isolated: he uses numerals far more 

than anyone. Cicero's letters, onthe other hand, seem to be proportionately 

somewhat l01·1er in numerals than is Phaedrus. 19 

c. ~is by no means a prosaic word, but tends very much 

in poetry to be restricted to neq;ue enim, q_uis enim, sed enim, and 

to parentheses (UnpW, pp. 122-3); the one occurrence of the word 

l9These conclusions are based on the following table: 

author occurrences approximate occurrences 
of a numeral number of per thousand 
from 2 to 10, or verses verses 
20, 30, or 
100 

Martial 279 9,500 (est.) 29$4 

Catullus' 16 1,197 13.4 
short poems 
Juvenal 51(+3?) 3,876 13.2 
Ovid 417 34,273 12.2 
Virgil 154 12,912 11.9 
Propertius 48 4,010 11.9 
Horace's 
"low" poetry 47(+1?) 4,081 11.5 

Phaedrus 17 1,939 8.8 
Cic.Epist. ~· 340 (=~· 50,000) 6.8 

Seneca trag. 56(+6?) 10,674 5.2 
Horace's 
"high" poetry 18(+1?) 3,735 4.8 

Tibu.llus 
Lucretius 

5(+1?) 
25 

1,239 
7,415 

4.2 
3.4 

Silius It. 40 12,202 3.3 
Valerius Fl. 10(+2?) 5,592 1.8 
Ca.tullus' 
long poems 2 1,097 1.8 

Lucan 9 8,060 1.1 

http:Phaedrus.19
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in Phaedrus is in the phrase neque enim (3.prol.49). We may thus 

20add another point to Phaedrus' poetic score. 

d. According to LBfstedt, subito tends to be popular, while 

repente is more characteristic of higher prose (always in Tacitus); 

Axelson concludes from his own studies that repente is more archaic, 

subito predominating heavily in the poets after Lucretius (Unp\v, 

pp. 32-3). There are twelve occurrences of subito in Phaedrus compared 

with seven of repente. Does this indicate that Phaedrus is following 

the later poetic trend or resisting it? Actually, this question is 

difficult to answer, for the picture is not as simple as Axelson 

makes it out to be. Virgil, Tibu.llus, Ovid, Seneca in his tragedies, 

and Valerius Flaccus all show a marked preference for subito, and 

to a greater degJ:ee than Phaedrus (especially Ovid, who has subito 

54 times and repente only 3); and Horace and Propertius do not use 

repente at all. On the other hand, not only do Catullus and Lucre-tius 

prefer repente, but Martial and Silius give it more or less equal 

footing with subito; Juvenal has two instances of repente and only 

one of subito, and Lucan has one of repente and none of subito. 

The archaism of repente thus rest on rather uncertain ground • .And 

if subito was popular, why was it not used more often by the "low" 

20Note that enim occurs 66 or 67 times in the first two 
books of Cicero's letters ad familiares, ,.,hich, as I have indicated 
(p. 157 above), are roughly the same length as Phaedrus' work. 

http:3.prol.49
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poets Martial and Juvenal? The fact that Phaedrus used both words 

fairly often may be due to his desire for variation, but he need 

not have had a particular reason if both were in common use. (cr. 

D.O. Ross, Style and Tradition in Catullus ~ambridge, Mass.: 1969~, 

pp. 70-2, >vhere Axelson's conclusions are also doubted.) 

e. Axelson (Unp1il, pp. 47-8) maintains against Teuffel (Geschicnte 

der rBmischen Literatur II, P• 65) and others that quodsi is not 

particularly prosaic, and he seems generally to be correct in this. 

Phaedrus uses this conjunction 4 times: t'·lice in discussing his 

poetic career (2.epil.8 and 3.prol.41), once in quoting a judicial 

decision of Augustus (3.10.47), and once in actual narrative (app.l9.7). 

Any prosaism of g_uodsi is pro"'bably rather in its meaning than in 

its use. 

f. Virgil, Seneca, Lucan, Valerius Flaccus, Silius, Statius, 

and Catullus in his long poems all prefer both~ and crinis to 

capillus (cf. Unp1:l, p. 51). Both Propertius and Tibullus prefer 

~ to cauillus and capillus to crinis, as does Martial. Juvenal, 

and Horace in r.ds "r.dgher" poetry, both use the three words fairly 

equally; Ovid uses~ and capillus about equally and crinis less 

than half as much. Only Horace's 11 low" poetry shows a strong preference 

for capillus (7 occurrences, versus one of~ and none of crinis). 

Like Catullus' shorter poems, Phaedrus' \vork contains~ and cauillus 

once each (app.8.3 and 2.2.7 respective~) and no instances of crinis. 

http:3.prol.41
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If this does anything, it puts Phaedrus in the area once again of 

"low" poetry (though not that of Horace particularly), and perhaps also 

21of the "low high" elegiac genre. 

g. The forms is, ~' and 1.£ play a large role in Latin poetry 

in comparison to other forms of the same pronoun, which are quite 

rare (Unp~, pp. 70-1). Several groups may be distinguished with 

regard to the frequency of use of the oblique cases of ~· The first, 

to which Catullus' short poems and Lucretius belong, employs them 

about as much as do prose authors. Phaed.rus shares a second group 

with Horace's "lmv" poetry; here the oblique cases are used only 

about half as frequently as in the first group. Catullus in his 

long poems, Virgil, Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid, Valerius Flaccus, 

and Silius--the third group--all avoid such forms to a still greater 

degree. In the fourth group--Horace's ~and ~]odes, Seneca's 

tragedies, and Lucan--these oblique forms are extremely rare. According 

to the indexes, neither Martial nor Juvenal uses any oblique form 

of is at all. That Phaedrus did not sv.cceed more completely in avoiding 

these forms may be taken as a sign of a lack of poetic polish; yet, 

as Havet so often notes (ed. 1917, passim), time and again Phaedrus 

deliberately omitted a pronoun, leaving only the participle to stand 

for both ("correptum", 1.1.13; etc.); he obviously recognized the 

21
For~' see also chapter IV. 
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poetic principle involved without being able, or willing, to follow 

it through to its ultimate conclusion. (cr. Causeret, pp. 74-5.) 

h. In general, Axelson says (Unpi-J, pp. 85-6), autem is restricted 

in poetry to certain formulas such as ille autem, which join it 

to particular pronouns or particles. This tends to be true of Phaedrus 

also, ·though vle find 11asellus autem11 (a:pp.l6.11), 11alter autem" 

(5.2.2), and "erat autem" (4.23.8). 

i. Diminutive adjectives are very rare in 11higher11 poetry 

(UnpW, pp. 43-4). Bertschinger (pp. 22-3) h~s succeeded in locating 

only five possible candidates in Phaedrtts. Of these, "au:ritulus" 

(1.11.6), as Bertschinger points out, is really a substantive diminutive 

22("the little long-eared one11 , not 11 somev1hat long-eared") ; "bella" 

(app.l4.3), discussed above (p. 176), can scarcely have been considered 

a diminutive of bonus in Phaedrus' time; the remaining three ("meliuscula11 , 

app .17.7; "pa.rvulae"' 5. 3. 3; and "vetulum", app .12 6 6), like ~~'bella11 
, 

are in direct speech, though "vetulum" occu:rs in Aesop 1 s narration 

of a fable. 

2~ote that "au:ritulus" is a conjecture of Rigault. The 
manuscripts read "ipse ut exci:peret his au:riculas ="au:riculus 11 D=". 
But J .G. s. Sch1·1abe seems to have established the probability of this 
emendation in his seventh excu:rsus Phaedri fabularmn aesonia.rum 
libri guinque • • • cParis: 1826=, II, pp. 508-10 • 

http:a:pp.l6.11
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j. The ~- prefix on adjectives and adverbs is common in 

Cicero, but rare in Caesar and Tacitus, and after Lucretius it is 

extremely rare in higher poetry; moreover, it is very rare in Silver 

Latin poetry in general (Unp\{, pp. 37-8). Phaedrus offers only the 

well-established (if not especially common) pertinax (app.25.4). 23 

Another instance (like those of adulescens and savium above =section 

2=) in wluch Phaedrus apparently avoided the archaic. 

k. Axelson (UnpH, pp. 82-3) believes that ~at9.ue had "ein 

etwas steifes und papierenes Gepr~e" and that the elegists used at9.ue 

only for metrical convenience (the shorter ac, 1vhich could generally 

be replaced by..£!., being largely avoided). 24 Phaedrus is similar: 

he has at9.ue 13 times, ~ three (tvlice in the phrase simul ac), but 

et around 230 times. 25 Probably not imitation of a particular poetic 

genre, ho"1ever: et Has, after all, the vmrd used in common speech 

(cf. the modern romance languages). 

23Pertinax is of course metrically inadmissible in dactylic 
verse. Among the thirteen poets it is found four times in Seneca's 
tragedies (plus t1vice in the Octavia), hrice in Horace's 11higher" 
poetry, and once in Nartial, but not in Catullus. Nor is it especially 
common in prose: apart from seven occurrences in the De Fini~~s, 
it is used only five times in all of Cicero (once in the letters); 
it is not employed at all by Caesar, Sallust, or Suetonius; Tacitus 
has it a total of three times in all his works. 

24For criticism of Axelson's view, see Ross, Style and Tradition, 
pp. 26 ff. 

25,!!! is only about twice as fre9.uent as atg,W,ac in Cic.E-oist. 

http:times.25
http:app.25.4).23
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1. ~ with the pluperfect subjunctive is very rare in epic 

(and in Ovid's !:l.etamorphoses) and is avoided by various periphrases 

(Un]2"Vl, pp. 87-8)o Phaedru.s shows no hesitation in using this construction 

(1.2.21, 1.5.5, 1.10.7, 1.12.3, etc.)--another indication that he 

was not g-reatly influenced by epic language (or by "high" poetry 

generally). 

m. Haud, vlhich left the living language fairly early, was 

avoided in lyric, elegy, and related styles (Unu~v, pp. 91-2). Phaedru.s 

has it only three times (3.2.16, app.9.5, app.30.12); contrast the 

more than one lnmdred instances of .!!9.!!• It has already been remarked 

that Phaedrus \-las not fond of archaisms. 

n. Nequiquam, which Axelson (Unpl.·l, p. 128) identifies as 

a non-popular word, not much favoured in poetry outside epic, is 

used by Phaedru.s t\.;o times. :Both passages (2.5.24 and 2.6.10) are 

in direct speech. Frustra is not more common to any great degree, 

ocCUJ..-ring only four times (never in direct speech; but it •rould be 

rash to make anything of this). 

o. ~ (uhich is found frequently in Augustan and post

Augustan poetry only in epic) generally folloHs tum or some similar 

monosyllable in the poets; exceptions are~ 4.93 ( 11 egregia.m. vero") 

and Silius Italicus 17.460 ("reddere vero") (Unp'.l, pp. 86-7). Phaedru.s 

uses ~ eight times, and in three cases it follo>vs a v1ord of more 

than one syllable: "ego vero", 3.7.11; "pro:pu.lsi vero", 4.19.12; 

http:app.30.12
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"in scaena vero", 5.5.13 .. 

1'o SUlil up: we ha.ve seen that Phaed.ru.s uses a couple of "completely 

unpoetic" l·rords (list 1: existirne..re, vestitus) >·Thile rejecting, or 

not having occasion to use, others (belligerare, etc.); he does 

seem to use such words less often than a prose author, though the 

list is too short for certainty. Herds extremely rare in poetry 

(list 2) Phaed.rus employs rather freq:a.ently in comparison \-Iith other 

poets. 

It is clear, on the other hand, that Phacdrus does make use 

of some words especially characteristic of poetry (list 7: _Qorta:>:>e, 

genitor, letum, pontus, ~' forsan)--1mrds 1vhich 1vould appear 

far more rarely, if at all, in a prose author. 

Phaedrus prefers vords that are characteristic also of Rora.ce, 

Catullus, Juvenal, and }1artial and generally shmvs little affinity in 

vocabulary 1...-ith the vrriters of "higher" poetry (lists 3 and 4) .. 

Fable is naturally a more humble genre of poetry, and it is thus 

not unexpected that a writer of fables should tend to use the same 

26vTords as other writers of "lmver" poetry. 

26Horace' s "high" poetry contains far more unpoetic and 
low-poetic v1orcls than are found in other >·rriters of higher poetry, 
with the exception of Lucretius. This fact is documented in some 
detail by Axelson (Unp':!, chaptel.' 4, 11Zur i·lort>vahl des Odendichters 
Horaz"). 
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It appears also that Phaedrus tends to avoid most types 

of unpoetic words to a greater degree in narrative, while permitting 

them more frequently in personal material and direct speech (lists 

1, 3, 4, 5, and 6). 

Such stylistic characteristics as the avoidance of the obliqu.e 

cases of is (section g) or the use of enim only once and then in 

the formulaic phrase neque enim (section c) show that Phaedrus was 

far from being insensitive to the requirements of the poetic language. 

Von Sassen implied that Phaedrus' language is merely metrical prose 

decked out with poetic ornament (see especially p. 56 of De Phaedri 

sermone); this gives a false impression. Phaedrus is writing a loose, 

relaxed sort of poetry similar to that of Horace's Sermones. He 

is generally indifferent to whether a word is "allowed" in poetr;:r 

or not; but this appears to be partly through choice, for he is 

more careful of his poetic style when he turns to narrative or description. 

The only "unpoetic" word in his tragic parody (4.7.6-16) is :Qernicies, 

which is nevertheless found once or twice in Seneca's tragedies 

also. 

Phaedrus 1 diction appears not to be based on that of the 

early dramatists; this is clearly shown by such instances as his 

complete non-use of adulescens, used 34 times as a substantive by 

Terence alone. 27 Regarding later drama we can be less certain. His 

27Another example of an archaism not found in Phaedrus is 
beare, used by the early dra••natists and four times by Horace and 

http:alone.27
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metre may be merely that of popular verse (cf. Guaglianone, RSC 

16 ~1968=, 93); yet he shows an interest in the theatre (5.5 and 

5.7), parodies tragedy (see above), quotes (or misquotes28) Ennius, 

and may have been acquainted with the work of Publilius Syrus (see 

Peters, PP• 53-5). 

(On the whole, there seems to be little difference in the 

frequency of use of unpoetic and low-poetic words from one book 

to another in Phaedrus. Within individual lists, the difference 

may appear quite marked; but no recognizable pattern emerges. The 

exact figures are therefore not given here.) 

then disappearing from literature until Pronto and Apuleius (Un¥·1, 
P• 27). 

283. epil. 34: editors seem generally set on correcting 11periculU!1111 

to the 11piaculum11 of the original (given by Festus 124.12), and 
there is certainly ah1ays the possibility of faulty transmission; 
yet if Phaedrus had only read the line as a boy (as verse 33 rather 
implies) it might easily have been retained by him in a faulty form. 
( 11 ••• aut lapsus memoriae scriptoris aut glossema scribae videtur 
esse11 : von Sassen, p. 3.) 
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Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1961 c~terborg: Wettergren, 
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IIRHYME II 


1. Introduction 

The term 11rhyme" has been applied in a number of conflicting 

1 ways to the classical Latin language. It has been used, as in English 

and other modern languages, to refer to an identity of two different 

'orords vrith respect to the accented vowel and the phonemes following 

it; for such rhyme to be used deliberately is extremely rare in 

2
the classical languages and is allowed only for very special effects. 

A second application, not far removed from the previous, involves 

substituting the term "ictus" for 11 accent", thus tying rhyme closely 

to the metre and excluding it from prose.3 This type will, of course, 

often coincide with the first, since "ictus" often coincides with 

accent. A third application, with wr~ch the second will also sometimes 

coincide, is to identify rhyme with homoeoteleuton; that is, to 

1The vrord is apparently derived from rhythmus (see, for 
example, C.T. Onions, ed., The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology 
=Oxford: 1966:::::~, s~v. "rhyme"j; but no distinct term for the concept 
appears in any ancient critic. 

2 see \-I. Beare, Latin Verse and Etn·onean Song (London: 1957), 
pp. 257-8. The only examples in Phaedrus ( 11 calumniari ••• iocar~", 
l.prol.5-7; "superior ••• inferior", 1.1.2-3; and so on) seem to 
be accidental or grammatical in origin, and nowhere especially striking. 

3so N.I. Herescu, La poesie latine (Paris: 1960), pp. 136-7; 
cf. pp. 167-80. On the term 11 ictus 11 , see further chapter I above. 
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define it as occurring \vhenever two different words are identical 

with respect to their final vowel or diphthong and any following 

consonants. This will obviously be true much too often in Latin 

to be of much use for literary criticism; Narouzeau (Traite, p. 58) 

therefore adds the additional qualification that, in the case of 

rhyme, the identical \vord-endings in question must occur "a la finale 

de membres symmetriques"; for example, of verses or of pairs of 

verses.4 It is this type of "rhyme 11 that I intend to discuos in 

Phaedrus. 

A fourth application of the term "rhyme", developed by E. 

W6lfflin (ALL 1 cl884=, 350-89), limits it to cases involving at 

least one phoneme of the root jn the identity of the word-endings. 

Tlms "ge~" is said to rhyme Hith "timens" a.nd even "nox" with 

"lux" but not say "volitantibus" with "cursitantibus". But v!Blfflin - ' ' ' 
does not employ this definition rigorously a.nd relies to a large 

extent on subjective criteria: he speaks of such rhymes as "eves"-

"boves" as being unpleasant to the intelligent hearer (p. 353); 

~ather than the "final of symmetrical members", K. Zelzer 
Ui§. 79 c1966:::2, 465-77) speaks of "sensitive positions". There are 
five of these, for instance, in the dactylic hexameter: before the 
three caesuras and the bucolic dieresis, and at the end of the verse. 
(Cf. O. SkLttsch, BICS 11 cl964=, 73-8.) 
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flection-rhyme, he says, will make an impression if repeated 

(pp. 351-2), though it should strictly speaking be excluded. 

Since, however, vl8lfflin is almost entirely concerned \>lith late 

and Christian prose, his views on rhyme cannot be considered of 

much relevance to the study of early imperial poetry. 

Yet another application involves extending the term to embrace 

almost any sound-repetition that the commentator considers meaningful. 

This is the approach, for example, of E. Guggenheimer5. It seems preferable, 

6hO\oJever, not to dilute the value of the term to such an extent. 

Peters follows Marouzeau in stylistic matters (Phaedrus: 

een studie, p. 75); thus, \>rhen Peters speaks of rhyme, he means 

homoeoteleuton of \>JOrds in particular positions7. Peters states 

5Patterns of SoU-Dd Renetition in Classical Latin Poetry 
(U. of ltinn., 1967). Guggenheimer no•:1here gives a precise definition 
of rhyme but gives numerous examples of "rhymes" or "rhyming effects 11 

, 

such as "ca:£~11 --".so.!:onas" (Virgil, Georg. 1.303-4) and "ulna"-
"alnus" (Catullus, 17 .13-4) (p. 160). 

6still more unusual is the definition of R.E. Deutsch (The 
Pattern of Sound in Lucretius c::Bryn Na\IT, 1939=, pp. 7-8), ivho uses 
"rhyme" of the repetition of an entire word. 

7Whi1e recognizing that other definitions, such as that 
of HBlfflin, have been put fon1ard (p. 80). 
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that, v1hile Phaedrus ·does not favour homoeoteleuton in general, 

he does use rhyme to a striking degree, although this fact was not 

previously noted except briefly by Herrman (Revue Belge 6 cl927~, 

749-50) (pp. 79-82). Peters is certain that the large number of 

homoeoteleuta between successive verses8 in Phaedrus could not be 

accidental, although he makes no attempt to compare their frequency 

here with their frequency in other poets; this contention can be 

proved to be correct as far as it goes, but the matter is some\1hat 

more complicated th~~ Peters seems to have been aware. The examples 

generally show themselves not to be due to grammatical causes (parallelism, 

concord, etc.) and hence have an independent value as sound-effects. 

For other forms of homoeoteleuton that may be classified 

as rhymes (e.g.,, bet·.veen a Hord ending at the main caesura and the 

final >vord of the verse), the grammatical influence will obviously 

be greater. In such cases it 1vill become necessary to examine the 

particular words involved \vith some care. 

2. Rh.yme betHeen Verse-Ending? 

The first step in the study of such a question is to arrive 

at some sort of expectation of the number of occurrences of the 

phenomenon that \vould occur purely by accident, assuming that the 

8A homoeoteleuton betHeen successive verses (i.e., bet1veen 
the final words of successive verses) is a rhyme in the Marouzeauvian 
sense. This phenomenon "'.vill be referred to in the present >vork as 
a "couplet-rhyme 11 

• 
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author was oblivious to such occurrences. For this, the criteria 

may be external (the vTOrks of other authors or the like) or internal 

(the work in question). Because certain types of words tend to come 

at the ends of verses in Phaedrus and because this may cause certain 

-...rord-endings to occur at the end of the verse more frequently than 

would otherwise be the case, it would be safest to derive the expectations 

purely from the word-endings found at the ends of verses in the 

various parts of Phaedrus' work (that is, from highly internal criteria). 

For the sake of brevity, I shall call the vmvel, diphthong, or vowel 

plus consonant that ends the verse the 11verse-desinence". 

To arrive at the chru1ce-expectation, one must know the number 

of occurrences of each different verse-desinence in each part of 

Phaedrus' vTOrk (appendix A, colUIIU1 a); from this and from the total 

number of verses may be calculated the expected number of rhymes 

involving each verse-desinence and hence the total expectation (appendix 

A, column b).9 Hith this we can compare the actual number of rhymes 

9The expectation is calculated on the assumption that the 
only factor influencing the occurrence of r~~e between verses is 
the number of times that each desinence occurs in the passage in 
question. If a particular desinence is found to occur x times in 
a book and the book has n verses, then for each verse with that 
desinence there are x-1 other verses \·rith the same desinence out 
of a total of n-1 other verses. ~1erefore the likelihood that one 
particular verse \vi th this desinence \vill rhyme \vith the follo\·ling 
verse is (x-l)+(n-1). But, since there are x verses >vith this desinence, 
we can expect that x(x-l)+(n-1) of them uill rhyme Hith the verse 
that follO'.v3 each. The sum of all such terms x(x-l)+(n-1) for all 
the different desinences '.vill give the total number of rhymes expected 
between successive verses. 

http:follO'.v3
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bet\veen successive verses (column c); and, since the expected number 

of rhymes beh.reen verses separated by one other verse will be the 

same as the number expected betv1een successive verses, we can also 

compare the actnal nU!Ilber of this type, 1vhich I call "rhymes at one 

remove" (column d). (To simplify matters, each book is treated af'l 

a continuous c~cle, so that every verse lvill have another verse 

to follow it and will follow another verse.) 

To summarize the results: 


a b c d 

(number (expec- (couplet- (rhymes 


of tation) rhymes) at one 

verses) rewove) 

1 363 19.5 19 22 

2 173 9.0 14 12 

3 403 18.6 23 17 

4 428 21.0 36 24 

5 174 8.3 4 9 

app. 405 19.8 18 20 

It will be seen that Peters' contention (see pp. 213-4 above) 

does not apply to book 1, book 5, or the appendix, where the number 

of "couplet-rhymes" (i.e., cases >vhere the desinences of two successive 

verses are the same) is in fact less than chance-expectation. The 
seeW\ 

figures given above ~to indicate that both at the beginning
/1 

and at the end of his career Phaedrus had no particular love for 

this sort of "rhyming" effect. It is equally obvious, however, that 

at the time 1·1hen he Has ivriting book 4 at least, Phaedrus certainly 
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10l·Tas inspired to indulge in this lr..ind of ornament. 

In book 2 there are noticeably more "rhymes", especially 

couplet-rhymes, than >vould have been expected to occur fortuitously. 

If, however, 1ve examine more closely, >V"e shall find that the favouring 

of such effects is limited to the last tHo poems of the book, where 

they are quite striking in their frequency. Poem 8 ("Cervus ad boves") 

has couplet-rhymes between verses 3 and 4 ("petn--"condidit"), 

6 and 7 ("cucurrerJ:s"--"commiseri:s"), and 13 and 14 ("vilicus"-

"ferns"), a triple-rhyme among verses 23, 24, and 25 ("a.rane~"--

11 sin.gula"--"corm1a" ) , and rhymes at one remove bet1·1een verses 18 

u ¥ ) 11and 20 and verses 25 and 27 ( "venerit"--"redit", "corn~"--"fabul.§:" • 

Poem 9 ("Auctor") begins 1vith two COU'plet-rb:ymes ("Attic,!"--"bas_!", 

"vi~"--"glori~"), followed by tHo verses both ending in "-t" ("fore_!"-

" superf'ui._!") and then a.."lother couplet-rhyme (" aenmlati.Q"--"me.2."); 

there is yet another couplet-rhyme between verses 13 and 14 ("fabulas"-

"felicit~" )12 and a rhyme at one remove between verses 10 and 12 

10	 2 2x_ = (36-21.1) +21.1 = 10.5, >V"ith df=l, giving a probability 
of chance-occurrence of not much more than one in one thousand. 

111. Rank, in fact, ~ 38 e:l910::,, 272) suspected corruption 
in verses 23 to 27 precisely because of the repetition of the letter 
A at the end of each line. 

12Indeed, in the reading of the manuscripts, kept by Guaglianone, 
~ 	 verse 12 j!lso ends in "-as", giving a triplet-rhyme with the ne:>..-t 

two verses. (Note that, if this reading is kept, the metre requires 
"pervenit" to be a perfect.) Of course, the rhyme bet\V"een verses 
10 and 12 rests on Hueller 1 s emendation "cultas pervenit", printed 
by Perry. 
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("voluerit"-- 11:perve:nJ.:!!"). 

The remaining poems of book 2 make up 126 verses (including 

the doubtful 2.5.20); and, if we expect 9.0 couplet-rhymes or rhymes 

at one remove to occur by chance in the book as a Hho1e, then we 

would expect 9.0(126) + 173 = 6.6 to so occur in the book minus its 

last two poems. As a matter of fact, there are 5 couplet-rhymes and 8 

rhymes at one remove here, neither case at all far from expectation. 

The implication is that deliberate rhyming-effectsinverse-desinences 

are restricted to poems 8 and 9. 

There are no such special concentrations in book 3, on the 

other hand. The best case that can be made is for poem 2 ("Panthera 

et :pastores11 ), 1vith a couplet-rh;yme bet-vmen verses 6 and 7 ( 11 s:piritum''-

"dOIJIE£!11 
) and an extended pattern in verses 10-6 ("liber.§!~:~.' 1--"gr~11 -

"provol~"--"nec~"--"im:petE;"--"pepercera.nt"--"rogant"), but generally 

rhymes between verses seem to bG fairlyevenlydistributed in this 

book. 

The same can be said of book 4 \-lith its much higher frequency 

of such effects. No :poem of more than eight lines fails to have 

at least one couplet-rhyme, and the only area where a :poem lacking 

one is not immediately follo1ved by a poem that does possess such 

a rhyme is around the well-known lacuna bet>·reen 4.14~7 and 4.15.1. 

BThe slightly smaller frequency of couplet-rhymes in the long poems · 

r 5T.he seven longest :poems consist of 222 verses, containing 
14 couplet-rhymes, \-Ihile the remaining poems consist of 206 verses, 
containing 20 couplet-rhymes. (The remaining two couplet-rhymes 
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is not demonstrably significant; neither is the minor preponderance 

of the first half of the book over the second14. 

It would ap:pea.r that in vr.riting book 5 Phaedrus if anything 

avoided the use of couplet-rhymes. As can be seen from the table, 

the number of such rhymes occurring in Perry's text of this book 

is less than half what would have been expected by chance alone. 15 

Even if this should be due to accident, with no special intent on 

Phaedrus' part to avoid rhyming verses in book 5, it must certainly 

have been the case that he abandoned the strong preference for such 

ornament manifested in book 4. 16 Nothing can be made of the fact 

that three of the four couplet-rhymes in book 5 occur before the 

middle of the book ( vThere the epilogue to book 4 Has inserted, apparently 

are bet1-reen 4.prol.20 and 4.1.1 and bet1·1een 4.4.13 and 4.5.1.) 

144.prol.l-4.14.7 consists of 219 verses and contains 21 
couplet-rhymes, and. 4.15.1-4.epil.9 consists of 209 verses (including 
4.25.1) and contains 15 couplet-rhymes--about 0.096 per verse as 
against about 0.072 per verse. 

l5It should be noted that the text of P provides t1-ro additional 
couplet-rhymes in book 5, bet;men verses 4 and 5 and verses 5 and 
6 of the prologue. Yet, this still does not bring the total up to 
chance-expectation; and moreover to read Hith P "novo" in verse 
5 is not only clumsy from the point of vieH of sense, but also runs 
counter to Phaec~s' usual (albeit not universal) :practice of mar~ng 
clause-divisions coincide with verse-divisions or caesuras (cr. 
Npjgaard, II, p. 28). 

16For ~he drop in the use of couplet-rhymes betueen book 
4 and book 5,X is a fairly impressive 7.0 (df=l), meaning that 
there is less than one chance in one hundred of random occurrence. 

http:4.prol.20
http:alone.15
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in exTor, at some point durinc the transmission) on account of the 

smallness of the numbers involved. Even the first part of book 5, 

hovTever, is slightly belovr chance-expectation in couplet-rhymes, 

so that there is no reason in this regard why it should be att~ched 

to book 4. 17 

The fact that the number of couplet-rhymes in the appendix 

is slightly beloiv expectation suggests that a large number of these 

fables probably came from Phaedrus' late work, after he had completed 

book 4 and after he had abandoned the use of rhyming couplets (not 

from his earliest '"ork, which Perotti seems not to have had.). Interesting 

is the fact that the couplet-rhymes in the appendix concentrate fairly 

heavily in the poems numbered 7 to 17 in Perr)-'s text (13 in 202 

verses, as against 5 in the remaining poems). This might lead to 

some conjectures about Perotti's method of selecting fables, but 

caution must obviously be exercised.18 

We have seen, therefore, how, idth considerable qualifications, 

Peters' contention regarding the "rhyming" of verses in Phaedrus 

is in fact supported by a more rigorous analysis. One further qualification 

l7It is too short to shoiv a significan~ drop from book 4 
in the use of couplet-rhymes, but only just (x_ ==3.6 vrith df=l). 

18 one fact that is certain about Perotti' s arrangemen·t of 
Phaedrian material in his Enitome is his tendency to separate the 
Phaedrus poems VTith materia:i from other sources. 

http:exercised.18
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should perhaps be added. Although the evidence one way or the other 

is rather slim and difficult to assess, it appears that, in the 

cases of non-cognate rhymes between verses (e.g., 1.2.4-5, "partibUs"-

"PisistratUs"), the same pattem of development is not to be observed. 

The drop in book 5, yes; but no indication of increased frequency 

in book 4. Given a greater amount of material, then, it might have been 

profitable to distinguish homoeoptoton-rhyme from homoeoteleuton

rhyme. 

How does Phaedrus compare with other poets in this respect? 

Is it possible that he picked up the idea of the couplet-rhyme from 

some specific source? 

vlhether Publilius Syrus favoured or avoided couplet-rhymes 

\ve have, unfortunately, no way of kno-vring, on account of the fragmentary 

nature of the Sententiae. The question may be examined, however, 

in the case of Seneca, \vho used the iambic senarius in a ·v1ay very 

similar to Phaedrus and who was his approximate contemporary. Seneca 

is known in his tragedies for a rhetorical style, and this -vrould 

probab~ have led to a consciousness of homoeoteleuta, which were 

regarded variously by the rhetoricians either as ornamcnta or as 

vitia19. As elsewhere, the passage considered \vill be the introductory 

speech of the Hercules Furens, uhich has the advantage of rminterrupted 

l9ornament: R."l1et. ad Herenn. 4. 3.5; Cic., Orat. (49 )164, 
De Orat. 3. (54)206. Flm·r: Quint., Inst. Orat. 9. 3.102 and 9.4.41-2; 
Gell., N.A. 18.8. See }1arouzeau, Traite, pp. 51-8. 
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length. This speech (as given in Miller's Loeb text) consists of 

124 verses and sho\rs 8 couplet-rhymes and 8 rhymes at one remove; 

the chance-expectation for either couplet-rhymes or rhymes at one 

remove in this passage, calculated on m1 internal basis (cf. p. 215 

above), is about 6.0. The slight exceeding of expectation here is 

relative)~ meaningless; but it appears at any rate that Seneca in 

his tragedies, like the early Phaedrus, made no special effort to 

20avoid this type of rhyme. 

For a second comparison, let us turn to Eabrius, the other 

main fabular poet of antiquity and, though 'vriting in Greek, a possible 
0 

imitatpr of Phaedrus. If :Sabrius lived tov1a.rd the end of the first 

century A.D. and pronounced the sounds of Greek in a fairly accurate 

21and conservative manner , the chances of two verses chosen at random 

rhyming should be about 9.4%. Tlms in the 489 verses that make up 

the first 39 fables plus the prologue in Perry's Loeb text one \.,rould 

expect some 46 ( = 489 times 9.4%) couplet-rhymes or rhymes at one 

20Yet, further study is obviously required. A rough check 
of a fe'·' other passages shoHs considerable variation, generally 
in the direction of feuer couplet-rhymes. 

2111 pronmmced the same as :1, u..:> the same as ~; but £ L still 
distinguished from L; and so on. For the criteria, see E.H. Sturtevant, 
~e Pronunciation of Greek and Latin (Groningen: 1968 c = Philadelphia: 
1940:::~). 

http:tov1a.rd
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remove 	to occur by chance. In fact there are 47 couplet-rhymes and 

41 rhymes at one remove--certainly no indication that Babrius either 

avoided 	of cultivated this type of rhyme. 

After :Sabrius, it is only natural to turn to Avienus, the 

other SUl~iving Latin fabular poet of antiquity besides Phaedrus. 

Avienus 	seems more likely to have imitated Phaedrus than does Babrius; 

for Avienus not only wrote in the same language as Phaedrus, but 

also knew his name and at least \vhich of Aesop's fables he had used 

{see p. 4). There are 654 verses in Avienus' fables (including the 

fe\·l bracketed passages; the text is that of the Duffs' Loeb edition), 

a.nd these shovr 37 couplet-rhymes and 30 rhymes at one remove, as 

against 	an expectation of 33.0. It thus appears that Avienus is relatively 

indifferent to rhyme betHeen verses, bu.t a closer examination revee.ls 

this not to be the case. Only 7 of the 30 rhymes at one remove are 

between pentameters, and this includes rhymes be·b.,reen poems; 23 

are bet\veen hexameters. Only 14 of the 37 couplet-rhymes are bet1veen 

a pentameter and a follovling hexameter; the remaining 23 are within 

a true 	couplet. The fact that Avienus 11as writing in a different 

metre, 	and one that \vas distichic rather than monostichic, makes 

it difficult to compe..re his practice vrith that of Phaedrus. His 

avoidance of rhyme betHeen pentameters is reminiscent of Phaedrus 

book 5 	(a short-anceps sequence being found at the end both of the 

elegiac 	couplet and of the iambic senarius), but this does not necessarily 

point to influence; other elegiac poets are more likely the source. 

Cicero is f3lllous, perhaps infamous, for effects of sound

http:revee.ls
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repetition in his poetry at a time when this had become U..."'lpopular; 

he should therefore serve as a useful outer limit in the direction 

of the :favouring of rhyme (the Horks of his predecessors, such as 

Ennius, being in too :fragmentary a state). If one examines all senarii 

in Cicero's translations from Greek dramatists (as given by C.F.i'l. 

Mueller in the Teubner text of Cicero's works, vol. 4, part 3, pp. 

353-8), one will find, in a total of 116 versen, only 2 couplet

rhymes, but 9 rhymes at one remove (as against expectations of 5.0 

and 4.3 respectively). The sample is not large enough to confirm 

with any degree of certainty a tendency to"'lard the rhyme at one 

remove and a1·1ay from the couplet-rhyme; if there \-las such a tendency 

on the part of Cicero in his iambics, hm·rever, the practice of Phaeclrus 

was certainly quite different; as seen above, Phaedrus seems to 

have been almost completely indifferent to rhymes at one remove, 

even in book 4, and to have avoided couplet-rhymes, if at all, only 

in his final >vork. 

But let us consider a Ciceronian fragment of a different 

type, namely the long passage from De Consulatu Suo quoted at ~ 

Divinatione 1.11.17-13.22 (as given by Nueller, pp. 398-400). Many 

of the rhymes are obviously more tha.n one syllable deep in this 

poem; but if, in the usual \-l&y, the desinences alone are considered, 

one will find 9 couplet-rhymes a.nd only 2 rhymes at one remove (the 

expectation being about 3.4 for either). Thus in Cicero's hexameters 

,.,e get a virtnal reversal of the situation in the case of his senarii. 

http:1.11.17-13.22
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Thus early epic is a possible (if rather unlikely) source for Phaedrus' 

favouring of couplet-rhymes in book 4. There is naturally ahmys 

the possibility that Cicero is eccentric in this regard, and it 

could not be thought that Phaedrus had dra1m specifically on Cicero 1 s 

poetry for inspiration in the use of rhyme! 22 

22Lucretius certainly favours couplet-rhymes to a considerable 
degree (about .09 per verse), though not as much as does Cicero in 
the passage cited. Deutsch believes that the many homoeoteleuta 
in this passage are due to imitation of Ennius, but a more clumsy 
imitation than Lucretius' (Pattern of Socmd in Lucretius, pp. 158-9). 
To judge, hm1ever, from the three longest fracments given by Vahlen 
of Ennius' 1tnnals (I fr. XXVIII, I fr. Y~VII, VII fr. XIV), Ennius 
was not at all fond of couplet-rhymes in his hexameters, since only 
one occurs in a total of 55 verses (as against 3 rhymes at one remove). 
It thus remains unclear ·Hhether early epic favoured this form of 
repetition or not. 

In addition, it has been pointed out by R.G. Austin~~ 23.cl929~, 
48) that the passage from Cicero 1 s poem on his consulate consists 
in large part of a Sibylline prophecy and that prophetic passages 
in Virgil are often characterized by forms of sound-repetition. 
(Cf. note 23 below.) 

As to comedy, Plautus seems to avoid couplet-rhJ~es to some 
degree (having about 31 for every 100 verses of continuous iambic 
senarii) and to favour rhymes at one remove (around e;; per hundred 
verses). Terence's practice seems to vary greatly, so that more study 
is necessary; but on average he does not appear to avoid couplet-rhymes 
(having about Gf:· for every 100 verses of continuous iambic senarii) 
and seems to favour rhymes at one remove (about 8 per hundred verses). 
There is no precise parallel here 1-1ith Phaedrus' practice. 
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Last, let us look at Virgil's fourth Eclogue, in which a 

great number of rhyming effects have been noted. These are apparently 

part of a deliberate attempt to imitate the Semitic style of poetry 

found in the so-called Sibylline Oracles23; Phaedrus' own poem on 

Apollo's oracle (app.8) is also note,,.,rorthy for the prevalence of 

rhyme and may contain imitations of Virgil24. 

Virgil's fourth Eclogue consists of 63 verses, containing 

7 couplet-rhymes and 3 rhymes at one remove. One would expect roughly 

3.4 of either to occur by chance. 25 By way of contrast, in the three 

preceding Eclogues, ivhere one would eJ,-:pect 14 or 15 couplet-rhymes, 

count only 9. Virgil thus appears normally to avoid this particular 

sound-repetition, reserving it for particular purposes (cf. Austin, 

Qg 23 cl929~, 46-55). (Rhymes at one remove are abundant in the 

third Eclogue because of its amoebic nature.) 

Nevertheless, we do have in Virgil another possible source 

for Phaedrus' favouring of couplet-rhymes, especially if the fabulist 

23see R.G. Austin, "Virgil and the Sibyl", QQ. 21 (1927), 
100-5, and compare Herescu, IJa poesie latine, p. lWff. 

24 on Phaedrus' possible imitation of Virgil in this poem, 
see Peters, p. 28 and note 174. 

25This expectation is based on the verse-desinences of the 
first four Eclogues. The probability of rhyme betHe en t1vo verses 
chosen at random from the first four Eclogues is cal~~lated to be 
about 5.5%. 
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was familiar vlith the fouxth Eclogu.e. Thus allY hope of tracing Phaedru.s' 

precise souxces through the use of this device seems relatively 

slim, just as it is not clear that anyone picked it up from him 

at a later date. 

The conclusions reached regarding the gro\vth and decline 

of PhaedJ..'"I.ls' mom use of rhyme, however, remain valid. He remained 

relatively indifferent to rhymes at one remove, but favoured couplet-

rhymes more and more with time, with the exception of his final 

26book, where he seems actually to have avoided them to some degree.

3. ~rnal Rhyme 

When we turn to the question of rhymes vlithin the verse, 

we are faced far more with the problem of grammatical necessity. 

Indeed, it becomes virtually impossible to evaluate the chance-expectati0n 

in the manner employed in the case of rhyme beh~een verses. Hence 

this element must be abandoned, and the degree of internal rhyme 

26rt is interesting to note that in the Zander reconstructions 
(on which, see pp. 90-1 ab~ve) the numbers of' couplet-rhymes and 
of rhymes at one remove are noticeably (though not in the statistical 
sense significantly) louer than chance-expectation. This might be 
the result of an unconscious prejudice on Zander's part against 
giving the same desinence to neighbouring verses, but is more likely 
the result of accident. It is probable that if Phaedrus did 1~ite 
such fables they belonged to his early period, during v1hich he did 
not at any rate favoux rhyme betHeen verses. 
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in ~~particular position in one work assessed relative to other 

works of the same or different authors. The grammatical relationship 

betiveen the rhyming words may be important, as has been demonstrated 

in the case of Horace (see o. Skutsch, EICS 11 cl964~, 73-8). 

In studying internal rhymes, we may generally restrict our 

attention to those cases in which the desinence preceding a common 

caesura or dieresis is the same as the verse-desinence (that is, 

to rhyme in vihat Zelzer calls "sensitive positions" csee note 4 

on p. 212 above=). In Phaedrian verse, therefore, particular attention 

will have to be paid to desinences precerub1g the third- or fourth

foot caesuras. 

But another break appears also to be of import~~ce. This 

is the dieresis between the fifth and sixth feet, vihich occurs in 

Phaedrus in roughly 407~ of the verses (and vrithout much change in 

this proportion from one part of his •vork to another). A. Tacke notes 

(Phaedri~~a cBerlin: 1911=, on 4.2.1-5) that there are quite a large 

number of undoubted cases in Phaedrus of a word preceding this dieresis 

having the same desinence as the last vmrd in the verse. The examples 

that he cites are 1.1.10, 1.18.6, 3.prol.40, 4.5.22, app.4.9, and 

app.27 .4. But these are only examples; the number of instances is much 

greater. 

In the follovring table, the number of instances of this 

particular sort of internal rhyme is given for each part of Phaedrus' 

http:3.prol.40
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work27 and beside that the approximate rate of occurrence per verse. 

book 1 15 0.042 

book 2 5 0.029 

book 3 14 0.035 

book 4 8 0.019 

book 5 1 o.oo6 

appendix 5 0.012 

It gives a very clear picture: a fairly steady decline in Phaedrus' 

use of the sound-effect in question as time \vent on, with the rate 

of employment in the appendix lying between that of book 4 and that 

of book 5. 

Certain other points should also be noted. This type of 

rhyme does not occur at all in fables 6 to 17 of book 1, its rate 

of occurrence in the remainder of the book being about 0.065 times 

per verse; this could not have occurred by accident28 , and the e:A."Planation 

27The full list of instances is as follmvs: 1.1.5, 1.1.10, 
1.3.1, 1.4.3, 1.5.2, 1.18.6, 1.19.9, 1.22.1, 1.24.4, 1.26.5, 1.26.7, 
1.27.10, 1.28.7, 1.28.8, 1.29.8, 2.pro1.6, 2.3.1, 2.4.13, 2.8.2, 
2.8.5, 3.pro1.4, 3.prol.5, 3.prol.40, 3.pro1.43, 3.pro1.53, 3.3.3, 
3.7.2, 3.7.21, 3.10.57, 3.14.5, 3.16.17, 3.17.1, 3.epil.22, 3.epil.27, 
4.pro1.16, 4.1.8, 4.2.12, 4.5.22, 4.16.1, 4.21.7, 4.22.6, 4.23.24, 
5.7.19, app.4.9, app.15.1, app.21.7, app.27.4, app.32.9. 

2~ore strictly, the probability is around one in 300. 

http:4.pro1.16
http:3.epil.27
http:3.epil.22
http:3.pro1.53
http:3.pro1.43
http:3.prol.40
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probably lies in some heterogeneity in the putting together of the 

book (but oddly there appears to be no col7oborative evidence of 

this). Fully half of the instances from book 3 are found in the 

prologue or epilo~1e, the rate of occurrence for the rest of the 

book being about 0.023 per verse (thus between that for book 2 and 

that for book 4). 

The decrease in this type of rhyme in Phaedrus' later work 

is not due to an increasing tendency to separate grammatically concordant 

elements. A survey of noun-adjective combinations in books 1 and 5 

has shown me that the ratio of remotely pla~ed pairs to pairs placed 

in immediate proximity changes scarcely at all. Nor, as already 

indicated, is there any significant change in the frequency of post

fifth-foot diereses. 

The explanation must lie in an increased sensitivity to 

rhyming effects generally. We have already seen how Phaedrus came 

to use couplet-rhymes to a signific~Ltly greater extent in his fourth 

book. At the same time he must have become more conscious of rhymes 

in other positions also. The rhyme involving the post-fifth-foot 

dieresis occ~Tred too easily; thus he avoided it more and more as 

he attempted to refine his verse, until in his final v10rk he all 

but eliminated it. 29 

29The worm in the apple is of course the unexplained gap 
in book 1. If Phaedrus \·ras not conscious of rhyme during his early 
period, hovr did he come to avoid this particular type throuehout 
so many verses in his first book? Note the very close type represented 
by "raptum case~" in 1.13.4 (cf. 1.14.9) and the noun-adjective 
paiTs ending verses 1.11.13, 1.12.4, 1.13.12, and 1.17.7. 
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In the fragments of Publilius Syrus, dieresis after the 

fifth foot is almost exactly as common as it is in Phaedr1ts. The 

type of rhyme just discussed in Phaedrus occurs about 0.027 times 

per verse in Publilius. If this is used as a standard (an admittedly 

some>vhat risky procedure), Phaedrus could be said to have used the 

sort of rhyme in question more than usual in book 1 and to have 

avoided it in books 4 and 5. 

Throughout Phaedrus 1 1vork, the proportion of verses having 

third-foot caesuras remains almost exactly 8~6, and the proportion 

having fourth-foot caesuras almost exactly 67?6.3° This is convenient; 

for any variation· froJ'll one part of Phaedrus' vrork to a.l'l.other in -the 

number of instances of rhyme betvmen the word preceding the caesu'!'3. 

and the last l·rord of the verse \·rill immediately be recognized to 

be due to factors other than the mere frequency of either kind of 

caesura. 

Here then are the numbers of occu:rrences of the t ...ro types 

of caesural rhyme for the various parts of Phaedrus 1 Hork, together 

with their frequencies (number of occurrences per verse): 

third foot fourth foot 

book 1 18 .050 13 

30The only departure of more than a couple of percentage 
points is observed in the case of third-foot caesuras in the appendix, 
where they are found in about 9356 of the Yerses. 
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book 2 11 .064 6 .. 035 

book 3 34 .085 21 .052 

book 4 26 .061 20 .047 

book 5 12 .069 9 .052 

appendix 27 .067 20 .050 

A certain parallelism \vill be noted in the change of frequency of 

the two types of rhyme. Both types axe considerably more common 

in book 3 than in the preceding books, become slightly less common 

in book 4, and rise somewhat in book 5; both axe about as common 

in the appendix as they axe in book 5. There is not, however, as 

sharp a picture of development as there '"as in the case of fifth

foot-di.eresis rr,yme. 

In the case of third-foot-caesura rhymes, the differences 

bet\veen the parts of Phaedrus' \·rork shovr up more sharply if those 

rhymes due to parallelism or grammatical concord are eliminated, 

leaving only those of the type "asello"--11 leo" "decoris"--"veris"- -' - t.:>'~-' 

3~e complete list of such 11non-gra1JDnatical" third-foot
caesura rhymes is as follovrs: 1.11.3, 1.12.14, 1.13.7, 1.16.6, 1.21.7, 
1.29.6, 2.1.9, 2.3.4, 2.8.5, 3.prol.29, 3.prol.57, 3.prol.63, 3.3.16, 
3.4.1, 3.5.10, 3.7.6, 3.8.2, 3.9.2, 3.10.18, 3.10.59, 3.11.7, 3.14.11, 
3.epil.23, 4.5.19, 4.5.32, 4.13.1, 4.16.14, 4.18.4, 4.19.29, 4.21.25, 
5.2.12, 5.5.34, 5.6e7, 5.7.13, app.7.4, app.9.6, app.l0.18, app.l0.20, 
app.l0.31, app.l5.7, app.l6.12, app.l6.14, app.17.4. 

http:app.l6.14
http:app.l6.12
http:app.l0.31
http:app.l0.20
http:app.l0.18
http:3.epil.23
http:3.prol.63
http:3.prol.57
http:3.prol.29
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book 1 6 .017 

book 2 3 .017 

book 3 14 .035 

book 4 7 .016 

book 5 4 .022 

appendix 9 .022 

The same is not true of fouxth-foot-caesura rhymes, but these are 

smaller in number and may not have had as nmch attention paid to 

them ( tlru.s their change in frequency :nay be due to syntactical rather 

than phonic causes). 

Like couplet-rh.ymes (see p. 221 above), third-foot-caesuxa 

rhymes are concentrated in. the poems of the appendix numbered 7 

to 17 (24 in 202 verses, in contrast to 3 in the remaining 202 verses 

of the appendix). Again, an explanation might be sought in Perotti's 

method of selecting fables. No such concentration is observed in 

the case of fourth-foot-caesura rhymes--a further indication of 

their relative unimportance. 

About seven out of every hundred of the iambic senarii of 

Publilius Syrus seem to show rhyme betvreen the last vrord before 

the third-foot caesura and the final v.rord in the verse. Publilius 

has third-foot caesura in only about 80)6 of his senarii, hoVTever, 

(as against 89)~ for Phaedrus); tlru.s his use of third-foot-caesura 

rhyme is more comparable to a rate of .08 per verse in Phaedru.s. 

Use this as a rough standard to evaluate the table above: it will 
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appear that Phaedrus is generally somewhat sparing in his use of 

this type of rhyme. If we further recall how much of the increase 

in its frequency in book 3 is due to non-grammatical instances, 

we might have some justification for concluding that Phaedrus deliberately 

avoided the grammatical type throughout his career, experimenting, 

however, ;.,rith the purely phonic type in his middle work. On the 

other hand, Publilius' gnomic style may have been especially favourable 

to the sort of antithesis and balance that produces rhyming hemistichs. 

Seneca, who only very rarely omits the third-foot caesura in his 

senarii, appears to have third-foot-caesura rh~~e only about 5 or 

6 times per hundred verses (the equivalent of about .05 times per 

verse in Phaedrus). 

4. Conclusion 

We have seen that Phaedrus appears to pay particular attention 

to at least three sorts of rhyme: rhyme bct1-1een the final \-Iords 

of successive verses (couplet-rhyme); rhyme between a '\vord ending 

"lith the fifth foot and the final \·lord of a verse; rhyme between 

a word preceding a third-foot caesura and the final Hord of the 

verse (third-foot-caesura rhyme). The first sort he employed more 

and more with time, but appears to have abandoned in his last l·lOrk. 

The second he used less and less almost from the start of his career, 

until he all but eliminated it from his work. The third he appeaxs 

to have cultivated while he vras writing book 3, using it relatively 

sparingly in the other books. In the appendix, both couplet-rhymes 
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and third-foot-caesura rhymes are concentrated notably in those 

poems commonly numbered 7 to 17; this information may be of some 

use in making conjectures about the source of the various poems 

in the appendix. 

Phaedrus' particular use of rhyme is more likely due to 

personal preferences than to specific literary imitation. Nevertheless, 

the possibility of his having been influenced in this regard by 

other poets cannot be ruled out, though it vmuld be difficult to 

determine precisely by 1·1hom. 
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Appendix A: R}!Yme between Verse-Endings in Phaedrus 

a occurrences of the verse-desinence 

b expected number of couplet-rhymes or rhymes at one remove, to 
the nearest tenth 

actual number of couplet-rhymes 

d actual number of rhymes at one remove 

book 1 

a b c d 

... 
-a 12 0.4 1 l 

-a - ll o.3 1 0 

-ae 7 0.1 0 0 

-aest l o.o 0 0 

-am 15 o.6 1 l 

-ans 3 o.o 0 1 

-ant 2 o.o 0 0 

-as - 13 0.4 0 l 

-at 10 0.2 l 0 

... 
-e 26 1.8 2 0 

-e - 1 o.o 0 0 

-em 14 0.5 0 2 

-ens 6 0.1 0 0 

236 
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-ent 5 o.o 0 0 

-er 4 o.o 0 0 

--es 11 0.3 1 1 

-est 4 o.o 0 0 

-et 16 0.7 2 0 

-ex 1 o.o 0 0 

-i 34 3.1 3 4 

.;,im 1 o.o 0 0 

-int 1 o.o 0 0 

-!s 13 0.4 0 0 

-Is 6 0.1 0 0 

-it 34 3.1 2 3 

-o 22 1.3 1 2 

-or 4 o.o 0 0 

--os 8 0.2 0 0 

-ost 1 o.o 0 0 

--u 3 o.o 0 0 

-ul 1 0~0 0 0 

•tiiD. 25 1.7 0 3 

-umst 1 o.o 0 0 

-'lmt 2 o.o 0 0 

-ur 3 o.o 0 0 

.. 
-us 39 4.1 4 3 

--us 1 o.o 0 0 

-ut 2 o.o 0 0 
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total ;6; 19.5 19 22 

book 2 

.. 
-a 

--a 

a 

9 

5 

b 

0.4 

0.1 

c 

2 

0 

d 

2 

0 

-ae 3 o.o 0 0 

-am 7 0.2 1 0 

-ans 2 o.o 0 0 

-ant 

--as 

-at 

2 

7 

6 

o.o 

0.3 

0.2 

1 

1 

2 

0 

0 

1 
.., 

-e 

--e 

18 

2 

1.8 

o.o 

1 

0 

2 

0 

-em 9 0.4 0 0 

-ens 1 o.o 0 0 

-ent 1 o.o 0 0 

-er 1 o.o 0 0 

... 
-es 

--es 

1 

3 

o.o 

o.o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-est 1 o.o 0 0 

-et 

-i 

5 

11 

0.1 

o.6 

0 

1 

0 

1 

-im 2 o.o 0 0 

-int 1 o.o 0 0 
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-i:s 9 0.3 1 1 

-Is 3 o.o 0 0 

-it 16 1.4 1 3 

-o 16 1.4 2 1 

-o~ 2 o.o 0 0 

--os 2 o.o 0 0 

--u 2 o.o 0 0 

-um 9 0.4 0 0 

-umst 1 o.o 0 0 

-unt 1 o.o 0 0 

-nr 1 o.o 0 0 
v 

-us 14 1.0 1 1 

total 173 9.0 14 12 

book 3 

a b c d 

"' -a 22 1.1 0 0 

--a 12 0.3 0 0 

-ae 10 0.2 0 0 

-am 17 0.1 0 1 

-ans 2 o.o 0 0 

-ant 3 o.o 1 0 

-a:r 2 o.o 0 0 
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-
-as 11 o.; 0 1 

-aat 1 o.o 0 0 

-at 12 o.; 2 2 
1.1 

-e 21 1.0 1 0 

--e 5 o.o 0 0 

-em 11 o.; 0 0 
u -en 1 o.o 0 0 

-ens 7 0.1 0 0 

-ent 3 o.o 0 0 

-er 4 o.o 0 0 
v -es 1 o.o 0 0 

--es 13 2.6 2 0 

-est 3 o.o 0 0 

-et 10 0.2 0 0 

-ex 2 o.o 0 0 

-i 33 2.6 4 4 

-im 4 o.o 1 0 

-!a 17 0~7 1 0 

-Is 12 o.; 3 0 

-it 28 1.9 0 3 

-o 28 1.9 2 2 

--on 1 o.o 0 0 

-or 10 0.2 1 0 
v 

-os 1 o.o 0 0 

--os 9 0.2 2 0 
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--u 5 o.o 0 0 

-ul 2 o.o 0 0 

-um 32 2.5 1 1 

-umst 2 o.o 0 0 

-1Dlt 4 o.o 0 0 

-Ul." 2 o.o 0 0 

.... 
-us 

--us 

36 

2 

3.1 

o.o 
2 

0 

3 

0 

-ut 2 o.o 0 0 

total 403 18.6 23 17 

book 4 

a b c d 

'-' -a 

--a 

26 

15 

1.5 

0.5 

2 

0 

2 

0 

-ae 13 0.4 0 2 

-am 19 0.8 1 2 

-ans 2 o.o 0 0 

-ant 

--as 

8 

12 

0.1 

0.3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

-at 7 0.1· 0 0 

-ax 1 o.o 0 0 
v 

-e 25 1.4 5 l 
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--e 4 o.o 0 0 

-em 9 0.2 0 1 

-ens 5 o.o 0 0 

-ent 4 o.o 0 0 

-er 6 0.1 0 1 
v 

-es 1 o.o 0 0 

--es 16 o.6 1 0 

-est 3 o.o 0 0 

-et 11 0.3 1 0 

-ex 2 o.o 0 0 

-i 40 3.6 6 5 

-i1 2 o.o 0 0 

-im 3 o.o 0 0 

-int 1 o.o 0 0 

-rs 12 0.3 0 0 

.. 
-l.S 20 0.9 1 1 

-it 24 1.3 2 1 

-o 41 3.;8 6 3 

-or 8 0.1 0 0 

-ora 1 o.o 0 0 

..... 
-os 1 o.o 0 0 

--os 13 0.4 0 1 

--u 2 o.o 0 0 

-ul 1 o.o 0 0 

-11Dl 26 1.5 2 2 
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-unt 4 o.o 0 0 

-ur 3 o.o 0 0 

v 
-us 

--us 

34 

3 

2.6 

o.o 

6 

0 

2 

0 

total 428 21.0 36 24 

book 5 

a b c d 

v 
-a 

... 
-a. 

6 

9 

0.2 

0.4 

0 

0 

1 

1 

-ae 

-am. 

3 

4 

o.o 

o.1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

-ana 
... 

-a.s 

2 

4 

o.o 

o.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-at 7 0.2 1 0 

-ax 1 o.o 0 0 

v 

-e 

--e 

10 

2 

0.5 

0~0 

0 

0 

l 

0 

-el 1 o.o 0 0 

-em 7 0.2 0 0 

-en.a 5 o.1 0 0 

-ent 3 o.o 0 0 

v 
-es 

--es 

3 

5 

o.o 

o.1 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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-est 3 o.o 0 0 

-et 10 0.5 0 1 

-i 13 0.9 1 1 

-im 1 o.o 0 0 

-!s 4 o.1 0 0 

-Is 5 0.1 0 0 

-it 7 0.2 0 0 

-o 20 2.2 0 2 

-on - 1 o.o 0 0 

-or 4 0.1 0 0 

-u - 1 o.o 0 0 

-ul 2 o.o 0 0 

-um 7 0.2 0 1 

-unt 2 o.o 0 0 

-ur 1 o.o 0 0 

-us 18 1.8 1 l 

-us - l o.o 0 0 

-ut 2 o.o 0 0 

total 174 8.3 4 9 

Perotti•s Appendix 

a. b c d 

-a. 
~ 

22 1.1 2 2 

-a. - 10 0.2 0 0 
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-ae 9 0.2 0 0 

-am 17 0.7 0 0 

-ans 2 o.o 0 0 

-ant 2 o.o 0 0 

-ar 2 o.o 0 0 

--as 18 o.8 0 0 

-aat 1 o.o 0 0 

-at 20 0.9 2 1 
v 

-e 19 0.9 1 3 

--e 1 o.o 0 0 

-em 15 0.5 0 0 

v 

-en 3 o.o 0 0 

-ens 9 0.2 0 0 

-ent 1 o.o 0 0 

-er 7 0.1 0 1 

--es 20 0.9 3 1 

-et 18 o.a 1 2 

-ex 1 o.o 0 0 

-i 37 3.5 3 4 

-int 1 o.o 0 0 

-rs 25 1.5 2 1 

-Is 7 0.1 1 1 

-it 22 1.1 1 0 

-o 25 1.5 0 0 

-or 7 0.1 0 0 
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-
-os 5 o.1 0 0 

--u 8 0.1 0 0 

-ul 1 o.o 0 0 

-um 22 1.1 1 0 

-unt l o.o 0 0 

-ur 7 0.1 0 0 
.., 

-us 38 3.5 1 4 

--us 1 o.o 0 0 

-ut 1 o.o 0 0 

total 405 19.8 18 20 
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ALLITERATION 


As with rhyme, so with alliteration there is no complete 

agreement on the meaning of the term. The general opinion seems 

hmvever to be that it should refer to an identitJ.r of initial phonemes 

1or groups of phonemes • :Broadly speaking the phonemes in question 

may be initial to any syllable \vithin a word, but in a narro-v1er 

sense alliteration concerns only the initial phonemes of the word 

2as a vrhole • The word alliteratic is not ancient, but was invented 

by Pontano in the Fifteenth Century3. The ancient Greeks, v1ho did 

not emphasize the initial of their words, did not employ alliteration 

as such, though their poetry was often characterized by sound

1n1is is the definition given by A. Cordier (L1 alliteration 
latine c:Paris: 1939:::r, pp. 1-2), and is based on that of Earouzeau 

Lexique de la terminolop.;ie linauisti ue e:Paris: 1933:::r, s.v.). 1:J5lfflin 
hm·Tever .ALL 9 c:l89o:::r, 570-l is inclined to include similar as Hell 
as identical phonemes, a.'Yl.d for W.J. Evans (Allitteratio IJatina c:London: 
192l:::a, pp. xv-xvi) "alliteration" is any similarity of sound other 
than terminal rhyme (cf. J. Defradas, "Le role de l'alliteration 
dans la poesie grecqu.e11 

, ~ 60 r=l958:::a, 36-49). 

211arouzeau allmvs the broader sense, but Cordier in his study 
limits l'>..is attention to the ivord-initial tj-pe. 1.</tllfflin (ALI; 9 r::l896:::a, 
569-70) believes, au~inst Keller, that the initial phoneme of the 
root may participate in alliteration even v1hen preceded by a prefix; 
but he othervrise follows the narrmver definition. Cf. Hofmann-Szantyr, 
p. 702. 

3Pontano' s definition is quoted by Cordier (p. 1); as v1ell 
as identity of the initial vov1els or consonants of vmrds, it includes 
identity of the initial syllable, and has the general restriction 
that the vmrds must be consecutive. 

247. 
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echoing4• Old Latin poetry made extensive use of alliteration, though 

without the strict rules of, say, Old English. 5 But the Roman critics, 

because they took their theory from the Greeks, lacked a vmy to refer 
q 

to the phenomenon. The .'l.uctor ad Herenni1Jln (4.12.18) speaks of "nimiJAil 

assiduitas eiusdem litterae" as one of the faultn to be avoided 

4For example, Sophocles' famous lil'_le . )/
rfJ). ..... / .) ~ .1' ,-. "' ')"•r .)-ruT 05 TeX. T <'-'To<. -roY T~ You v '/o<. / Of'-f""'o'.."T -€ L 

(o.T. 371). 
Oddly enough, however, the Greeks seem to have lacked a term for 
even this );eneral form of sound-repeti_tion (striking as it might 
be). ---rld..P'JX'?<>Lf, 'Hhich Jebb used to desc1.·ite the phenomenon in the 
verse just quoted, is merely another name for paronomasia (Zonaeus,
TT'-< / 6 'c/E.f" <-.:x-r-;f-<.c<.7t.JI, III, p. 1 8, 29 Spengel; Hermogenes, ITqJL E.vp<:of(<'S't 
4.7: cf. Lausberg, Handbuch der littera:t'ischen Rheto:r:i1.-;: e::Etlnchen: 
1960:::3, section 637); and pa.ronomasia, in all the ancient grammarians, 
is clearly confined to quite extensive similarities between uords, 
and could not have been applied to the iteratior.. of a single pho:1eme. 
(For fur:ther discussion, and a plausible enough explanation, see 
P. Ferrarino, "L'alliterazione", Rendiconto delle sessioni della 
R. Accademia delle Scien~e dell' Ist.itut.o di Bolor;na: classe di 
scienze morali rv.II cl938-9:::J, 93-168.) 

The term br-r>~.. oK;,_T~fKTov, mentioned by \·lilidnson (Golden 
Latin Artisti""~J, p. 25), ·Hhich -...muld any-...my not p!.'ecisely mean "alliteration", 
is in fact a pure conjecture for ancient times, based on «6/ ....._o,o o 
•••Nin Philodemus (Rhetoric, I, p. 162 Sudhaus). ~ne word is 

not attested until Planudes in the Thirteenth Century (along ivith 
broLt"lx-roY: see Ferrarino, pp. 119-20) Q 

For a rather striking instance of an alliteration in Latin 
apparently being missed by one .,_.rhose native tongue was Greek, see 
Plutarch, Caesar, 50 (only the identical desinences in the famous 
"veni, vidi, vici'' are mentioned, not the more important id.entity 
of initial phoncFes). 

The doctrine that alliteration is a natural linguistic fact 
due to the special value of the initial in certain languages ,,.ms 
established by J. Vendryes in 1902 (Cordier, pp. 9-10; but see Ferrarino, 
p. 130, where it is stated that opposition to Vendryes' theorJ has 
become general) • 

5such lines as Ennius' 
0 Tite tute Tati tibi tanta tyra:nne tulisti 

- - - - - - (Arm2J:s, 109) 
are of course notorious; but, as \•/6lfflin points out (ALL 14 J:l906:::~, 

http:x-r-;f-<.c<.7t.JI
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by the careful speaker (cf. Capella, De Arte Rhetorica, 33). Servius 

(on Aen. 3.183) seems to have been aware of alliteration in the 

last half of the hexameter as a particular technique, but had no 

6-word for it. The late grammarians used 11parhomoeon117, but this 

properly means "similarity (of K,';',loo:.) 11 and lays no particular emphasis 

on the initial position8• The fact that later poets tended to avoid 

obtrusive alliteration may have mu.ch to do i·Ii th this terminological 

gap. Yet it is clear that Virgil at least made frequent use of the 

device throughout his poetry, though vlith nmch greater subtlety 

than Ennius or Naevius.9 Individual instances of alliteration are 

517), poetry ca.•·mot be 'ciritten '\'Tith all-alliterative verses; and 
in fact these are not really very common even in Old Latin poetrJ~. 

6
so 'I:!Blfflin (ALL 14 cl906::~, 523), Hho also cites Donatus· 

scholium on Terence, ~· 780, as an example of the ancient lack 
of the necessary technical term (ALL 14 cl906::~, 519). 

7See Herescu La noesie latine, pp. 130-1), vrho cites Sacerdos 
6.458.29 Keil, I"iomedes 1.44 • 30 Keil, Che.risius 370.24 J3arvrick, 
Martianus Capella p. 474 Halm, Pompeius 5.303.28 Keil, and Isidorus 
1.36.14 Lindsay (to Hhich might be added J3ede p. 610 Halm). Diomedes 
seems to have some idea of the original meaning of the 1..rord (note 
his quotation of Aen. 4. 3, and compare his note on Etm. prol.42-
cited by Ferrarino, pp. 112-3); ~~t, like the others, he too gives 
the definition "cum verba similiter incipiunt". 

8For the correct application of the terrn rro<..p;fto'ov, see 
Dionysius of Halica.rnassus, On Lite:;:ary Comnosition, 22, Demetrius, 
On Style, 25, and Rutilius, 2.12 (~~d compare Carmen de Fiauris, 
vv. 127-9 cp. 68 Ha~). 

9see Cordier and HBlfflin (ALL 14 cl906::~, 518-9). 1'1Blfflin 
~11 14 cl906::~, 520) notes that Ovid's I~etamornhoses also contain 
everyt·rhere echoes of the Ennean teclmique. 
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to be found in all Roman poets (though in some more than in others), 

and it cannot be thought (as in the case of the Greeks) that they 

VTere indifferent to it.10 

It is virtually impossible to separate off deliberate and 

accidental alliteration in any author, though particularly striking 

forms can generally be assumed to be deliberate. Alliterations that 

involve semantically "full" words can reasonably be thought to be 

on average more striking than those involving semantically 11 empt-.r" 

'\'lords.11 Serea.ntically "full11 vmrds tend rather strongly to be nouns, 

verbs, adjectives, and related adverbs, so that alliterations involvL~g 

the initial phonemes of these 1vords only are likely to be the most 

noticeable and the most subject to art. Such alliterations may be 

designated as "strong", ,,Jhile others are 11·,·reak11 Hence a 11 strong• 

10The most complete discussion of Latin alliteration is 
that of Cordier, Hho gives a very full survey of p:r.·evious '.Wrk (pp. 
2-14). A partial bibliography is also given by H4rescu, Hho has 
a brief section on the device (ha noesie latine, pp. 129-34). ·..:5lfflin 
(ALL 3 cl886~, 443-54; 9 cl896~, 5b7-73; 14 cl906~, 515-23) has 
many useful observations. :2::-vans' "rules 11 

, hoi·rever, cannot be taJ.cen 
seriously, as they are almost impossible to break in any passage 
of Latin, prose or verse (cf. Cordier, pp. 11-2). On Latin alliteration 
in general, see, among ethers: Ferrarino; Tieutsch, ~1e Pattern of 
Sound in Lucretius, PP~ 9-13; Narouzeau, Traite, pp. 45-50; 1:JilkL"1son, 
Artistr.y, pp. 25-8; Hofmann-Szantyr, pp. 700-4. 

11Thi.s is especially true of a language like Latin, Hhere 
accidental alliterations betHeen certain connectives, such as those 
of the g_u- gToup (qui, quod, quia, etc.), are difficult to avoid. 
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alliterative verse" '"ill be defined as one in vrhich ·the initial 

phoneme12 of at least one noun, verb, adjective, or related adverb 

is repeated a8 the initial phoneme of another noun, verb, adjective, 

or related adverb. 13 

Mueller (ed., on 1.3.9) believed that Phaedrus rarely used 

alliteration except in forr.rulas, such as "Eale E!Ulcatus", vlhere 

it vlas already established, and so not particularly striking. Havet 

(ed. 1895, on 1.3.9) quoted Nueller to this effect, but noted that 

5.1.2 "in hac re nimii ne sinms vetat totus".l4 Peters (p. 79) remarks 

12For practical purposes, I have considered it desirable 
to treat all Herds beeinning vrith a- as having the same initial 
phoneme (and so on for the other vmrels), uhile recognizing that 
a phonemic analysis of Latin i3 possible in 1vhich long vovrels are 
treated as distinct phonemes rather than as doublings of their short 
counterparts. Consonantal i- m1d u- have, hmrever, been given a 
separate status. - 

13Hence l.prol.l is a strong alliterative verse, because 
the hro nouns 11Aesopus" and 11 auctor11 both begin Hith the same phoneme; 
1.1.1, on the other hand, is not, since the only alliterations are 
the \>leak ones bet1·1een "ad" and "agnus" and behreen "eundem" and 
"et". 

l4The verse in question is a striking enough example of 
sound-echoing--

Athenas occunavit imnerio imnrobo 
--but Phaedrus p~ovide"S";"as ,,riif"be seen, better examples than this 
of alliteration in the strict sense. (Havet may also have been thinY~ng 
of the fact that all the initials are vovrels; bu.t in the case of 
Latin, at least, t'.-lO vrords beginning vrith different vm·rels cannot 
properly be classified as alliterating, though a certain sound-effect 
does exist.) 
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that alliteration "bij Phaed.ru.s te vinden is" and gives a fe1·r examples 

(noting its expressive use in 2.1.2, 11_£raedator • •• 2eartem ,Eos·rulans")c 

It remains for N~jgaard (II, p. 146) to assert that alliteration 

is employed by Phaedrus "tres courannnent" and "non seulement dans 

les fo:rmu.les, mais partout! n 
15 

In one sense, }rueller had some justification. Though not 

to any great degree, Phaedrus does on the whole seem to have avoided 

16
alliteration. But it is not unusual for even an author •·rho makes 

considerable use of alliteration as a stylistic device to avoid 

employing it casually--so that he may on the Hhole appear to alliterate 

only moderately. 17 It is uhere and hm.,r the alliterations that do 

occur are used that is important. 

l5Apparently unkno-vm to H~jgaard, 1:leiland ("De tropis et 
figuris phaech·ianiG", pp. 219-20) had e2..rlier counted some 200 alliterations 
in Phaedrus and concluded that the fabulist "alliterationer1 in deliciis 
habuit", thouGh the number varies from fable to fable. ':!eiland a1 so 
asserted that "phonetic" figures are ahrays very frequent in the 
apologue (citing A. Otto, Snrich,..r5rt8r 1md snrich•.J5rter1iche Reclc::'l~~-
arten der R5T'le:r c:Leipzie: 189(}.:., pp. ~c~~\.I and =~car, ·.;hich, ho·.nsver, 
mentions only tne prevalence of such figures in nroverbs). :But this 
is too sueeping: as pointed out by l1~jga.ard (I, pp. 25, 110-1, wid 
113-4), there is no such thing as the style of the fable. 

16r have confirmed this by studying the last tuo vo:rds of 
the verse in Phaedrus (not counting enclitics as separate vords). 
The only alliterations betueen these tuo >·lOrds that exceed chance
expectation are those in .!::. and .!!::,; all the rest fall belou. 

l7This explains the rruxprising finding of B.F. Skinner (Ameri.£,3p 
Journal of rsycholoc;J 54 .::1941::., 64-79) that on average alliteration 
in Shakespeare occurs only about as often as -v10uld have been anticipated 
by chance. Shal:espeare no doubt avoided alliteration in some parts 
of his \.,rork (llielish prose-style is chary of mc>.ny types of sound
echoing) ana concentrated it in others (e.g., the more lyrical pas3ages). 
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The frequency of "strong alliterative verses 11 varies some11hat 

from one part of Phaedrus' 1wrk to another. The follo1:1ing table 

gives the number of such verses in each part, foll01-red by the approximate 

18percentage that they make up of the total verses: 

book 1 119 33% 

book 2 54 31% 

book 3 lllc+l:::o 28% 

book 4 113 26% 

book 5 61 35% 

appendix 116 2~/o • 

(Overall, strong alliterative verses comprise about 3~6 of all verses.) 

It might be observed that strong alliterative verses seem to correlate 

negatively in frequency 1:lith couplet-rhymes (see p. 216 above); 

but this is only a general phenomenon, 1-lithout application to specific 

poems (i.e., Phaedrus did not necessarily feel a need. to cut dovm 

on other phonic effects Hherever one particular phonic effect 1-ras 

prominent). 

The degree of alliteration varies greatly from fable to 

fable, though longer fables tend a-Hay from extremes19. The t1·ro fables 

18Generally the definition given above (pp. 250-1) has been 
follm-red; but monosyllabic forms of ~ have been disregarded. 

l9To a certain degree exceptional to the rule that loneer 
poems avoid extremes of alliteration or non-alliteration are 3.7, 
5.7, and app415 (all fairly rich in alliteration) ~•d 2.8 ~~d 4.25 
(relatively poor). 
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in vJhich strong alliterative verses are most intensely concentrated 

arc ifithout doubt 1.4 and 5.9, especially the former: 

~mittit merito :proprium qui _§;lienum _§;dpeti t • 

.s.anis per .flumen .£a_"YTiem cum ferret, natans 

lymphar\un in E»eculo vidit ~imulacrum ~uu~, 


aliamque uraedarn ab altere ferri putans
-......eripere voluit; verum decepta avlditas 
et qu.em tenebat ore dimisit cibtun 
nee quem uetebat adeo uotuit tangere..... 

Several f~bles, all short, have no strong alliterative verses at 

all. The longest of thece is 4.17: 

Barbam capellae cum impetrasset ab Iove, 
hirci maerentes indignari coeperunt 
quod dignitatem fe~inae aequassent suam. 
11 Sinit e, " inquit, 11 i llas gloria vana frui 
et usurpare vestri ornatum nnmeris, 
pares dum non sint vestrae fortitudini." 
Hoc argumentum monet ut sustineas tibi 
habitu esse similes qui sunt virtute impares. 

:f"'ore important is the distinction betHeen narrative and 

i·rhat I have called personal material (prologues, epilogues, affabulationes, 

and the like). Throughout his work, Phaedru.s employs strong alliterative 

verses lvith palpably greater frequency in the former than in the 

latter (on average, about 3C,:b of verses in narrative contain strong 

20
alliteration, as against 27% in personal material). .An explanation 

20
strictly spear~ng, book 5 presents an exception (here 

personal material is richer in strong alU.terative verses than is 
narrative); but it is really too short for any conclusions to be 
dra1m regarding a change in Phaedrus' procedure. Direct speech tends 
generally to be relatively poor in strong alliterative verses, but 
this may be due to the greater prevalence there ofpronouns, conjunctions, 
etc. 
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for this could be sought in rhetorical theory: naxration, of all 

types of speech, permits the broadest use of ornament, i·rhile loeical 

argument, stateTient of principles, and the like dema...""ld a more straigh.tfori·rard 

+ t• 21 'l 1 th . ~-1presenva·~on. , e may a so compare e more pros~c vocauu ary 

of Phaedrus' personal material (sec chapter V above). 

Hhile Phaedrus does not make a:ny great effort to alternate 

alliterative \dth non-alliterative verses, he does appear to a certain 

extent to avoid concentrating strong alliterative verses too heavily 

in a particular passage. Groups of three such verses in a rmv occur 

not much more than half as frequently an would have been expected 

22
by chance. 

21Q.uintilian 4.2.116, 11Ego vero ••• narrationem, ut si 
ullam partem orationis, omni qua potest g.ratia et vcnere e::ornand.am 
puto". 

In the 1·mrk of Plautus and Terences especial use of alliteration 
in more elevated metres has been noted by H. Haffi;er (Unte;::-.;·uchung-~n 
zur altlateL~ischen nichte~snTache cEerlin: 1934=, pp. 18-9, 24, 
50, 86-7, 102-3). 

22
I observe the follouing 20 triple-sequences of such verses: 

1.1.2-4, 1.5.4-6, 1.12,7-9, 1.13.2-4, 1.13.9-11, 1.17.1-3, 2.1.2-4, 
2.6.11-3, 3.prol.4-6, 3.7.18-20, 3.13.9-11, 3.17.3-5, 3.epil.23-5, 
4.5.25-7, 4.6.11-3, 4.7.14-6, 4.19.5-7, 4.19.10-2, 5.5.25-7, 5.7.3-5 
(there is none in the ap-pendb:). by chance, one would have expected 
around 35 (t.aJ.:ing into account the division of Phaedrtts' ':rork into 
134 sections and the fact that a triplet, to be such, must not be 
follOi·:ed by yet another2strone alli~erative verse immediately after 
it in the sdlD.e poem). X is (20-)5) +35 or about 6.4 (Hith df=l): 
hence slightly more than one chance in one hundred of fortuitous 
occurrence. 

In addition, there are nix sequences of four: 2.6.4-7, 3.7.5-8, 
3.10.10-3, 4.18.4-7, app.l5.24-7, app.31.3-6. And there is one sequence 
of five: 1.4.1-5. 
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Especially striking among strong alliterative verses are 

those containing more than one strong alliteration. These may be 

divided (at least in Phaedrus) into h10 types: that in i·rhich tuo 

different initic..ls are repeated, and that in Hhich a single initial 

occurs three times. (5.5.25, mentioned belm·r, is a slightly more 

complex variant of the first type.) 

According to the order of the alliterative elements, the 

first type may be categorized as "alternating'' (abab), "segregated" 

(aabb), or "concentric" (abba). In en author such as Phaedrus, ·Hith 

at least some penchant for avoiding casual alliteration of consecutive 

Hords, one i'lOUld e:x:pect the e>.lterna.ting order to be the most common, 

&nd the segregated the least. Such, hoi·rever, is not precisely the 

case. In fact, Phaedrus has the segregated order exactlY as often 

as the alte~nating (each 10 times), and it is the concentric order 

that is relatively rare (4 times). 23 The instances occur as follo'..rs: 

Alternating ( abab): 

1.4. 2 canis per .£lumen _£a.rnem cum .ferret, natans 

1.21.6 et vindicavit ictu _yeterem iniuriam 

2.9.13 et arte fictas animt1s sentit fabulas 

23Accident probably cannot be ruled out, in view of the 
small numbers involved. 
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3.pro1.4 "verum" l,nq_uin "!anti non est l,ngeniUtl ,1uum 

3.pro1.26 iocto 1abori ~u1c.e praeponens lucrum? 

3.pro1. 52 si fh:ryx !esopus ,20tuit, si ,!nacharsis Scythes 

4.21.6 des _Erinru.m ~eniam, deinde si J2.U1chre ~ides 

5.1.17 "hie est £1enander ~criptor." E!Utatus ~tatim 

app.26.1 £diosa~ornix super ovem consederat 

app.28.14 verum ocu1is ut 12,riveris £:pto ,2erfidis 

Segregated (aabb): 

2.6.11 12romissa _Earte ~uadet ut 1_copu1um super 

3.7.22 iat ossa iominus; .frusta iactat .familia 

~es in ..§::1ta _fecerunt qucrcu _£avos 

12otrici J21enam ~tiquis ~othecam cadis 

4.19.24 _£Bnes _g_onfusi, subitus quod _fuerat _fragor 

4.26.6 _£erto _sonductus ,2retio secretum 12etit 

app.8.9 .12.atriam., _Earentes, natos, ~astas _£onluges 

app.10.10 sibi in .§.inistram et .§.PUtum iigitis iissipat 

app.18.7 iiscerpsit iominum et _fecit partes11uneris (Duvau) 
· l.f.acinoris (HV) 

app.20.12 ~equo ~imo .ferrem. numquam sum.factus satu.r 

Concentric (abba): 

1abori .faber ut desit, non _fabro labor 

homo doctns in se semper iivitias _gabet 

~a1vi E}Omordit ,!!!USCa nudatum _£aput 

ap:p.28.3 per te £rO EJ:peros perque ~es £IDnes tuas 
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(1.4.4 might have been included as alternating ~~d app.8.15 as concentric, 

but alius, alter, and nullus are generally considered to be pron01ms 

or articles rather than true adjectives; on the other side, hOi·:ever, 

pronominal adjectives such as tuQs and tantus have been considered 

as strong words.) (There is one example of a more complex combination 

of strong alliterations in one verse: 

fit ~ba Eaior, iarn favor mentes tenet 

(5.5.25). 

The pattern he:r:e is abcacb, equivalent to tvro alternating and one 

concentric--abab, acac, bccb.) 

It will be noted that in a number of cases some sort of 

grammatical parallelism or bisection seems to be underlined by the 

pair of alliterations (3.pro1.26, 4.21.6, 5.1.17, 5.5.25; 3.epi1.7, 

5.3.1; 2.6.11, 3.7.22, 4.19.24, app.8.9, app.l8.7), but this is far 

from being a universal rule. 

It is uorth remarking that there is quite a pronounced tendency 

on Phaedrus' part to avoid combining t-...ro different alliterations 

of the same sort of letter (viz., stop, fricative, nasal, liquid 

or semivOiv-el, vmrel) in the same verse. Of the 25 verses listed 

above (including 5.5.25), only tHo are of this type (4.26.6 and 

app.8.9, both involving_£ and J2.), as against an expectation of about 

8-~ if vre \..rere to assume that Pilaedrus Has indifferent to such clashes. 24 

24The exact value of the exnectation is here annroximated 
by the formula .:.€ x(x-1), i·rhere x is the nUJll.·ber of strong-alliterations 

n-1 
in the verses in the list involving a partinular type of phoneme 
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I'\ 
This tendency can~ot be set dovm merely to the difficulty of Hriting 

a verse in •·rhich a large proportion of the vrords begin '\vith vovrels; 

for, even disregarding voviel-alliterations, one Hould expect some 

7 instances of the type outlined. The avoidance of excessive alliteration 

is no doubt related to this phenomenon (cf. p. 252 above). No verse 

in Phaedrus 1 1·1ork contains four strong Herds all beginning Hith 

the same letter, and there is only one example of a completely alliterative 

verse, namely app.l5.22: 

cotidiana canta consuetudine.- - .... 
vThat is the practice of other authors in verses of this 

kind (those irrvolving t·.-m separate strong alliterations)? Seneca 

seems to have them someHhat more frequently in his iambics than 

does Phaedrus (about .020 per verse as against .013 per verse), 

but this seems in large pe..rt due to the fact that Seneca does not 

avoid the pattern abba. Again unlike Phaedrus, Seneca does not appear 

to make any effort to avoid ju:{taposing two different alliterations 

involving similar letters in the same verse. 25 

(e.g., sto~) ~~d n is the mL~ber of strong alliterations of all 
kinds in the list. (The presence of 5.5.25 makes the exact value 
itself very d~fficult to determine.) 

The X test tends to be unreliable for expectations under 
10. Recourse is therefore had to 1?oisoon probability paper (an ~xarrrple 
of uhich JTtay be found on p. 105 of Horoney1 s Facts from Fir:ures). 
T11is sho~:m that fo::t.• an expectation of 8-~- the probability that the 
observed number Hill be 3 or more is about 99;5 (hence the chances 
of the observed number's being 2 or less are only about one in one 
hundred). 

25r observe four instances in the first 500 iambic senar~~ 
of the Hercules Fu.rcno: verses 5 (1 i·rith .£), 259 (£ uith _!), 286 
(.£. \vith _!), and 469 (6 \-Iith ]}) • 
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Virgil likewise shows no strong preference for a particular 

order of the alliterative elements in such verses (cf. Cordier, 

p. 	48), though it is :possible that he favoured abba someHhat less 

26
than the other t1·m. Nor does he make any effort to avoid alliterations 

2of similar letters 	in the same verse. 7 

Ovid's fondness for certain devices of repetition is 	perhaps 

28responsible for a slight tendency to favour the pattern aabb; 

he does not avoid abba in comparison to abab, ho':lever. Ovid too does 

not at all avoid having tuo alliterations involving similar letters 

2in the same verse. 9 

Horace does appear, like Phaedrus, to have an aversion to 

the pattern abba in verses involving tHo different alliterations, 

··a
though a special study is no doubt necessa.:...--y to confirm this.) 

There is no strong 	indication, hm1ever, that Horace avoided j'lLTiapo:::d.nc 

26
The first 500 verses of the Aeneid have, by rough count, 

12 instances of aabb, 11 of abab, and 7 of abba, plus one of abbaa. 

27In Aen. 1.1-500, one may cite verses 83 (E ·...,ith .!_), 232 
(! i·:ith_;e), 27~ ':lith.£), 399 (E \·lith.!_), 463 ~ ivith .0 477 (1 ':lith 
,£), and 481 (1 vli th .£). 

2~.g., Eet. 8.484, 11 in scelus addendum scelus est, in funera 
f'unus 11 (polyptoton). 

29rn Net. 8.1-500 alone, one may cite verses 84 (.£ Hith j:.), 
126 (!! with !!}.},178 (E. uith .£), 198 (2. uith .£), 224 (i Hith ,£), 
311 (I ·Hith ~) , 418 @ uith ,2;) , 440 (]?. Hith ! ) , and 484 (.£ \vith 
f). 

3°rn the first 250 verses of the Semones, I count five 
instances of aabb and seven of abab, but only one (1.2.9) of abba; 
there is also one insta~nce of abbaa (1.4.28) and one of aabbb (1.3.132). 
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similar alliterations in the same verse.3l 

Plautus also seems fairly definitely to avoid the pattern 

abba; ind.eec1, it may be that this is true of him to an even greater 

crlen.t than it is of Phaedrus.32 rt,seems likely too that Plautus 

--ag-ain like Phaedrus, though perhaps not to the same degree--avoided 

hro alliterations involving similar letters in the same verse. 33 

At first glance, it appears that the avoidance of the concentric 

pattern of alliteration may be a characteristic of certain types 

of "lou" verse; anc_ this may prove a fertile field of future imrestigation. 34 

Phaedrus may likeuise be follouing traditional sound-patterns in 

avoiding similar alliterations in the same verse. 

Just as striking among strong alliterative verses as tha type 

just discusse<i is that in "\·rhich a single initial occurs three times, 

in each case at the beeinning of a "strongn 1wrd (nmm, verb, adjective, 

or related adverb). Largely as a result of the nature of the verse, 

3l1~ere are three examples in the first 250 verses of the 
Semones: verses 1.1.42 (i uith j.), 1.2.127 (! uith _E), and 1.3.15 
(£ uith _£). 

32m the first 500 iambic senarii in Lindsay's Oxford Text 
I have been able to find no instances of abba, in contrast to siz 
each of aabb and abab • 

. 33The only instance in the first 500 iambic senarii in the 
Oxford Text is 1\.nmh. 1142-

redi. hau promeruit quam cb rem vitio voi~eres 
--uhlch is negated if "quam ob rC'm" Is treated as a single word. 

3~. Norden (Ennius und Ver~lius r:Leipzig and Berlin: 1915:::a, 
p. 135, n. 1) calls aabb E:nnius' "bcliebste Alliterationsschema". 
But the preference for this patt~rn over abab and abba in the .~ale 
at least does not seem to have. been very great. 
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in l"haE:dru.s one of the alliterating words in such cases is almost 

alvrays t11e 	 l<~st e There are four exceptions: 

1.1.2 	 ~iti compulsi • .!:!'U-_:y:::dor ~tabat lupus 

1.12.8 	 per ~am:pum fugere ~cepit, et ~su levi 

5.7.18 	 ~erducit ~retio ~recibus ut tantummodo 

a:p:p.l6. 23 .12.rocu.r:eunt .:£Ueri, J2Ulchram as:piciunt virginem. 


(Md 5.7.18 represents a conjechU'e by Postgate; the reading of t..h~ 


manuscripts is "reducit reurn abduci :pretio precibus ut tantummodo".) 


Nore important is the tendency of the last h1o elements 

to come together. In 15 cases these are not sepa.re,ted by ar,:y other 

strong Hord uhile the first is so separated: 

1.1.2 	 siti comuulsi. superior stabat lupus 

amittit mcrito nroDrium q_ui alienwn a,dpetit 
~--~----

~~h2xum in sneculo vidit simulacrum suum 
. ~ 	 

1.12.8 	 :per campum fugere coepit et cursu levi 

1.18.1 	 nemo Ebenter recolit q_t.li laesit loc.:un 

igitur cum currens bibere coepisset canis 

2.1.2 	 ~raedator !~!~~~~!! .12artem J2.0stulans 

2.5.3 	 gratis anhelans multa agendo ntl agens 

2.8.25 	 cervi q_uoq_ue aJ.ta conspicatur cornua 

2.9.6 	 ne solus esset studui, q_uod superfuit 

3.10.31 	 sopita primo q_uae nil somno scnserat 

se:ponit moechae vestem, mundum muliebrem 

scire ergo cuniens quidnam scntiret senex 
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app.l3.5 multo fuere vires maiores meae 

app.l5.5 • 

In only 8 cases is the reverse true: 

1.5.5 hi cum cepissent cervum vasti corporis 

1.17. 5 debere dixit, verum adfirmavit decem 

3.7.16 lupus a catena collum detritum cani - - --~----- 
3.10.11 seduch1s in secretum a liberto est suo 

3.epil.l supersunt mihi quae scribam sed parco sciens 

4.4.1 equus sedare solitus quo fuerat sitim 

4.19.10 tum vero vultum magni ut viderunt Iovis 

5.8.1 calvus, comosa fronte, nudo corpore • 

If this difference is not due to accident, it might be said by Hay 

of assessment that Phaedrus preferred a climactic order in his more 

striking alliterations, first preparing the 1·ray vri th a..n. isolated 

element, then hanging fire for a moment before picrJ.ng up the alliteration 

and then almost immediately reinforcing it by repetition, thus giving 

the overall pattern a strong ending. A tendency for such alliteration 

to involve the final '.-lord of a verse •·rould tie in nicely Hith this. 

It is also reminiscent of the old epic practice of concentrating 

alliteration in the last half of the hexameter (see \-ltllfflin, ALL 

14 &:1906=, 515-23). To judge from the fevT examples, houever, this 

preference '..ras characteriotic only of Phaed.rus' earlier ~-Tork (books 

35-rrousmen, for ross. 11virginis11 • 
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1 and 2, and possibly parts of the appendix). 

Cases in Hhich none of the tl-.I.I'ee alliterative elements is 

separated from the others by another strong vrord are most freq_uent 

in the appendix, and. in fact represent all five instances of three-

element alliterative verses coming in the latter half of this part 

of Phaed....."f'Us 1 Hork: 

app.l5. 22 _£otidiana _£apt a _£onsuetudine 

app.l6.23 ~rocurrunt~ueri,2ulchram aspiciunt virginem 

app.l8.2 hunc gloriose ~lpes ut yidit yehi 

app.20.18 q_uid si J2.eccaris? q_uid te _P-assurum J2.Utas? 

app.3l.l papilio yespam prope yol~1temyiderat 

The only other instances in Phaedrus are: 

~e, ~bire si quo est ~imus, est licentia? 

3.13.11 de quis nunc _§gitur, _§:Uctor ho:rwn ~pareat 

5.7.18 J2.erd.uci t J2.retio J2.reci bus ut tantummodo 

(conjectural: see p. 262 above). 

Perhaps the poems of the latter half of the appendix come from a 

part of Pha.edrus 1 vJork in '"Thich he had begun to experiment \vith 

the possibility of heavier alliterations, less attenuated by intervening 

material. 

There are no instance of complete separation of the three 

alliterative elements in verses of this type, no doubt because of 

6the rarity of verses containing five strong Hords or more.3

36such verses are by no means absent, however: l.prol.3 
ser>Tes as merely one example. 

http:app.20.18
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Again the practice of a fevr other poets might be briefly 

surveyed. Seneca, like Phaedrus (at least the early Phaedrus), seems 

to prefer placing tbe last hro elements in close proximity rather 

than the first two.37 There is no strong evidence of such a preference 

in Virgil, though he may have had a slight tendecy to group the 

first tuo elements and isolate the last one. Like Seneca, Ovid appearz 

to have had a preference for separating off the first of the three 

elements and :putting the last t-Ho together. 38 Horace shm-1s a similar 

preference. 39 Plautus manifests no strong tendency in this regard, 

though it may be that he had a slight preference for grouping the 

last tvro elements. Thus, Hhile further investieation is no doubt 

desirable, it seGms clear enough that in separating off the first 

of three alliterative ~lements from the other t\·To by means of an 

intervening strong vrord, rather than erouping the first t110 elements 

together and separating off the last one, Phaedrus \vas follouing 

a not uncommon practice. 

~~en a verse contains a single simple alliteration, this is 

naturally made more striking if the uords involved are consecutive 

37 6E.g., E.F. 107, 289, 428, 50 , as against H.F. 451. 

3~.g., JIIet. 8.25, 31, 121, 332, 417, as against Het. 8.92. 
39E.g., Sermones 1.1.58, 3.92, 96, 128, 4.65, as against 

Semones 1.4.42. 
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and not separated by a~ny intervening mateTial, though many such 

combinations (male ~~lcatus, and the like) with time lost their 

validity and became formulized. ~~e frequency of such verses shows 

a fairly consistent development throughout Phaedrus 1 \-Jork, beginning 

>·lith modeTate use in book 1, incTeasing sharply in book 2, and then 

gradually tapering off in the Temaining books, the appendix having 

such verses about as frequently as book 11-. But these differences, 

like the clifferences in the frequency of st-rong alliterative verses 

in general, are far from extreme. 

The position in the verse of such alliteTative pairs seems 

to have been of Telatively little concern to Phaedrus, though there 

is some indication that in book 1 alone he favoured placing them 

to\·Jard the beginning of the verse rather than to':rard the end. Verses 

of the type 

(l.pTo1.1), 


"ante hos sex menses male" ait "dixisti mihi" 


(1.1.10), 


and so on, in \·Thich the numbeT of strong ':fords fo11ovring the a11iterative 

paiT exceeds the number preceding it, occur 20 times in book 1, '"hi1e 

verses of the type 

~~E~~~~ i11e veritatis viTibus 


(1.1.9), 


~~!~ igitur ~~~ ~ercurio mandata ad Iovem 


(1.2.22), 
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and so on, in 1:1hich the reverse is true, occur only 13 times. 

Neither Seneca nor Virgil shous any particular tendency 

to place alliterative pairs tmrard the beginning or end of the verse. 

Ovid, however, seems to favour slightly a position nearer the beginning 

(in a ratio of about 4 to 3). Plautus, on the other hand, appears 

to have preferred positions nearer the end of the verse (in a ratio 

of about 7 to 5); 40 the same may also have been true of Horace. 

Such differences as are observed in Latin poets generally, like 

those in PhaecL...-us, are clearly minor, and not the result of particular 

theories or ~~les. 

Alliteration bet1·reen 1-:ords in successive verses is generally 

of less importc.ncc than allite:ration 1·Tithin a verse, a.'1d is indeed 

almost impossible to avoid for very long. It becomes more noticeable 

vlhen it is multiplied--that is, -vrhen more than one alliteration 

serves to connect the verses in question. Even of this type of ve2:'se

pair, there are more than 250 instances in Phaedl."'Us (counting only 

alliterations bet,·reen strong Hords), so that it ca.nnot have been 

especially striJ.r..ing. Nearly 100 pairs of verses exceed the minimum 

and are co!h~ected by three or more strong alliterations. 

40Haffter (Untersv.c~~ecn zur altlateinischen ~ichtersprache, 
pp. 42-3) remarks that in conedy verse-endL':lgs of the f.orn - ..,"'u- - ::. 
have a stri1::L"'1g tendency to attract figuxes of sound. This fact 
would not of course influence the iambic senarius, on Plautus' use 
of \-Ihich the estimate given abo7e is based. 
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Often the nu.rnber of connections bet\·Jeen the verses is multiplied 

by their internal alliteration, as in 

(4. 6.12-3). 

Rut in other cases the connecting alliterations may all be different, 

the most extreme example being 

(1.2.14-5). 

In one instance four consecutive verses are linked each to the next 

by three strong alliterations: 

Corium depressum in fluvio videnmt__s.anes. 
-~-------~~~:-.~ 
id ut comcsse eY.tractum uossent facilius

1 T ~~ 
aquam coepere ebibere, sed rupti prius-- -- --=--=-~ 
ieriere q11am quod ietierant-~ontingerent 

(1.20.3-6). 

Yet there is no indication of complex patterns of alliteration in 

the fables, nor is the:re any strong evidence of changes in frequency 

of alliteration-bound verse-pairs from one part of Phaed.rus' Hork 

to another (though they may be someHhat more common in his earlier 

vTOrk); much is no doubt due to accident, or at any rate unavoidc:.ble. 

One point may be of interest. Phaedrus hc.:.s a slight propensity 

for placing the alliterative elements in such cases in the same 

order in both verses rather than scrambling or reversing the order 
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in the second. Verse-pairs of the type 

ranae va.gantes liberis naluclibus--- /-------- ./clamore magna Eegem ~etiere ab Iove 

(1.2.10-11), 

in ivhich the alliterative elements are as ab/ab, outl1U.I!lber couplets 

of the type 

et quod prudenti _1i tam .2,0nsilio monet. 


calumnia.ri si quis autem2oluerit 


(l.prol.4-5), 

in uhich the elements are as ab/ba, by about 3 to 2. Nor is this 

likely due to a mere avoidance of too nmch alliteration betHeen 

a 1rord ne:1r the end of one verse and one near the beGinning of the 

next (Hhich the second type often entails); for in both types of 

verse-pair the aver2{;8 distance bebreen the last alliterative v:ord 

of the fiJ.:·st verse and the first alliterative Hard of the second 

is the same (rather than being greater for the ab/ba type, as uould 

be the case vrere it a matter of avoiding alliteration of nearby 

\·JOrds). 

This phenomenon of tending to keep the order of :W..itials 

from one verse to the next may be connected i·Tith Phaedrus' avoidance 

of the alliterative pattern abba vlithin the verse (see above, pp. 

256-8). :But there seem to be other factors at \·rork also. For example, 

some degree of reluctance to begin tHo 1·rords uith the same letter 

in the same metrical position in successive verses. There are of 

cou:rse quite clear instances of this, such as "~ovet"--"E!onet" in 

http:calumnia.ri
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l.prol.3-4; but such :phonic similarit:i.es axe not ovenmrked. 

Other sound-phenomena besides alliteration touch the initial 

letters of -vrord.s. Among these is -vrhat might be called 11 sound.-formu.lism". 

This is especially notable in such :poets as Homer, for Hhom both 

formulas and the actual sound of their :poetry \•Jere of great importance. 

"Sound-formu.lism" means that, regs,rdless of sense, certain phonemes 

or combinations of phonemes tend to be associated vrith certain other 

phonemes or combinations of phonemes, generally in fixed positions 

in the metre or in the ':lord. Take for example the t'.-lO Homeric for.rc:ulas 

/ C"-' I 'I t/ ("A I )41
"11 LOYL o~,a-tct' and TI.ETo ojr'-~t and the phrase tK..f;To olf'~ov \Od. 21.238 : 

in all three cases the phoneme L in the initial syllable o.f the 

clactyl is associated '¥lith the phoneme-group ~1~ immediately follmring 

the dactyl, though there is no reason from the point of viev; of 

syntax or meaning \·rhy this should be so. 

There is at least one instance in J?haed:cus in Hhich a similar 

sound-formulism seems to be at -vrork. Fully ten verses in book 1 

of the fables have their last tv.;o \vords beginning with .£:. and 1::. 

respectively: 

"quidnam futurum est si crearit liberos?" 

1.8.8 gulaeque credens £Olli longitudinem 

4lcited in this regard by H. :Nc..gler, 11 Touards a Generative 
Vievr of the Oral Formula"~ ~PA 98 (1967), 269- 311--sUJIJI;la.rized by 
Ingalls, Phoenix 26 (1972;, 114-5. 

http:similarit:i.es
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1.12.8 	 per cam:pum fugere coepit et _£u.rsu ]evi 

1.13.5 	 vulpes invidit, deinde sic _£oepit }oQui 

modicinam ignoto facere £Oepisset ]oco 

1.17.8 	 bidens iacentem in fovea £Onspexit lu]um 

1.18.6 	 "minime" inQuit "illo posse _£onfido ]oco 

1.19.10 	 par" inQuit "esse pctu.eris, _£edam ]pco" 

1.23.8 	 vigila.re, facias ne mea culpa lucrum" 

1.29.1 	 plerumQue stnlti, risum dum _£aptant ]:evem • 

Considering the normal freQvency of initial~ and 1- in those positions, 

one \·rould have expected only about three instances of their combination. 

Phaec~2s also seems to have had a liking for beginr.ing the 

seeond-last Hord in a verse ·Hith .2:. and follmdng it ···Jith a vrord 

beginning vrith i::. in books 3 and 5 and the ap:9endix: tHenty instances 

altogether, Hhere one uou.ld expect about eight. 

If the conseQuences uere absurd, one might ali!ays have recourse 

to the claim of accident; but it seems entirely natural that certain 

phonetic patterns should become established in a poet's mind and 

so manifest themselves uith greater freQuency in his uork. 

To sum up Hhat has been discovered about Phaedrus' use of 

alliteration: 

--he appears to have used it some1·1hat less in his middle vmrk than 

in his early or final uork. 

--he employed it Hith noticeably greater freQuency in na.."YTative 

than in personal material, presumably from consciouoness of the 
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need for a difference in stylistic tone. 


--he avoided extreme concentration of alliterative verses. 


--he avoided surrounding one alliteration with another (concentric 


pattern). 


--he seems to have avoided juxtaposing similar alliterations. 


--in his early ,,JOrk, he seems to have preferred a "climacticll a;rrangement 


of alliterations involving three vmrds. 




VIII 

STRUCTURE 

1. ~nematic Structure of nook 1 

Structural analysis has become something of a fashion in 

1Classical scholarship. The structure of Homer has been analysed ; 

the structure of :rra.rtial has been analysed2• Host especially, the 

uorks of the Augustan poets have been subjected to this approach. 

That Horace, Ti~~llus, and Propertiu~ constructed their books of 

poems 1·rith great refinenent I·Tas not a ne1-1 idea \•Then "~:lilhelm Kroll 

published his StucUen zum Verst!!nd..""lis dcr r5mi.schen Litcre>,"b.IT (Stuttgart: 
"Z 

1924):;. Since thr.t time, the literature on this subject has multiplied 

and intensified--sometimes taking some str::mge paths, as Hhcn Paul 

Nau:ry attempted to demonstrate that Virgil's J3u.colicG \-rere constructed 

on an elaborate Pythagorean plan representing a temple and containing 

various magic numbers4. So far, no attempt has been made to find 

l:Bcginning 1rith J .~r. Sheppard, ':i~he Pattern of the Iliad 
(London: r::l922=-). 

2E.g., He:r.·bert nerends, :Die .Anordnung in Hartials Gedicht
bUchcrn I-=aT (Jcna: 1932). 

3Kroll cited earlier \·rork en Propertius by Otto and :Dietrich, 
on Horace by Boll and 'feinreich, and on Tibullus by Hichaelis (Studi<?n, 
p. 230 note). 

411 Le secret de Virgile et l'a:rchitecture des Bucoliques11 , 

Lett:r.es d'mn~2r~te III (Paris: 1944), pp. 71-147. G. Le Grelle applied 
simila.:>:' method::; to the firGt book of -the Georctcs (me 17 r::l949~, 
139-235). 
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a unified structure in any of the books of Phaedrus, although it 

is generally thought that he vras influenced by Horace, a master 

of structural tec1mique, if by no other vrriter5. Concerning the 

order of Pha.edrus' poems, Otto Ueinreich noted that similar material 

is generally se:9arated by an intervening :piece but that, like Catullus, 

the Augv.stans, n.nd Hartial, Phaedrus also has Gedichtnaare (Fabel, 

Aretalogie, Novelle c:Heidelberg: 1931=, p. 44). The conclusion reached 

by Morten N¢'jgaard, in a chapter entitled "La composition des liv-.ces" 

(II, :pp. 157-64), isessential~ the same: the general :principle 

seems to be variation, so as not to tire the reader; but there are 

some :pairs or group::: of fables. The corruption of the te:::t, hmrever, 

N¢'jga.ard a.dds, makes a thoroughgoing study impossible. 

THo passages in Phaedrus suggest that he did in fact pa'3

some conscious a.ttention to the order of his :poems. In the :prologue 

to book 2, he excuses the introduction of non-Aesopic material on 

the grounds of va:dety: 

equidem omni cura morem servabo senis; 

sed si libuerit aliquid inter:ponere, 

dictoru_rn sensus ut delectet varieta.s, 

bonas in p~tes, lector, accipias velim, 

ita, si repcndet illi brevitas grati~ 


(2.prol.8-12). 

Then in book 4, after interrupting himself in order to attack someone 

\·Thorn he addre3ses as Envy (Livor), he returns to his story-telling 

5on Phaedru.s' imitation of Horace, see especially D. :Bieber, 
Studien zur Geschichte der Fabel (E'Unchen: 1906), :p:p. 51-2. 
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v1ith the words 11 sed exscquamur coepti propositum ordinem" (4.22.9; 

P has "coeptmn"). 

Neither of these passages implies anything about the structure 

of book 1. Yet this book, Hith its 31 fables and its relative completeness, 

provides probably the best raw lliaterial among all the parts of Phaedrus' 

1.wrk for an attempt at a broad structural analysis. There are several 

reasons '·Jby boo}: 1 is generally thought to be missing one or more 

fables in its present form. 'rhe most difficult to dismiss to my 

mind is Phaedrus' mention in the proloeue to this -book of 11 talking 

trees11 
: 

calumniari si quis autem voluerit, 

quod arbores loquantur, non tantum ferae, 

fictis iocari nos ncminerit fabulis 


(l.prol. 5-7). 

'llhere are no talking trees in book 1, or in any part of Phaedrus' 

work, as it nO\·J stands--though they are to be found in the supposed 

prose paraphrases of Phaedrus 1·k.J.ch originated in the fourth or 

fifth century A.n. 6 
Nevertheless, the passage from the prologue 

just quoted is liable to an interpretation consonant Hith the existence 

of no talY~ng-tree fables in the first book. If, says Phaedrus, 

anyone uishes to bring against my book the false (a."YJ.d trivial) accusation 

that I make trees talk (not just <rild animals), he should remember 

that these are only made-up stories designed to amuse (and so it 

6For these, compare abov-e, pp. 13-4. 11l1.onmlus" 3.14 is the 
story of the trees and the ~~e. 
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~loeo not matte:r:- '.rhether :people believe the talking-t:cee accusation; 

·t:h.ey '.d 11 read the boo1:: o..n;y-..-ray). 'lhls interpretation may not be the 

right cne, but it shous that ue do not necessarily have to assume 

that there are a.YJ:Y fables missing from the first book.7 

Let us for the moment nake the contrary assumption: book ~ 

is essentially intact, though a verse here and there may have been 

lost and there may originally have been an epilogue of some sort. 

Are there any sic;ns of an organized structure in this book? 

Louis Havet noted (ed. 1895, 11])isquisitiones criticae", 

section 147) that book 1 of the fables as given by the tradition 

contains only t1ro narratiunculae (human-fables or anecdotes), as 

against all the remaini!lB' fables, i·!hich arc a;pologi (beast-fables). 

?Alternatively, it might be supposed that Phaed."t"Us ha.::; simply 
made a mistake: the :9rologue '.ras Hrittcn later th2n the rest of the 
book, and he forgot that he had not included ar~ fables abcut tre2s; 
or the prolosuc '.;as uritten before the re::::t of the bool:, and he 
foreut to include ~~y such fables or to go back and coxTect the 
proloGue; or the first book originally contained a tree fable, bt1t 
this ':ms amitted in the final version Hithout the ;prologue's bein:s
changea to fit. 

There ~ be a lacuna behrecn fablen 13 and 14, but the 
suggestion that 1.13.13-4 are spurious seems to me to be :::ome·.:hat 
more likely than the theory that they are the epimythhun of a lost 
fable (the forme:r:- is favoured by Guaeli~none, the latter by ?er27). 
Havet may have bee:o. right in assur:Jing that a verse should be added 
after 1.31.13, thou-eh this cannot be taken as proved; yet it Day 
be only the one vcr:::;e that is missing; for "'.·!hat it is Harth, the 
proloeue that follm-m sho':lS no evidence of a lacuna at the begi:nning 
(contrant the case of fables 1 and 2 of book 5 or that of 13, 14, 
and 15 of book 4). Ls to the poems of Perotti's Appendix, tho evidence 
seems to be on the side of Perotti'::: not havine had the text of 
book 1 or the first part of book 2; hence there is no need to tr-.1 
to fit a:ny part of the appendix into bock 1. 
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11hese na.r.ratiuncul3..e are fables 18 ( 11Hulier pa:rtu.riens") and 14 

("Ex sutore medicus"), and I ,.ras struck by their almost symmetrical 

position r.bout the middle of the book as it no;r stands. In fact, 

if 1·le asGUJ!le that fable 31 1:1as indeed the last fable of the book, 

\'lith possibly the end of this fable a.'YJ.d an epilogue no'..r missing, 

·He see that the tHo narratiu.'YlC"'.tlae are the same distance from their 

respective ends, namely thirteen fables. 

Novl this fact alone might just be put dmm to coincidence, 

but another correspondence imnediately springs to light. Fables 

13 ("Vulpis et cor-vus") and 19 ("Canis pa:rturiens") have both essentially 

the same moral, and in both of them the outcome is in favour of the 

trickster. In both cases the lesson is that one should not listen 

to fair-oeeDing '.Wrds, because if one does he uill soon regret it. 

In both cases one character does yield to the entreaties of the 

other and soon realizes ~·rhat a mistake this ·,;as~ The parallelism 

be'tueen the tHo fables is brought out most noticeably in the promythia: 

Qui se laudari gaudet verbis subdolis 

fere dat poenas tu_~i paenitentia 


(1.13.1-2); 


Habent insidias hominis blanditiae mali, 

quas ut vitemtts versus subiecti monent 


(1.19.1-2). 

Fables 12 and 20 shmv less correspondence, yet there are 

some interesting points of comparison all the same. In both cases 

animals a:re lured to destruction by a foolish error in judgment 
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(and not, for example, by the trickery of e.nother): the stag thinks 

his legs poor things and his antlers beautiful; the dogs think that 

they can best reach the hide by drinldng the river dry. Also parallel 

is the fact that both fables start off i·lith an animal loolr..ing at 

something in the ·Hater (in the one case a reflection, in the other 

a concrete object); in both cases vlhat is seen in the uater is intimately 

bound up Hith the animal 1 s subsequent death. Pe:::hap.s also to be noted 

is the fact that a pack of dogs appears in both fables (the dog, 

of course, is a favourite protagonist in Phae<L"r\ls); in one, it is 

the dogs who tear the stag to piece::, i·Jhi1e in the other the dogs 

themselves are the cause of their Oi·m. bursting. In some respects 

the hide of fable 20 seems a1Jnost a burlesque on the st2.g attacked 

in fable 12, just as the death of the does in the one fable is ignoble 

and grotesque compared to that of their victim in the other. 

There is considerable correspondence bet·:;een fables 11 and 

21. The first point to be noted is that the principal characters, 

the lion and the ass, are the same in both fables. Eoreove:r, in 

both cases the ass acts in a very fierce manner, pretending to be 

something he is not; but the lion at least is not deceived and tells 

him so to his face. The morals are slightly different, but complementary. 

In fable 11, the emphasis is on the true i·Jorthlessncss of the cmra.rd 

vlho pretends to be brave: 

Virtutis expers, verbis iactans gloriam, 

ienotos fallit, notis est derisui 


(1.11.1-2). 
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In fable 21, it is on the shame felt by the victim of the couardly 

attacker 1·rhen he cannot defend himself: 

Q1ticumque amisit dienitatem pristinam, 
ignavis ctiam iocus est in casu gravi 

(1.21.1-2). 

Fables 10 ("Lupus et vulpes iudice sirrio") and 22 ("T'lustela 

et ho:r.1o 11 ) a.:>:>e tied toeether primarily by the oneness of the lesson 

they teach: even if the bact man is technically in the right he '\•rill 

be adjudged to be in the urong because of his :Y.nown character and 

motives. In fable 10 this principle leads the monkey to the paraQo:dcal 

conclusion that the fox ·stole something from the 110lf Hhich the 

uolf never had. stolen from him, since both uxe notorious liuxc. 

The same principle leads the man in fable 22 to put the Heasel to 

death even though she benefits hiru by killing the mice, since her 

motive is only to get food for herself. Both fables represent a trial: 

fable 10 is a civil case pleaded before a iudex; fable 22 is a treason-

trial conducted before an. all-powerful emperor 1·1ho is prosecutor, 

judee, and executioner (Phacdrus, uho never seems to have a bad ',;ord 

for the divinCJ. QOITJ.:::, n:?.tu.rally approves the "emperor"' s decision). 

'l~cre is some simila.rity bet'.reen the lesson::; taught by fables 

9 and 23: both tell u.~ not to forget Hhat is more important (our 

O\m safety; the need to perform ou:r duties faithfully) '.-rhile pursuing 

trivial ends (mrucing ~un of others; ten:porary satisfaction of ffiL~ger). 

It should be noted that the pror.rythium of fable 23, ho;rever, lays 

emphasis e.lso on the need not to be grateful to people ':rho arc unexpecte•lly 
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generous. Thus the connection here is someuhat Hea..~er than it might 

have been. 

1:Jith fables 8 and 24, the plan that I have so fax been constructing 

seems to fail. Theie is very little similnrity either in moral or 

in content betHeen these bro. Fables 7 and 25 a:re similarly q_uite 

unlil'::e each other, as a::::-e fables 6 and 26. Fables 5 and 27 share 

an attack on avarice, bu.t are not other:rise particularly similar. 

Nor do fables 4 and 28 seem to have much in common. 

1,·le come noH to the three fables at each end of the book. 

There is a similarity in the themos of fables 3 and 29: in both 

an 1ID':Torthy crcat-Lrre tries to co:rrrpare himself 'dith his betters. 

As in the case of 12 and 20, the later fable is of a grosser and 

more humorous sort tha~ the earlier, in fact almo2t a parody of 

it. It should be noted, houevcr, that the moral of f2.ble 29 is not 

that one should not try to be 1rhat one is not, as in fable 3, but 

that it is umrise to J"lla'Y.:e insulti!1..g jokes: 

Plerumg_u.e stulti, riSUJu dun captant levem, 

gravi dedrinQIDt alios conhunelia, 

et sibi nocivu.t-:1 concitant periculum 


(1.29.1-3). 

Both fable 2 and fable 30 concern the frogs. In both the 

frogs are in danger from larger animals, a..'1.d. in both the ap:plica-tion 

is to the sufferings of the corrnnon people under the po':rerf'u.l: in 

fable 2 the lesson is that a rule= may be either indifferent or 

bad and one shov.ld be satisfied '.<lith the forr.ter; in fable 30 it 
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is that the poor suffer no matter uhich of the pouerful gets the 

upper hand. 

Both fable 1 and fable 31 concern the depredations of t~rrants, 

in both cases justified by a semblance of laH (the supposed insult 

inflicted. by the lamb's father upon the Holf; the rights of the 

kite as 1-::ing of the doves), but resulting inevitably in the 1-..illing 

and devourinG of the v1eaJ::er by the stronger. Once again, houever, 

the morals are slid1tly different. (In fact, the epimythium of fable 

1 is not even a precept, merely an observation on the cmys of the 

unrighteous, ~d perhaps an attack on Phaedrus' enemies: 

Haec p~opter illos scripta est homines fatnlla 
~ui fictis ccusis innocentes opprimunt 

c:l.l.l4-5=.) 

Returning for a monent to the centre of the book, one mc:.,y 

remark that there is nothing in particule..:r in common bet':ree-·n fable 

15 ("Asinus ad sencm pastorem") and fable 17 ("Ovis, cc:nis, et lupus 11 ). 

1:Jhat I have been describing up to this point is most frequentl:r 

referred to as a "ring-composition", though it has been given a va;dety 

8of other names (for example, "panel structure" ). Th5.. s stru.cture, 

in 1-rhich the first element corresponds to the last, the second to 

the second last, and so on, appears to be universal rather than 

r
peculiarly classical; this ':J2.s pointed out b¢ ])avid Porter in a 

8So ':!&H. Nethercut, 111Totes on the Structure of Propertius, 
Book IV11 

, ~ 89 (1968), 449-64. 
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recent article ( 11Ring-Composition in Classical Literature and Contemporary 

l~usic•', £!. 65 r-1971-2~, 1-3 & 6). 

Ring-coDposition is, of course, the basis of the struct~e 

of the Iliad. 9 It i:J al:Jo the pattern most frequently found by analysers 

10of the structure of Latin poetry of the Aue,ustan age. 

In the case of Phaedru.s book 1 it is only partial, centred 

mainly about the middle of the book and to a certa:.n extent at the 

extreme ends. This is of course Hhere it ;'fill be most noticeable. 

~Jhere the similarities that make up this ring-composition in book 

1 exist they are almost alvrays primarily thematic in nature, rather 

than, sa:y-, being sir.lilaritie::; of imag·e or character. T:-ro.s they sho':! 

a certain unity. 

There are naturally munerous other correspondences behreen 

fables in book 1, many of uhich, uhile quite ::;triking, do not seem 

to fit into a pattern. In several cases, houever, p;:u-allel pairs 

of correspondences can be ob::;erved \·rhich might serve to reinforce 

the bilateral structure already outlined. 

a 
,;See C.H. \·fhit·man, Hor2.er and the Heroic TraG.ition (Ca:m.'bridge: 

1958), especially pp. 247-84. 
10

rorter :nention:c the •.-:ork of Duck.vorth (2j;ruct1.J.T2,l ?.:::_tt~ 
and. 'Pro""'ort" "'"' ;.,., ,,,.,.,........;1 1 A"'.,.,"'r: '·"'n ,·,..."oo,.... 1°(':2 e~"'ec'., 1 ly.... ) - -L0.1..:..0 -~- _.._,_>=..a... r,_J .... ..::._ ........ ..1....._<- c:=...~J_ ... L_ -• c:: ./~ =r=l' ...... ~._) ·lc.....1.. 

pp. 1-35), Otis CQiiOi ::::-; z.n :.=·.)ic ::..'oet djz..'nbrid.ge: 1966::::~), Luc.'.rig 
(He::>.1Jl.e8 85 r=l957::::z, 336-1~6), 2ncl ~=:uit:J ('::.1.".P'\. 96 r-l965::::o, 436-7). lhuncrous 
othe~· e::anrples micht be Given, 211ch as Grimal 1 s Les intentions cla 
Pronerce et la co:n-oosition du li\Q'e Dl des ~legies (3erchem-TI~:elles: 
1953). 

http:He::>.1Jl.e8
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Tuo fables involve only birds (fable 3 <md fable 31); on 

the chart (appendix A) these correspond to tHo fables (29 and 1) 

that involve only beasts (this in the restricted sense of mammals; 

there are h1elve :::uch fables in the uhole of book 1). Fables 13 and 

26 both involve a fox trying to get the better of a bird (specifically, 

trying to do it out of some food) by trickery, in the one case succeeding, 

in the other case being tricked in turn. The corresponding fables, 

19 and 6, both involve a creature 1 s becoming more dangerous '.'!hen 

it procreates. In fable 6, presu.'l!lably the frogs are granted their 

petition and the Sun's uedding is called off (ac the fo::: is punished 

in fable 26); on the other hand, in fable 19, the one bitch stays 

long enough fo::::.- her broocl to serve as her defence ag-'c.inst the other's 

rightful clai.El (a::; in 13 the fox gains permanent possession of the 

cheese). 

Fables 20 and 24 both involve animals that foolishly burst 

themselves. (%is actual bursting in scaena, as it Here, seeBs to 

be a distinctively Phaedrian motif. 11) The corresponding fables, 

12 and 8, both involve paxticular distinctive physical peculiarities 

of certain creatuxes (the stag's antlers, the crane's long necl:). 

Fables 5 and 11 both involve a lion going hunting in partnership 

Hith one or more lesser anir:tals but q_uite obviously uith the lion 

in charge. The corresponding fables 21 a:nd 27 both describe a cl.ying 

1l:sut 1Tpjgaard at least (IJ:, p. 396) thinks that the bursting 
of the frog in 1.24 belongs to the "noyau priiilitif". 

http:motif.11
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animal beine insulted by one or more lesser creatures '.rho ·.muld 

not da.re to act thus under normal circumstances. Horeover, fables 

5 and 21 both concern the relationship of the lion to other animals 

(in 5, '"hen he i3 in his full strength, and, in 21, uhen he is about 

to die), and in both the :physical 1veakness of one side is taken 

advantage of by the other; the corresponding fables 27 and 11 do 

not generally have much similarity to each other, but both do end 

,.,.ith one creature telling another that he knoHs the other's true 

nature in spite of his ambitious pretentions: 

110 canis, merito iaces, 

qui concupisti ~1bito regales opes, 

trivio conceptus, educatus stercore 11 


(1. 27. 9-11); 


"Insignis" inquit "sic utf nisi no3sem tuum 

ani:mum genusque, nimili fugissem metu. 11 


(1.11.14-5). 


Fables 10 and 17 are united by a common legal theme, a similar 

moral (that lying is not profitable), and the presence of the '.·rolf 

in both of then. sach also involves precisely tln·ee beasts, hro 

of vlhich arc canine. The corresponding fables 22 and 15 both involve 

a man in conversation ':rith a beast (not strictly true of any other 

fable in the boo1:); in one case it is the man Hho is in danger and 

is pleading uith the beast (fable 15), ,.,.hile in the other the beast 

entreats the mru1 to spare it (fable 22); in both cases the other's 

anSi'<'er is to the effect tha-t there is no debt of gratitude to be 

paid. 
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:B'ables 7 and 12 both involve the innate Horthlessness of 

fine appearances (the actor's mask, the stag's antlers). The correspond.ing 

fables 20 and 25 both concern dogs drinking from a river. 

I have said already that many correspondences do not seem 

to fit into a pattern. Just as an example, take the close parallel 

in creatures involved bet·1reen fable 24 ("Rana rupta et bos") and 

fable 30 ("Ranae metuentes taurorum proelia"); there seems to be 

almost no parallel on the other hand betueen fable 8 ("Lupus et 

gn:tis") a:n.d fal>le 2 ("Ranae rcgem petierunt"). 

1•..rnen the correspondences that do fit the bilateral scheme 

are SUD:l!Tlarized, hoHever, (see appendix A belO\v) it Hill be seen 

that only four fables out o= the 31 (viz., fables 4, 9, 23, and 

28) do not somehoH have a place in it and that fables 11, 12, 20, 

and 21 assert their places in several 1ra~·s. 

In conclusion, several things should be remembered. All 

these correspondences and parallels are of course only partial; 

moreover the~e <:l..C'e m2..ny others '..rhich do not conform to the symmetrical 

scheme given. ?urthermore it should not be supposed that Phaedrus 

had any sort c:f. diagram or scheme in mind uhen he e...rrangec. the poema 

of book 1 ( assu.'llinG t:t.at it ,,.,as he uho 2.xranged them). There are 

also feH verbal p.o.rallels be·breen the fc,bles that I have connected 

(one exa.nr;>le I have found is the occurrence of f:r.aus in the same 

metrical position in the first and last verses of fables lC and 

17 respectively). 
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If, therefore, it can be concluded that Phaedrus did tend, 

at least in book 1, to put his fables in some sort of order, rather 

than simply III'iting them dmm as they occurred to him--though . 

on the other hand he did not attempt any rigid schematization--then 

it may perhaps be assumed that in this he 1vas follm·ring the practice 

of the AuBUstan poets. The original collection of fables that he 

used as his source '.ms probably arraneed, if at all, according to 

categories of applicability (fables applicable to greedy people, 

fables applicable to stupid people, fables applicable to liars, 

) 12etc. • 

Moreover, if my rather tentative conclusions about the structure 

of book 1 arc valid, the supposition that the book is essentially 

inta,ct is given some confirmation. 1,;e might, as I said earlier, 

asmnne the loss of an epilogue and perhaps one verse of fable 31. 

There may also have been some transpositions of verses, loss of 

parts of certain fables, even interpolations; no serious dislocations, 

ho,,rever. Hassive rearrangenents of the text, such as those of Havot 

and of Leon Herrmann13, ·Hould have less justification. 

2. Thematic Structuxe of Book 4 

If it Has difficult to demonstrate even the pocsibility 

of a unified structure in the case of book 1, it is still more so 

12Perry (TP~A 71 cl940~, 391-419) considers it hi0lly probable 
that the promythium Has originally a heading to classify the fable. 

l3Leon He~a.nn, Phedre et ses f~hles (leiden: 1950). 
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for the rest of Phaedrus' '•lOrk. Books 2 and 5, even if still close 

to their original form, are too short for any convincing demonstration, 

nnd indeed seem to lack any thematic structure at all. Book 3, Hhile 

longer and apparently fairly intact, manifests on the '.-!hole a quite 

random order of themes, though the placing of the long poemJ on 

believing and not believing (3.10) at the centre of the book may 

be of some signific2~ce. This leaves book 41 singularly unpromising 

1in vieu of the defectiveness of fables 13 4, 14, and 15 and the 

obvious displacement of prologues and epilogues (see pp. 14-5 2bove); 

in fact, ue do not even kno"\·T the limits of book 4, since the mc..nuscripts 

give no indication of ilhere boo}: 5 begins15. 1:Je can, hm·rever, o ~ 

reasonably sure that \Ihcreve::c 4.epil. belongs there also is the 

end of the book. 

This ha:vine been said, it is clear that any structure that 

may be discovereC. in book 4 Tests on extremely uncertain ground, 

'tmless by its oHn corsency it should convince us that the bock had 

originally one particular form. Nevcrthele::>s it is }Jerhaps our duty 

to ask Hhether anv structure, no matter ho'.J poorly grouncled, might 

be detected in this part of Phaedrus' vrork. 

l4That is, as:::uming that there really ~·ras a fable usimius 
tyrannu.s" in the Phaed.rian. corpus. 

l5It is assumed that there should be five books because Avienus 
gives that as the number of books into Hhich Phaedrus put Aesop's 
fables (see p. 4 above), and also because R1 s text of Fhaedrus (as 
reported by Vincent) is folloued by the '<lo:rds 11 PILI\£ITlRI AUG. LI:SERTI 
LIBE:a Q.UTI·JTITS EXPLICIT J?GLICIT"""..::R"; but there are obvious ·HealcrJ.esses 
in this asGUI!l.ption. 
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I have not been able to find even traces of such a atructure 

in book 4 n.s it is usually pr5.nted (uith the stor'J of Simonides' 

rescue from the collapsing house c4.26~ fonming the final fable). 

The outlook appears someuhat more promising, hm;ever, if, follovring 

the manuscript tradition, book 4 is made to include 3.epil. and 

5.prol.-5, a~d also if it is assumed that there there are no large 

16lacu_nas. 

No1-r, if there is to be a symmetrical arrangement, as in 

the case of book 1, ue might e:-q:Ject to find some sinilarity bct'decn 

the first fable (4.1) and the last (5.5), and in fact. ':le find several. 

Both are lnunorous tales invol~ring men and animals, but in 1·1hich 

the animals play an entirely realistic role (there are no other 

such fables in the book). Both exe attacks on charlatans: in 4.1 

it has been m~gested that the promise of an afterlife by the mystcl~

cults may be being parodied (at any rate, the priests are not sho·,m 

in a favourable light); in 5. 5 the poet makes fun of those ':lho thin1: 

they can improve on nature. In both the making of a noise by the 

animal uhen "hurt" is an essential point of the joke. I1ost interestinG 

of all, both end ':~ith verses beginning 1'lith a uord meaning "behold11 : 

~ aliae plagae congeruntur mortu.o! 


(4.1.11); 


16On other gro~~ds, I consider both these assumptions to 
be rather implausible. 
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~ hie declarat quales sitis iudices! 

In both cases an error of judgment is being revealed by someone 

'dho lme·.1 about it all along. It must be concecLed of course that 

the mo:cals of the t~.lo fables are quite different. 

Coming next to 4.2 and 5.4, one should notice immerriately 

that the latter is concluded by a short personal epimy#ium '.rhile 

the former is introduced by a short personal promythium. In the 

fables theBselves o. considerable similarity of theme is again perceived: 

a 1dse beast avoids certain 11food 11 (in both cases cereal food) after 

seeing it lead. to the death of another. :Both are e:::;sentially beast

fables, even if flour and mousetraps are mentioned in one and a 

ma.r.J. actually appears in the other. Again ue can see a certain sicila.rity 

in the phrasing of the closing remarks (in both cases, basically 

a hypothetical condition '.rhich 1rould ca;use the speaker to Hish for 

somethinc). 'fue morals, uhile once 8{,~in not the same, are sinila"t': 

appearances are deceivine; riches nay be dancerous. 

4.3 and 5.3 are in a sense conplenentary. In the former, ue 

are confronted Fith the case of an individual Hho falsely consoles 

herself for failure to achieve an object by asserting that the object 

\vas in fact not 1·rorth achieving. 5.3 also has an individual failinB' 

to achieve an object, ~~d, like the fox in 4.3, causing himself 

pain in the process; the bald man's excuse, hoi·rever, is valid--e:Lven 

the possibility of achieving the object (the destruction of the 

fly) he vTOltld have been uilling to put up vrith still more pain. 

http:sicila.ri
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Here there is no similarity of morals. 

4.4 and 5.2 both concern partnerships that turn out not 

to be as equal as ':Jas desired by one of the parties. In one case, 

the man, ho:T'..illg got control of the horse, decideo that his partner 

is too useful to let go; in the other, one soldier deserts his companion 

vlhen the tuo are attacked by a rob0er. In both instances the moral 

1is essentially to talce care in 11hom you put your trust. 7 

·He do not knoH the extent of the lacuna that exists in PTI 

betueen 5.1.17 and 5.2.3. Let it be assumed that no other fable 

intervened, ho·.1ever; there are a fe':T parallels betue~m 4.5 and 5.1. 

Athens is the scene; both are relatively lor..e; 8llecdotes; both involve 

revelations that arc rathe:r- startling to the persons to uhon they 

are directed, and 1rhich iL-mecUately cause these persons to change 

their e.ction::;; in both cases the famous m2n (_'l.eso:p, Eena.nder) is 

one of a cro·.n3. until the time comes to mention him. It is not Y.no'.m 

uhethcr 5.1 had a noral other tlw.n 5.prol., but both sto:ries are 

certainly attacks on the stupidity of most people. 

After a not unpropitious start, the '.ray no':l becomes someuhat 

tangled and dubious; and indeed, L~ order to continue the ~etrical 

scheme, it becomes necessary to pass over a large amount of material 

l7The epimythium of 5.2 does not explicitly state the more,l, 
but tha reader is clearly enouch beinc; tole. to be careful of the 
fair-·.-rcathcr hcx-ocs to -.:hom the stor'J is a:pplied. The similar tale 
of the t·.ro travellers and the bear (Aesop 65 Pel.'r'J; .Avienus 9) is 
more e:cplicit. 
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for the time being and light upon the obvious thematic similarity 

betueen 4.12 and 4.21. First observe that, '.rhile 4.12 is introduced 

by a promythium stating that uealth is rightly scorned by a good man 

since a rich treasure-chest is an obstacle to true fame, 4.21 is 

folloued by 2.n apoc:trophe to a Biser '.rhich likeHise depreciates 

\vealth as a desirable object. The fables themselves are both attacks 

on Health: in 4.12 Hercules accuses Plutus of keeping bad company 

among men; in 4.21 the fo:c states that only those hated by the gods 

have so mch money that they have to guard it night and day, but 

never enjoy it. The mention of Jupiter in both fables is probably 

fortuitous. 

According to the manuscripts, 4.13 and 4.14 are part of 

a single fable 11 :0e leone regnante"; the paraphrases, on the other 

hand, make their version of 4.13 the beginning of another fable, 

that on the liar and the truthte1ler before the king of the apes. 

Suppose a single fable: corresponding ,~11 be 4.20, and the lesson 

of both is that the evil man \Jill harm you no matter h01·1 \·Jell you 

treat him. Yet this docs -not fit Hith the statement of 4.13.3: 11 ad 

perniciem solet agi sinceritas11 • Indeed, this sentiment does not 

suit the story of the lion as king as ue knou it at all. Suppose 

therefore t1:o fables: the story of the king of the apes should correspond 

to that of the snake that killed the merciful man. In both these 

stories, human virtues are of no avail among beasts and in fact 

bring death: the man 1.,rho speal:s cancl:i.clly to the king of the apes 

is torn to pieces; the man Hho feels pity for the snake is slain 
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by it as soon ac it recovers. In both, the beasts represent bad 

men in general (one 1·rond0rs in fact \·:hether the 11 improbis 11 of 4.20.6 

did not originally find an echo at the end of 4.13: the paraphrases 

have 11malis hominibus 11 ). If the story of the lion as king (4.14) 

originally immediately follo·:Ted that of the Jr.ing of the apes, it 

should be parallel to 4.19. Both these stories involve the dangers 

of offending at couxt (as does of course 4.13 also); it is interesting 

that they both entail some sort of personal physical offense concerned 

':Tith digestion (the lion's putrid breath; the dogs 1 stercoration 

of the halls of the gods); in both fables, precautions, ho·dever ingenious, 

to avoid the fate of one's predecessors are of no avail. 

Like lj.• l) and 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 are obviously closely 

connected. It is conceivable that they originally formed part of 

a single poem in vrhich t110 persons each asked Aesop a different 

question on a single occasion. If so, this poem uould be paralleled 

by 4.18, '.·rhich also features Aesop telling a tale; yet there is 

otherHise little sinilarity betueen the pair of sexual aetiologies 

and the analogy of the ship at sea. If, on the other hand, 4.15 

and ~.16 are separated, there is again relatively little similarity 

to bring 4.18 into the scheme, but 4.16 and 4.17 have the interesting 

point in corunon that they both involve parts proper to one sex being 

given to the other by divine agency. \lhile 4.16 is certainly an 

aition, 4.17 does not really qualify for this name, except possibly 

in the firnt line, '.rhich, hmrcver, docs not e~lain ·.rhy Jupiter 

gave the nhe-goats beards, nor 1:1hy they .ranted them (contrast Lessing' n 
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reHorldne of this tale .:::?abeJn 2. 24=> in uhich t:r.e beards are an 

U...'llUanted bonus that goes uith horns). 

Having discussed ;:hat degree of symmetry might be found 

in the centre of bool~ 4, I nn.1st nou return to 4.6-11 and 4.2)-26, 

v1hcre the scheme must be varied :::::ome·.That (fable 22 is of course 

not a fe.ble at all, but an address to a critic). Thou.gh ~.• 6 is a 

beast-tale and 4.23 is a moralizing anecdote, they share a common 

theme of death by encumbrances and might be used to illustrate the 

same popul<:.r-:philosophical truth. Like Simonides, the rc:n.'ks of the 

mouse-army reach safety before being swallofied up in the depths 

that threaten them (the use of 11mersit11 at 4.6.10 is interesting 

in viciJ of the ship·:r.reck in 4.23; by coincidence e?~, Prudentius 

echoes tbis line in his poem on Jonah cCath. 7.115: of. p. 6 above=>). 

4.7 c;.nd 4. 24 seem both to be attacb:; on pretentiousne::::s. 

:So·th are in the form of :per::::on2.l addresses to soi!le critic or other 

enemy. The mount2.in that brines forth a mouse is an image of sii!lilar 

inconcru.ity to that of Aesop in tragic buGl:ins. Notice the verbal 

parallels betueen 11hoc scriptum est tibi, q_ui" (4.24.3-4) and 11tu 

q_ui 11 and "q_uid ereo pos::n.:un face:::-e tibi11 (4.7.1 and 4.7.21; cf. "tibi11 

in vv. 17 and 24) and the structural sL"llilarity of the fin2.1 ve:roes: 

g_ui, 	 maena cum mnaris, extricas nihil 


(4.21.4); 


et, ut putentur sapere, caehun vituperant 


(4.7.26). 


http:mount2.in
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Some parallel is perhaps to be seen bet·:reen 4.8 and 4.25, 

the file blunting the serpent's tooth '.·rhile the ant does the sa..TJle 

to the pride of the fly (note the specific use of 11rettudi" in 4.25.22), 

but it is far from certain. 

If He nm·r decide to consider 4.11 and 4.26 as parallel, since 

they deal ':lith a common theme of piety touards the gods and both 

involve human and divine beings, ue are left ·Hi·i:;h flr.9 and 4.10, Hhich 

appear not to be balanced by any fables on the opposite side. It 

might be ':rorlhuhile to note, hm·rever, a certain similarity bet'.recn 

the philosophical musings of the presumed prologue to book 3 arJ.d the 

allegory ":De vitiis homimun" (4.10), though the specific the:rJ.es 

dealt uith differ sone•.rhCl.t. ::: could also mention in passi::.1.g the 

slieht degn:e of p2..ralleJ.isn bet·.reen 4.12 s..nd 5.1. 

A schema appro::ino.tely like that found in appendix 13 can 

nou be constructed. There are obviou::'ly nU:rJ.erous problens. If one 

Hishecl to assumG a more rigid pattern in the original, one option 

•.-roulcL be to postuln.te the loss of fables betueen 4. 25 E>nd 4. 26, this 

beine somehou conn.ected ·.·Tith the insertion of epilogic-prologic 

material there~ But really too many assumptions have been made already, 

and the point has been reached uhere one nust call a halt. 

Thus, albeit uith no little difficulty, a rather im:Jerfect 

scheme can be constructed for book 4. Yet this scheme is so ill 

supported that it could not be asserted as proved unless ue had 

prima-facie evidence that a scheme of precisely this form should 

exist; and this vre ':rould not have even if the proposed schene for 

http:postuln.te
http:the:rJ.es
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book 1 '.-rere unassailable. Hence the h._vpothetical a..-crangement of 

book 4 is not admissible evidence for the limits of that book or 

for the size of 2:ny lacuna uithin it. 

3. Numerical Stl~cture 

Attempts to find a unified structure in any of Phaedrus 1 

books by considerins the theme of each fable having proved relatively 

fruitless, is -~here any other arJproach? One :;:>ossibility is to consider 

the lencths of the poens 2.nd ~rhether these seem to form a pe,ttern. 

I must state at the outset that I am more than a little suspicious 

of such a method, since the most S't<.r:;:>rising patterns may be discovered 

even in a series of completely ra.."1ct.om munbers. ~Tevcrtheless, Duck-.rorth, 

in spite of initial skepticisr1, became convinceo_ tbat the Aeneid 

uas co:r:1posed verse by verse on the basis cf the Golden Section (see 

G.-::;. Duck.rorth, Structu.;.-2.1 Patterns and P:ronortions in Ver;ri.l' s 

18Aeneid c::t:..nn .Arbor: c:l962=). flms the idea that Phaec1rus may have 

used some mathematical plan in constructing one or more of his books 

of fables cannot be rej ectec_ automatically. T'11e evidence '.rill have 

to be derived from the arrangeme~ts of poem-lengths actually observed 

in his uork; for there is no indication in the uoJ:>ds that Pha.edrus 

1EYcot thc:re are many '.rhon Duck.JOrth has not convinced, 2..nd 
it cannot be se.id that his thesis has been positively tested '.Jith 
sufficiently· objective critcJ:>ia. 3oe most recently 'Tillian C. ·.:aterhouse, 
"Extreme and ]'~ecm Ratio in VerGil?n, l,hoeni.":: 26 (1972), 369-76. 



1.<.:::eB that .he '.12,:; at all intcre.Jted in numbers, and the f2.ble o.: 


the 1:nJ:~t-e?:l'ly 2nd the ~!2.3:£1 (app.3l) 2-:ppears to rest, not on metempsychosis, 


but on a thco~J of generation of sm2.ll creatllres from the corpses 


of larger (cf. Havet, ed. 1917, p. 283), and so cannot be employed 


as evide...n.ce of Pythagore3...n. influence. 


Let us begin '.iith book 1. The mere ;:riting dmm of the mmbc~ 

of verses in the v2.rious poems in this book i~edi2-tely cuceests 

an at least p2.rtially patterned arrangement. ':Je observe that a pair 

of ten-verse fables (1.9 and 1.10) is irnnediately follo•.red by a 

pcir of fifteen-verse fables (1.11 and 1.12), and then that or: eithc~ 

side of this sequence there is 2. fable of t•.relve "Terses (1.8 and 

1.13). L f2.ble of -'.:;en verses follo·,red by a fable of seven ve~::oe::; 

( 1.15 and 1.16) is balo.:nced alnost il""'.medj ateJ:.t by a seven-ve:t.'se 

fable follo•.:cd by a ten-verse fable (1.18 c:...n.d 1.19). Just befo~e 

this sequence co:ocn a fable of eighteen verses (1.14), and just 

after come one of six znd one of t~relV"c (1.20 and 1. 21): scarcely 

necesc8..LJ' to rcr:w.rk that 6-:-12=18. The lengths of the ne::t five pocns 

(1.22 to 1.26) also sho•:r a syrrr..illetrical structure (12, 8, 10, 8, 

12), and this is joined to an alternation (1.26 to 1.29: 12, 11, 

12, 11). This uhole sequence (1.8 to 1.29) is opened by a fable 

of eleven verses (1.5) follo~-red by one of nine and one of fm.rr (1.6 

and 1.7) and is closed by a fable of eleven verses (1.30) follo·.red 

by one of thi~teen (J.. 31: 2.331uning there are no verse::: missing off 

the end). The first four fables plus the prologue themselves form 

a nearly :pe:r·fect syr:nnetrical gToupinc (7, 15, 31, lG, 7). The ntl.iT.ber 

http:rcr:w.rk
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of verses in this isolated initial group is 76, or 4 times 19; the 

number of verses in the ~-Iholc book (assu.mine that 1.13.13-4 is an 

19interpolation and that nothing follmrs 1. 51.13) is 361, or 19 squarec1 • 

This certainly looks ve~J much like deliberate patternine (for a 

schematic representation, see appendix C belo'.T). Yet the fact that 

the numerical arrDJJ.gement of the book can be a.11alysed some'>·Ihat differently 

also (sec belmr) rather ueakens the case for any deliberate arrangement 

at all. Bore :::;erious, ho11ever, is the objection that the numerical 

arrangement does not seem to be reinforced by any similarities of 

theme, image, or the lil:e, though the possibility of a meaningless 

patterninG for its Oim sa1:e cannot be excluded (see o. Sl:utsch, H3:?h 

Book 5 does not sho':J the sar1e sort of syoi'letrical groupings 

as arc found i.11 book 1, but in fact is synr1etrical as a '.-Thole (if, 

\rith most editors, ue remove 4.eiJil. from after 5.5). The :;:>roloeu.e 

and the tenth fable are of course equal in ler..gth (10 verses); Hhat 

l9Perfec t soua:res occu.r elseuhere in Latin poetry ( e .t;., 
in Horace C..'1.d Catulius), no doubt r::o:::t often by accident. But th'2y 
are ::;triJ:ine in Yi:r.'cil' s =-~cloQJ.C:s. Ths first seven of these poems 
total 576 verse~, or 24. :::;qu:J..:rc:CL (:even is of course a uell-l:r10·.m 
magic nwn.ber); in addition, the last t'.ro :2closJ.es consist tocethe::c
of 144 vcr3cs, or 12 squ2:.red, a.nd the last four of 324 verses, or 
18 squared. 'J.".relvo, eichtc;en, z.ncl. t':renty-four e.re equal to si:c: rmlti:oliccl 
·:resp0ctively by t'.-:o, th.T.ee, and four. The square of siz is 36, less 
tha..'1 the nunber of verses in eny one Iicloc:;ue; and. if six tirles five 
.:Ls ::quarccl the recult is 900, sor.J.e'.ihat more th2.Il the tot2.l number 
of verses in the book a a ·.:hole. It is possible that the munber 
six had. 	some s:pecial significG...1"1.ce for vire:;:i..l (it is any.ray not ·.rithout 
fJignilic2J1cc.) in vic' r o::: the f?..ct that th8 composition of the Aenoicl 
is said 	to superimpose diptych ancl triptych c.onstruction. 

As fa:.:· is I lmm1, this p8.:!:'ticular m.J.m.erical :phenomenon has 

http:2closJ.es
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should also be noted is that the first five poems of the book (5.prol. 

to 5.4) contain exactly the same number of verses as the last five 

(~.6 to 5.10), l:Juttinc the fifth fable in the e:cact centre. Not 

only that; the total nru:J.ber of vcr:::::es in the tuo end-poems a.nd the 

central poem (5.prol., 5.10, and 5.5) is exactly 58, the same nunber 

as in each of the t',TO e;rou:;~s that they divide off (5.1 to 5.4 and. 

205.6 to 5.9), o-r one-third of the 174 verses in the book. This scheme 

is so simple and so unlikely to have occurred unintentionally that 

it must have been deliberate. 

Regarding the number 174, the first thirteen fables of book 

1 plus the prologue also consist of this many verses (again considering 

1.13.13-4 as spu..1.·ious); this e;roup divides neatly into t;ro halves 

of 87 verses each betm::en 1.5 and 1.6. :J?ables 14 to 30 of book 1 

also form a eroup of 174 verse:::. :Book 2 comes close, bat in fact 

has only 172 or 173 verses (dependine on tho authenticity of 2.5.~0). 

The last cicht fables of book 4 plus tho epilogue ( 11Poeta ad :?articuloncm") 

ma...l:c up c::actly 174 verses if 4.25.1 is 2.dlrJ.tted to be spurious. 

not :previoucly been pointed out (one ~.roulc1 have e::,ectcd it to have 
been mentioned by =~.1. J3ro;m in his Fm::eri Ve~Q.li2..ni ct3::!:"1.-c:ellc s
:Berchem: 1963::::2). :?or sone ot~erc: of a :::;ir'li.1ar nahL'c, ho-. .revc-r, see 
E.r... CurtiLl3, ~:U..~o-r:c:LJ1. !:; tcr2:bJ.:cc c:;r_cl t!12 I1o.ti11 ~~i:~dls _\ gos (transl. 
H.n. Trad:; I;'e'.r Yorl: ancl _:,\rcmston: c1)l6::;:::z), p. 502. 

20
:prol. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
10 1~ 13 12 38 L_},9 7 ? 10 

58L ---~-_i8_:_j 

58 • 
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21lunbitious th2ories could no doubt be built on such facts, but 

they are really rath8r too little to rely on. 

Regarding munerical :::;~rm.Betry, :i.f one excludes the epilogue 

to boo}: 3 bu:t l:ee:ps in 3.15.19-20, this book dividec exactly do'.m 

the middle be·c·.reen 3.9 z.nd 3.10 into hro parts of 184 verses each. 
,.. 

Each of these part::: is le~d off '.dth a long poem of about one-third 
"' 

its length ().prol.--63 verses; 3.10--60 verses). Still, this is 

not as convincing as uas the pattern observed in book 5, z.nd in 

a book as long e,s book ) one rr.ig-ht have e:\..'"}?ected a some'.·:hat more 

elaborate arrangement. 

In conclusion, then, '.re are left uith a possible nu.Berieal 

a.rrangenent in book 1 md c:.n. almost undoubted one in book 5. The 

textual eonseq_uence of the arrz.ncement of book 5 is that the lac1.m2. 

bet·.reen 5.1 z.nc:t 5.2 consists only of the three verses no1! su:ppliecl 

fc:-om lTV (5.1.18 a..nd 5.2.1-2). If the arrangewent, such as it is, 

for bool: 3 is also accepted, the supposed epiloeue is isolated fron 

the re::t, thouch it Bie-ht still belong to th0 book; Bore im~Jortent, 

the last t1·:o verses of 3.-15 are more probably g2nu.ine. In general, 

the numerical a::_J:proach looks more promising tha.Jl. the thematic, thoush 

both are obviously full of pitfalls. 

21such numerical correspondences among parts of Ph2,edrus 1 

\-TOrk have already been used by Eavet to some decree in an atter.rpt 
to rcconst~uct the histols of the mz.nuscripts (ed. 1895, especially 
pp. 225-59). 

The nv~1ber 174 is the :product of 6 a.."1.d 29, and there are 
about 29 day;:; in a lunar cycle, just as there uere 19 years in the 
Hetonic cycle; I give thi.s information for '.;hat it is uorth. 
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Appendix A: Thematic Schema for nook ! 

pro1. 

1 ~----------------~~-~-~~-:-=-~-=-~-=-=·:-~-~-~-~-~-;-~-~-~-=-:-=-=-=-=-~-~-~-:-:-=-=-==- 31 
2 --------~------~-------~-- -------------------------- 30 


3 -------------------------------------------~ 29 

4 28 


13 


18 


15 17 

16 
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Appendix :S: Thematic Schema for :Book 4 

4.1 ------~-------------------------------------------~- 5.5 
4.2 -------------------------------------------------- 5.4 
4.3 ----------------~------------------------------- 5.3 
4.4 ------------------------~----------------- 5.2 
4.5 -~---~-------------------~~----~-------- 5.~ 

' 
' 

5.pro1. 

a4.epi1.?= 

4.6 ' 4.26 
4.7 4.pro1.? 

4.8 3.epil.? 

4.9 4.25 
4.10 

' ........ 4.22 


4.12 ----------------------~ 4.21 

4.13 ,-------------------- 4.20 
4.14 ~----------------- 4.19 
4.15 \- - - ? - - - - 4.18 

4.16 -------------- 4.17 
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Appendix C: Numerical Schema for Book 1 

---,prol.

1 
 ~~-===:;;;i~---] J2 
 76=4(19); 16------.... -~-J 
4 7----------------
5 11----------------
6&7 13 (=9+4)-------l 
8 12----
9 10--]

10 lQ..
11 
 15--J 
12 15-
1; 12----

14 18---------
-- 36115 10-----]
16 
 =19(19)

17 7-J 
18 ~-- - 285 

19 10---- =15(19) 
2~21 18 (=6+12)-

22 12----

23 8--J24 10 

25 8-
26 12----

27 11-] 

28 12-- -
29 11-
30 11-------------
31 13--------~----~-
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LENGTH 

There is some indication that in composing a fable Phaedms 

had in mind a small selection of approximate lengths to which it 

could be developed. The basic or pri.tna:cy' length a.ppea:rs to have 

been seven verses. There a:re twelve poems of precisely this length 

in the five books (l.prol., 1.4, 1.16, 1.18, 2.3, 3.1, 3.4, 3.9, 

3cll, 4.8, 5.6, and 5.8); and app.22 and app.26, which seem to be 

complete as they stand, also consist of seven verses (app.l8 may 

be lacking an affabulatio, tho'l18h this is not necessa:rily the case). 

In contrast, the five books contain onl3' th-ree complete poems of 

six verses (1.20, 4.3, and 4.20: 4.14 is of course a fragment) and 

onl7 five of eight verses (1.23, 1.25, 3.12, 4.12, and 4.17), while 

the appendix has no obviouslY complete poems or six or eight verses 

(app.25, and app.9, app.19, and app.29, all lack affabula.tiones). 

In some respects, this length of seven verses mnst have represented 

the minimum space necessa:ey- for the development of tale and moral. 

If the tale and its moral were extremely simple, they- might possibly 

be given in as few as four verses; but in such cases the fable becomes 

almost an image or an allusion (such are 1.7 and 4. 24). 

Yet this miniti'IW!l length is not rigidly apportioned. Thus 

a fable of seven verses mq have an affabulatio of one verse (1.4, 

1.18, 2.3, ;.1, 3.9, and 5.6), two verses (1.16, 4.8, and 5.8), 



or even three verses (3.4), or no atfabnlatio at all (3.11). Phaedrus' 

tendency to give his shorter fables one particular length mnst be 

due in pa.rt to a reeling for the correct magnitude similar to that 

re~ed of poets b,y Aristotle (Foeti£! 7.2&4-7). 

A secandar,y length to which Phaedrus seems to have felt 

a poem could be developed is around ten, eleven, or twelve verses, 

though here the difference observed is not perhaps so striking. 

There a.re only four poems of nine verses in the five books, and 

two of these are personal addresses (4.22 and 4.epil.: the other 

two are 1.6 and 1.17); there are no obviously' complete poems of 

this length in the appendix (app.l3 and app.21 lack atfabulationes). 

Ten verses, on the other hand, is the length of ten poems in the 

five books (1.9, 1.10, 1.15, 1.19, 1.24, 2.2, 3.5, 4.18, 5.prol., 

and 5.epil.); app.31 is also or ten verses, but may be missing a 

pronzy"thi'tiii1 or epileythiwn. There are also six poems or eleven verses 

(1.5, 1.27, 1.29, 1.30, 3.6, and 4.1) and nine or ten or twelve 

(1.8, 1.13 =disregardtng verses 13-4=, 1.21, 1.22, 1.26, 1.28, 2.1, 

3.19, 4.9, and 5.4: to which ma;y be added app.30, which is fairly 

obviously' complete; app.23 and app.32 lack atfabulationes). Five 

or six poems consist of thirteen verses (1.31 ~ camplet~, 3.14, 

3.17, 4.4, 4.6, and 5.3), and o~ two of fourteen (2.7 and 4.16: 

to which should probably be added app.3; app.ll, app.l2 comitting 

verse 15=, and app.28 are not obviously complete). 

Fables of this length a-re almost bound to have been elaborated 

in some particular. There may be a passage or several verses or 



d.irect discourse, as the lion's erlended argument from his own superiority 

in 1.5 (verses 7-11). More attention IllaT be paid to the backgromld 

for the purpose of building up a sort of climax, as in the reference 

to the wolf's difficulties in getting someone to remove the bone 

from his throat in 1.8 {verses 5-7). The action mq be del~ed b;r 

question and answer, as in 1.15 {verses 7-10). An extra sta.ge may

be added to the plot, as in 1.19. And so on. 

As indicated above, ~ two or three fables in the five 

books consist or fourteen verses. There are six poems or fifteen 

verses (1.1, 1.11, 1.12, 2.prol., 3.18, and 5.2) and only two or 

sixteen (1.3 and 3.8). Thus fifteen verses :may have fo:rmed one or 

the ideal lengths in Pha.ed:ra.s 1 mind, bu.t the evidence is admitted~ 

rather weak. Another point about whic!l poems seem to cluster in 

Pbaedrus is 26 verses. The difference in these longer poems seems 

to be one or degree of elaboration, with no sharp distinction or 

kind (sa:r, beast fable against anecdote) according to length. 

It was noted above that fables of the ver,- shortest length 

admit affabula-~iones of more or less fm3' size. In the case of fables 

of from twelve to fifteen verses, however, there is a complete absence 

or one-verse pronzythia (nine have two-verse prOiey"thia, and one c:l. 8== 

has a three-verse prom;yi;hi1llll), and in fables of thirteen verses 

or more there is a complete absence or one-verse epimytbia (two 

c:l.2 and 2 .8= have one-and-a...haJ.f-verse epileythia, nine have two-

verse ep~a., three c:4.6, 4.25, and 5.3= have three-verse epimythia., 
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and three =3..10, 4.11, and 4.21= have still longer epim;rthia). In 

other poems, we find one-verse promythia thirteen times and one-verse 

epileythia six times. The length of the affabu.1atio is thus not entirely 

'UI11"elated to the length or the poem in Phaedra.s. 

Nor, it appears, was it 1mrelated to the time at which he 

wrote. There is a strong preference in book 3 for the promythium 

to be of one verse (six cases, versus none of two verses, one -=3.3= 

of three, and one =3.10= of more); books 1 and 4, on the other hand, 

show a preference for two-verse proley"thia {sixteen and five cases 

respectively, as against five and two cases respectively of one-verse 

p~a). others have already pointed out Phaedrtts' shift with 

time from a preference for the promythi~ to a preference for the 

epimythium {see, for example, N~jgaa:t'd, II, P• 115). This change 

back and forth in preference for certain lengths of affabu.latio 

seems to be a parallel and possibly related phenomenon. It is seen 

in epimythia as well as in promytbia: there ~.re no one-verse epimythia 

either in book 4 or in book 1, but three in book 3. 

If Phaed:rtls tended to make his fables seven verses long 

rather than five or si:x: because the former length seemed to him. 

to be an appropriate mjnimum, was this a personal peculiarity', or 

does it represent a general truth about the ancient fable? The obvious 

course is to examine the work of the other great f'abula.r poet of 

antiquity, :Ba.brius. 



Now the text of Babrius is not in a.s good condition as that of' 

Pha.edro.s, being full of' possible interpolations and ha.ving variant 

verses in a m:m1ber of' places. It is tlm.a less easy to be sure of 

the lengths of' the various f.ables in it. Nevertheless, the number 

of' fables of' a particular length is f'airly consistent f'rom one edition 

to another, as the f'ollowing table will show. 

mmber namber of' fables of' that length 
of' 
verses Crusius1 Perrr2 

2 1 0 

3 0 0 

4 16 16 

5 5 5 

6 11 10 

7 6 6 

8 18 18 

9 4 1 

10 21 26 

11 5 6 

1otto Cra.sius, :Sabrii f'abulae aesopeae (editio minor; Lipsiae: 
1897), #/11-140, excluding '##39, 65, 137, and 138. Any sections bracketed 
or otherwise set of'f are not considered in determining the length 
of a fable. 

2Th.e Loeb terl printed in the same volume as that of' Pha.edrus; 
excluded are fables 137, 138, and 141 ( a.ll suffering from lactmas) 
and fables 142 and 143 (which do not represent the corresponding 
rmmbers in C:rusius' edition). 
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12 12 12 

13 2 1 

14 6 6 

15 1 2 

16 6 6 

17 2 2 

18 3 3 

19 4 4 

20 4 4 

22 1 2 

23 0 1 

24 2 1 

25 2 1 

29 1 1 

30 1 1 

32 1 1 

101 1 1 

The idea that seven verses was somehow an ideal length for 

the ancient fable is at once rei'uted. :Ba.brius ba.s onl.y six examples 

in 136 or 138 fables where Phaedrus has twelve in the 99 complete 

poems or the five books-a case ot about 4.4% comp~ed to about 

12%. The most noticeable difference in :Ba.brius• practice, however, 

is the preference for even numbers (more than three quarters ot 
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the fables in either Crusius or Perr:r'); this would account very 

largely' at least for the relative rari"t7 of fables of seven or fifteen 

verses compared with the works of Pha.edrl.ls, thaagb one is still 

faced with the problem of aeoountiDg for the even-number preference 

itselr.4 

In the fables of Avienu.s, we find a mu.oh more regular and 

understandable distribution of lengths than in either Phaedrus or 

:Babrius. Two (or one) of' Avienus 1 fables are of ten verses (that 

is, five couplets), ten are of twelve verses, eight of fourteen 

verses, twelve (or ten) or sixteen, five (or seven) or eighteen, 

3There can be no doubt that this high proportion of fables 
with an even number of verses is stat~sticall:y- significant. In the 
case of Crusius 1 text, the value ofX is 36 (-;.rith df=l); and, in 
the case or Per.ry1 s, it is nearly 40 (again 'tdth df=l)-both fa:r 
beyond the O.l$6 probability level. 

~ere is a ver:r slight preponderance, it appears, of even 
numbers of verses in shorler UDits as well; b".l.t this seems far from 
sufficient to account for the much stronger preference in the fable 
as a whole. ,.,

One is leea to speculate as to whether Babrius 1 fables may 
not have been a revrork:ing of a now lost collection in some form 
of couplets. For example, if Babrius was, as he is often deemed 
to have been, of Latin origin (see Percy's Loeb edition, pp. lli
lv), he might at some point in his career have composed a number 
of' tables :i.n Latin elegiacs (as Avienu.s did at a later date); if 
so, when he came to compile a collection for Greek-speaki.ng youngste::rs, 
he may easily have done little more than t:ranslate the earlier Latin 
material into Greek in the appropriate metre, in many- oases on a 
line-for-line basis. 

This is nat-urally mere speou.lation, but I iD:vi.te anyone to 
discover a more plausible e::cplanation for a phenomenon so far beyond 
the realm or doubt. 

http:Greek-speaki.ng
http:Pha.edrl.ls
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three (or four) of twenty, and one each of twenty-two and twenty

four verses.5 It is plain tha.t AvieDI~s did not favour particular 

exa.ot lengths (apart from the metrical necessity of even m:zmbers 

of verses), but rather tended to write fables of about fourteen 

verses. Avienus' fables are neither very- long nor very short, though 

they tend on the average to be somewhat longer than those of Phaedrus. 

Hone is the six or eight verses that would approximate the favoured 

seven of Pha.edrus. 

Tlm.s it appears that Phaed:r:us 1 favouring of particular lengths 

for his poems, specifically of seven versea, was peculiar to his 

particular treatment of the fable. :Babrius 1 work shows tha.t seven 

verses was not a general minimmn, and the fact (noted above) tha.t 

the length of the fable proper ~ va:cy in one of Pha.edrus 1 seven-

verse poems rather supports this. It is not necessa.ry to look for 

a:rq underlying philosophical reason for this characteristic of Phaedrus 1 

poems: it is not as if all, or even the larger part, of his poems 

were of only one or two lengths. It Jml.st rather be looked on as a 

5These figures are based on the text of J. Wight Duff and 
hnold M. Duff, J.linor Latin Poets (Loeb Classical Library; London 
and Cambridge, Mass.: 1968). The alternates in parentheses are the 
results of including the passages bracketed in the Duff' text. 

http:necessa.ry
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stylistic peculiarity, most unlike~ to have been the result or 

conscioa.s e.f'£orta A poem of seven verses probably pleased Phaedrus 

more than did one or, say, eight verses, thou8h he would probab:Q' 

hsv'e been unable to say wb;r. 



COl\TCIUSION-SU1·1MARY 

Studies of thls sort, which are not directed toward a single 

goal, do not readily yield a. llllified conclusion. Likewise, a. SUilliilar7 

or such studies tends to become either a precis or a series or chapter

headings. The results in this case are nevertheless such that a. 

certain organization or them is possible. 

Most chapters have touched on stylistic differences between 

the parts of Pha.ed.rus' work, with an especial view towards signs 

ot stylistic development. In Pha.edrus' use or homodyne and heterodyne 

verse-rhythms (chapter I), a.s well a.s in his use of "tmpoetic" words 

(chapter V), very little cnange was generally observable. Book 1 

was especially cha:racterized by' its povert7 in words found only 

once in Ph.aedru.s' work (chapter III), and this mi€ilt be paralleled 

by the relatively high repetition or verse-endings in the same book 

(chapter II). On the other hand, while "once-words" do not increase 

in f'requ.ency a.f'ter book 2, repetition or verse-endings continues 

to drop fairly steadily. Another fairly steady change is in the 

use or Greek words, which generally increase in i'requ.ency {chapter 

IV). Rl'zyme between the firth-foot dieresis and the end or the verse 

generally decreases in frequency (chapter VI). Less smooth variation 

was observed in the freqa.eney or third-root-caesura rhymes (chapter 

VI). In his middle work, Phaedrus ravou:red couplet-rh;ymes (chapter 

VI) and apparently used alliteration somewhat less (chapter VII). 

312. 
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It also appears that he preferred the "climactic" arrangement of 

threefold alliteration in his earlier work {chapter VII). 

These are perhaps the main points of difference brought 

out in these studies between the parts of Phaedrus' work. The increasing 

use of Greek words mq be due to changing content. Other changes, 

some of which have been shom1 not to be purely accidental, are more 

clearly stylistic in nature. The existence of other such shirts 

remains to be investigated (for example, in the field of word-order). 

Phaedrus seems to va:ey his style slightly with the kind 

of discourse. A cei.-ta.in affective value in the alte:rna.tion of homodyne 

and heterodyne {chapter I) appears to have been made use or at times. 

Once-words and Greek words are more common in some kinds of poems 

than in others (chapters In and IV) • The distinction between personal 

material and narrative mq be of some importance: the former makes 

more use of "1mpoetic" words than. the latter and manifests somewhat 

fewer strang alliterative verses {chapters V and VII). 

A few miscellaneous points might also be recalled. Pha.edrus 

introduced few new Greek words, if any, into Latin; and the overall 

proportion of Greek words in the vocabulary of his works is low 

in comparison with poets of the Augustan A€e {chapter IV). In spite 

of its prosaic tendencies, Phaedra.s' lango.age shows a definite sensitivity 

to a namber of facets of Dichtersprache and is not similar to that 

of the ea:rly dramatists (chapter V). Phaedrus was moderate in his 
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employment or allitera.tion and appea:rs to have avoided extreme concentration 

of alliterative verses and the juxtaposing or similar alliterations 

(chapter VII). Structural analysis generally looks like an unrruit.iUl 

approach to Phaed:ru.s, though the numerical. symmetJ:"Y' or book 5 is 

interesting (chapter VIII). 

These studies have, with certain exceptions, paid chief 

attention to the style or Phaedru.s as a discrete phenomenon, rather 

than in its relationships to the styles or particular other aa.thors. 

In a sense, this is justified; for there is no aa.thor or group or 

authors to which one ean point as having been a decisive influence 

on Pha.edra.s' style or as having been .i.l.lnuenced by it: Phaed:ru.s 

is not part or a trad.ition. Yet there are indications or a kinship 

with Horace; for example, in the use or alliteration (chapter VII). 

It mie;ht be or value for this sort or kinship to be explored fUrther 

at a later date. 
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